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THE NEED FOR GPS STANDARDIZATION

W. Lewandowski, G. Petit and C. Thomas

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures

Pavilion de Breteuil

92312 S_vres Cedex

France

Abstract

A desirable and necessary step for improvement of the accuracy of GPS time comparisons is the

establishment of common GPS standards. For this reason, the CCDS proposed the creation of a special

group of experts with the objective of recommending procedures and models for operational time transfer

by GPS common-view method.

Since the announcement of the implementation of Selective Availability at the end of last spring,

action has become much more urgent and this CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer Standards has now

been set up. It operates under the auspices of the permanent CCDS Working Group on TAI and works in

close cooperation with the Sub-Committee on Time of the CGSIC.

Taking as an example the implementation of SA during the first week of July 1991, this paper iUus-

trates the need to develop urgently at least two standardized procedures in GPS receiver software: moni-

toring GPS tracks with a common time scale and retaining broadcast ephemeris parameters throughout

the duration of a track. Other matters requiring action are the adoption of common models for atmo-

spheric delay, a common approach to hardware design and agreement about short-term data processing.

Several examples of such deficiencies of standardization are presented.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the operational GPS worldwide time transfer by C/A code receivers in common-

view mode [1] has seen significant progress in both precision and accuracy [2]. The accuracy

of GPS time links within continents now approaches two nanoseconds on an operational basis.

Between continents, the accuracy of operational links is between 10 and 20 nanoseconds. Some

recent studies, however, have shown that, when using an accurate homogeneous reference frame for

antenna coordinates, ionospheric measurements and post-processed precise satellite ephemerides,

these long-distance time comparisons can be achieved with an accuracy of a few nanoseconds [3].

But when approaching such a level of accuracy other problems arise. These are mainly due to the

lack of standardization in the software and hardware of commercial receivers which, for example,

process raw data differently or treat the input signal to the antenna in different ways. There is, in

addition, a need to remove the effects of SA degradation of GPS signals.

The first section of this paper presents an analysis of the effects of SA with the example of its

implementation during the beginning of July 1991. We show here the absolute necessity of strict



common views and of data post-processing with precise satellite ephemerides to overcome SA effects.

There is a consequent need for unified procedures in the design of GPS time receivers.

The second section deals with some other deficiencies of GPS time transfer which could be reduced

in the framework of an international standardization. Several examples are given and are illustrated

by the diversity of GPS time receiver types now in operation at the BIPM and national centers.

The third section of this paper briefly reports on the roles of the formal bodies concerned with GPS

standardization: the CGSIC Subcommittee on Time and the CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer

Standards.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SA, JULY 1-4 1991

The GPS system was designed with an optional facility to degrade the GPS signals available to

non- cleared users. The degradation is called 'Selective Availability' (SA). In addition to SA, there

is also Anti-Spoofing (AS).

The activation of SA and AS makes the GPS Precise Positioning Service (PPS), which contains the

full accuracy of GPS, inaccessible to those without encryption keys (authorized users). However,

the Clear Access (C/A) 1.023 MHz code on L1 frequency remains available for all users and provides

the GPS Standard Positioning Service (SPS). In case of SA, the SPS has a stated 95% accuracy in

two dimensions of 100 meters in position and 167 ns in time [4].

According to the information available to the civil community, the degradation brought about by SA

concerns only Block II satellites and consists of a phase jitter in the satellite clock and a changeable

bias in the broadcast ephemerides. For the civil users, SA causes peak-to-peak inaccuracies of

severM hundreds of nanoseconds in the direct extraction of GPS time from Block II satellites [5].

This was observed for four consecutive days at the beginning of July 1991. Figure 1 shows an

example of raw GPS data taken at Paris Observatory (Paris, France): a time modulation as high
as 200as is added to the usual noise affecting the GPS data.

Use of post-processed precise ephemerides

The effect of a changeable bias in the broadcast ephemerides can be overcome if precise post-

processed ephemerides are available. Such precise ephemerides are produced by the Defense Map-

ping Agency (DMA) and the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) [6]. They are received on a regular
basis at the BIPM, the delay before access being several weeks. Their estimated accuracy is of

order 3m.

In practice, computations with precise ephemerides require knowledge of the broadcast ephemerides

used by the receiver software in order to apply differential corrections [7], so it is necessary to collect

regularly GPS broadcast ephemerides, at least at some sites in the world. Another difficulty is the

possible change of ephemeris parameters during the usual 13-minute tracking period. This makes it

necessary to modify the software of current GPS receivers in order to retain a single set of ephemeris

parameters for the full duration of the track.

At the BIPM the software of one commercial GPS receiver has been modified to permit a 13-minute

freezing of ephemeris parameters and the recording of broadcast ones. We are thus in position to
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Figure 1. [UTC(OP)- GPS time]
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correct raw GPS data for precise satellite ephemerides [8].

The raw data taken at Paris Observatory at the beginning of July 1991 are repeated in Figure

2-a for Block I satellites and in Figure 2-b for a selection of Block II satellites, those for which we

can effectively process an ephemeris correction. The results of this correction process are shown

in Figures 3-a and 3-b, together with the smoothed values [UTC(OP) - GPS time] obtained from

Block I satellites only, through a Vondrak smoothing with a cut-off period of about 3 days [9].

The use of precise ephemerides improves the precision of time extraction from Block I satellites, and

removes major errors from Block II satellites. For the 4- day period (1-4 July 1991) the root mean

square of the residuals to the smoothed values [UTC(OP) - GPS time] is equal to 15.4ns for Block

I satellites and to 29.9ns for Block II satellites. Such a high value for the Block II satellites implies

that the specific implementation of SA used in this period consists not only in the degradation of

satellite ephemerides but also in the activation of on-board clock jitter.

It is interesting to make a quantitative evaluation of the amount of noise brought about by SA

during these four days:

* The degradation of ephemerides can be estimated from the root mean square of the differential
time corrections between broadcast and precise ephemerides. From the values computed at

the BIPM for the period 1-4 July 1991, we obtain about 39ns. However, this value is probably

3



anunder-estimateasthedifferentialcorrectionsfor satellite21,oneof thosemostaffectedby
SA, is unavailable(no recordingof its broadcastephemeridesat that time).

* The noiseobservedfor Block II satellitescorrectedfor preciseephemerides(Fig. 3-b) comes
both from clockjitter broughtaboutbySAandfromtheusualnoiseof timeextraction.This
latter canbeestimatedfrom data takenfrom BlockI satellites(Fig. 3-a).Thusthis givesa
roughestimationof the root meansquareof the clock-jitterdeviationof about26as.

Computation of strict common views

It is possible to eliminate on-board clock jitter in the comparison of remote clocks on the Earth.

This supposes that strict common-view observations are available [1,5], that is observations having:

* same track length (780s),

* same start time (within ls).

These conditions on timing express the need for a common reference time scale for monitoring

tracks. This is not always the case at present: the BIPM international schedule refer to UTC time
but some commercial receivers refer to GPS time or even mix UTC time and GPS time.

To complete the example of SA described here, we have computed the long-distance time compar-

isons [UTC(OP) - UTC(NIST)] for 21 consecutive days covering the period 1-4 July 1991. The

residuals to smoothed values (Vondrak smoothing with a 3-day cut-off period [9]) are shown in

Figure 4-a from strict common views. They show that on- board clock jitter noise is canceled, but

ephemerides degradation is still present. After applying corrections for precise ephemerides (Fig.

4-b) the effect of SA become indiscernible: the root mean square of the residuals to smoothed values

drops to 5.2as for the 21- day period. Figure 4-c, where correction for measured ionospheric delay

on both branches of the link is applied [8], is yet more striking: the precision of the time transfer

(root mean square of the residuals) is a remarkable 2.7ns.

Conclusions

The particular example of SA chosen here does not correspond to the full specification of SA given

in official documents [4]. The civil community must be then prepared to face even more serious

problems. At least we know how to overcome SA in a post-processed mode: we use precise satellite

ephemerides and strict common-view observations.

The impact on the need for GPS Standardization is now very clear: local GPS time receivers

should, at least, use the same reference time for monitoring track start time and retain ephemeris

parameters over the 13- minute duration of a track. It may also be wise to follow, strictly, the

international schedule for common- view time transfer issued by the BIPM.

4



EXAMPLES OF DEFICIENCIES IN GPS TIME-TRANSFER

CAUSED BY A LACK OF STANDARDIZATION

In this section we give some examples of deficiencies in GPS time transfer caused by a lack of

standardization. We report briefly on recent progress and underline residual difficulties. Some of

these points have already been discussed in [10] so we have chosen here to focus oil topics pointed

out more recently.

Homogenization of antenna coordinates

At one time, errors in antenna coordinates contributed one of the largest terms to the global error

budgets of GPS time links [2]. These errors were first reduced for continental links [11,12], then,

in 1990, a globaJ homogenization of coordinates was realized in one of the most accurate reference

frames, the ITRF (IERS Terrestrial Reference Frame) [13]. The BIPM continues this effort of

homogenization by providing accurate coordinates in ITRF (uncertainties range from 10cm to lm)

to new laboratories equipped with GPS time receivers and contributing to TAI. The last GPS

antenna position determined by the BIPM is installed near Moscow in the VNIIFTRI: it is the first

ITRF point in USSR, the uncertainty of the determination is hn [14].

Receiver hardware

A recent study [15] has shown one particular GPS tim(.' receiver type to be sensitive to external

temperature. This sensitivity has been shown to depend on the length of antenna cables. With a

100m antenna cable the peak-to-peak deviations can reach 20as.

Recently a sensitivity to signal power has been discovered at the NIST (National Institute of

Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado) [16]: when a 10dB pad is added to the antenna,

the measured receiver delay is modified. Generally this change is of order Ins, but for one receiver

tested at the NIST the change was much higher.

At present time, the reasons for such discrepancies are not completely understood but it is already

clear that a standardization in hardware design may be necessary.

Receiver software

A typical example

Colleagues from the Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et des Fr_quences (LPTF, Paris, France),

responsible for the production of TA(F) and UTC(OP), have recently drawn the attention of the

BIPM to an example of non-uniformity in the treatment of GPS signals by different GPS receivers

operating in France.

Figures 5-a, 5-b and 5-c summarize the situation. The LPTF operates on site three receivers from

different manufacturers A, B and C. Raw GPS data [UTC(OP) - GPS time] obtained by receivers

A and B are in good agreement except for satellite 19 (Fig. 5-a) which provides raw values with a
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spread of about 15ns. Raw GPS data obtained by receivers C and B are in good agreement even

for satellite 19 (Fig. 5-b).

The CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spaciales, Toulouse, France) operates one receiver of type

A. When computing the time link [UTC(CNES) - UTC(OP)] with receiver A in CNES and B in

LPTF, values given from observing satellite 19 are too small by about 15ns (Fig. 5-c).

It may be that receivers of type A perform an incorrect treatment of data from satellite 19 for some

reason at present unknown, while receivers of types Band C handle it correctly. But there is an

alternative: satellite 19 data may be treated correctly by receiver of type A, while all other values

are wrong.

Sampling of short-term GPS data

For most of GPS time receivers, short-term data are taken every 15s. For others short-term data

are taken every 6s but offer an option which allows the choice of 6s or 15s for basic observations.

Another receiver, recently put in operation at the BIPM, uses ls intervals short-term rneasurement.

In addition short-term raw data are not treated identically. This co_M make it difficult to defit_e

the actual start times of tracks when strict common views are necessary.

Sampling of short-term measurement is one important element of receiver software which is not

standardized, but other points are questionable, among them the models which are used for esti-

mation of the ionospheric and tropospheric delays of GPS signals, and also the regular updates of
constants used in receiver software.

GPS data format

At present time most GPS receivers use the so-called 'NBS format' initially developed for 'NBS

type' receivers in 1983.

Until early 1990, this standard format has fully played its role. The problem of defining a new

format for GPS data files arose when ionospheric measurement systems began to operate in tandem

with current time receivers. The automatic correction of GPS data by ionospheric measurements

raised several questions, in particular the need to provide additional data columns for ionospheric

measurements and the corresponding statistical parameters. The values of the tropospheric model

should also be present in the output files.

In addition to these new questions, there is an incoherence in the usual data format: the quantities

issued are not referenced to the same instant of the track. 'START TIME' is given for the beginning

of the track while 'ELEVATION' and 'AZIMUTH' of the satellite refer to its position at the end

of the track. The useful data 'REF-GPS' is referenced to any of the beginning, the mid-point or

the end of the track, among which, statistically, the mid-point value is the most reliable. In fact

all the values given in GPS data files should be referenced to the mid-point of the track.

The choice of unit is also questionable. It has become necessary to specify time values in tenths of
nanoseconds rather than in nanoseconds. The elevation and azimuth of the satellite should also be

given in tenths of degrees.

Finally, it must be remembered that the arrangement of the columns is only the visible part of the

work. It is also necessary to agree on and to distribute the corresponding software. Setting up a



newformat alsomeansthat usersneedto beinformedaboutits meaningfor the bestuseof data.

Most discussionaboutthe GPSdata formatis nowopened.Receivermanufacturersand the staff
of thenationaltimelaboratoriesareinvitedto givetheir opinionsandsuggestions.Agreementon
the format mayconstitutethe first concreteoutput of theofficial bodiessetup to dealwith the
problemof GPSstandardization.

FORMAL BODIES FOR GPS STANDARDIZATION

Two formal bodies are concerned with GPS coordination and standardization, they are the CGSIC

Subcommittee on Time and the CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer Standards [11].

The Subcommittee on Time of the Civil GPS Service Interface Committee (CGSIC) is mainly a

forum for the exchange of information between military and civilian elements. It cannot undertake

formal decisions. On the one hand, the Subcommittee provides up to date information to the

civil timing community , as presently reports on progress in the computation of precise satellite

ephemerides and their availability. On the other hand, it promotes the needs of the civil community,

especially about SA, during general meetings of the CGSIC.

The CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer Standards (CGGTTS) operates under the auspices of

the permanent Working Group on TAI of the Comit_ Consultatif pour la D_finition de la Seconde

(CCDS). This Group can initiate formal procedures as the CCDS could choose to submit its rec-

ommendations and standards to the approbation of tile Comit_ International des Poids et Mesures

(CIPM) and then to the Conference G_ndrale des Poids et Mesures (CGPM). The Group on GPS

Time Transfer Standards was set up during the summer of 1991. Its first formal meeting was held

on 2 December 1991 during the 23rd PTTI meeting in Pasadena, California.

The CGSIC Subcommitee on Time and the CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer Standards are

indispensable and are complementary.

CONCLUSIONS

Accuracy of a few nanoseconds in GPS time transfer is now possible even for long-distance links

using post- processed corrections. Further improvements are feasible through internationM coordi-
nation and standardization of receiver hardware and software. Joint action is required to overcome

the SA degradation of GPS signals. Two complementary formal bodies are concerned with these

matters, the CGSIC Subcommitee on Time and the CCDS Group on GPS Time Transfer Stan-

dards. At the end of 1991, the prime activities of these two committees are, respectively, providing

information on SA to the civil timing community and initiating a widespread debate on GPS data

format.
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Abstract

The Global Positioning System Information Center (GPSIC) was created to provide civil users of

the Global Positioning System with timely system status and other GPS satellite information. The GPSIC

began providing basic services on a test and evaluation basis in March I990. Since then we have improved

these services, formalized the information gathering processes, and expanded GPSIC operations to meet

GPS user needs.

The GPSIC serves as a central point of contact for civil users to make their interests and needs known

to the system operator, the Department of Defense (DOD) under the management of the U.S. Air Force.

The GPSIC provides GPS information to civil users through Operational Advisory Broadcasts (OAB)

containing GPS performance data. The OABs are disseminated through numerous sources including 24

hour access to a voice telephone recording and a computer bulletin board system (BBS). The GPSIC staff

also responds to individual user inquiries, comments, or concerra" about civil access to and use of the GPS

during normal working hours.

This paper provides an overview of the Civil GPS Service as well as the details of the type of informa-

tion and services that are available through the GPSIC and how they can be obtained. It will also address

the future expansion of GPSIC responsibilities.

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

INFORMATION CENTER

The mission of the Global Positioning System Information Center (GPSIC) is to:

* gather,

* process, and
* disseminate

*The views expressed herein are those of the author and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views
of the Commandant ot of the U.S. Coast Guard.
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timely GPS status information to civil users of the global positioning satellite navigation system.

Specifically, the functions to be performed by the GPSIC include the following:

* Provide the Ope,-ational Advisory Broadcast Service (OAB)

* Answer questions by telephone or written correspondence

* Provide information to the public on the GPSIC services available
* Provide instruction on the access and use of the information services available

* Maintain tutorial, instructional and other relevant handbooks and material

for distribution to users

* Maintain records of GPS broadcast information, GPS data bases or relevant

data for reference purposes

* Maintain data bases of users by category, receiver manufacturers, providers

of various services which use GPS, and other information sources

* Maintain bibliography of GPS publications

* Maintain and augment the computer and communications equipment as

required

* Develop new user services as required

OVERVIEW OF THE CIVIL GPS SERVICE (CGS)

In 1987, the Department of Defense (DOD) formally requested the Department of Transportation

(DOT) assume responsibility for establishing and providing an office that would respond to non-

military user needs for GPS information, data, and assistance. In February 1989, the Coast Guard

assumed the responsibility as the lead agency within DOT for this project. Three areas requiring
interaction was were identified:

* Near real-time operational status reporting

* Distribution of the precise satellite ephemerides

* Civil use of the precise positioning service

In 1988, the U.S. Space Command (USSPACECOM) invited the U.S. Coast Guard to assist in

the development of the DOD Operational Capability (OPSCAP) reporting system. Since that

time, the U.S. Coast Guard Radionavigation Division has worked with USSPACECOM to develop

requirements and implement a plan to provide the requested interface with the nonmilitary GPS

community. Most of these civil GPS services are now in place; others are planned to be ready by

the time GPS is fully operational.

As the Department of Transportation (DOT) operational agency, the U.S. Coast Guard is respon-

sible for the oversight and management of the Civil GPS Service. The function is implemented by

the following organizational elements:

Ch_. 0f11¢1o_Na'.4glC,on Safety
& Wate_,_ly S_V,¢ ¢e

Chief. Rad_ot_gatJon _llon
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Chief, Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway Services (G-N), located at Coast Guard tleadquar-

ters, provides top-level oversight and management of the CGS program. The primary responsibility

is the provision of broad, high-level policy guidance. This direction is provided in support of:

* DOT positions

* Congressional mandates

* Federal Radionavigation policies

This office is the focal point for information feedback from tile Civil GPS Service Interface Com-

mittee. Members of this staff interface with the heads of other Federal agencies with an interest in

the Civil GPS Service program.

Chief, Radionavigation Division (G-NRN), also located at Coast Guard Headquarters, is the pro-

gram manager responsible for the activities of the PI'SPO and the GPSIC operations. This office

assists with the budgetary planning for for these services.

The Civil GPS Service consists of four main elements:

GPS Information Center (GPSIC) is the operational entity of the CGS which provides GPS status

information to civilian users of the Global Positioning System based on input from tile:

* GPS control segment

* Department of Defense (DOD)
* Other sources

PPS Program Office (PPSPO) is responsible for administering the program which will allow qual-

ified civil users to have access to the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) signal. This program office

is currently under development in the Radionavigation Division of tile Office of Navigation Safety

and Waterways Service (G-NRN-2) located at Coast Guard Ileadquarters in Washington, D.C.

Civil GPS Service Interface Committee (CGSIC)was estat)lished to identify civil GPS user technical

information needs in support of the Civil GPS Service program. Its purpose and goal is of an

information exchange nature only.

Differential GPS (DGPS) was established to develop an extension of GPS to enhance the Standard

Positioning Service for civil users ill the maritime regions of the United States.

The DOT Navigation Council and the DOT Radionavigation Working Group will continue in their

traditional roles in the oversight of navigation including radionavigation.

Two other DOT agencies have Civil GPS Service functions:

The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) handles aviation issues, including Notices to Airmen (NO-

TAM), the National Aviation Standard for GPS, and GPS integrity as it relates to aviation.

The Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) handles intermodal navigation issues

and planning.

Although the DOT has assumed the principal oversight and inanagement responsibilities for the

Civil GPS Service, other federal agencies will play a role. The involvement of Federal agencies,

other than those under DOT, will be particularly appropriate with regard to users outside of the

navigation community.
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THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

INFORMATION CENTER (GPSIC)

The GPSIC began providing basic services on a test and evaluation basis in March 1990.

Since then, the GPSIC has improved these services, formalized the information gathering processes

and expanded GPSIC operations to meet GPS user needs.

The GPSIC serves as a central point of contact for civil users to make their interests and needs

known to the system operator, the Department of Defense, under the management of the U.S. Air
Force.

Operated and maintained by the U.S. Coast Guard for the Department of Transportation, the

GPSIC is a branch within the U.S. Coast Guard Omega Navigation System Center (ONSCEN)

located in Alexandria, Virginia.

The development of the GPSIC is evolving as an extension of the Coast Guard's existing involvement

in providing information on worldwide Radionavigation systems. The GPSIC will continue to be

responsive to the needs of the user and remain flexible in its iml)lementation plan to ensure that

the user's needs are considered when implementing new services or changing existing ones.

The overall implementation effort consists of three phases:

Phase I has been completed: The GPSIC was established at ONSCEN and began operations on a
test and evaluation basis in March 1990.

Phase H will coincide with the completion of working level agreements which detail the information

passing responsibilities between ONSCEN and the Master Control Station (MCS). We expect to

realize a sharp increase in users as the number of satellites increases. In anticipation of this, the

GPSIC accomplished the following tasks:

* Obtained additional personnel
* Produced user documentation

* Developed and implemented the GPS Road Show

Phase III will occur when DOD declares the system operational. (Expected in 1993, refer to FRP

for details). The increase in the number of satellites as well as users may increase the amount of

available information and demand for it. If these major increases occur and we realize a worldwide

GPS reference network/interface, the GPSIC may implement a second watch i)osition in order to

increase the hours personnel are available to provide real-time information.

The GPSIC is currently in a test and evaluation phase which means:

* Some services are not on line yet
* Details of information content and format have not been finalized

* Changes may be made without prior notice

* Operational standards have not yet been established for continuity of oper-

ation, and allowable time delays

Users of GPS are also cautioned that the Global Positioning System is not yet fiflly operational.

Signal availability and accuracy are subject to change without warning due to an incomplete satellite

constellation and operational test activities.

In general, the GPS Information Branch personnel are responsible for the day-to-day operations of
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the GPSIC. This includes collecting the information and data required to create the Operational

Advisory Broadcast (OAB) and then transforming this information and data into required formats

for the various information services accessed by the GPSIC. The GPSIC branch consists of the

following personnel:

* Branch Chief

* Operations Officer

* Navigation Information Specialist

* Telecommunications Specialist

* Navigation Information Clerk

GATHERING GPS INFORMATION

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) establishes policies and procedures for tile exchange of GPS

status information between the U.S. Space Command (USSPACECOM) and the Coast Guard.

This agreement addresses relative roles and responsibilities of each organization. A similar MOA

is being drafted between the Air Force and the Coast Guard.

The U.S. Air Force Second Satellite Control Squadron (2SCS), which operates the GPS Master

Control Station (MCS) in Colorado Springs, provides the following GPS information for the GPSIC:

Notice Advisory to NAVSTAR Users (NANU) are near real-time operational status capability

reports. NANUS are issued to notify users of future, current, or past satellite outages, system

adjustments, or any condition which might adversely affect users. NANUS are generated by 2SCS

as events occur.

GPS Status Message contains general information that is downloaded daily from the 2SCS's bulletin

board. The message contains information about the satellite orbit (plane/slot), clocks, and current

or recent NANUS. Status Messages are generated by 2SCS once a day Monday through Friday.

Almanacs contain the orbital information and clock data of all the satellites. The almanac for all

satellites can be obtained from downloading the continuously transmitted data stream from any
satellite.

In addition to receiving information from the MCS, the GPSIC works with representatives of

National Geodetic Survey (NGS) to offer NGS computed precise Gt'S orbit data to the public via
the GPSIC bulletin board.

NGS provides data products "SP3" (in ASCII format) and "EF18" (in binary format). In the past

NGS distributed this information to some users on diskettes by mail.

Precise ephemeris data describes the orbit of each satellite as observed by numerous ground stations.

It is useful in making a refined determination of where the satellites were at some time in the past.

For more information about Precise Ephemeris Data contact:

National Geodetic Information Branch (N/CG174)

Charting and Geodetic Services
National Ocean Service

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Rockville, MD 20852

Telephone: (301) 443-8631
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Features of the GPSIC services are created and improved in response to suggestions from our

users. The GPSIC will continue to work with GPS organizations to ensure the continuation and

development of the best possible user services. Specifically, the GPSIC will:

* Maintain liaison with other U.S. Government agencies as necessary to sustain

GPS system status, technical information exchange and resource availability
* Maintain liaison with the Civil GPS Interface Committee and international

civil GPS organizations to establish the requirements for GPS information

exchange.

DISSEMINATING GPS INFORMATION

The GPSIC sends GPS status information to civil users through Operational Advisory Broadcasts

(OAB). These broadcasts contain the following general categories of GPS performance data:

* Current constellation status

* Recent outages

* Scheduled outages
* Almanac data

The Operational Advisory Broadcast (OAB) consists of textual matter containing the GPS perfor-
mance data listed above. Conditions that impair the GPS for navigational purposes receive special

attention and wide distribution.

The Operational Advisory Broadcast is updated by the GPSIC staff at a minimum of once per day

Monday through Friday except Federal tIolidays. OAB's are updated more frequently if information

on changes in the constellation are received prior to 4:00 p.m. EST. The following table outlines

the update schedule for sources of GPS information received by the GPSIC:

SOURCE UPDATE SCHEDULE

NANU The GPS staff processes NANUS received during GPSIC

working hours as soon as possible. NANUS received after
hours or on weekends are processed immediately the next

normal working morning.
STATUS The GPSIC watchstanders access this information at 1300

MESSAGE EST Monday through Friday except Federal Holidays.

ALMANAC The almanac is distributed once a week or when changes that

appreciably affect system coverage occur.

NGS NGS provides the precise ephemeris data to the GPSIC two

weeks after the period it describes. Data will be updated

weekly. Data sets from at least the last six weeks will be

posted on the GPSIC BBS.

The Operational Advisory Broadcast is disseminated through the following media:
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* GPSIC Computer Bulletin Board System (BBS)

* GPSIC 24-tIour Status Recording

* WWV/WWVH worldwide high-frequency radio broadcasts

* Coast Guard Marine Information Broadcasts (MIB)

* DMAHTC Broadcast Warnings

* DMAHTC Weekly Notice to Mariners

* DMA Navigation Information Network (NAVINFONET)
* NAVTEX Data Broadcast

Some of these services have limited time or space available for GPS information. The following

paragraphs describe each service and the GPS information available.

GPSIC BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM (BBS)

The GPSIC Bulletin Board System (BBS) provides information in data format via telephone mo-

dem. The only costs associated with the service are the fees charged by the user's phone company

for the telephone call.

The GPSIC BBS connection information is contained in the following table:

PHONE NUMBER SPEED PROTOCOL MODEM

(703) 866-3890 300 Bell 103 Supra-
1200 Bell 212A Modern

2400 CCITT V.22bis 2400

(703) 866-3894 1200

2400

4800

9600

CCITT V.22bis

CCITT V.22

Bell 212A

CCITT V.22bis

CCITT V.32

CCITT V.32

Digicom
Systems,

Inc.

9624

The main body of information within the bulletin board is contained in Subject Information Groups

(SIGS). These are a collection of bulletins, some of which have attached files. They contain all of

the GPSIC's information about GPS. The following table provides a description of the SIGS:
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SIG DESCRIPTION
HELLO Short introductionto the SIGS,Plusbackgroundand mis-

cellaneousinformation,CGS1Cannouncements,RoadShow
schedule.

SUMMARY Summariesof recentevents,outages.
NANU NoticeAdvisoryto NAVSTARUsersmessages.30mostre-

centNANUSmessagesmaintainedonBBS.
ALMANAC Datadescribingtheorbit of eachsatellite.Previous3months

datamaintainedon BBS.
SEM Almanacsformatted for use by the SystemEffectiveness

Model (SEM)softwareV 3.5.
STATUS Contains excerpts from Operational Control's stsus message.

OMEGA U.S. Coast Guard weekly status summaries for the Omega

radio-navigation system. (An independent system, not part

of GPS.)

NGS Precise ephemeris data fi'om NGS. Contains 8 day segments.

The size of the GPSIC data files are as follows:

* NANU (batch of 10) 7K

* NANU (single) (estimated) 1K

* Status Message 2K

* Almanac (16 satellites) 10K

* Almanac (24 satellites) 15K

* SEM Almanac (16 satellites) 4K

* SEM Almanac (24 satellites) 6K

* Precise Ephemeris SP2 274K

* Precise Ephemeris SP3 371K

* Precise Ephemeris EFI3 80K

* Precise Ephemeris EF18 ll0K

The GPSIC BBS has 8 incoming phone lines with the capability to expand up to 64. The BBS

is also accessible via SprintNet. SprintNet is a major public data network (X.25) which enables

high-speed, error-free data transfer to most major cities within thd United States and a number of
locations abroad. The GPSIC BBS net address is: 202 1328.

In order to use SprintNet, an account must be established with Sprint. This involves a connection

charge and monthly billing for the service. To obtain more information about setting up an account:

Telephone: U.S. (800) 736-1130

International (913) 541-6876

An account with a similar network may be able to "gateway" over to SprintNet and access the

GPSIC BBS without establishing an account with Sprint. Consult your network representative

about how to use the gateway and resulting billing. The more complete gateway net address is:

311020201328.

Users may connect with the GPSIC BBS using the U.S. domestic telephone network or any other

dial-up voice grade telephone system that interfaces with it. To connect with the GPSIC BBS,

users need:
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* Personal computer
* Modem

* Communications software package

The GPSIC BBS can accommodate baud rates from 300 to bits per second (bps). The user has

the option of a modem rate setting of 300, 1200, 2.100, 4800 or 9600 bps. Regardless of the baud

rate selected, the modem should be configured as follows:

* Asynchronous communications
* 8 data bits

* 1 stop bit

* No parity

* Full duplex

First time bulletin board users can register on line. Users must provide their names and addresses

and establish a user ID and password. The BBS also has a Page System Operator (SysOp) function

which allows the user to page the system operator for oll line assistance during normal working
hours.

GPSIC 24-HOUR GPS STATUS RECORDING

The 24-hour status recording provides information in voice format. The amount of information is

strictly limited since the maximum tape length is 92 seconds long.

The telephone number for the status recording is:

(703) 866-3826

The following information is available o11 the 24-hour status recording depending on tile space

available. The information is prioritized as listed below:

* Cautionary

* Current system status

* Forecast outages

* Historical outages

* Other changes in the GPS

OTHER DISTRIBUTION MEDIA

GPS information available from each of these additional sources is prepared and assembled at the

GPSIC. These sources were chosen because they were already established to provide other types of

information. Most of these service are already used by a portion of the GPS user community, pri-

marily marine navigators. These services offer significant advantages in coverage and accessibility.

The following section provides:

* Description of each information source

* Type of GPS information available
* How the user can obtain the GPS information

WWV/WWVH: Since 1923, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), formerly

National Bureau of Standards, has provided a highly accurate time service to the national and
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international time and frequency community. NIST currently broadcasts continuous signals from

its high frequency radio stations. Services provided by WWV/WWVH include:

* Time announcements

* Standaxd time intervals

* Standard frequencies

* Geophysical alerts

* Marine storm warnings

* Omega Navigation System status reports

* Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time corrections

* BCD time code

* GPS information

GPS information is broadcast in voice on WWV/WWVIl at the following times and frequencies:

STATION LOCATION FREQUENCY TIME

WWV Fort Collins, 2.5, 5, 10 Minutes

Colorado 15, 20 MIiz 14 and 15

WWVII Kauai, 2.5, 5, 10 Minutes
tIawali 15 Mtlz 43 and 44

The time for the WWV/WWVH GPS broadcast is strictly limited. Depending on tile space avail-

able the GPS information is prioritized as listed below:

* Cautionary

* GPSIC operating hours and phone number

* Current system status

* Forecast outages

* Other changes in GPS Status

U$CGAND DMA MIB: USCG Marine Information Broadcasts and DMA Broadcast Warnings are

methods by which important maritime navigation information is disseminated in the most expedient

manner. This system covers a variety of topics of interest to mariners including:

* Status of navigation aids
* Weather

* Search and Rescue (SAR) operations

* Military exercises
* Marine obstructions

* Ice reports

* Changes in channel conditions

* Important bridge information

Within the United States, the U.S. Coast Guard and the Defense Mapping Agency Ilydrographic-

Topographic Center (DMAIlTC) are responsible for broadcasting navigation information described

above. Each agency has a particular geographic area of responsibility:
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AGENCY AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY
USCG Localandcoastalnavigationinformationbroadcastsfrom sourceswithin the

U.Sandits possessions.
DMAHTC Long-rangenavigationbroadcastsfrom countrieswithin theNAVAREAIV

andNAVAREAXII.

NAVAREAIV CoverstheAtalntic coasteastward
to 35degreesW.

NAVAREAXII Coversthe Pacificcoastwestward
to 172degreesE.

TheCoastGuardprovidesvital maritimeinformationill voiceformat viaanestablishedsystemof
VHF and HF radiobroadcasts.TheseMarineInformationBroadcasts(MIB) includethefollowing
typesof messages:

Urgent Messages concern the safety of a person, ship, aircraft or other vehicle.

Safety Messages contain important navigational or meteorological warnings that cannot be delayed
because of hazardous conditions.

Scheduled Broadcasts include:

* Notice to Mariners (NTM)

* Hydrographic information

* Storm warnings
* Advisories

* Other important marine information

* Safety and urgent messages which remain in effect

Cancellation Messages are sent by the originator to cancel previous broadcast when action is no

longer necessary.

USCG Marine Information Broadcasts are issued via voice and continuous wave (CW) transmis-

sions. The following table outlines the MIB frequencies:

STATION COVERAGE

VHF-FM Information that applies to inland
Cha 16 waters seaward to 25 nautical

Ch 22A miles.

MF Duplicate VIIF-FM broadcasts and

2182 kHz additionally covers waters out to
2670 kttz 200 nautical miles.

HF-CW Info that applies for waters from
500kHz the coastline to 200 nautical

miles.

Broadcasts are scheduled several times a day depending on tile location of the broadcasting site.
Stations designated to make regularly scheduled broadcasts are listed in the Coast Guard Radio

Frequency Plan. The length of messages broadcast is kept to a minimum.
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DMAHTC is responsiblefor broadcastingnavigationinformationconcerningthe "highseas"Infor-
mationis providedin messageformat via anestablishedsystemof messagedissemination.DMA
broadcastsareknownasNAVAREA,HYDROLANT,or HYDROPACandaregenerallygearedto
the deepdraft mariner.

DMAHTC alsopublishesaweeklyNoticeto Mariners(NTM) containingUSCGMarineInformation
Broadcastsand DMA BroadcastWarningsfor a sevendayperiod.

GPSstatus information is found in Section III of the Notice to Mariners, which summarizes voice

or data broadcast warnings.

Additional information on the DMA Notice to Mariners Information is available from:

Director, Defense Mapping Agency

Hydrographic/Topographic Center
Attention: MCNM

6500 Brokes Lane

Washington, DC 20315-0030

Telephone: (301) 227-3126

DMA NAVINFONET." In carrying out its mission to produce Notices to Mariners, DMA has devel-

oped a data base called Automated Notice to Mariners System (ANMS). This data base contains

information dealing with navigational safety. It is a supplementM source of up-to-date maritime

information for the user. The software developed for this data base provides remote query ca-

pabilities which DMA makes available to the entire maritime community through the Navigation

Information Network (NAVINFONET). NAVINFONET provides information in data format via

telephone modem. Information includes:

* Chart Corrections

* Broadcast Warnings
* MARAD Advisories

* DMA List of Lights

* Anti-Shipping Activities Messages

* Oil Drill Rig locations

* Corrections to DMA Hydrographic Product Catalogs

* U.S. Coast Guard Light Lists & GPS

The following GPS information is available from the DMA NAVINFONET under item 8 in the

bulletin board menu:

* Cautionary

* Current system status

* Forecast outages

* Historical outages
* Almanac data

* Civil GPS Service information

Users must register for the NAVINFONET bulletin board off-line before they will be granted access

to the system. For a user ID and information book contact DMA at the address listed above:

Attention: MCN/NAVINFONET
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Telephone: (301) 227-3296

NAI,"TEX: NAVTEX is a an internationally adopted radio telex system used to broadcast marine

navigational warnings and other safety related information to ships. This system assures world-

wide coverage by transmitting on an international frequency of 518 KHz. Vessels' NAVTEX re-

ceiver/teleprinters are permanently tuned to the worldwide frequency and remain on standby to

receive and print out all the messages automatically. Navigation information broadcasted through
NAVTEX includes:

* Notices to mariners

* Weather warnings and forecasts

* Ice warnings
* Other marine information

Coast Guard Atlantic and Pacific Area Commanders coordinate NAVTEX broadcasts transmitted

by all Coast Guard Communications. NAVTEX messages are normally broadcasted four times a

day which may be increased to six broadcasts with a ma_ximum duration of 40 minutes.

NAVTEX messages are categorized by subject area. GPS status messages are currently available

in NAVTEX category "K"; Other Electronic Navaid System messages. GPS information available

from NAVTEX includes the following:

* Cautionary

* Current system status

* Forecast outages

* Other changes in GPS Status

ADDITIONAL GPSIC SERVICES

The GPSIC publishes documents which provide detailed information about GPS, other radionavi-

gation systems, the GPS Information Center and how to obtain these services. The following table

describes the GPSIC publications available:

PUBLICATION DESCRIPTION

GPSIC Describes information services

BROCHURE provided by the GPSIC

GPSIC Provides detailed instruction

USERS' on the access and use of the

MANUAL services available at the GPSIC

GPS/RA Lists publications available on

POSTCARDS a self addressed postcard

GPS Describes the system, its

FACTS & concept, accuraccies and

FIGURES applications

OMEGA FACTS Describes the Omega

& FIGURES radionavigation system

LORAN-C Describes LORAN-C

FACTS & FIG

RADIOBEACON Describes Radiobeacons.

Facts & FIG
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The GPSICdistributesdocumentsprovidedby otherGPSinterestedorganizations.Thefollowing
table describesotherGPSpublicationsavailablethroughthe GPSIC:

PUBLICATION PUBLISHER DESCRIPTION
NAVSTARGPS JPO Describesthesystem,equipment
USEREQUIPMENT applications& capabilities
GPSNAVSTAR JPO Providesgeneralinformation
OVERVIEW about GPS
GPSA GUIDE Trimble Describeswhat GPSis
TO THE NEXT Navigation andhowit works
UTILITY

TheGPSICno longerdistributescopiesof theICD-200.TherevisedPublicReleaseVersionof this
documentis availablethroughthe GPSJointProgramOffice.Formoreinformationcontact:

CDRDennisMcLean,USCG
SpaceDivisionMZT
PO Box92960WPC
LosAngeles,CA 90009-2960
Phone:(213)363-0354
Fax: (213)363-2930

In aneffort to makethe publicawareof the servicesofferedby the GPSIC,the GPSICsetsup
a GPSdisplayat trade showsthroughoutthe United States.The displayincludesa modelof a
satelliteand rocketloanedby GE Astrospaceand McDonnellDouglasrespectively.The GPSIC
staff distributesbrochuresand answersquestionsabout GPSin orderto educateusersabout the
system.

The GPSICrespondsto individual userinquiries,comments,andconcernsabout civil accessto,
and useof the GPS.The GPSICfieldsrequestsfor informationMondaythoughFridayfrom 8:00
a.m. to 4:00p.m. EasternStandardTime. Mostinquiriescanbe answeredimmediatelyoverthe
phone.Sometechnicalquestionsor requestsarereferredto a moreauthoritativesource.

If you would like to commenton anyof theseservicesor askquestionsabout presentor future
serviceswrite to:

CommandingOfficer(GPSIC)
USCoastGuardOmegaNavigationSystemCenter
7323TelegraphRoad
Alexandria,Virginia 22310-3998
Or call (703)866-3806

An answeringmachinerecordsmessagesafter workinghours.Messagesarenormallyreturnedthe
followingworkday.
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FUTURE PLANS FOR GPSIC

The Coast Guard plans to evaluate the possibility of expanding the GPS Information Center into a

Radionavigation or Navigation Information Center. As such, the Information Center would provide

navigation information on all navigation systems involving the Coast Guard both nationally and

internationally.

Information concerning other radionavigation systems the Coast Guard is involved with would be

posted on the BBS. As a first step in this direction, the GPSIC currently provides the Omega

weekly status message on the BBS.

DIFFERENTIAL GPS (DGPS)

Consistent with its role as the civil interface for GPS, the U.S. Coast Guard has a research and

development project to develop an extension of GPS, known a.s differential GPS (DGPS). This is

an enhancement to the Standard Positioning Service which should achieve accuracies of 10 meters

or better for civil users in the maritime regions of the United States.

Based on encouraging results of operational testing of a prototype reference station, a project has

been initiated to implement DGPS in U.S. near-coastal areas to improve upon current harbor and

harbor-approach navigation accuracy. Project plans are being formulated. Additional prototypes

began operation during September/October 1991. If fu]ly funded, an operational system is expected

by the end of 1995.

For additional information on DGPS, contact:

Commandant (G-NRN)
U.S. Coast Guard

2100 2nd Street, S.W.

Washington, DC 20593

Telephone: (202) 267-0283

Fax: (202) 267-4427

PRECISE POSITIONING SERVICE

PROGRAM OFFICE (PPSPO)

The Precise Positioning Service Program Office (PPSPO) will administer civil applications and

collect fees for access to encoded PPS capabilities.

The Government will publish detailed guidance for users interested in requesting access to PPSPO

once policy is established for the following:

* Submitting applications

* Granting approval for user access

* Establishing operational procedures and compliance requirements for accessing data from
the GPS PPS

The Federal Radionavigation Plan (FRP) contains gelLeral criteria for qualified civil use of PPS.
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Access determination will be made on a case by case basis. The following criteria may be refined

as Government policy is developed:

* Access is in the U.S. national interest

* Security requirements can be met

* There are no other means reasonably available to the civil

user to obtain a capability equivalent to that provided by the

GPS PPS

For additional information on the PPSPO, contact Commandant (G-NRN) at the address listed

above or call:

Telephone: (202) 267-0298

CIVIL GPS SERVICE INTERFACE COMMITTEE (CGSIC)

The roles of the Civil GPS Service Interface Committee (CGSIC) are to:

* Provide a forum for exchanging technical information in the

civil GPS user community regarding GPS information needs

* Identify types of information and methods of distribution to

the civil GPS user community

* Identify any issues that may need resolution by the CGS pro-

gram office

The CGSIC will work with the following organizations:

* U.S. Coast Guard Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway

Services (Civil GPS Program Office)

* DOT Navigation Working Group

* Joint DOD/DOT Radionavigation Working Group

The Civil GPS Service Interface Committee is comprised of representatives from relevant private,

government, and industry user groups, both U.S. and international.

The CGSIC consists of:

* General Committee

* Five Subcommittees

The Committee is jointly chaired by the U.S. Coast Guard and the DOT Research and Special

Programs Administration (RSPA). The joint chair is based on the USCG being DOT's lead agency
for the civil GPS service which includes the government's interface with civil GPS users, and RSPA's

responsibility to coordinate intermodal navigation plamling with DOD.

The Civil GPS Service Interface Committee may create subcommittees to identify specific areas

of civil GPS user information needs and facilitate technical information exchange as required.

Standing subcommittees have been established for:
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* Surveying and Positioning Information

* Timing Information
* International Information

* Reference Station, Technology, and Applications

* Real-time Carrier Phase Applications

The International Information Subcommittee (IISC) of the Civil Gt'S Service Interface Committee

is investigating the feasibility of a regional international information media. The GPSIC would

provide the OAB into an electronic mailbox designated, controlled, and financed by the IISC.

The Civil GPS Service Interface Committee meets as necessary to exchange technical information

regarding civil GPS information needs.

For additional information on the CGSIC, contact:

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (VNTSC)

55 Kendall Square

Cambridge, MA 02142-1093

Telephone: (617) 494-2432

Fax: (617) 494-2628

FEDERAL RADIONAVIGATION PLAN (FRP)

The Federal Radionavigation Plan contains the official statement of government policy on civil use

of GPS. This plan covers other government operated radionavigation systems in addition to GPS.

Information provided includes:

* Policy and plans for the future radionavigation systems mix

* GPS System description

* Table of SPS and PPS signal characteristics

* Various other topics

In order to obtain the user's perspective on Federal policies and future plans for U.S. Government

provided radionavigation systems, the I)OT conducts open meetings for all interested persons.

Users are encouraged to attend FRP conferences to provide inputs for the 1992 edition. FRP Con-

ferences are scheduled for Alexandria, Virginia in November and Seattle, Washington in December.

For more information on these conferences, contact: Volpe National Transportation Systems Center

(VNTSC) at the address listed above attention:

Conference Office (DTS-930)

Telephone: (617) 494-2307

Navigation systems that will be discussed at these conferences include:
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* Loran-C

* Omega
* Transit

* Radiobeacons

* VOR/DME

* MLS/ILS
* GPS
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THE GPSIC QUICK REFERENCE OAB DISTRIBUTION

The GPS Information Center provides the Operational Advisory Broadcasts through the following
services:

SERVICE AVAILABILITY INFO TYPE CONTACT NUMBER

GYPSIC WATCttSTANDER 8AM-4PM Monday USER INQUIRIES (703) 866-3806

WATCH- through Friday FAX (713)866-3825
STANDER

24 hoursGYPSIC

COMPUTER

BULLETIN

BOARD

SERVICE

STATUS

FORE/HIST
OUTAGES

NGS DATA

OMEGA/FRP
MISC INFO

(703) 866-3890
300-2400 BAUD

(703) 866-3894
UP TO 9600 BAUD

Sprintnet (x.25)
202-1328

GYPSIC 24 hours STATUS (703) 866-3826
VOICE TAPE FORECASTS

RECORDING IIISTORIC

WWV Minutes STATUS 2.5, 5, 10, 15
14 & 15 FORECAS'I'S and 20 Mtlz

WWVII Minutes ST_VFUS 2.5, 5, 10

43 & 44 FORECASTS 15 Mllz

USCG MIB When STATUS VII F Radio,
MIB broadcasted FORECASTS marine band

DMA BROADCAST WARNINGS When STATUS

BROADCAST broadcasted FORECASTS

WARNINGS O UTAG ES

DMA Published STATUS (301) 227-3126
WEEKLY & FORECASTS
NOTICE TO mailed O UTAG ES

MARINERS weekly
24 hoursDMA

NAVINFONET

AUTOMATED

NOTICE TO

MARINERS
SYSTEM

NAVTEX
DATA

BROADCAST

STAT U S

FORECASTS

tlISTORIC

(301) 227-3351
300 BAUD

(301) 227-5925

When

broadcasted

4-6 times/day

ALMANACS

FOR MORE

1200 BAUD

(301) 227-4360
240O BAUD

[NFO CALL

STATUS

FORECAST

OUTAGES

(301) 227-3296
518 ktlz
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Evaluation of GPS/UTC

 9 -3j3 53 '
Steering Performance

W. A. Feess, H. Holtz, A. L. Satin, C. H. Yinger

The Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, CA

Abstract

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is required to maintain GPS time to UTC to an accuracy of one

microsecond and broadcast to the user the offset between GPS and UTC to an accuracy of l O0 nanoseconds

(1 sigma). On June 25, 1990, an automatic steering algorithm was implemented to control GPS time to

synchronize it with UTC. The description of the steering laws and predicted performance results were

presented at the 1989 PTTI conference, while preliminary performance results were presented at the 1990

PTTl conference. The initial performance was not as predicted, resulting in an in-depth analysis of the

observed performance and a more thorough sensitivity analysis. In addition, responses to anomalies were

investigated. This paper will describe these analyses and results, and evaluate actual steering performance

from June 1990 to November 1991. Although anomalies were observed during the initial phase of steering,

recent experience is more in line with expectations.

1.0 Introduction

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a Det)artment of Defense space-based navigation and

time dissemination system. When fully deployed it will consist of a ,:onstellation of 21 operational

satellites (Blk II/IIA) plus three active spares. The current constellation consists of nine Blk II

and two Blk IIA satellites. In addition, five Blk I development satellites are still functioning.

As a navigation system, each satellite is required to deliver to a user a timing signal and information

relative to the satellite vehicle (SV) position and time offset with respect to system time (GPS time)

to an accuracy of six meters (20 nanoseconds) one sigma. Given this accuracy of time signals to

four SV's with appropriate geometry, an authorized dual frequency user can navigate in three

dimensions to an accuracy of 16 m SEP. A user who knows his location in the reference coordinate

system of GPS (WGS84), can synchronize his time to GPS time. The accuracy of this time transfer

is also dependent on the user's ability to remove propagation effects (ionospheric and tropospheric)

and when applicable the effects of selective availability (SA).

GPS is also required to synchronize GPS time to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) maintained

by the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and to broadcast to the user the time difference between

these two timing systems. The requirement is to synchronize to one microsecond (1000 ns) and to

broadcast the difference to an accuracy of 100 nanoseconds (one sigma). This paper evaluates the

performance of these functions.
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2.0 Steering Performance

To meet these requirements, USNO is equipped with GPS receivers to monitor GPS time and

the broadcasted GPS-UTC time difference. Reference 1 describes in detail the equipment and

tracking schedules used to perform these functions. The data collected is processed by USNO and

available for transmission to the Operational Control Segment (OCS) daily via secure telephone

lines. The OCS operates with this data to control GPS time. This operation is pictorially and

schematically presented in Figure 1. Early ill the program, the control was manual in that the

operator would observe the time history of the timing difference and periodically effect a magnitude

and time duration command to steer the GPS time offset towards zero. Tile command is a frequency

drift command (second derivative of time) whose magnitude is limited. The limit was set to

protect the navigation user in the event the OCS was rendered inoperable due to hostile or natural

causes. More recently (June of 1990) steering was automated to ease the operator function and to

improve performance. Several control laws were considered for automation of the control flmction.

Reference 2 described and analyzed these control laws, and presented predicted performance. In

addition to steering, the GPS time reference was changed from a GPS master clock to a GPS clock

ensemble configuration (composite clock). Reference 3 presented the preliminary performance of

these changes after initial turn on. To put steering performance in prospective, Figure 2 shows the

time history over the past five years.

The steering law implemented is that designed by the Control Segment contractor (iBM) which

is described in Reference 2. It is a three state controller, i.e., plus, minus or zero command. The

command rate is the limiter value of 2E-19 s/s 2 (_ 1.5 us/day2). The anticipated steady state

performance after initial transients have subsided was I0 ns one sigma (Reference 2). Automatic

steering was initiated June 25, 1990 (MJD=48067). Figure 3 presents the GPS/UTC time difference

and steering command from turn on to November 1, 1991 (48561). The initial overshoot was

expected, however the large undershoot was much larger than expected and the magnitude of the

second overshoot was not anticipated at all. Concern was raised with the initial undershoot and

analyses were initiated after the second overshoot. Automatic steering was turned off for 9 days

following the initial undershoot (48120 to 48129) and turned off from 48160 to the end of 1990

(MJD 48256). Occasional manual steers were introduced during this later period.

The observed performance was of particular concern to us, because the concepts for steering here

are being applied to a more difficult task for the Blk IIR SV's currently being designed. The task

there will be to synchronize two GPS clock ensembles, the Blk IIR SVs ensemble operating in their

autonomous navigation mode and the current OCS clock ensemble of all SV's and monitor stations.

The GPS/UTC synchronization will also be required.

To investigate the situation, a set of OCS filter data covering the first 22 days of October, 1990

(MJD 48165 to 48187) were obtained and analyzed. At this point in time, it was not known

whether the problem existed with the steering or the GPS clock ensemble since both were initiated

about the same time. Prior to this analysis the steering algorithm was checked and found to be

producing the correct steering commands for the phase and frequency offsets observed by USNO.

Two major phenomenon were observed from the filter data. First, estimates of aging on two of the

SV's with rubidium frequency standards (PRN's 3 and 16) had large estimation errors. Second, it

was observed that Nay 16 had a large uncompensated frequency jump (Af/f _ 4E-12) causing a
change in frequency estimates of the other clocks in the ensemble of opposite polarity and about one

fifteenth the size. During this period, the frequency standard at the Colorado Springs monitoring

station was switched to the NRL's hardware ensemble (48167). Although the frequency of the two
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standards were considerably different, the transition was handled correctly by the filter with no

detectable changes in ensemble frequency.

Simulations of the steering loop to aging and frequency jumps led to the conclusion that the

first undershoot problem was due to the filter mismodeled aging and the second overshoot was

a combined effect of NAV 16 frequency jump and a change in aging. Based on these findings it

was concluded that the problem was in the clock ensembling process and not in the steering loop

design. It was therefore recommended that all SV rubiduim clocks and any other SV which was

experiencing estimation problems of clock or ephemeris be removed from the G PS ensemble process.

This was done in December and automatic steering was again initiated January 1, 1991.

The performance since January 1 still reflects spurious responses which can be associated with

monitoring station clock problems. It should also be noted here that it is not necessary that SV

rubiduim clocks be excluded from the GPS ensembling process; however, it is necessary that the

filter be tuned properly to estimate the aging state.

3.0 Stability of GPS Time

The common measure of time stability is the Allan Variance of the sample fimction. This is

presented in Figure 4 for the time history of the GPS time offset presented in Figure 3. This

represents the composite of the GPS time ensemble and the steering function. When tile steering

command is integrated twice and removed from the sample function of Figure 3, a measure of the

GPS ensemble time is obtained. This is also presented in Figure 4. These are rather complex

functions to make any quantitative statements; however, certain qualitative observations can be

made. The one day value (_ 2.8 E-14) is a reasonable assessment of the GPS ensemble time

since its value is not affected by the contribution of steering. Also included in this number is the

accuracy of the measuring system which includes the SV clocks, therefore it can be concluded the

GPS ensemble is performing better than 2.8 E-14 at one day. In the interval of 1 to 100 days, the

GPS time ensemble response suggests a significant component of aging noise. Beyond 25 days, the

steering loop significantly removes the effects of this noise as evidence by the intersection of the

open and closed loop curves.

4.0 Time Dissemination Performance

The time dissemination relates to how well a GPS user can determine his time offset with respect

to UTC. USNO monitors this function by correcting the observed GPS time offset by the offset

broadcast by GPS in subframe 4. The phase, computed frequency and reference time received

from USNO for steering is also used at the OCS to prepare the subfl'ame 4 data. USNO then uses

what it receives in the message to arrive at the GPS (UTC) error. What is computed by USNO

and presented here in Figure 5 is the daily mean and the one sigma value about the mean for the

interval when steering was turned on to November 1, 1991. Observing Figure 5 it is seen that early

in the steering interval, June to October 1990 (MJD 48067 to 48165), the pattern and magnitude

of error was larger than the rest of the interval. Initially a three day least squares polynomial fit

was done at the OCS using a subset of the total data collected by USNO. Problems associated

with this procedure resulted in the change to the current procedure (see Section 5) and associated

improved performance.
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The RSS value of the mean and sigma is more the intent of the 100 ns requirement. Table I

summarizes the performance of these quantities over the total interval and over the interval covering

this year.

Table 1. Disseminated Time Accuracy RMS Statistics over each interval (ns)

Interval Mean Sigma RSS Max RSS
June 25 '90 to Nov 1 '91 8.3 11.8 14.5 52.6

Jan 1 '91 to Nov 1 '91 4.9 10.9 12.0 23.6

5.0 Sensitivity Study

Because of the anomalous performance initially experienced, a re-examination of the steering loop

was initiated. The new simulation depicted more closely the USNO to OCS interface and the OCS

to satellite interface system than was used in the original study (Reference 2). Figure 6 presents

the new simulation diagram. As in the original study the OCS Ephemeris and Clock Kalman

filter is represented as a simple two stage clock model. In the simulation, the steering command is

integrated twice to reflect schematically the response while in the OCS the steering command is fed

directly to the Kalman filter and the filter performs the integration. This schematic representation

has the advantages that more realistic representations of tile Kalman filter could be implemented

without changing the steering diagram. The difference of these two outputs (filter and steering)

represents GPS time and is used as the reference for uploads to the satellite system. Each SV in the

constellation of N satellites is also modeled as a two stage clock with phase and frequency, outputs

being reset daily to represent the upload function. For most studies, N was set to 12 and the rotary

switch would reset a different SV clock every two hours. On the other end of the SV simulation is

another rotary switch sampling one of the SV's in the constellation ever), 15 rain representing the

operation at the USNO. Noise is added to these samples to represent errors in the USNO caused

by receiver and correction errors. The current procedure since Oct 1990 has been for USNO to

collect 38 hours of data (0 hrs GMT to 14 hrs the next day) and to perform a least squares linear

fit on the data to produce a phase and frequency offset of GPS time to USNO time. The time tag

for this data is 24 hour into the fit interval. For our simulation, an hour delay is incorporated to

allow time for transmitting and entering the data into the OCS system. The OCS uses the first

difference of the daily phase error data to represent frequency error. This output is fed daily to

the steering law. The IBM steering law operates on this command every 15 minutes to determine

an output steering command. The steering law is described in Reference 2 with a change to the

TOL value (error tolerance from 1 to 10 ns) which was recommended by IBM. For comparison, the

linear law of Reference 2 was also simulated where steering commands are computed once per day

subject to the output limit.

The main inputs to this simulation for steady-state performance analysis are the performance pa-

rameters of the ground ensemble, the performance of the SV clocks, and the noise level of the

measurement process. Figure 7 presents Allan Variance curves for the clock models and defines the

nominal values used for stochastic parameters in this study. Other inputs of initial conditions, en-

semble aging and/or frequency jumps, limiter level, data dropouts, number of SV clocks simulated,

measurement filtering intervals, and delay variations were also investigated but not reported here.

One of the characteristics noted in this simulation was the non-repeatability of statistical results

with changes in the seed to the random number generator. It was initially thought that simulation
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intervals of 3 to 5 time constants (100 to 200 days) would be adequate to portray performance for

a particular set of inputs. However, it was found that significant changes in results occur even for

simulation intervals of 1000 days. Figure 8 is a typical example where the first 300 days exhibits

large excursions (parasitic oscillations) with a significant change in apparent performance over the

remainder of the interval. For the same input conditions (except for a change in the random

number seed) a completely different response results. Similarly for the same seed, but a change in

the magnitude of one of the input noise levels, results in a complete change in apparent performance

over time. For this reason, it is difficult to conduct a sensitivity analysis on a non-linear controller.

To a lesser extent, the linear controller also suffers when noise levels are sufficient to cause frequent

limiting action. The nonlinearity violates laws of superposition and stationarity enjoyed by linear

systems and makes the analysis for stochastic inputs more difficult to predict.

With this characteristic noted, a sensitivity study was run simulating both the current controller

and a linear controller. Table II defines the parameters and values used and presents results in

terms of RMS phase and frequency errors for each case. Figure 9 graphically summarizes the phase

errors for each class of input and variation used.

It is seen from these results that the loop performance is most sensitive to tlle performance of the
ground clock ensemble and relatively insensitive to measurement noise at USNO or to individual
SV clock performance.

Table II Sensitivity Study Parameters and Results
Input RMS Results

Noise Meas.

Seed Ground Clock SV Clocks Noise (ns) IBM

Phase Freq

Symbol REP W1E W2E W1S W2S MNZ (ns) (ns/day)
Nominal 3 3 1 9 3 10 22.1 4.6

1 .......... 15.9 4.0

Seed 2 .......... 12.3 3.8

4 .......... 15.5 3.7

5 .......... 20.4 4.2

3 6 ........ 36.1 6.0

Grd Clk " 1.5 ........ 17.0 3.6

" 3 2 ...... 56.8 7.1

.... .5 ...... 10.2 3.1

.... 1 27 .... 2{).0 4.3

SV Clk ...... 3 .... 14.2 3.7

...... 9 9 " 21.8 4.5

........ 1.5 " 1(.).2 4.2

Meas. '....... 3 20 21.8 4.4

Noise .......... 5 18.8 4.3

Linear

Phase Freq
(ns) (ns/day)
14.7 3.3

12.7 3.0

ll.1 3.0

14.5 3.1

15.1 3.2

27.1 4.9

11.9 7.6

53.2 6.8

9.8 2.5

19.8 3.8

13.8 3.1

14.9 3.3

14.7 3.3

16.0 3.4

14.4 3.2

6.0 Performance Improvements

Although the current performance (both in control of GPS time and dissemination of the GPS/UTC

time difference) are well within required accuracies, improvements are always possible. The major

perturbation to control accuracy is detection of and compensation for individual clock anomalies. To

this end, an enhancement to the control segment software, called Performance Visibility, is currently

in the design stage by IBM (Reference 4). This enhancement will examine the Kalman filter
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products to automatically detect anomalous magnitudes, trends, etc. so that operator intervention

and correction can be applied before anomalies spread into the GPS system and the constellation

of satellites.

Currently, the clocks contributing to ensemble time are all equally weighted. The Colorado Springs
monitor station has the NRL hardware ensemble as its reference and could be weighted so as to

enhance stability of GPS time with corresponding improvement in control of GPS time. This

requires no software changes. Converting to a linear controller in contrast to the IBM controller

offers some improvement, particularly if the limits were increased so higher gains could be used.

Time dissemination improvement is harder to achieve. The accuracy is primarily dictated by the

SV clock performance in prediction and the update rates involved. Update rates, e.g., twice a

day could offer perhaps a factor of two improvement and perhaps would not be that difficult to

implement. Relative to SV clocks, our experience with Blk II rubiduim clocks (NAV 16) is limited

and its performance plagued with frequency jumps not necessarily inherent in the standard design.

In the absence of frequency jumps and with proper modeling of aging in the Kalman filter, the

stability of Nav 16 standard over one day was excellent. The Blk IIR rubiduim clocks could offer

improved performance, while the autonomous navigation feature will offer enhanced accuracy of

SV broadcast time.

7.0 Conclusions

Both control and dissemination of GPS time with respect to USNO time have been demonstrated to

exceed performances requirements by at least an order of magnitude. The performance of the GPS

Composite clock demonstrates an accuracy better than 3E-14 frequency stability at one day. Every

indication is that this will improve with enhanced anomaly detection and filter tuning. The lesson

learned is to evaluate system design under anomalous performance as well as nominal performance.

Also, not all clocks perform equally and should not be weighted equally. For questionable clocks,

zero weights are much preferred to equal weights. Finally, the techniques to evaluate performance

are valid and should carry through to designs of the Blk IIR constellation synchronization and

GPS/USNO control and dissemination. Anomaly studies of the Blk IIR has been an integral part

of the design activity and experience here reinforces the need for allomaly analysis during the design

phase.
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Figure 1. GPS/UTC Steering Diagram
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Figure 2. GPS-UTC Steering Performance
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Figure 4. Allan Variance of GPS Time
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Figure 7. Allan Variance Clock Models
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Figure 9. Sensitivity Study Summary
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

David Allan, NIST: In your previous chart, where you showed the state of the steering law,

plus or minus or zero, during the period where it was operating well, it was almost never at zero.

Where it was operating poorly, it was often at zero. Intuitively, one would say that, since it is

almost never at zero during that last period, there could be something done to make it work even

better, even though it is as good as you need. Statistics says that it should be often at zero, rather

than always at the limit.

Mr. Feess: If the two are synchronized, and have no driving fi)rce, that is true. Simulation

shows that it is usually in this state, unless you are responding to some transient. The system

is essentially driven by random processes. It would be nice if we didn't have random processes,

because then we would expect it to remain at zero.

Mr. Allan: Intuitively it seems that, with improved digital design, one could spend part of the

states at zero, instead of at the hard limit.

Mr. Feess: That is the way that it is designed, to be either plus or minus. If you used a linear

law, you would operate most often at one-half or one-quarter of this level, but never at zero during
the active steering mode.

Dr. Gernot Winkler, USNO: I share David Allan's concern. In other words, we are constantly

steering, and that is the consequence of the principal of bang-bang steering. A three-state control...

Mr. Feess: It is a three-state controller with zero, but it very seldom stays at the zero point.

Dr. Winkler: I think that this can be incorporated by allowing for a dead-band. Then, when

you are in the dead-band, you are not steering. I have another comment; in your chart where

you showed the assumed Allan Variance for the ground (:locks as compared to the space clocks,

the space clocks are about three dB above the ground clocks. My question is: is that a result of

the Kalman filter which puts all sorts of errors into the (:lock states, wifich would, of course, be

erroneous. Why are they higher by three dB?

Mr. Feess: The space clocks were assumed to be three dB higher than the ground clocks because

the specifications are higher.

Dr. Winkler: Yes, but that is not necessarily realistic in terms of performance. David Allan ha_

shown repeatedly that the satellite clocks are performing very well, and in fact may be better lhan

the ground clocks.

Mr. Feess: The satellite clocks that we have assumed here are better than specification by a

factor of two to four. We know that the clocks are performing better than specification. The

specification on the ground clocks is better, but are they really performing to specification? We

think that they are not, and probably are performing no better than the satellite clocks, except for

the one at Colorado Springs. We have measures that indicate tilat it is performing much better,

and we should weight that clock more if we really wanted to optimize the system.

David Allan, NIST: I think that one of the problems with the Kalman Queuing is that they

have only one set of queues distributed uniformly across all clocks.

Mr. Feess: No, there is a separate queue for each clock in the system.
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Mr. Allan: Appropriateto its performance?

Mr. Feess: No, it is setby anoperator.

Mr. Allan: Thereis theproblenlbecausethestatisticsthat weobserveon theclocksaredifferent
thanwhat is queuedin.

Mr. Feess: Right. That is oneof thethingsthat couldimprovethet)erformanee.Wecouldtune
theclocksfor better tinting performance.

Mr. Allan: An ensemblewouldworkmuchbetter.

Mr. Feess: The systemis designedmorefor the NAV userthan the timing userand there is
somereluctance to change anything. If it ain't broke, (ton'i fix it.

Dr. Claudine Thomas, BIPM: I would like to make one comment: what you are doing is

steering on UTC(USNO) and not on UTC.

Mr. Feess: That is true. We regard USNO as UTC. That is our requirement. Whether l)r.

Winkler agrees with that...

Dr. Winkler: Let me comment on that. You are absohltely correct. Of course, UT(:(USNO) is

steered, in very long term, with respect to UTC. At the moment the offset is somewhat like eight

nanoseconds. It is our intent to keep that as small as possible within the constraints: the delay

of 45 to 70 days to receive BIPM information, and additionally you do not want steering changes

that exceed one part in 1014 maximum, you do not want to make changes frequently there are a

number of boundary conditions within which you want to follow the principle thai, in the long run,

the offset should be as small as possible. That is our policy and therefore we must take reference

to one physical clock and in fact, it is also dictated hy the regulations of the DoD, that that clock

should be used as an operational reference. In the interest of international coordination, we have
to be as close to BIPM as we can.

We do not have a bang-hang controller!

Mr. Feess: I am not recommending the bang-bang, in fact I would recommend not the bang-bang.

Dr. Henry Fliegel, Aerospace: We have long considered the effect of the bang-bang steering

and have in fact discussed the possibility of introducing a dead-band. Obviously, there is a trade

off between maintaining frequency stability and timing stability. As you can clearly see from Bill's

graphs, what we have opted for is the smallest mean offset of GPS minus UTC in time. We realize

that makes a very busy situation in frequency. The frequencies are continually going up and down.

We would appreciate any response from actual users who may want more in the way of frequency

stability even at. the cost of having larger swings in the time domain. We are open for suggestions

at this point, at least at Aerospace, and we will try to convince our Airforce colleagues accordingly.
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N92-33
GPS Orbit Determination at the National Geodetic

Survey

Dr. M. S. Schenewerk

Ocean and Earth Sciences

NOAA, Rockville, MD 20852

Abstract

The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) independently generates precise ephemerides for all avail-

able Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites. Beginning in 1991, these ephemerides have been pro-

duced from double-differenced phase observations solely from the Cooperative International GPS Network

(CIGNET) tracking sites. The double-difference technique combines simultaneous observations of two

satellites from two ground stations effectively eliminating satellite and ground receiver clock errors, and

the Selective Availability (S/A) signal degradation currently in effect. CIGNET is a global GPS tracking

network whose primary purpose is to provide data for orbit production. The CIGNET data are collected

dairy at NGS and are available to the public. Each ephemeris co versa single week and is available within

one month after the data were taken. Verification is by baseline repeatability and direct comparison with

other ephemerides. Typically, an ephemeris is accurate at a few parts in 107. This corresponds to a 10 me-

ter error in the reported satellite positions. NGS is actively investigating methods to improve the accuracy

of its orbits, the ultimate goal being one part in l0 s or better, The ephemerides are generally available to

the public through the Coast Guard GPS Information Center or directly from NGS through the Geodetic

Information Service. An overview of the techniques and software used in orbit generation will be given,

the current status of CIGNET will be described, and a summary of the ephemeris verification results will

be presented.

CIGNET

The Cooperative International GPS Network, or CIGNET, was created to make available reliable

and continuous GPS tracking data from a global network of fiducial stations. The tracking site

positions are defined in the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) reference frame, and the

sites are maintained for crustal motion studies and as a common starting point for GPS satellite

ephemerides generation. The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) has been an active participant in

CIGNET since its inception and serves as the CIGNET Information Center (CIC). Figure 1 shows

the distribution of CIGNET tracking sites. Facilities at each site are provided and run by the

sponsoring organizations. All sites are equipped with a personal or mini computer and power backup

systems for automated routine operation. External frequency standards are available at most sites

providing superior receiver clock performance. Data are taken continuously at 30 second intervals

and surface meteorological measurements taken hourly. A minimum satellite observation elevation

of 10 degrees is imposed. Many sites are equipped with high speed modems making possible remote

receiver control. Table I contains a list of the CIGNET locations displayed in Figure 1 with their
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dates of installation, current receivers, and sponsors. Four future sites, indicated with crosses in

Figure 1, are also listed.

Distribution of CIGNET stations (Nov. 1991)

;%Jk
',I." ' W'W -

Figure 1

Data retrieval at the CIC is accomplished, where possible, via modem or computer network. Upon

receipt, the raw data are converted into an ASCII exchange format. The reformatted data are then

processed to provide receiver health, station clock health, satellite coverage, Selective Availability

(S/A) status, cycle slip evaluation, and meteorological summary information. The entire operation

is fully automated and completed each morning before 7:00 AM Eastern Time. The raw and

reformatted data are archived on 9-track tape or magneto-optical disk. Occasionally, situations

require the data to be copied onto floppy disks at each site and shipped to the CIC via express

mail services. Upon receipt these data are processed manually and are typically available within
one week.

The reformatted ASCII and raw data files are available through the CIC. The most recent data

may be accessed directly through ARPAnet from an HP9000/825 computer with UNIX operat-

ing system. The network address is gracie.grdl.noaa.gov or 192.64.68.199; the system guest login

name and password are anonymous. Individual data files are stored in subdirectories branching

off/users/ftp/dist/cignet. The subdirectories are named d###a or d###b where ### is the

day-of-year of the data. d###a contains the reformatted ASCII, and d###b, original binary

files. Large quantities of data are transferred on 9-track, 6250 bpi tapes. Smaller requests may

be sent via IBM compatible floppy disks or 9-track tape at the user's discretion. All users are

urged to retrieve the data over the computer networks if possible. Requests, questions, or problems
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can be directed to Miranda Chin, N/OES13, NOAA/NOS/OES, Room 418, 11400 Rockville Pike,

Rockville, MD 20852, USA; phone: 301-443-8798 or 301-443-0139; FAX: 301-443-5714; ARPAnet:

ernie@gracie.grdl.noaa.gov.

GPS SATELLITE EPHEMERIDES

The growing use of GPS has motivated NGS to take an active interest in the production GPS

satellite ephemerides. In addition, NGS agreed in April 1990 to be responsible for providing GPS

ephemerides through the Civil GPS Service. The participation in CIGNET has made possible

an effort to produce these ephemerides at NGS. Typically, the NGS ephemerides are available

one month after the data were taken. These ephemerides can be gotten, via modem and free of

charge, through the Civil GPS Service Interface Committee (GPSIC) bulletin board operated by

the United States Coast Guard. Only the most recent ei)tmmerides will be available because of

space limitations. Tile GPSIC bulletin board may be reached by dialing 703-866-3890 for 300 -

2400 bps modems, or 703-866-3894 for 9600 bps modems. The communication parameters are

asynchronous, 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity, full duplex, and XON/XOFF. Both

Bell And CCITT protocols are recognized. In addition to the GPSIC bulletin board, all NGS

ephemerides are available through the NGS Geodetic hfformation Branch. There is a $50 (US)

charge for each week requested plus a 25% surcharge for distribution outside the United States.

For additional information, the Information Branch may be telephoned directly at 301-443-8631.

Production is composed of three primary tasks or stages: the creation of a priori el)hemeris, data

pre-proccssing, and orbit adjustment. The a priori et)hemerides are created with ARC, an orbit inte-

grator program, provided by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. ARC employs an eleventh

order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector to produce satellite positions and partial derivatives to

the initial conditions at 22.5 minute intervals. The constants used in the t)rogram were defined in

the IERS standards (McCarthy, 1989) with an 8x8 gravity field taken from the GEM-T2 model

(Marsh et al. 1989). A simplified ROCK4 model (Columbo, 1989) for the satellite radiation pres-

sure, ad hoc Y-bias, and the related partial derivatives are currently in use. Conversion between

inertial and Earth-centered tixed coordinates uses polar nlotion and UT1-UTC values determined

from VLBI observations, and nutation values generated from IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation (Seidel-

mann, 1982; Wahr, 1981). In routine production, initial conditions taken from the previous week's

adjusted ephemeris are used although any precise or broadcast ephemerides can provide these.

Pre-processing involves the creation of databases, and the identiiication and removal of cycle slips.

Both tasks are accomplished with the OMNI software developed at NGS; however, human inter-

vention is required to verify and complete the cycle slip removal. Cycle slip correction, being the

most intensive and time consuming task, is the current limiting factor in ephelneris production.

The program PAGE2 combines the a priori ephemerides from ARC with the tracking data in a

least-squares adjustment to produce the corrected ephemerides. Designed for background or batch

operation, PAGE2 can process observations of 24 satellite fl'om 20 sites. Dual frequency data

are combined to produce an ionosphere-free, double-differenced observable. Double-differencing
effectively removes all clock errors. S/A, which manifests itself a satellite clock error, is therefore

also removed with this technique. A neutral atmosphere path length correction derived from the

Saastamoinen dry atmosphere (Saastamoinen, 1972) plus the Chao wet atmosphere (Chao, 1972)

zenith corrections combined with the Center for Astrophysics 2.2 mapping function (Davis et al.,

1985), and an Earth tide correction (Melchion, 1978) for the tracking sites art applied. Data from
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a GPS week plus one day before and after are used to create the weekly ephemerides. Tile two

additional days are included to help smooth discontinuities between subsequent ephemerides. Typ-

ically, adjustments to all satellite positions and velocities, scale factors for the radiation pressures,

Y-biases, and tropospheric delays, and phase bias values are determined. The site coordinates are

not adjusted in normal operation. Currently, time and physical limitations allow only sub-networks

in the U.S., Europe, and Australia to be processed for orbit determination. Planned software and

hardware improvements, and the continued growth of CIGNET will allow other sites to be included
in the near future.

Ephemeris verification is performed using two methods. The first is direct comparisons with inde-

pendently produced ephemerides. Through the advent of continuous S/A in the Block II satellites,

agreement between all sources has been at a few parts in 10 7. Although this method is valuable

for long term improvement of the techniques and models used in the ephemerides adjustment, it

does not satisfy the strict time constraints of routine production. To address the problem in a

timely fashion, a repeatability study using tracking sites not included in the orbit solution was

proposed. Three permanent tracking sites equipped with P-code receivers in southern California

were used in the example shown here. The three sites, designated JPLMESA, PIN1, and SIO1, are

part of the Permanent GPS Geodetic Array, a NASA pilot project operated by the Scripps Insti-

tution of Oceanography and the Jet Propulsion Lab with the assistance of the California Institute

of Technology, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the University of California at Los

Angeles. The relative positions of these sites is shown if Figure 2. Data from August 18 through

September 28, 1991 were processed. These data span GPS weeks 606 - 611, days-of-year 230 -

271. The position of SIO1 was held fix as the reference position. The variation of tile estimated

positions for the other two sites could then be used to judge the quality of the input ephemerides.

The resulting baseline lengths were 171.2 km for JPLMESA to SIO1, and 110.9 km for PIN1 to

SIO1. Consistency required that similar observing scenarios be used each day. If substantiM data

were missing from more than one site, the day was eliminated from consideration. Thus, days

236, 239,257, 258, and 267 are not included in the subsequent discussion. In addition, PIN1 data
were unavailable for most of GPS week 611. The week 611 results for PIN1 are included for com-

pleteness and should not be considered a reliable diagnostic for that ephemeris. Ionosphere-free,

double difference phase measurements of the baselines were made using the OMNI software and

NGS generated ephemerides. Hourly tropospheric path length scaling factors were estimated to

minimize tropospheric modelling errors. The data were edited automatically, but only down to

the few cycle level. Examination of randomly selected clays revealed that several small cycle slips

remained in the data after the editing. Undoubtedly cycle slips of this magnitude exist ill each

set of data. Although these cycle slips will worsen the repeatability, ill essence giving a worst case

evaluation, the slips are not large or frequent enough to prevent an evaluation of ephemeris quality.

A single set of coordinates for all three sites were adopted to simplify comparisons.

Figures 3 through 6 show the estimated offsets from the a priori positions. Lines connect points

that belong to the same GPS week. Table II summarizes the weekly and overall RMS deviations

from the mean for these offsets. Two extreme cases appear in the weekly results. GPS week 608

shows a large variation in the east component for the PIN1 - SIO1 baseline. This variation is not

seen in the JPLMESA - SIO1 baseline and probably results from missing or improperly edited data

from the PIN1 site. GPS week 607 is more troubling. Both baselines show similar large variations.

Again, missing or improperly edited data, this time from the common reference station SIO 1, is the

likely source. Although an ephemeris error can not be completely ruled out, the north components

do not show a similar variation which implies a specific event rather than a more global ephemeris

error. Weekly RMS variations are typically 1 - 3 cm in tile horizontal, 4 - 6 cm in the vertical
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Figure 2: Relative location of sites used in the repeatability

study.

components of the baselines. Limitations of satellite geometry and coverage, errors in tropospheric

modelling, and signal multipathing generally manifest themselves most strongly as errors in the

vertical component of a baseline solution. The weekly results arc consistent with these effects.

These results imply NGS ephemerides are internally consistent at 1 part in 107. The overall RMS

values are significantly larger for the east and vertical components indicating possible week-to-week

ephemeris variations. Such week-to-week variations are expected and efforts are taken to minimize

them. The overall RMS values indicates the "worst case" accuracy of slightly better than 1 part

in 106; however, the repeatability in the north component implies results an order of magnitude

better.

Table Ih I:tMS varia, tions of the baseline components.

All values are in meters.
JPLMESA- SIO1 PIN1 - SIO1

GPS WEEK EAST NORTH UP EAST NORTII UP

606

607

608

609

610

611

OVERALL

0.0184 0.0105 0.0252

0.0861 0.0114 0.1345

0.0435 0.0081 0.0345

0.0278 0.0139 0.0534

0.0081 0.0061 0.0460

0.0160 0.0102 0.0308

0.0213 0.0090 0.0307

0.0621 0.0259 0.1503

0.1299 0.0099 0.0436

0.0221 0.0122 0.0404

0.0256 0.0104 0.0669

0.1391 0.0148 0.0104

0.1350 0.0130 0.0910 0.0972 0.0183 0.0927
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Conclusion

CIGNET is a global GPS tracking network whose data are generally available for geodetic and

geophysical studies, and ephemeris generation. The data are retrieved and available through the

CIGNET Information Center daily. In turn, these tracking data are used in GPS ephemeris gen-

eration at National Geodetic Survey. Each ephemeris covers a single GPS week and is available

one month after the data were taken. Direct comparisons with independent sources and baseline

repeatability studies indicate the accuracy of the NGS ephemerides to be roughly 1 part in 107.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

G. Petit, BIPM: Is the processing to produce the ephemeris a global process? This means that

all satellites are equivalent?

Mr. Schenewerk: At this point in time that is correct. I am sure that it is something that

you can sympathize with and occasionally it is something that I am embarrassed about. A binding

force in the universe is the establishment of a procedure for operations. We do have set procedures

so that we have traceability of our ephemerides. We use equal weighting for all satellites and all

stations that are involved. It varies of course from week to week depending on the availability of

the data. Roughly, eight or ten stations, scattered around the globe, go into these ephemerides.

Mr. Petit: Did you get a chance to compare your three station network with the other positions?
From VLBI or other?

Mr. Schenewerk: For this particular experiment, which is in actuality an attempt to establish

a procedure for our verification project, all the sites, both in the orbit production and SIO for

this experiment were held fixed. In other work that we have done, we have estimated the position

of the tracking sites as well as the orbit when we do the solution. In those cases, we have fairly

consistently got a correspondence with the VLBI and other locations at about one part in 10s.

Given the limitations of an incomplete constellation this is very good.
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Abstract

It has already been shown that the use of DMA precise ephemerides brings a significant improve-

ment to the accuracy of GPS time transfer. At present a new set of precise ephemerides produced by the

NGS has been made available to the timing community. This study demonstrates that both types of pre-

cise ephemerides improve long-distance GPS time transfer and remove the effects of SA degradation of

broadcast ephemerides. The issue of overcoming SA is also discussed in terms of the routine availability

of precise ephemerides.

INTRODUCTION

Among the many challenges faced by the timing metrology community two of immediate concern

are:

• improving the accuracy of routine intercontinental GPS time transfer from the 10-20ns level

(a large part of which is due to broadcast ephemerides) to a few nanoseconds,

• overcoming the SA degradation of GPS broadcast ephemerides.

It appears that the best way to progress is to tackle both problems by correcting raw GPS data

with post-processed precise ephemerides. Other improvements of GPS common-view time trans-

fer [1], such as adoption of more accurate antenna coordinates, introduction of double-frequency

ionospheric measurement systems, differential calibrations of receivers are progressively being in-

troduced [2,3,4].

Previous papers showed the improvements brought about by use of the post-processed precise e-

phemerides produced by Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) [5,3]. At present the National Geodetic

Survey (NGS) provides publicly available precise ephemerides. The purpose of this stud), is to

test both types of ephemerides by long-distance GPS time transfer. Also removal of the effects of

degradation of broadcast ephemerides, in case of Selective Availability (SA), is investigated. The

issue of overcoming SA is also discussed in terms of the routine availability of precise ephemerides.

We present here an experiment of 38 days duration in which three long-distance time links are
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computed using both types of ephemerides. The precision of time links is estimated from the

residuals of the smoothed common-view values. In addition we use the accuracy test of the closure

around the world [3], which is the combination of these time links: the three independent time

links should add to zero. The laboratories involved are the Paris Observatory (Paris, France), the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (Boulder, Colorado, USA) and the Communications

Research Laboratory (Tokyo, Japan). First we present briefly DMA and NGS precise ephemerides.

DMA PRECISE EPHEMERIDES

The United States Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) produces GPS precise ephemerides in support

of its operational geodesy requirements [6]. From the beginning of 1986 until July 29, 1989 precise

ephemerides were provided to the DMA by the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC). Since July

30, 1989 they have been computed at the DMA. Since January 1990 Block II satellites have been

included in the computations.

The pseudo-range measurements used for the computations of DMA precise ephemerides are per-

formed at ten tracking stations. Five of the stations are operated by the United States Air Force

and five by the DMA. The ten stations are quite evenly spread on the Earth surface.

The software system currently used, called OMNIS, includes a multisatellite Kalman filter/smoother

that estimates a set of parameters including satellite orbits, satellite clocks, station clocks, and

Earth orientation. Each precise ephemeris consists of the Earth-fixed position and velocity of the

satellite center of mass at 15-minute intervals given in the WGS 84 reference frame. Estimates of

the offsets between each satellite clock and GPS time and frequency at one-hour intervals are also

generated. Over the years improvements have been made both to processing procedures and to

the OMNIS software system with a view of improving the accuracy of the products and making

them more compatible with the IERS standards within the framework of the WGS 84. Estimated

uncertainty of the DMA precise ephemerides ranges from lm to 5m. The DMA precise ephemerides

are available for some research purposes with a delay of about 2 months.

NGS PRECISE EPHEMERIDES

The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) independently generates precise ephemerides for all avail-

able GPS satellites [7]. Beginning in 1991, these ephemerides have been produced from double-

differenced phase observations solely from the Cooperative International GPS Network (CIGNET)

tracking sites. The double-difference technique combines simultaneous observations of two satellites

from two ground stations effectively eliminating satellite and ground receiver clock errors, and the

Selective Availability signal degradation currently in effect.

CIGNET is a global GPS tracking network whose primary purpose is to provide orbit parameters.

At present there are twenty- two CIGNET sites which are located mainly in the northern hemi-

sphere. In addition, time and physical limitations allow only sub-networks in the United States,

Europe, and AustrMia to be processed for orbit determination. Planned software and hardware

improvements, and the continued growth of CIGNET will allow other sites to be included in the
near future.

Each ephemeris covers a single week and is available within one month after the data were taken.

Each is expressed in the ITRF reference frame. Checking is performed by baseline repeatability
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and direct comparison with other ephemerides. The estilnated uncertainty of NGS ephemerides is
10m.

The NGS is actively investigating methods to improve the accuracy of its orbits and to reduce

the delay in availability [8]. The ephemerides have been available to the public since July 1, 1991

through the Coast Guard GPS Information Center or directly from NGS through the Geodetic
Information Service.

THE EXPERIMENT

The three long-distance time transfers UTC(OP)-UTC(NIST), UTC(NIST)-UTC(CRL) and

UTC(CRL)-UTC(OP) were computed by the common-view method [1] using both types of ephe-

merides. At the time of processing, the DMA and NGS precise ephemerides, made available to the

BIPM, covered a 42-day period, from June 2, 1991 (MJD=48409) to July 13, 1991 (MJD=48450).

The GPS data taken at the three sites corresponds to the international schedules No 16 and 17,

issued by the BIPM. These schedules include Block I and Block II satellites. For one part of

the period under study (July 1 to 4, 1991), the intentional degradation of GPS signals, known as

Selective Availability (SA), was turned on for Block II satellites. This application of SA consisted

of phase jitter degrading the readings of satellite clocks, which call be removed by strict common

views [9], and of broadcast ephemerides degradation by a bias which changes frequently. It should

be noted that one Block II satellite, PRN18, was removed from the tests for the period of SA: both
types of precise ephemerides failed to correct it.

In our experiment only common views with the same starting time and the same track length were

kept. Time comparison values UTC(Labl)-UTC(Lab2) were obtained for each observed satellite at

the time Tmid, of the midpoint of the track. About 7 common views were available daily for each
of the three time links.

The GPS receivers used at the OP and the NIST come from the same maker and use the same

software to treat the short-term data. This enhances the symmetry of the experiment for the time

link OP-NIST. This is not the case for the the NIST-CRL and CRL-OP links, the GPS receiver in

regular operation at CRL coming from another maker.

For this experiment the measurements of ionospheric delavs were used. They were provided at the

OP and the NIST by similar dual-frequency GPS receivers of the NIST type [10] (NIST Ionospheric

Measurement System) and at the CRL by another type of dual-frequency GPS receiver designed

by the CRL [11] (Realtime TECmeter). Detailed procedures for the application of ionospheric

measurements to GPS time transfer can be found in [3].

The antenna coordinates of the three laboratories involved are expressed in the ITRF88 reference

frame with an uncertainty of 50cm for OP, 30cm for NIST and 10cm for CRL.

APPLICATION OF PRECISE EPHEMERIDES

TO TIME TRANSFER

In practice, computations with precise ephemerides require knowledge of the broadcast ephemerides

used, during the observation, by the receiver software in order to apply differential corrections
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[5,3]. For our three time links which encircle the Earth we needed access to recorded broadcast

ephemerides on at least two correctly situated sites. We have used the broadcast ephemerides

recorded at the BIPM (S_vres near Paris, France) and recorded by the NGS in Mojave (California,

USa).

The precise ephemerides, PEi, are provided in cartesian coordinates (expressed in WGS 84 reference

frame for DMA and in ITRF88 reference frame for NGS) at time Tj corresponding to round quarters

of hours: 0h00 UTC, 0h15 UTC, 0ha0 UTC etc. It is then necessary to compute, from the broadcast

Keplerian elements of the observed satellite, its positions BE1, BE2 and BE3 at three times T1,

T2 and T3, such that:

T1 < Tstart < Tstop '( T 3

where Tstart and Tstop are the starting time and the stopping time of the usual 13-minute track-

ing. The ephemerides corrections PEi-BEi for i = 1,2,3, are transformed in a frame linked to

the satellite (On-track, Radial, Cross-track) and a quadratic polynomial in time is computed to

represent each component. A quadratic representation is also computed in the same frame for the

vector satellite-station. The inner product of these quadratic representations provides the correc-
tions to the GPS measurements each 15 seconds. A linear fit over 13 minutes on these short-term

corrections gives the corrections at the middle-time, Tmid, of tile track.

CONDITIONS OF TESTING

To test the precise ephemerides we have analyzed the precision and accuracy of three long-distance

time links with each of two available sets of precise ephemerides. We have considered three different

cases for each time link and for the closure, which is the sum of the three links:

• non-corrected values.

• values corrected by DMA ephemerides and ionospheric measurements.

• values corrected by NGS ephemerides and ionospheric measurements.

For each case, a Vondrak smoothing [12] is performed on the values UTC(Labl)-UTC(Lab2). The

smoothing used acts as a low-pass filter with a cut-off period of about 4 days. For the closure, the

smoothed values are interpolated for Oh UTC of each day and the interpolated values are simply
added.

PRECISE EPHEMERIDES TESTED BY

PRECISION OF TIME LINKS

For the estimation of the precision of the time links we have used the standard deviations of the

residuals to the smoothed values. These standard deviations for the complete period of the study

are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Standard deviation, in nanoseconds, of the residuals to the

smoothed values UTC(OP)-UTC(NIST), UTC(NIST)-UTC(CRL) and

UTC(CRL)-UTC(OP) for the period of the study with application or
not of the corrections.

OP-NIST NIST-CRL CRL-OP

(7388km) (8522km) (8816km)

non-corrected 19.5 19.6 26.3

DMA ephem.+iono. 2.9 4.2 4.2

NGS ephem.+iono. 6.7 9.0 7.4

We observe a clear improvement of the precision of the time links for both types of precise

ephemerides with, however, a better performance for DMA ephemerides. This improvement is

linked to the length of the baselines involved. For such long baselines, common-view obserwtions

are mostly at low elevations and so are more sensitive to ionospheric effects and to satellite positions.

The improvements brought by the corrections of ephemerides and ionosphere are also illustrated

by Figures 1 to 3. The figures represent individual common views without smoothing. Both, DMA

and NGS precise ephemerides, perform very well, in particularly for the removal of the effects of

the SA ephemerides degradation.

PRECISE EPHEMERIDES TESTED

BY THE ACCURACY OF TIME TRANSFER.

A test of accuracy for GPS time transfer can be performed by computing the closure around the

world via OP, NIST and CRL. Daily values of UTC(OP)-UTC(NIST), UTC(NIST)-UTC(CRL)

and UTC(CRL)-UTC(OP) were estimated from the smoothed data points. The resulting daily

values of the deviation from closure, for the period under study, are shown in Figure 4. This test

shows an evident gain in accuracy brought by DMA ephemerides. One can see an improvement

for the NGS ephemerides in the last part of the experiment, "although the period is too short for a

definitive conclusion. Detailed studies of the closure around the world with the DMA ephemerides

are provided by [3] and [13].

CONCLUSIONS

The DMA and NGS precise satellite ephemerides improve tlle precision and accuracy of long dis-

tance GPS time transfer. Further improvements of the quality of these ephemerides are expected,

mainly for NGS after amelioration of the coverage of the globe by CIGNET stations.

Both types of precise ephemerides remove the SA degradation of GPS broadcast ephemerides.

Post-processed precise ephemerides can resolve the problem of SA degradation for TAI computation,

provided that the BIPM has access to these ephemerides with a delay not exceeding two weeks.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Professor Leschiutta, Politechnico Di Turino: Both DMA and NGS precise ephemeris

correct for the ionospheric effects. Can you elaborate concerning a couple of questions? Do they

use the same model, the same receiver, the same algorithm in order to correct for the ionospheric

effects?

Mr. Lewandowski: I am not sure how they produce the corrections. I can only tell you what

we are doing for tile ionosphere. We use an ionosphere calibrator which was developed at the BIPM

and is used also in Tokyo. NIST has produced another type which is used in Boulder. So, For this

work, the same type of calibrators were used for all tile data. Each of them should, theoretically,

give a one nanosecond accuracy, but it is probably a few nanoseconds.

Samuel Ward, ex-JPL: Does that NGS offset that appears to be a bias occur because of a

seasonal effect and the data span is too short?

Mr. Lewandowski: This is a short period so it is difficult to talk about seasonal effects. It is

only a 38 day period. It could be, why not?
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Abstract

For about one year the time scales UTC(OCA) and UTC(TUG) were compared by means of GPS and

two-way satellite time transfer. At the end of the experiment both links were independently "calibrated" by

measuring the differential delays of the GPS receivers and of the satellite earth stations by transportation

of a GPS receiver and of one of the satellite terminals. The results obtained by both methods differ by about

3 ns, bat reveal a seasonal variation of about 8 ns peak-to-peak which is likely the result of a temperature-

dependence of the delays of the GPS receivers used. For the comparison of both methods the stabilities

of the timescales are of great importance. Unfortunately during the last three months of the experiment a

less stable clock had to be used for the generation of UTC(TUG).

INTRODUCTION

The GPS common-view technique presently provides the best operational means for comparing

remote time scales with high precision and nanosecond accuracy [1]. In the future this will change

with Selective Availability (SA) turned on. The degradation caused by SA can only be overcome by

strict procedural standardization, and if necessary, the. use of post-processed ephemerides. Of great
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importance for the obtainable accuracy is the knowledge of the receiver delays. The differential

delay of the receivers can be measured by receiver transportation.

Two-way time transfer via communication satellites using spread-spectrum techniques is capable

of 100 ps precision but needs transmit and receive satellite terminals at both stations which have

to work together in pairs [2]. Accuracies of nanosecond or even subnanosecond level are expected

by calibration of the station delays by means of portable satellite terminals.

Through the cooperative efforts of several laboratories both methods have been implemented at the

Observatoire de la Cote d'Azur (OCA), Grasse, France, and tile Technical University Graz (TUG),

Austria, allowing the comparison of these two state-of-the-art techniques over a period of nearly

one year. Apart from other reasons OCA and TUG were chosen because at that time these stations

were the only ones able to work with LASSO (Laser Synchronization from Stationary Orbit), the

third technique capable of nanosecond accuracy. Due to various reasons no time transfer with that

accuracy could be obtained despite successful LASSO sessions at both stations [3].

First results of the comparison between the GPS and two-way links have ah'eady been published [4].

The experiment was concluded by an independent "calibration" (measurement of the differential

delays) of the GPS receivers and two-way stations by transportation of a GPS receiver and one of

the satellite terminals. In the following the final results including the "calibration" will be given.

BASICS OF TWO-WAY

The two-way technique is used for point-to-point time transfer of highest precision and accuracy.

Both laboratories need receive and transmit stations in order to exchange timing information via

communication satellites employing pseudo noise (pn) coded signals and code division multiple

access (CDMA). The measurement consists of simultaneous time interval measurements at both

sites in which the one-pulse-per-second (1 PPS) generated by the local clock starts both the local

time interval counter and, transmitted via the satellite, stops the remote time interval counter. The

time difference T1 - T2 between the clocks of both stations is given by the following equation [2]:

T1 - T2 = 1/2(C1- C2)

+ 1/2[(dlU + d2D) - (d2U + dlD)]

+ 1/2(d12- d21)

+ dR

+ 1/2[(dITX - dlRX) - (d2TX - d2RX)]

(1)

The first term of the right hand side of equation (1) is given by the difference of the counter readings

of station 1 and 2 which have to be exchanged to compute the clock differences. The second term

contains the differences of the sums of the signal delays in the uplink and downlink for both signal

directions. Under the assumption of path reciprocity this term cancels out. This assumption is

likely to hold to better than 100 ps for simultaneous transmissions at Ku-band frequencies [5]. The

third term contains the difference of the transponder delays in both directions and is also zero when

employing the same transponder in both signal directions. In the case of different transponders

for both signal directions, the transponder delay difference has to be known. The fourth term is

a correction for the path nonreciprocity caused by the earth rotation (Sagnac effect). It can be
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computed from the positions of the earth stations and the satellite without requiring the knowledge

of these positions with high accuracy. The last term is given by the difference of the differential

delays of the transmit part and receive part (station delays) of earth station 1 and 2. The knowledge

of these station delay differences mainly determines the accuracy of the time comparison.

The delay difference of both stations can be measured by means of a third station used as a transfer

standard or by collocation of both stations involved, l%r the latter case one obtains [6]:

(dlTX - dlRX) - (d2TX - d2RX) = C2 - C1 (2)

with the right hand side of equation (2) being the difference of the counter readings obtained during
collocation of the stations.

EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND EQUIPMENT

Each of the time scales UTC(OCA) and UTC(TUG) is generated by a single atomic clock. Fig.

1 shows the frequency and time distribution and measurement set-up at OCA and Figs. 2 and

3 present the same for TUG. UTC(OCA) has been generated by a HP 5061A opt. 004 (CS 560)

using the internal clock module. UTC(TUG) was first generated by a lIP 5061A opt. 004 (CS

1654) and after its sudden break-down (January 14, 1991) by a lip 5061A (CS 524) and using an

external clock module (DDC 6459) for the generation of the 1 Pl)S.

The on-site GPS receiver at OCA has been an Allen Osborne TTR-5 SN053 and at TUG an original

NBS receiver (NBS SN03) has been operated together with a Stanford Telecommunications Inc.

TTS-502B SN04. At the beginning of the experiment TTR-5 and NBS 03 differed concerning the

use of Block II satellites but this effect was removed by a software update which has been in use

since December 12, 1990. An Allen Osborne TTR-6 SN0262 was used as a portable receiver in order

to measure the differential delay of the on-site receivers, thus enabling an absolute comparison of

UTC(OCA) and UTC(TUG) by means of GPS. For this purpose in both stations also the delay

between UTC(Lab) and the 1 PPS used as time reference (1 PPS Ref) for the portable receiver
has to be measured.

In the beginning the two-way measurements were carried out via lhe SMS (Satellite Multi-Service)

transponder of the European communication satellite EUTELSAT I-F2 and since October 16, 1990

via the SMS transponder of EUTELSAT I-F4 both at a nominal position of 7°E.

The satellite earth stations used were the permanent station of TUG at the Observatory Lustbiihel

Graz and a temporary station at OCA of the VSAT type [6], which was then used as a portable

station to measure the differential delay of the stations necessary for the absolute two-way compar-

ison of UTC(OCA) and UTC(TUG). The main characteristics of both stations are given in Table
1.

To obtain a nominal carrier-to-noise power density ratio (C/No) of 55 dBIIz at both stations,

according to EUTELSAT link budget calculations OCA transmitted with its maximum EIRP and

TUG with about 2 dB more than OCA to compensate for the smaller G/T of the OCA station.

A block diagram of the two-way set-up employed at OCA and of that at TUG including the

transported OCA station and thus also showing the configuration used for the measurement of

the differential delay, is given in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively. Because of the allocated frequency

of 14022.0 MHz for transmission and a frequency of 12522.0 Mttz for reception resulting from the
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nominal satellite translation frequency of 1500 MHz, which turned out to be very stable, no problem

was caused by the limited frequency agility of the VSAT [6,7].

TUG OCA

Location

Usage
Antenna:

Diameter

Mount

Max. EIRP

G/T

Frequency agility:

Independence of

up and down
conversion

Synthesizer step-size

15° 30'E

47 ° 04'N

480 m MSL

various experiments

am

steerable

06 ° 55'E

43 ° 45'N

1260 m MSL

time transfer only

1.8 m

fixed

72 dBW

23 d /K

yes

100 Hz

49 dBW

21 dB/S

no

1 MHz

Table 1 Main characteristics of the TUG and OCA earth stations.

At both stations MITREX modems [8,9] of the original type were used. The modems require

5 or 10 MHz as a reference frequency to internally generate the 1 PPS which is then modulated

onto the pn-sequence (derived from the same reference frequency) for transmission. The internally

generated 1 PPS (PPS TX) can be synchronized with the reference 1 PPS (1 PPS Ref) by an internal

synchronization circuit or by employing an external device as done at TUG [10]. In contrast to

the basic two-way procedure outlined in the previous chapter where the 1 PPS generated by the

station clock starts the local counter and is transmitted to the remote station, in the actual set-up

the local counter is started by a 1 PPS generated by the station clock the so-called reference 1 PPS

(1 PPS Ref), but the transmitted pulse (PPS TX) is generated by the MITREX modem. Therefore

in each station the delay between UTC(Lab) and the 1 PPS Ref and the delay between the 1 PPS

Ref and the PPS TX have to be measured in addition to the actual time transfer measurements,

during which the counter is started by the 1 PPS Ref and stopped by the received 1 PPS called

PPS RX. Using this procedure the start input of the counter is always connected to the 1 PPS Ref

and the stop input is connected to a PPS coming from the MITREX thus the configuration of each

counter input can be set to best fit the employed signals and does not have to be changed. The

stability of the 1 PPS Ref is given by the stability of the frequency standard, the clock and the

time distribution system and that of the PPS TX by the stability of the frequency standard, the

frequency distribution system and the divider and synchronization circuits of the MITREX. Both

stations first used counters of the type HP 5370A, later (from March 20, 1991, on) a HP 5370B

was used at OCA until the end of the experiment.

MEASUREMENTS

Two-way comparisons began on a regular basis on June 22, 1990, ended on October 10 and restarted

on November 9 lasting to April 17, 1991. The interruption resulted from a break-down of the
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receivepart of the OCA stationcausedby humidity in the transmit reject filter oozingthrough
an improperlysealedwaveguideconnectionandrequireddisassemblyandreassemblyof the driver
unit.

A scheduleof threesessionsperweek(Monday,WednesdayandFriday)eachlastingfrom 12:00to
12:30UTC wasused.Initially eachsessionconsistedof two measurementblocksof four minutes
duration, eachconsistingof 240individual measurements1 s apart, starting at 12:15and 12:20
UTC, respectively,and from July 30, 1990,of two minutesdurationstarting at the sametimes.
Twominutesof datahavebeenfoundsufficientin earlierexperimentsto obtaingoodaveragevalues
of thetimetransfer[11]. SinceNovember9, 1990,athird twominutesblockwasperformedstarting
at 12:27UTC wherebythecounterat OCAwasstartedbythePPSTX insteadof the 1PPSRef.In
this measurementschemethestabilityof thestart pulsedoesnotdependon thestability oftheclock
module,but on that of the MITREX dividerandsynchronizationcircuits. On the otherhandit
requirestriggerleveladjustmentof thestartinput ofthecounter.Thisadditionalmeasurementwas

introduced because it turned out that the jitter of the clock module used to generate UTC(OCA)

was rather large (700 ps). Before and after the time transfer measurements several measurements

were carried out to determine the delay between 1 PPS Ref and PPS TX. Furthermore also the

MITREX P-signal and Delta-f-meter readings were recorded giving an indication of changes in the

received signal power and the deviation of the center frequency of tile received signal from the

nominal 70 MHz, respectively [10]. ttowever no deviations were recorded which would cause a

modem delay change exceeding 200 ps. In order to study the stability of the measurements over

longer periods on August 20, 22 and 24, 1990 and March 27 and 29, 1991 only one block per session,

but lasting about twenty minutes, was carried out [4]. The measurement of the differential delay

of the stations was performed on April 23 and 24, 19i)1, with one measurement block (12:2.5 to

12:28 UTC) on the first day and on the second day three measurement blocks lasting four minutes

and starting at 12:05, 12:10 and 12:1.5 UTC and a fourth block of 19 minutes duration beginning
at 12:40 UTC.

The delay between UTC(Lab) and the l PPS Ref for the two-way measurements and the delay

between UTC(Lab) and the 1 PPS Ref for the GPS measurements were measured at TUG at the

beginning of the experiment and during the MITREX and GPS delay comparisons and at OCA

the final measurements of these delays were carried out after the experiment.

At TUG the same trigger level was used for the start and stop channel of the counter throughout

the experiment and also at OCA until September 19, 1990. Then OCA changed the start and stop

trigger levels after using a different stop trigger level on September 21 and 24. During the third

session both trigger levels were the same. During the collocation of the stations on April 23 and

24 the OCA counter was adjusted for the usual start and stop trigger levels, but for the last block

another start trigger level was used.

GPS measurements have been carried out for years at OCA and TUG using the European common-

view schedules issued by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM). Thus at the

beginning of the experiment schedule No. 15 issued on June 12, 1990, was used. This schedule

includes Block I and Block II satellites. The daily distribution of the 13 minutes tracks (32 per

day) is shown in Fig. 4 revealing the changing and gradually degrading configuration of tracks

around the two-way measurements. Therefore starting with December 19 for OCA and TUG a

special schedule (48 tracks per day) including the European schedule No. 16 was introduced and

used until the end of the experiment (see Fig. 5).

The delay comparisons between TTR-5 and NBS 03 by means of TTR-6 were carried out in the
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time frame March 30 until May 21 starting (March 30 to April 8) and ending (May 16 to May 21)

with comparisons between TTR-6 and the on-site receiver (TTR-5 SN051) of the Paris Observatory

(OP). The comparisons at OCA were performed during the period April 11 to 19 and April 30 to

May 15 and that at TUG during the period April 22 to 27.

DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS

Nearly all GPS data were common-view data in the strict sense but also tracks with a maximum

tolerance of 4 minutes were used. All time comparisons were referred to the midpoints of the tracks

and restricted to tracks with elevation angles greater than 10 ° and a standard deviation below 20 ns.

Furthermore all satellites reported as unusable by the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) including

Block II satellites with SA [1] on were discarded and also all tracks between August 5, 7:22 and

August 10, 8:06 were not used because they were not valid due to receiver problems at OCA. The

average standard deviation of the 13 minutes tracks for OCA and TUG was about 5 ns and 4 ns,

respectively.

In order to derive the two-way time differences UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA), in a first step for each

measurement block the expected value - referred to the midpoint of the block - of a linear re-

gression through the second-to-second differences divided by two and the standard deviations were

computed.

Fig. 6 depicts the standard deviations of all-sessions including the sessions performed at TUG in

order to measure the differential delay. The values which are higher than the usual ones (on average

0.8 ns until February) for a given period of time are caused by outliers in the measurements of OCA

and TUG or in several cases of OCA only because of the rather large jitter of the 1 PPS Ref at

OCA. This can be seen from the data of each station by computing a second order regression and

studying the residuals and also from the generally smaller standard deviations of the third block

(at OCA PPS TX starts the counter) until the change over from the high performance clock to

the standard clock at TUG (dashed vertical line in Fig. 6). The larger standard deviations of all

measurement blocks on December 10 are explained by the presence of an unknown carrier within

the allocated two-way frequency band. The gradual increase of the standard deviations beginning

with February is probably due to a degradation of the performance of the satellite link. For the

data actually used outliers were eliminated from the two minutes sessions using a window of +3

ns around the expected value. But using all data of a measurement block or only the data with

outliers removed yielded at a maximum a difference of 0.16 ns for the expected value of the block.

The midpoint value was corrected by the differences (1 PPS Ref- PPS TX) measured in both

stations. For each session a mean of the (1 PPS Ref- PPS TX) measurements each consisting

of a block of hundred measurements 1 s apart was computed. The average standard devia-

tion of these blocks of hundred measurements at TUG and OCA was 0.06 ns and 0.7 ns, re-

spectively. The higher standard deviations at OCA results fi'om the poor performance of the

clock module used at OCA. For the first two blocks of a session this correction is given by

1/2[(1 PPS Ref- PPS TX)TUG- (1 PPS Ref- PPS TX)OCA] and for the third block (counter

started by PPS TX at OCA) the correction is [1/2(1 PPS Ref - PPS TX)TUG - (1 PPS Ref

- PPS TX)OCA]. No further correction for the third block is required because the cable which was

used between the start input of the counter and the PPS TX of the modem was of the same length

as that used between the stop input and the PPS RX.
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Using the data thus obtained Fig. 7 shows the difference UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA) obtained by

GPS and two-way (without corrections for the GPS and two-way differential delays) after removing

all time steps (OCA: Oct. 20, 20 ps; TUG: Dec. 19, 9 /_ s and Jan. 14, 274 ns) and a slope of

117.88 ns per day before the clock change at TUG and a slope of 159.88 ns per day after the change.

The dashed vertical lines in this and following figures indicate the change of the schedule and of
the clock at TUG.

The result of the GPS receiver delay comparisons performed at OP, OCA and TUG is given in

Table 2 [12].

Laboratory

OP

OCA

TUG

OCA

OP

1This is the mean

Date

Mar. 30- Apr. 7

Apr. 12- Apr. 15

Apr. 23- Apr. 26

May 1- May 12

May 17 - May 20

No. of tracks Mean t

ns

-0.9

17.6

10.3

15.7

-1.8

292

154

158

452

147

of [UTC(Lab) - GPS-timeJTTR-6 - [Uq'C(Lab)

Std. Dev.

ns

2.3

2.0

2.0

1.6

2.2

GPS-time]Lab given

by the single tracks.

Table 2 Results of the differential delay measurements obtained

by transportation of GPS receiver TTR-6.

According to the values given in Table 2 (using the mean of the data obtained at OCA) the difference

UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA) obtained from the uncorrected GPS data has to be corrected by -6.4 ns.

The uncertainty estimated from the repeated comparisons at OP and OCA is 1.5 ns [12].

The result of the delay comparison of tile two-way stations performed at TUG is given in Table 3.

Date No. of Measurements Mean Std. Dev.

ns ns

Apr. 23 128 -81.37 1.21

Apr. 24 (Block 1 - 3) 720 -81.04 1.0

Apr. 24 (Block 4) 1140 -81.412 1.0

1VSAT not optimally pointed

2This value is already corrected for the different trigger levels used (see chapter

MEASUREMENTS)

Table 3 Differential delay of the two-way stations obtained by sta-
tion collocation at TUG. The overall mean is -81.3 ns.

In order to obtain UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA) via two-way the data already corrected by (1 PPS Ref

- PPS TX) have to be corrected further by the differential delay of the stations being -81.3 ns and

by the difference (UTC(Lab) - 1 PPS Ref) of both stations being 307.7 us. Finally the correction

for the Earth rotation (Sagnac effect) amounting to -22.2 us has to be applied. This results in a

total two-way correction of 204.2 ns.

Considering the change of the trigger level of the counter at OCA (see chapter MEASUREMENTS)

a correction of 1 ns has to be applied to the data of September 21 and 24 and one of 3 ns to the
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data beforeSeptember21. Unfortunatelytheseoffsetscausedby the changeof the triggerlevels
werenot measuredbut can be estimated from the shape of the pulses involved with an uncertainty

of about 0.5 and 1 ns, respectively.

Fig. 8 shows UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA) via GPS and via two-way for a period of five days after

applying all of the above corrections. Evidently the GPS data have to be smoothed and interpolated

to get GPS time transfer results concurrent with the two-way measurements.

In order to find the degree of smoothing to be applied to the GPS data to smooth the measurement

noise without smoothing out the clock noise, Allan variances from the data shown in Fig. 7 were

computed (see Fig. 9). The MITREX points with two minutes sampling time were computed from

two minutes smoothed data obtained from the long measurement blocks performed in August 1990

and March 1991. Also shown in Fig. 9 are the Allan variances computed from the data presented in

Fig. 11 (difference between [UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)] measured by two-way and GPS). The data

were further analysed by computation of the modified Allan variance [13] revealing white-noise PM

for the data marked by slope = -1. For the two-way minus GPS measurement results this applies

to an averaging time of about 60 days. The smoothing time obtained for the period comparing

the two high performance clocks (CS 1654 and CS 560) is about 8 hours and that for the period

comparing the standard clock with the high performance clock is about 1 hour. For appropriate

sections of the data different smoothing and interpolation techniques including Vondrak smoothing

combined with Lagrange interpolation - routinely used at BIPM for GPS data processing - were

applied, but gave about the same results. The problem is that before the change of the tracking

schedule there were stable clocks, but for most of the time there was only a small number of GPS

tracks near the time of the two-way measurements and that after the change very soon at TUG

one had to switch over to a less stable clock. Thus only a short intermediate period represents the

ideal situation of stable clocks and many GPS tracks near the time of the two-way measurements.

Considering the facts given above the GPS data were smoothed by the computation of the means

for the given smoothing periods of eight hours and one hour around the two-way measurements,

using the data with the mean difference of the clock rates ah'eady removed. The result obtained

for [UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)]MITREX - [UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)]GPS is given in Fig. 10. The

lower trace in this figure indicates the number of tracks per smoothing period. The choice of the

smoothing periods used was confirmed by using other smoothing periods which gave a larger scatter

of the data especially for longer smoothing times during the period with the standard clock.

After the repair CS 1654 was reconnected to the measurement system on January 17, 1991. This

means a comparison with the other TUG clocks every hour and at GPS measurement times and

a continuous phase recording (0.5 ns resolution) with CS 524. It was thus possible to replace CS

524 by CS 1654 in the computations of the two-way and GPS differences. Using CS 1654 and eight

hour smoothing (from January 22, 1991) instead of CS 524 and one hour smoothing shows the same

long term behaviour of the data as in Fig. 10, but less scatter (see Fig. 11).

At TUG temperature, humidity and air pressure are recorded every hour and for all GPS measure-

ments. The daily outside temperature at TUG for 12 UTC is shown in Fig. 12 and that at OCA

for the days of two-way measurements is shown in Fig. 13. Also given (Fig. 14) is the differential

delay of the two GPS receivers permanently operated at TUG.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The data presented in Figs. 10 and 11 show the agreement between UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)

obtained by two-way and UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA) obt_dned by GPS after having independently

"calibrated" (measurement of the differential delays of the two-way and GPS equipment) both
comparison methods at the end of the experiment.

Estimates of the time comparison accuracy obtained by GPS can be found in the literature [1]. For
distances up to 1000 km and station coordinates known to better than 30 cm and no difference in

receiver software one obtains for a single common-view track about 9 ns and for l0 common-view

tracks (one day average) about 3.4 ns assuming an uncertainty of the relative receiver delay of 2 ns,

but without considering contributions caused by the noise of the station clocks and the rise time of

the reference pulses. The OCA-TUG baseline is about 8(}0 km and the GPS antenna coordinates

of both stations are known with an uncertainty of l0 cm in the ITRF-88 [14].

An attempt of an error budget for the two-way time transfer is given in Table 4.

UTC(Lab) - 1 PPS Ref
Counter

MITREX

Earth station delay (relative)

Transponder delay (relative) 1

Satellite link (Ku-band)

Sagnac effect

0,5 ns

0.5 ns

l.O as

1.2 ns

0.0 ns

0.1 ns

0.1 ns

Total 1.7 ns

1 The same frequency band of one transponder is used

for both signal directions

Table 4 Error budget for the two-way time transfer (about 100

measurements 1 s apart). Possible contributions due to coherence

among signals are not considered here [15].

Because the two-way minus GPS differences exhibit white-noise PM up to an averaging time of

about 60 days (see chapter DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS) the computation of the mean

is justified for data intervals up to this length. The means of the last 28 and 56 days computed

from the data shown in Figs. 10 and 11 are given in Table 5.

Data

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Date

Mar. 20- Apr. 17

Feb. 18- Apr. 17

Mar. 20 - Apr. 17

Feb. 18- Apr. 17

No. of Measurements

28

59

28

59

Mean Std. Dev.

ns ns

3.3 4.3

3.2 3.4

3.7 3.2

3.1 2.5

Table 5 Difference of [UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)] measured by two-

way and GPS after having independently "calibrated" both links.
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The result is in good agreement with the total uncertainty estimate of tile GPS and two-way delay

comparisons. The mean computed over the full data length is 3.6 ns for both data sets.

Comparing Figs. 10 and 11 with Figs. 12 and 13 reveals an obvious correlation between the long

term behaviour of the difference of [UTC(TUG) - UTC(OCA)] obtained by two-way and GPS and

the outside temperature recorded at TUG and OCA. For the duration of the experiment the data

given in Figs. 10 and 11 can well be approximated by third order polynomials. The residuals from

these polynomials fitted to the data (solid line) have a standard deviation of 3.3 ns (Fig. 10) and

2.6 ns (Fig. 11), respectively. The peak-to-peak variation is about 8 ns.

Different contributions causing the temperature-dependent behaviour are conceivable, but the main

contribution is most likely explained by a different temperature behaviour of the GPS receivers

used. This becomes even more evident from Fig. 14, which shows the differential delay of the two

GPS receivers permanently operated at TUG. Using TTS-502B instead of NBS 03 for the time

comparison between TUG and OCA reduces the temperature dependence by about 20 percent (see

dashed line in Fig. 10).

The experiment allowed to compare the accuracies of the two most accurate time transfer methods

nowadays in operation and demonstrated the feasibility of earth station delay comparison by means
of a portable station. The main problem in the comparison of both methods resulted from the clock

noise and therefore for future experiments addressing this question the most stable clocks and a

well balanced GPS tracking schedule should be used. Furthermore all equipment employed should

be checked carefully before the experiment to detect a possible systematic behaviour affecting

the measurement accuracy. Concerning the temperature-dependence of the delays of the outdoor

units {antenna, preamplifier/mixer, cable) of the GPS receivers this couht be done in a temperature

chamber using a GPS signal simulator. GPS receiver delay comparisons by receiver transport should

be repeated in course of the experiment in order to check the consistency of the measurements and

it would be advisable to operate more than one GPS receiver at each site. Also the delays of the

two-way systems should be compared several times and the satellite terminals should preferably be

adapted to detect delay variations by use of local means such as a satellite simulator. By selecting

appropriate equipment and careful operation the first four contributions to the error budget given

in Table 4 may be reduced by at least a factor of three leading to a two-way accuracy of about 0.5

ns. Similar accuracies are expected for GPS using geodetic receivers and ultra-precise ephemerides

[11.
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Abstract

lnterferometric spacecraft tracking is accomplished by the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) by

comparing the arrival time of electromagnetic spacecraft signals at ground antennas separated by base-

fines on the order of 8000 km. Click synchronization errors within and between DSN stations directly

impact the attainable tracking accuracy, with a 0.3 ns error in click sync resulting in an 11 nrad angular

position error. This level of synchronization is currently achieved by observing a quasar which is angu-

larly close to the spacecraft just after the spacecraft observations. By determining the differential arrival

times of the random quasar signal at the stations, click synchronization and propagation delays within

the atmosphere and within the DSN stations are calibrated. Recent develipments in time transfer tech-

niques may allow medium accuracy (50-100 nrad) spacecraft observations without near-simultaneous

quasar-based calibrations. Solutions are presented for a global network of GPS receivers in which the

formal errors in click offset parameters are less than 0.5 ns. Comparisons of click rate offsets derived

from GPS measurements and from very long baseline interferometry and the examination of click clisure

suggest that these formal errors are a realistic measure of GPS-based clock offi'et precision and accurao,.

Incorporating GPS-based clock synchronization measurements into a spacecraft differential ranging

system wouM allow tracking without near-simultaneoas quasar observations. The impact on individual

spacecraft navigation error sources due to elimination of quasar-based calibrations is presented. System

implementation, including ca_bration of station electronic deliys, is discassed.

1. Introduction

NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) supports spacecraft navigation for at, int, ernatioiml community

of users. In order to complete most missions successfully, the location of the spacecrafl must be

determined with very high accuracy. This is done by comparing the arrival time of a signal broadcast

by the spacecraft as it is received at two widely separated DSN stations. The delay ohsorvable lhus

formed provides some of the data from which the spacecraft's orbit is determined.

*The work described in this paper was carried out by the ,let. Propulsion Laboratory, California ]nst.ilute of

Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Most of the observed time delay between two stations is due to the geometry of the spacecraft and

receiving stations; however, delays due to solar plasma, the atmosphere of the earth, ground station

instrumentation, and general relativity also play a role. This measurement technique is shown in

Figure 1 and is called very long basefine interferometry (VLBI). In order to determine the angle,

O, giving the direction to the spacecraft to an accuracy of 50, the error in determining the delay,

St, can be no more than:

c

where D is the separation of the stations and c is the speed of light. Clearly, it is advantageous

to use the longest baselines possible. Currently there are three DSN complexes at Goldstone,

California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Thus, a typical DSN baseline is 8000 kin.

A typical medium-accuracy tracking requirement is 50 nrad. Using equation (1) we arrive at a

maximum error of 1.33 ns. In order to keep the total error in delay within this limit, the effective

VLBI clock synchronization must be much better than 1 ns. Sub-nanosecond time transfer is

a difficult problem, yet 50 nrad accuracy of spacecraft angular position in the radio reference

frame is routinely obtained, and 5 nrad accuracy is achieved in special cases. This high level

of performance is accomplished by using the signals from an extra-galactic radio source (quasar)

to calibrate spacecraft observations. The radio signal from the quasar is essentially wide-band

random noise, so when the recorded signals from the two stations are cross-correlated, significant

correlation amplitude arises only when the quasar delay is precisely matched. This has the effect of

measuring the station clock offset as well as differencing out many of the errors which are common

to the quasar and spacecraft observations. The spacecraft signal spectrum contains tones which

are used to measure a one-way range from the spacecraft to the earth station. An observable

formed by subtracting the quasar delay from the spacecraft one way range, difference between

stations, determines one component of the geocentric angle between the spacecraft and quasar.

Measurements must be made on two baselines to determine both components of angular position.

An error budget for spacecraft-quasar differential VLBI delay measurements is given in Table

I. This error estimate is based on expected DSN receiver performance and calibration systems

capabilities in the late 1990's. [4]. The root-sum-square error is 0.22 ns. By contrast, systems

operating today" provide an accuracy of about 0.67 ns. [:3].

Error Source Magnitude

(ns)
Quasar SNR 0.11

Spacecraft SNR 0.033

Quasar Position 0.066
Clock Offset 0.030

Phase Ripple 0.10

Station Location 0.033

Earth Orientation 0.056

Troposphere 0.080

Ionosphere 0.010
Solar Plasma 0.017

RSS: 0.22

Table h Spacecraft-Quasar differential VLBI error budget
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Although this methodprovidesaccuracysufficientto carry out deepspacemissions,it hassome
drawbacks.In orderto beuseful,thequasarobservationsmustbemadeasclosein timeaspossible
to the spacecraftobservations.In orderto viewthe quasar,theantennamustbephysicallypointed
at thequasarandis unableto receivesignalsfromthe spacecraft.As a result,the phasedatafi'om
the spacecraftis not continuous,whichresultsin a weakerorbit solutionand a gapin spacecraft
telemetrywhilethe quasarisbeingobserved.

Quasarobservationsalsocomplicatethe hardwareotherwiserequiredto track a spacecraft.The
quasarisa widebandradiosource,andsoa widebandwidthis requiredto recordand processtile
quasardata. If the quasarcouldbe dispensedwith. only the phasesof the receivedspacecraft
signalsat eachtimepoint wouldneedto be recorded.In thequasar-lesssystemproposedhere,50
nradobservablescouldbeavailableinnear-real-time.Thenumberof bits resultingfrom spacecraft
trackingwouldbe reducedfrom 10 9 to 105.In this paper, we will examine medium-accuracy deep

space tracking as an application of sub-nanosecond clock synchronization. We will begin by delining

the requirements 50 nrad tracking accuracy places on the clock synchronization system. We will

then discuss recent results obtained using the U. S. GlobM Positioning System (GPS) satelliles for

clock synchronization which indicate this level of accuracy may be possible on an operational basis.

Finally, we will discuss the hurdles remaining before this technology can be implemented.

2. Clock Synchronization Requirements

Time-transfer aided spacecraft tracking will never be able to achieve the accuracy possible using

quasar-based differential VLBI. This is because in differencing the' quasar signals, many of the media

errors affecting the signal are differenced out as well. Without quasar differencing, the errors due

to station location, earth orientation, troposphere and ionosphere would increase by a factor of 2 to

4. The GPS solution from which the VLBI clock offsel will be derived can also be used to provide

calibrations for earth orientation and troposphere and ionosphere delays. We will assume that

these errors increase by a factor of three compared to quasar calibrated VLBI. Of the remaining

errors, those pertaining to quasar SNR and quasar location are eliminated with the eliminatiot_

of the quasar. The errors due to spacecraft SNR, phase ripple, and solar plasma would remain

unchanged. IfGPS is used to estimate clock offsets every six minutes during the spacecrafl pass,

the clock instability error remains roughly the same. The RSS of all errors excluding the clock

is 0.534 ns. This leaves 1.2 ns maximum allowable clock synchronization error, which includes

instrumental errors incurred in tying GPS time to VLBI time. A reasonable system allocation is

0.5 us for clock synchronization errors.

3. Achieving Sub-Nanosecond Clock Synchronization

Since the inception of the Global Positioning System in 1978, the possibility of using it for high

accuracy clock synchronization has matured rapidly. The number of GPS satellites has recently

reached 16, and, in addition, capable p-code receivers have proliferated. For this reason, the

possibility of achieving ns and better clock synchronization using the GPS system has been studied

[5,1,9,16,6].

In order to investigate the feasibility of meeting the r(:quirements posed in section 2, the authors

investigated clock offset solutions for a global network of Rogue [10] GPS receivers which was

assembled for the IERS GIG-'91 campaign in January and February of 1991 [11]. Clock offsets
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were calculated for the three DSN sites and compared with clock data derived from VLBI quasar

measurements. A closure measurement was made to verify the internal consistency of the method.

3a. Comparison With VLBI

The GIG-'91 data from the 21 global Rogue sites were processed with the Jet Propulsion Lab-

oratory's GIPSY software, A general description of the square-root Kalman filtering algorithms

used for determination of tinting and geodynamical parameters simultaneously along with GPS

orbits is described in detail by Lichten [7,8, and references therein]. Estimated parameters

included: GPS positions and velocities, three solar pressure coefficients per satellite, GPS carrier

phase biases, non-fiducial station coordinates, variations in Earth rotation (UT1-UTC), random

walk zenith troposphere delays for each site, and white noise transmitter/receiver clocks. Tile only

significant constraint imposed on the estimated parameters was the random walk constraint for

the tropospheric delay, 1.2cm/v0_ (the random walk model adds process noise to the system such

that in the absence of data, the uncertainty for the parameter increases as the square-root of time).

All other estimated parameters, including the clocks, were essentially unconstrained. The white

noise [8,2] clock model for the station and satellite clocks corresponds to estimation of a new and

independent clock offset for each receiver/transmitter (one ground clock was held fixed as reference

for all the other clocks in the system) at each measurement time (every six minutes in this case).

This approach is very conservative, since most of the GPS clocks and many of the receiver clocks

were running off atomic standards (high quality hydrogen masers for the three Deep Space Network

sites) and it would be quite reasonable to apply constraints based on known stable behavior of such

clocks. However, we wished to test the capability of GPS to independently and completely char-

acterize all the clocks in the system without a priori knowledge and therefore used the white noise

model. Coordinates for two fiducial sites, Goldstone (California) and Kootwijk (Netherlands), were

heht fixed (not estimated) to their SV5 values. SV5 is a reference frame defined primarily by VLBI

measurements of baselines and satellite laser ranging determination of the geocenter [12]. Three

geocenter parameters were also estimated, representing a translation estimated from the GPS data

for the Earth center of mass relative to the nominal SV5 origin. The GPS data were initially filtered

in 24-hr increments, with new solutions for the orbits determined for each day. Since the computed

formal errors for the estimated clock offsets appeared to be well below 1 ns (typically several tenths

of as), in some cases we used 12-hr solution arcs in order to shorten the processing time.

The nominal time series for both polar motion and UT1-UTC was from the International Earth

Rotation Service (IERS) Bulletins B37 and B38, which contain a smoothed time series from VLBI

measurements separated by 5 day's. The GPS data were used to estimate variations in UT1-UTC

twice per day relative to this nonfinal time series. These Earth rotation estimates had only an

insignificant effect on the clock estimates. In order to tie GPS data to the DSN station clocks,

the Rogue GPS receiver was fed a 5 MHz reference signal generated by the station hydrogen

maser frequency standard. The time tags of the data are derived from this reference, subject to

delays within the interconnection and the receiver. The highly digital nature of the Rogue receiver

eliminates most of the delay variations which arise from variability of analog components [14]. The

remaining receiver instrumental delays have been shown to remain constant on a day-to-day basis

to within 0.7 ns [17]. This insures that the receiver clock and the station clock run at the same

rate within ,-,.7 us/day.

Currently there exists no system to measure the offset between the station clock and the receiver

clock. As a result, we assume a constant offset and compare clock rates derived from GPS with
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those derived from VLBI. This problem will be discussed further in section 4.

For this experiment, GPS selective availability (SA) was not turned on. Because tile measurements

involve only differenced data involving many receivers and satellites with dynamically estimated

orbits and spacecraft clocks, this technique is insensitive to SA. This statement is based on our

limited experience from tile past two years. When SA was active, the accuracy and precision of

ground station position estimates were insensitive to SA. If tile p-code is encryt)ted with anti-

spoofing (AS), however, our results would be somewhat degraded. Because the Rogue receiver is

able to extract ionospheric TEC by cross- correlating the Pl and P2 signals, however, even in the

event of AS we expect to maintain sub-nanosecond clock synchronization.

Date VLBI GPS

(1991) Baseline (us/day) (ns/day)
Jan 23

Jan 27

Jan 30

Feb 06

Feb 10

Canberra Goldstone

Madrid-(lold stone

C.anberra Goldstone

Canberra-Goldstone

Madrid (',oldstone

-10.0 -t-1.6

-4.5 4-2.2

-7.9 ±3.1

46.6 4- 1.3

5.9 4-l.8

-9.0 4-0.9

-2.7 4-0.5

-9.1 4-0.9

.16.4 4-1.9

2.8 4-0.4
IP

Table 2: Clock rate estimates

Table 2 presents a comparison of the GPS clock rates with VLBI (:lock rates on days when VLBI

solutions were available (GPS solutions were available nearly continuously during the 3-week ('xper-

ilnent). The column labelled "VLBI" presents the clock fl'equency offset between the specified DSN

sites as determined by the DSN TEMPO [la] service. These measurements are made by observing

a set of quasars over a three hour interval centered on tile listed time tag. The column labelled

"GPS" was produced by decimating clock estimates originally computed at a 6-rain minute interval

to a 60-rain interval and then fitting six or seven of these points to a line. Tile hourly points are

selected to be centered as closely as possible on the VLBI time tag. An example of one of these fits

is shown in Graph 1. The typical RblS scatter in these GPS clock fits was 0.I- 0.3 ns.

VLBI is probably the most accurate established independent technique for measuring ch)ck dif-

ferences between tracking sites separated by intercontinental distanc(,s. Yet the formal errors for

the GPS fits are similar, and in most cases, lower than the VLBI formal errors. The reduced X 2

statistic for the GPS fits, which basically, measures the ratio of the post-fit scatter to the formal

clock estimate errors, was generally 0.5-1.0. The agreement between the GPS and VLBI clock rate

estimates shown above in the table is at the ,,_ us/day level and can in all except one case be

explained by the VLBI formal errors in estimating the clock rates (the one exception on Feb 10

shows a difference of about 1.5 VLBI standard deviations). Note that some aspects of our conser-

vative GPS fitting procedure (decimation of data by a factor of 30. and fitting a lille to the clock

offset time series instead of solving explicitly for the rate t,aralneter with the original data) tend to

make the GPS formal errors (and presumably the actual errors) larger. A more aggressive analysis

strategy could easily be devised to further reduce tile GPS clock rat(. estimation errors. The results

suggest, in any case, that the GPS observations can be straightforwardly used to faithflllly track

clock variations at time and frequency standards separated by thousands of kin. Our comparison

with the independent VLBI technique appears to be limit_.d by tile uncertainties in tile VLBI data,
not by uncertainties in the GPS data.
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3b. Clock Closure

To investigate the internal consistency of our estimates, we chose a typical day (February 2) and

estimated the clock offset between each pair of DSN stations with the data. from the remaining

station excluded for a twelve hour period. The sum of these numbers was then formed, which we
refer to as the clock closure. If the receiver clocks have the same estimate in each of the runs, the

clock closure will be zero. The clock closure is shown as a function of time in Graph 2. The formal

errors presented are calculated assuming each of the six estimates has an independent random error,

summed in quadrature, and are thus probably on the conservative side.

Removing the data from a single station should have a very snlall effect on the result. Non- zero

clock closure is an indication of systematic errors in tile calculation of the offset of the remaining

t.wo clocks, fly examining tile clock closure, we hope to identify error sources as well a.s verify that

nothing is seriously wrong with our estimates.

The curve in Graph 2 has several interesting features. We believe the large, slow, variation in the

clock closure result is due to errors in our estimated GPS satellite orbits. To test. this, we initialized

the orbital parameters with values estimated from data collected in the previous 24 hour period,

including all stations. The resulting clock closure is shown in Graph 3. The large scale variation is

absent, although it has been replaced with a 0.2 ns bias. This can be explained because the orbits

are constrained by, the previous 24 hours of data and therefore are less sensitive to data. noise. On

the other hand, systematic orbit errors due to dynamic models are more important for longer data

arcs and may be causing the 0.2 ns bias.

Another of these features is the small (0.1 ns) jump occurring just before 2 am on Graph 2. We

believe this is due to an abrupt change in the satellite geometry, with most satellites either rising

or setting, as can be inferred from the change in size of the formal error bars. The step seen at

2 am is an indication of an error in clock determination due to poor sattelite geometry before 2

and the short data arcs resulting from sattelites setting. The jump near noon appears to be due to

similar satellite geometry problems, as well as a short data outage.

The GPS constellation in early 1991 consisted of only 15 operational satellites. There are short

periods of time when C,PS visibility is poor from a given ground site, thus leading to high sensitivity

to scheduling of observations and data gaps such as described above. We expect that in the future,

with the fully operational 21-satellite constellation, such events would cause less error.

In another test for data consistency, we changed tile reference clock. For Jan. 23, we compared

the clock solutions with Goldstone the reference clock and with Kokee (Hawaii) the reference clock.

Because both clocks were hydrogen masers, no appreciable difference in solutions should occur.

The clock rate solutions differed by 0.03 ns/day and 0.01 ns/day respectively for the two cases, a

statistically insignificant difference.

3c. Data Availability

Another important issue to be addressed is whether high quality GPS clock estimates can be

produced reliably enough to be used operationally. During the IERS GIG-91 campaign, it was

possible to form a clock offset with formal errors less than 1 ns for 74% of the hourly estimates

on the Goldstone-Madrid baseline and 79% of the time on the Goldstone- Canberra baseline. This

includes times in which there was insufticient common view to obtain an accurate clock offset, as

well as periods in which one of the two receivers was not tracking satellites.
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With thefull 21-satelliteGPSconstellationandwith data from approximatelysix to nineglobally
distributedstationsin additionto the DSNstations,it shouldbepossibleto continuouslyprovide
sub-nanosecondclockoffsetestimatesfor the DSNcomplexes.It is currentlypossibleto service
sucha networkand provideoneday turnaroundof clockestimates[personalcommunication;G.
Blewett]. With the developmentof forward-runningKahnanfilters and a real-timedata-retrieval
system,it would conceivablybe possibleto provideone ns, hydrogenmaser,clockoffsetsin as
little as5 minutes.Somewhatbetter offsetscouldbeprovidedwithin a fewhours.Morestudy is
neededto determinetheminimalconfigurationnecessaryto providenear-real-timeclockestimates.
Notethat becausethe DSNstationsareequippedwith hydrogenmasers,errorsin estimatedclock
offsetsgrowgradually,sothat shortGPSdataoutagesaremorelikely to resultin degradedsystem
performancerather thancatastrophicsystemfailure.

4. Implementation

In order to implement an operational GPS-alded VLBI system, the receiver clock synchronization

discussed above must be transferred to the VLBI clock. This can be done by using a time interval

counter (TIC) to measure the difference in the 1 pps signals generated by Rogue and VLBI time.

It is not difficult to obtain time interval counters accurate to 100 psec, which would not severely

impact our level of accuracy. This TIC would be machine, readable to allow real-time calibration

at a rate similar to the frequency of clock offset estimates availab}e from the GPS so}ution.

The calculated clock offset between receiver time and GPS dine includes the delays and phase shifts

introduced by the analog electronics between the GPS antenna and the Rogue receiver. The only

remaining uncalibrated delays are between internal receiver time and the resultant 1 pps signal, and

the corresponding delay in the VLBI system. JPL experiments have shown that these combined

delays in the receiver remain constant over four days period to within 0.3 to 0.7 ns [17]. These delays

can be calibrated by making quasar VLBI observations and comparing the clock synchronizations

determined by this method with GPS clock synchronizatioa. Two-way satellite time transfer is also

approaching the accuracy necessary to calibrate GPS instrumental errors. Quasar observations are

currently performed weekly on each baseline to determine earth orientation and clock offsets and

rates. If receiver delays can be held constant to within the 0.5 ns limit given in section 2, it

appears that instrumental errors in GPS clock synchronization can be dealt with by weekly quasar

calibration. If this is not possible, two-way satellite time transfers on a more frequent basis may

be necessary.

5. Conclusion

A sub-nanosec6nd clock synchronization capability would be of great benefit to deep space tracking.

This level of synchronization would allow spacecraft angular position to be instantaneously mea-

sured to an accuracy of 50 nrad by differential ranging at two widely separated tracking stations.

Quasar-based differential VLBI, which is currently used for this purpose, nlight be reserved for only

the most demanding navigation challenges. Clock offsets between I)SN stations with formal errors

of approximately 0.5 ns have been determined from GPS measurements. Comparisons of VLBl and

GPS clock rates and analysis of clock closure suggest that these formal errors are a realistic measure

of the precision of the GPS clock solutions. The calibration of absolute station instrumental delays

and of the offset between VLBI time (used to time-tag differential spacecraft range measurements)
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and GPS receiw'r time appear to be tractable implementation tasks.
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Graph 1 : Comparison of GPS and VLBI derived clock offset estimates.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. Gernot Winkler, USNO: Your results are outstanding. What is the reason for that.

_%ur orbit determinations appear to be much better than anything else that I have seen. Have you

had an opportunity to compare your orbits ex post facto with DMA or NGS orbits?

Mr. Border: I a)n not an expert on the orbits. If you care to talk to me afterwards, l can give

you some names of people that could give you better information. I know that, within our section,

we believe the orbits are good to 50 nanoseconds. That comes from comparing with baselines from

VLBI, daily repeatabilities, and comparisons of our orbits with other peoples orbits.

Dr. Winkler: You inust also have a better signal-to-noise in your receivers. Which a iltennas are

you using?

Mr. Border: We are using ROGUE Receivers with Dorne-Margolin (sp?) antennas. The

receivers are highly digital receivers, so they produce high quality data with very few cycle slips.

Mark Weiss, NIST: I am curious about the feasibility of using techniques like this for time

transfer in a near-real-time mode. Even a week after fact would be useful. I am wondering about

cycle slips, does the (IYPSY software automatically detect and correct for cycle slips?

Mr. Border: GYPSY software automatically handles cycle slips and things like that. With

ROGUE receivers, cycle slips are not generally a very significant probleln. The strategy that I

presented here was the standard estimation strategy used for geodetic mea.surements. GYPSY

handles orbits, cycle slips and things like that. The other question that you asked was about near-

real-time results. More software development will be needed to develop a forward-running filter,

so that we can incorporate data as it arrives. Right now we have about a days turn around on our

numbers. Reducing that is one of the future goals.

Mr. Weiss: So you are saying that we can do time transfer at the sub-nanosecond leave using

ROGUE receivers, with a days turn-around.

Mr. Dunn: Yes, that is what ] am saying.

Mr. Weiss: But we would have to have ROGUE receivers spread around the world to be able to

do the orbits.

Mr. Dunn: Certainly to duplicate our results. We are using 21 receivers around the world, but

we think that is overkill for doing time transfer. You would need a number of sites.

G. Petit, BIPM: Is your processing with tile GYPSY software with all the satellites all the

time?

Mr. Dunn: It is with all satellites, all the time. For a given estimate, the clocks necessarily

close. In order to produce clock offset estimates that don't necessarily close, we remove the data

from one of the DSN stations and produce a clock offset estimate for the remaining two. We do

this three times, for the different stations, and sum the offsets. Because most of the stations are

still in, we expect the errors to be highly correlated. As a result, this is probably an underestimate

of our total error. This particular closure method is a good diagnostic tool in terms of seeing what

magnitude of effect we can expect from orbit error. However, I would like to point out that, when

people use broadcast ephemerides, they are essentially using correlated information, so those clock

closure measurements have a very similar interpretation.
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David Allan, NIST: I have two questions. First, on the same chart, do have any explanation

about the steps in the data near the end, and second, what do you do about SA?

Mr. Dunn: There were a number of satellites that rose and set about tile same time and also

some of the equipment was turned off at that time. We aren't entirely sure what caused tile step.

The large errors near the ends of the run are due to the fact that, for this data set, we used 12

hour data arcs to reduce the processing time. When a satellite rises near the end of the arc or sets

near the beginning of the arc, then you have fairly low data weight for that satellite. As a result,

you can see that the formal errors blow up quite a bit. In routine processing this will be less of

an issue, since there will be more satellites in the constellation and we will be able to run over

longer periods. In geodetic work, we have found that. we are fairly insensitive to SA. You can see

the effect in the results, however it is very small. We believe that this is due to ttle fact that these

measurements are essentially a differenced data type. We solw, for all of the clocks at each epoch

and so SA should tend to difference out. AS, on the other hand, could be a significant problem.
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Abstract

As part of its mission and in cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO)
monitors and reports the timing of the LORAN-C chains. The procedures for monitoring and processing
the reported values have evolved with advances in monitoring equipment, computer interfaces and PCs.
This paper discusses the current standardized procedures used by USNO to sort the raw data according
to GRI rate; to fit and smooth the data points; and, for chains remotely monitored, to tie the values to the
USNO Muster Clock. The results of these procedures are the LORAN time of transmission values, as
referenced to UTC(USNO) for all LORAN chains. This information is available to users via USNO
publications and the USNO Automated Data Service (ADS).

Introduction

On 1 June 1961, the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) began monitoring the LORAN-C signal of the
East Coast chain transmitting from Carolina Beach, North Carolina [1]. The time difference values
were taken manually at 14:00 Local Standard Time (LST) (this particular time was chosen in view of
the diurnal shift of the signal). A few years later, time corrections were needed for the West Coast and
other LORAN chains. USNO in Washington, DC, is located outside the groundwave coverage of these
LORAN chains; therefore, a need to develop remote monitoring stations was created. This also meant
that methods to tie the remote reference clock to the USNO Master Clock (MC) had to be developed.
In the beginning, the readings were taken manually. A portable clock from the Observatory visited each
remote monitoring site to determine the difference between the station reference clock and the USNO
MC.

With the advent of microcomputers, many of
the manual operations could be done auto-
matically. This included the taking of readings,
sending data to USNO for analysis, and
adjustment of local time standard to USNO
Master Clock. These automated monitoring
systems require little or no human intervention
except in the cases of equipment failure or the
encountering of an error that cannot be pre-
dicted, e.g., data corruption by noise on the
phone line.

Data Collection Methods

The LORAN Time-of-Arrival data (TOA),
from which the Time-of-Emission (TOE)
information found in the USNO Series 4 Pub-
lication is derived, are collected by
microcomputer-controlled Data Acquisition
Systems (DAS) located at USNO and
throughout the United States.

Figure 1 -- Approximate location of LORAN transmit-
ters (.) and USNO DASs ( × )to monitor the LORAN

timing signal.
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USNOandmostof theseremoteDASunitsmonitorbothLORAN andGPSsignals.TheLORAN
chainsoutsidetheU.S.aremonitoredanddataanalysesareperformedusingothermethodsnotcovered
in thispaper.
Eachmorning,HP1000computersbeginascheduledsequenceof events(seeflowchart1). Eachof
theremoteDASunitsreceivesaphonecallfromacomputer.TheLORANandGPSdataaredown-
loadcdinto the HP1000andthe DASstartscollectingdataagain. Becauseof the amountof data
collectedatsomelocations,thisdatatransfercantakeseveralminutesto complete.Thephonecalls
aremadeearlyin themorningbecauseof thelongdatacollectiontimeslowingcomputerprocessesand
theneedsto havethecompletedresultsavailablebycertaindeadlines,to reducetelephonecosts,and
to obtainthe highestdatatransmissionqualitypossible.OnceallthecollectableDASdataarein the
USNOHP1000computers,it istransferredtoaUNIX workstationenvironment,wherealldataanalysis
isperformed.Theworkstationwaschosenbecauseit processesdatamorethan30 timesfasterthen
theHP1000.Itsversatilityallowsfor datacollectedin numerouswaysto becentrallyprocessed,andit
providesanextralevelof security.Thesoftwarethatiscommerciallyavailableor iscustomwrittenat
USNOallowsthedata,oncetheyareentered,toremainin thesamecomputer(albcitindifferentforms)
until thefinalreportsarecreatedandsentout.Theworkstationrunsasinglemastersetofdataanalysis
programsratherthananindividualizedsetforeachDAS'sdata.Thismakesprogrammaintenanceand
systemoperationsconsiderablyeasier.

Data Analysis

The raw data are received from the HP1000 computers into the work station via inter-computer file
transfers (USNO has DAS systems on two independently running HP1000 computers. This allows for
increased reliability and system checks). Once the data are located in the work station's file system, a
series of programs are executed by means of script files (similar to PC batch files). In many instances,
one script file calls another, which in turn calls a third. By having the processes controlled by a series
of script files, any segment or group of segments of the data reduction process can easily be reprocessed
ifnecessary.

48520.8333333
99600.5
.02665509

48520.8750000
89700.1
.07449299

48520.9166667
89700.3
.01639081

48520.9583333
99600,1
.06952863
###########

3
12
12
12

1991263235248 1991264000006 69 +2.80E-011 + 186,516E-010 + 15.4E-009 -15
1991264000306 1991264001300 100 +5.18E-012 +320.117E-010 +12.0E-010 -15
1991264001312 1991264002306 100 -5.58E-012 +314.471E-010 +12.4E-010 -15
1991264002318 1991264003312 100 +2.30E-011 +222.160E-010 +13.8E-010 -15

Figure 2-A sample of LORAN and GPS data as received at USNO from a DAS

The first program in the script files sorts and reformats the data. The data must be sorted because, at
some locations, the LORAN data are in the same file as the GPS data (at other locations, the two
data types are in separate files). Whether the data need to be segregated or not, this same program
also reformats the data into a standardized form for the analysis programs and makes a copy for the
history files (there is one master set of analysis programs requiring a standardized input data format).
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Thesehistoryfilesareusedto reprocess data covering long periods of time. Once the LORAN and
GPS data have been standardized in format and copies made for the record books, they can be
reduced to more meaningful values.

The LORAN data-processing program MJDTIME 8970-M 8970-X 9960 M 9960-Z
analyzes all the data per block of time
(.usually 24 hours) during each pass through 48500.250 -0.13 -0.15 -0.08 -0. l l
theinput file. It will process the file asmany 48501.250 -0.15 -0.18 -0.13 -0.14
times as needed to insure that all days with 48502.250 .0.08 -0.10 -0.08 -0.11
complete sets of data present are analyzed 48503.250 -0.04 -0.07 0.02 -0.01
before terminating. A_s the data are read, 48504.250 -0.04 -0.o9 0.05 0.07
the program sorts the data points into a 48505.250 -o.10 -0.14 0.02 0.05

large array according to the Group Repeti- Figure 3-Processed LORAN. A sample of LORAN
tion Interval (GRI) of the LORAN chains data after linear fit processing for four LORAN sta-
monitored at the particular site. The data tions.
points falling more than 750 nanoseconds

away from the previous day's processed value are automatically disregarded. This filtering eliminates
obviously bad values. After all data for the period in question have been entered into the array, all
the GRI data points are linearly fit to a point of 01:00 local standard time. (The change from 14:00
LST to 01:00 LST was due to requirements of the U.S. Coast Guard for steering of the LORAN
chains' TOE. It was also found that the data were much more reliable and consistent at this early
morning hour.) While computing the linear fit, a sigma value of the fit is also calculated. One-and-a-
half times this sigma value is then used as a filter for a second pass through the linear fit solution.
This second result is then smoothed to remove the extreme effects from the environment and filed

for later use. From previous research, it was found that no LORAN chain jumps more then 30
nanoseconds from one day to the next under normal circumstances. When a value does jump more
than thirty nanoseconds from one day to the next, the filed value is the previous day's processed
value plus half the jumped amount [2],

Date USNO DAS USNO-
MJD MC-GPS Slope RMS N SC-(;PS Slope RMS N DAS Slope

48500.0 11.013 0.000 0.011 77 -0.004 -0.006 0.011 222 0.017 0.007
48501.0 0.023 0.012 0.009 74 0.010 0.012 0.012 223 (I.014 0.0(10
48502.0 0.036 0.013 0.009 71 0.020 0.012 0.012 226 0.016 0.001
48503.0 0.041 0.004 0.010 75 0.027 0.010 0.010 224 0.013 0.001
48504.0 0.043 0.001 0.009 75 0.034 0.011 0.0l I 227 0.009 -0.007
48505.0 0.045 0.0(13 0.011 75 0.041 0.014 0.014 229 0.003 -0.004

Figure 4-A sample of GPS dala after iincar fit processing

The GPS data processing works much the same way as the LORAN data processing program. The
data points from each monitoring site and USNO are entered into a large array. All data points out-
side a reasonable value are automatically disregarded. These data points are linearly fitted, two-
times-sigma filtered, and linearly fitted a second time. These USNO versus monitoring site clock
difference results are filed for later use. The present philosophy at USNO is to reduce all of the time
values from the various satellites as though they were from one. This is referred to as the "melting
pot" method of reduction. This linear fit method works well for a large number of data points or
when only a very few data points are available from a consistent satellite from day to day.

In other cases, it is better to use the GPS common-view method. This method requires the monitor-
ing site and USNO to be looking at the same satellite at exactly the same time in order to determine
the reference clock time difference. As a result of the large number of variables present to perform
the reduction of data, it is difficult to automate this process; therefore, it is only used at a few excep-
tional locations where automatic DAS units are impractical or unusable for technical reasons. In the
case of remotely-monitored LORAN chains, the results from the LORAN data analysis are finally
corrected to a value of USNO-MC minus the various chains by applying the GPS difference calcula-
tion. It is this corrected value from the remote DAS units and the values directly monitored at
USNO that appear in the USNO Series 4 publication.
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A separateprogramusesthe reduced
GPSvaluesof themonitoringsitesand
thereportedvaluesfor thevariousU.S.
LORAN chainsto calculatemicrostep-
percorrections.Thesecorrectionsare
appliedtotheremotestationclocksand
the LORAN transmitterunits respec-
tively.Themonitoringsitemicrostepper
correctionskeep each remote site's
clockapproximatelysetto the USNO
MC. The LORAN microstepperset-
tings assistthe U.S. CoastGuard in
meetingPublicLaw 100-223,

MJD TIME 8970.M 8970-X 9960-M 9960-Z

48500.250 -0.07 .0.09 -0.02 -0.05
48501.250 -0.09 -0.12 .0.07 -0.08
48502.250 -0.02 .0.04 -0.02 -0.05
48503.250 0.02 .0.01 0.08 0.05
48504.250 0.02 -0.03 0.11 0.I3
48505.250 -0.04 -0.08 0.08 0.11

Figure 5-Results. A sample of the processed LORAN value
after correction of station clock via GPS for four LORAN
stations.

which states that "each master transmitter shall be synchronized to within approximately 100 nano-
seconds of universal time" [3]. The accompanying graphs are examples of how well this data analysis
and microstepper corrections provided to the LORAN transmitting sites are keeping the LORAN TOE
values within tolerance.

Summary

By means of automated Data Acquisition Systems and time-scheduled data analysis programs, the U.S.
Naval Observatory is disseminating UTC time via LORAN-C transmissions to a greater accuracy then
ever before. USNO is continuing its efforts in researching new analytical methods. It will also be
investigating various methods by which users can increase the accuracy of their timekeeping relative to
UTC time via LORAN timing signals.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

David Allan, NIST: Some work at NBS showed that you can look at tile index of reh'action as

a ground wave, the gradient. One might be able to get some nominal weather data and do some

modeling to see why these delay variations come, due to tilese storms and fronts, etc., and account

for some of tile variations that are causing you these tracking problems.

Mr. Chadsey: One of the things that we are looking at is the USNO is working on a project

with the Coast Guard at the 9960 transmitting site at Seneca. We will be doing two-way time

transfer with that transmitting site. Their clock will be set precisely to USNO, with a very small

error. We will then monitor that versus received values, and plot that versus the various weather

conditions that we can monitor, such as temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, etc. in order

to try to model some of these effects. This will the first time that we can do it on a fairly accurate

basis.

Mr. Allan: What I meant to say was that they said that the strongest effect was gradient, rather

than the temperature itself. You might keep that in mind as work on the meddling.

Mr. Chadsey: That is one of the things that will have to come into this. As we do the weather

plots, we will have to get weather, not only from the local receiver and transmitter sites, but also

from points along the way and plot out the various lines.
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Abstract

Operation of deep space missions requires stable frequency references and clocks to perform sev-

eral mission critical functions. These references are used in generating the telecommunication links to

maintain communications between earth and spacecraft, in generating accurate doppler, range and VLBI

observables for determining the spacecraft's time varying position, and to generate on-board timing in-

formation for clocking out timed commands and time tagging instrument data. In addition, science ap-

plications exist particularly those utilizing radio instrumentation which can require additional functions

and levels of performance. The design necessary to support these functions affects both the spacecraft and

the ground tracking stations. This paper provides a brief description of these functions and some of the

key requirements needed to support them.

I. Introduction

The operation of deep space missions require the utilization of stable clocks and frequency references

to perform several mission-critical functions both on-board the spacecraft as well as at the ground

tracking stations. The telecommunications link needed to maintain communications between earth

and the spacecraft is derived from these oscillators. They play a role in the following functions: on-

board timing, telemetry, navigation, and science. Though there is potentially substantial overlap,

these functions are typically supported by distinctly different clocks on-board the spacecraft. The

design necessary to support these functions affects the ground tracking stations as well. Navigation

data observables as well as certain radio science experiments require ground-based hydrogen maser

clocks to provide superior stability (in terms of Allan deviation at longer integration times) over

crystal oscillators.

II. On-Board Timing

As part of the spacecraft's command and data handling subsystem, the on-board clock has the

function of generating tinting information for clocking-out stored commands and time tagging

payload data. The on-board timing clock provides timing signals needed to time tag events observed

*This work was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract

with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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by the ditferent spacecraft engineering subsystems and science instrument payload. The time-tagged

data is either transmitted to earth in real-time or recorded on data storage units for telenmtry

transmission during some period following the flyby.

Typically based on redundant crystal oscillators operating at or near 5 Mttz, the data handling

clock is stable to 5x 10 -') over any one minute. The oscillator signal is divided into clock frequencies

ranging from 0.25 llz to 640 kltz which are then distributed to engineering and scientific subsystem

users. The clock provides a time code that is inserted in the data. packets. The time code may

contain dO bits divided into a coarse and fine time segments and is transmitted once every second.

The coarse time code, 32 bits, is a straight, continuous binary count of seconds with the LSB being

l second. Its period is 232 seconds, or 1,36 years. The fine time code, 8 lilts, is a straight count of

binary fractional subseconds with the LSB being 1/256 seconds.

Execution of complicated sets of stored commands is required to successfillly operate a complicated

planetary mission particula.rly in the outer solar system. As Voyager 2 approached Neptune, the

time delay froIn comnla.nd transmission to reception at the earth of the spacecraft command con-

firmation was more than eight hours. The magnitude of this delay was comparable to the entire

close-up flyby period making autonomous spacecraft operation an a.bsolute necessity. In general

for planetary missions, the spacecraft inust act as a robot executing a precisely timed series of I)re -

programmed command sequences by relying on an on-board clock to determine proper execution

time. These commands are carefully designed on earth, up-linked and stored on-board the space-

craft as much as a year prior to the flyby (subsequent modifications are up-linked as necessary).

l)uring a close flyby, the required accuracy of command execution tinting can be a fraction of a

second. To achieve this precision during the long Voyager mission the clock was seldom corrected;

instead, the clock drift was continually monitored during the months prior to each flyby, the off-

set estimated and the execution times of colnrnand sequences then shifted t.o compeusate for the

anticipated clock error.

The tightest re(luirements on execution time accuracy occur when the spacecraft flies very close

to an object of interest causing the geometry to change very rapidly. In the case of the Voyager

Neptune flyby, the tightest requirement was driven by the "limb-tracking" maneuver executed

during the radio occultation observations of the planet's atmosphere. This maneuver is executed

while the spacecraft flies behind Neptune as viewed from the earth. It maintains the spacecraft.

orientation such that the three meter telecommunications antenna is pointed at the location in the

planet's a.tmosphere where the image of the earth appears in order that the spacecraft's signal can

be received on earth (hroughout the occultation period. The narrowness of the spacecraft antenna

beam and the rapidly changing geometry required an execution accuracy of approximately one

second. The combination of the clock drift and navigation uncertainties required this command

se(tuence to be updated about one week prior to the encounter.

III. Telemetry

In deep space communications, the design chosen to get science and engineering data from the

spacecraft to the earth phase modulates the data onto a video frequency subcarrier which is modu-

lated onto a microwave carrier signal [1]. This requires three oscillators: one to generate the carrier

signal, one to drive the subcarrier signal, and the data rate clock. These oscillators are separate

and independent of one another to avoid coherent spurious signals which Call severely degrade the

accuracy of the data recovered in the demodulation process. The oscillator from which the carrier
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signalis derivedis a crystaloscillatoreither freerunningor voltagecontrolledto maintain1)has_,-
lock with the up-link signalfrom earth. The fi'eerunning type is either an auxiliary oscillator,
providedaspart of tile spacecraft'sstandardtransponder,or a.n"ullra-stable" oscillator(l!SO),
whichis availableon certaindeepspacemissionsas instrumentali_nfor radioscienceexperiments
and will bediscussedfiH'therunderthe roleof clocksin s<'ience.Freerunningoscillatorsareused
whencommunicationis in the "one-way"dopplermodewhereno uplink from the groundis either
necessaryor available.The voltagecontrolledoscillator(V(IO) is usedwhenthe spacecraftis in
two or three-waymodeof communicationwith groundstationsand tile uplink signalis usedas
the phasereferencefor thedownlinkcarriersignal.The ,_ne-way mode is simph'r and more robust

whereas the VCO mode is typically used when range and doppler navigation data is also required.

The second clock which drives the subcarrier is a. free rtlnning crystal oscillalor in the l_qometry

modulation unit. The third clock, the data rate clock ix a crystal oscillator residing in the commar,d

and da.ta handling subsystem discussed in the previous section.

From a telemetry standpoint, the primary requirement is that these oscillators be phase coh(_rent

over the time scales important t.o phase modulation and demodulation. This is required in order that

the phase modulation be readily detected in the presence of the na!,ural variability of the reference

signal phase. Deep space data rates generally range from a. few bits per second to hundreds of

kilobits per second implying time scales ranging from microsec_mds up to a second. This type of

requirement leads to frequency stability requirements on the ord_'r of 10 -11 at 1 second f_w the

carrier signal oscillalor. In practice, the auxiliary oscillator, th_ t.,,lemetry modulation unit chwk

and the command and data handling clock are all of tempe.rabid, sl ability.

IV. Navigation

Oscillators and clocks are used in navigation to genera.to accurate doppler, range, and wwy long

baseline interferometry (VLBI) observables for determining the spacecraft's position as a function

of time. Deep space missions are generally navigated via. radio tracking where signals are typically

referenced to ground-based clocks such as hydrogen masers in two or three-way coherent doppler

modes. Optical navigation is used on some missions when the spacecraft is sutticiently close to an

object that pictures a.re us_,ful indetermining its position relative t_, tlw object.

There are three categories of radio navigation data. tyt)e_,: range, range rate (dot)t)ler) and VLIII.

Range and ra.nge rate are measurements of path length algol change in path length along the line of

sight between the earth and sl)acecraft. By observing the change in the t)ath length as the earth

rotates one can also determine the spacecraft angular position in lhe plane of tile sky [2]. VLBI

directly measures the spacecraft angular position and its rale of change. The range and VLBI type

measurements are ortbogonal and therefore complementary in determining spacecraft position.

Following the discussion of [2], a range observable is a measure of round trip light time (RTLT) as

recorded by tile station clock

r_ = ST(tt.) - S7'(t_,. - I_TLT) (1)

where ST(tk) is the time as kept by the station clock at true time t_. A doppler measurement d k

is defined in terms of differenced range by:
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_k -rk-i - rk (2)
T,.

where T_ = tk+l - tk is the doppler count time.

It is (:lear from these simple expressions that two of the relevant time scales are the signal integration

time (on the order of seconds t.o minutes) and the RTLT (minutes to hours). The duration of the

station's tracking pass (_12 hours) is also important particularly for determining the angular

position. With the present performance of hydrogen masers used in the DSN, the clock is generally

not the limiting error source in two and three way doppler or range measurements. A more detailed

description of the error budget in the navigation observables is given in [2].

One-way doppler measurements are seldoln used at present because of the instability of spacecraft

oscillators, llowever, as spacecraft oscillators continue to improve one-way doppler may be used

more frequently. One obvious scenario is the case where a number of spacecraft are in orbit around

a planet or residing on its surface. It would be desirable to have a navigation system which did

not require separate stable uplink signals to each vehicle. If sufficiently stable oscillators could be

placed on each vehicle, then all navigation could be done utilizing one-way links with a single ground

tracking antenna dramatically reducing the complexity of the ground equipment requirements and

operation.

In VLBI, the relative delay between the arrival of a signal received at a small set of widely spaced

sites is measured. This delay is a flmction of the angular position of the spacecraft. Because the

receive sites are so widely separated, independent clocks must be used at each site. Any clock

errors cause an error in the measured delay creating an error in the inferred angular position. This

would cause clocks to be a major error source in VLBI measurements except that a differential

obserwttional technique is use<l to remove many of the instrumental effects including that of the

clocks. The technique is simply to sequentially observe the spacecraft and a natural radio source

whose angular position is well established. In this way the spacecraft's angular position is measured

relative to the radio source and many of the common mode error sources such as clocks simply

cancel.

V. Science

Scientific experiments utilizing radio instrumentation have evolved largely out of the navigation

capability and can require additional clock functions and levels of performance. These experiments

can largely be broken into two classes. The first measures gravity and celestial mechanics related

parameters. Two and three-way coherent doppler measurements are used to study gravity fields of

planets as well as search for very low frequency gravitational waves. Two-way ranging measurements

to the spacecraft as the spacecraft flies by the target body are used to derive a more accurate orbital

ephemeris of that body .

The second class of observations measures the effects of media on the telecommunications signals

as they propagate between the earth and spacecraft. The various media probed includes planetary

atmospheres, ionospheres, magnetospheres and ring systems as well as interplanetary plasma gener-

at.ed by the sun. A particularly thorough overview and discussion of these propagation experiments

is given in [3].

The different experiments each have their own desires and needs. [4] discusses three of the exper-
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imentswhichhavetendedto drivethe performanceof the groundtrackingstationandspacecraft
oscillatorperformance.The celestialmechanicsexperimentsaretypicallyoperatedin tile two and
three-waycoherentdopplermodesand utilize the station's clocks for frequency reference. Oc-

cultation and some relativity experiments are conducted in the one-way mode and utilize a USO

on-board the spacecraft. The USO is used as a reliable frequency reference in the one-way mode

when intervening media or solid bodies degrade or block the uplink to the spacecraft. The first

such device was implemented on the two Voyager spacecraft and was very much responsible for

many of the impressive set of results achieved by the Voyager radio science experiments.

The USO's implemented to date have consisted of a single quartz crystal oscillator operating near

5 MHz which is multiplied to the desired microwave signal frequency (e.g., X-band). The most

recent USO's built for Mars Observer and TOPEX have demonstrated performance around one

part in 10-13 from 1 up to 1000 seconds. These crystal USO's are highly sensitive to the ambient

environment and are, as a result, contained in temperature controlled single or dual oven dewars;

thermal coefficients can then reach 10-12 per degree centigrade. Depending on the mission solne

USOs must be radiation hardened and some must be shielded against stray magnetic fields generated

by adjacent equipment on the spacecraft. Despite the environmentM sensitivities, these oscillators

are well suited to planetary missions, small, light weight and consume a small amount pf power

(primarily for the oven) and have optimum performance (in terms of the Allan deviation) in the 1

to 1000 second regime which is the typical regime of interest for occultation type measurements.

Unlike all the other oscillators on a deep space spacecraft, the USO is considered a science payload

and is, therefore, designed to less stringent requirements in terms of reliability and redundancy.
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The national nuclear weapons design laboratories (Los Alamos National Laboratory and Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory) test fire nuclear devices at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), which is

spread over an area of over 1200 square miles (a bit larger than the state of Rhode Island). On

each test there are hundreds of high time resolution recordings made of nuclear output waveforms

and other phenomena. In order to synchronize these recordings with each other, with the nuclear

device, and with offsite recordings, there is a requirement that the permanent command center and

the outlying temporary firing sites be time tied to each other and to UTC to permit firing the shot

at a predetermined time with an accuracy of about a microsecond. The system is so designed that

this can be reduced to about 100 nanoseconds if it should prove necessary in the future.

New firing sites are created about every month. A year or so lead time is needed to drill and

prepare each ground zero emplacement hole and its associated trailer park in the forward area. A

few weeks before the nuclear device is brought in, th(_ recording stations and trailers are emplaced

in the trailer park and interconnected, and dry runs begin. By this time the trailer park timing

station has been linked to the control room at the command center control point by fiber optics or

microwaves. The timing station and the control room are synchronized by travelling clocks, by tlle

communication links, and by GPS receivers. The control room can be linked simultaneously with

up to four forward area sites in various stages of preparation.

Fig. 1 shows the location of the NTS and its relationship to other facilities of interest as seen from

a GPS satellite. The layout of the NTS is illustrated in Fig. 2. Test area one is in the tlat desert.

Areas two and three are on the Pahute plateau, which is raised one to two thousand feet above the

flats. In area two shots are fired in tunnels bored a mile or so northwest into the plateau. Area

three is used for the larger yield shots that require greater depths of burial. Livermore tires shots

in other test areas not marked on this map. In Fig. 3 we see some of the desert terrain and the

results of thirty years of undergronnd shooting. The depressions are subsidence craters where the

earth has fallen in to fill the void left after a shot has vaporized and compressed the surrounding

rock. Three trailer parks under construction can be seen in the background. In Fig. 4 are seen the

connections between the primary facilities of the system. Timing signals are sent from the control

point to the timing station by fiber optics or microwaves and thence signals are cout)led to the

"Red Shack" (where some of the nuclear device firing ciruits are located), many recording stations,

and the downhole equipment rack by coaxial cables and fiber optics. Signal waveforms come back

up from detectors in the rack to be recorded in the trailers.

A typical experiment rack is shown in Fig. 5. It is about six feet in diameter and 100 feet long.

The canister containing the nuclear device will be attached at the lower end, which is facing us in
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this picture. Note the large number of cable,_ attached to the upper end. The largest cranes can lift

1,000,000 pounds (500 lens). Fig. 6 shows a typical trailer park. The tower in the background is

where tile rack is suspended while the detectors and nuclear device are being installed. Emanating

from the tower is the loop of cables that eventually wilt go downhole. Next to the cables is a train

of carts that carry the cables to the hole during tim trip downhole. The timing station and red

shack are on the right side, and the microwave antennas can be seen on the short white towers.

(hlrrently the primary time reference for the test site is maintained in an EG£:G laboratory in North

Las Vegas. EG&G and we collaborate in developing the time system. The North Las Vegas location

is now used only for historical reasons, and we plan to move it to tile control point soon. Time is

obtained fl'om NIST by common view of GPS satellites and a modem connection. NIST provides

us with a monthly record of our clock's performance with a resolution of about ten nanoseconds.

This time is transferred by a portable rubidium clock from North Las Vegas to the control point

about 85 miles northwest. Transfer is accomplished monthly, weekly, or daily, depending Oll the

current level of activity at the NTS. A separate GPS receiver at the control point maintains an

independent check. The control point clock and this receiver continuously monitor each other, and

we watch this comparison by lnodem from Los Alamos when we are not at the NTS.

The major components of the system are diagrammed in Fig. 7. The master ('lock for the NTS

resides in the control room. Time is transferred from there to the forward area trailer park timing

station clock either by' the portable rubidium (:lock or by tile forward area clock synchronizer

(FACS). The latter equipment sends the basic one pulse per second (1 pps) signal to the forward

area over fiber optics or a microwave link and measures the time required for it to be returned from

the timing station. Subsequent pulses are then advanced in time and are sent out early by half of the

round trip delay time so that they arrive at tile tinting station on time. Tile resohltion of the time

advance is twenty nanoseconds when the signals are sent over fiber optics or baseband microwave,

and about S00 nanoseconds when they are multiplexed with other signals on the microwave links.

The portable ('lock can check the setting of the forward area clock with a resolution of twenty

nanoseconds. A GPS receiver is somel.imes used in the tinting station for an independent check.

Two of the available 1 pps sources (clock, FACS, or GPS receiver) in ttle timing station are chosen

to be redundant trains fwm which a single pulse will eventually be selected to tire the nuclear

ext)losive. Currently GPS is in disfavor for this use because its system integrity is not sufticiently

assured to inspire confidence that the pulse train will not experience sudden jumps. Such jumps

have indeed been observed. When tile system achieves an integrity level such that the D\A will

approve it for terminal area aircraft navigation, it. probably will become the source of choice. An

alternative inay be to use two receivers that look at different groups of satellites, with an oversight

circuit that requires that the independent sources agree on the time to within a suitable tolerance.

This approach may be feasible as soon as a Dw more satellites are in orbit. Microwave channel

noise could cause the FACS to generate pulses at incorrect times. For the time being this possibility

is being minimized by only opening a short time window in which pulses will be accepted. On the

drawing board we have a flywheel circuit to be inserted between the microwave system and the

FACS interface. Both rubidium and crystal oscillators are being investigated for use in the flywheel.

In the control room the 1 pps train and standard frequencies fl'om the master clock are sent along

with an IRIG-B time code to the master signal programmer. The programmer contains a series

of electrically programmable read-only memory chips (EPROMs) into which have been burned

the non time critical control signals that are to be sent out for this particular nuclear test. As

the countdown progresses, tile signals are encoded and multiplexed and sent over the fiber optic
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or microwavechannelsto the timing station in the forwardarea,wherethey aredenmllil)lexed,
decoded,and convertedto contactclosures sent to the recording stations. A number of signals

also go to tile red shack and perform several preliminary operations that are needed to prepare the

device for firing.

Near the end of the countdown the programmer sends the fire enable signal just before the second

on which the device is to be fired. This closes a relay that lets the ORed 1 pps trains pass through

to the device firing circuits, and the first immediately succeeding pulse fires the device. There is a

plethora of precautions, procedures, and circuits to ensure that an inadvertent firing can not take

place. In addition, there are a number of interlocks in series with the fire enable line to ensure that

the firing circuits and a number of the more critical recording facilities are ready. There may be

an additional arbitrary delay added between the 1 pps train and the actual firing pulse. This is

somewhat analogous to the Selective Availability (SA) used by DoD on the GPS satellite signals

to deny their full accuracy to unauthorized users.

The largest array of equipment is used to provide more accurate timing signals to those users who

require them. One of the signals emanating from the signal programmer is a countdown time code.

This contains a. bit stream enumerating the countdown time at the last 1 pps tick and Ill<' tithe

for the next tick. The starting time for the countdown can be anywhere from minus a few minules

to minus 99:59, depending on requirements of the test. This countdown time code is sent to the

timing station over fibers or microwaves and there it is pulse width modulated on a one megaherlz

carrier along with other control signals and is distributed with the 1 pps via fiber el>tics to tile

recording stations.

In each station there is a "user box" that receives the code and into which the user enters up to

eight desired times for events related to recording or downhole control to occur. Typical functions

that a user might want to perform are opening of camera shutters, triggering of digitizers, turning

on power supplies, starting a calit)ration sequence, or operating downhole vacuum valves. Fig. S

shows the front panel era prototype unit. The countdown time and status are displayed in the

upper left. corner for the convenience of the operators during dry' runs. In the lower right portion of

the panel is where the desired event times are entered. Above it the stored times can be displayed.

An in station dry run can be performed using the controls in the lower left corner, without tile

need for a system-wide run.

The event times are stored in nonvolatile memory with a. resolution of one microsecond. As ttle

countdown reaches each of these preselected times, its associated channel generates a. selectable-

width pulse, a dc level shift, and a form C relay contact actuation. The user can reprogram his

choices of times up until shortly, before the final dry run, but a flag is sent back to the control room

when he does so, in order that the test director and control room personnel know that there have

been changes made. Any channel can be used to turn off the dc level shift and contact actuation

from a previous channel. This provides a start-stop mode of control for experiments that need such

a capability. The user can also decide whether or not adc level shift or contact actuation should

be dropped in the event of a hold in the countdown after that particular event time has occurred.

Offsite users who are not directly connected into the tilnihg system use GPS receivers or independent

clocks to keep time. They then have their equipment continuously subtract the predicted firing time

from the current time to obtain countdown time. In the event of a hold, information to update the

firing time can be transmitted as time offsets by VIfF radio or modems, or by ordinary telephone

conversations if the remote station is manned.
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At Los Alamos we maintain a time laboratory that we use in developing systems for use at the

NTS. There we keep two cesium oscillators, various rubidium and crystal oscillators, GPS receivers,

a countdown signal programmer, and simulated multiplexed microwave and fiber optic links.
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N92- 5361

Naval Space Surveillance Center Uses

Time, Frequency and Phase

of

Carroll C. Hayden and Stephen H. Knowles

Naval Space Surveillance Center

Dahlgren, Va. 22448-5180

The Naval Space Surveillance Center (NAVSPASUR) is an operational naval command that has

the mission of determining the location of all manmade objects in space and transmitting informa-

tion on objects of interest to the fleet. NAVSPASUR operates a 217 MHz radar fence that has 9

transmitting and receiving stations deployed in a line across southern CONUS. This surveillance

fence provides unalerted detection of all satellites overflying CONUS. NAVSPASUR also maintains

a space catalog of all orbiting space objects, including payloads, rocket bodies and debris, and

distributes information on satellite orbits to the fleet and other users by means of Navy tactical

communication circuits and other means. NAVSPASUR plays an important role as operational

alternate to the primary national Space Surveillance Center (SSC) and Space Defence Operations

Center (SPADOC) located in Colorado Springs, Colorado. In executing these responsibilities,

NAVSPASUR has need of precise and/or standardized time and frequency in a number of applica-

tions. These include maintenance of the radar fence references to specification, and coordination

with other commands and agencies for data receipt and dissemination. Precise time and frequency

must be maintained within each site to enable proper operation of the interferometry phasing tech-

nique used. Precise time-of-day" clocking must exist between sites for proper intersite coordination.

After 'time tags' are attached to the data at the receiver sites, proper referencing and standardiza-

tion are necessary at the Dahlgren, Va. operations center to ensure proper data synchronization

and communications with the fleet and other agencies.

Time as such is not required at the transmitters as presently configured because of the continuous

wave (A0) modulation used. If possible plans to make the entire phase-coherent for VLBI operation

are implemented, this requirement Time is required at the receiver sites with an accuracy at the

millisecond level. The basic timing accuracy needed is controlled by satellite kinematics that result

in a near-earth satellite velocity of about 7.5 kilometers per second. Planned sensor improvements

are expected to result in an achievable sensor accuracy of about 50 meters. To avoid adding error

the station timing should be at least 10X more precise. This results in a required timing accuracy

of =1=0.5millisecond for an equivalent position error of less than 5 meters. While this accuracy

is well within the current state of the art, it is not achieved by the HF WWV receivers used at

present. HF timing suffers from unreliable propagation and can have errors of several milliseconds.

The planned installation of GPS timing will result in a timing accuracy more than sufficient for
NAVSPASUR's needs.

Frequency is presently precisely controlled. Frequency at both transmitter sites (three) and receiver

sites (six) is controlled by cesium beam frequency standards, which maintain the 216.980 Mltz.

carrier frequency and all local oscillators within :t:0.001 Hz. Spurious control on the transmitter
emissions is -80 dBc or better.
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Phase may be considered a derivative of time and frequency. Its control within each transmitter or

receiver site is of great importance to NAVSPASUR because of the operation of the sensor as an

interferometer system, with source direction an'gles as the primary observable. I)etermination of

the angular position of a satellite is directly dependent on the accuracy with which the differential

phase between spaced subarrays can be measured at each receiver site. Interferometer lobe width

is about 11 arcminutes on the sky. The high signal to noise ratio for many satellites means that

angular accuracies of 0.1 arcminutes or less can be achieved. This corresponds to a phase angle

accuracy of about 2 degrees. Since one 217 MHz wavelength is equivalent to about 5 nanoseconds

of time, a 2 degree phase accuracy requires about 25 picoseconds relative time control. Thus,

NAVSPASUR has a requirement for very precise time control within the up to 2 mile confines

of each site. If\;LllI lochniques are instituted in the future, between-sites phase control to this

precision will also be necessary.

NAVSPASUR also attaches great importance to minimizing a quantity that may be called timeli-

ness. Timeliness refers to tile time interval required for processing and communication in analyzing

and transmitting data t.o customers. While not customarily thought of as precise time, minimiza-

tion of processing delays is of great importance to the utility of NAVSPASUR's perishable dala

product.

Figures 1 and 2 show simplified views of time/frequency/phase usage at NAVSPASUR receiver and

transmitter sites. Installation of dual-frequency GPS receivers at all sites is planned. This will serve

several purposes. It will eliminate the timing errors of up to 5 milliseconds that presently reduce

accuracy on fence observations. It will allow better calibration and monitoring of the performance

of our cesium beam frequency standards. It will allow a direct correction for the effect of lhe

ionosphere, which causes a significant uncalibrateable refraction error in our measured direction

angles at present.

Another important application of innovative technology is in the use of fiber-optics cables to pro-

vide within-site phase calibration. As mentioned above, NAVSPASUR requires maintenance of

carrier phase to within :t:25 picoseconds throughout each site over a wide variety of environmental

conditions. The current technique, implemented when the radar system was first constructed 30+

years ago, uses air-dielectric coaxial calibration cables, and has proven unsatisfactory because of

welt-known coaxial cable stability deficiencies. This problem is especially crucial at our main Lake

Kickapoo, Texas tra_tsmitter site, so a fiber optics calibration design was developed for installation

there [1]. Although use of fiber optics for digital data transmission is well developed, phase-stable

distribution of an analog signal required development of state- of-the-art techniques. TILe basic

configuration of the fiber optics system is shown in Figure 3. The physical layout of the Kickapoo

transmitter consists of a two-mile long array of dipoles, each with its own power amplifier. For

control purposes, this array is divided into 18 bays. The phase calibration is applied at the bay

level. The basic requirement for tile fiber optics system is that it maintain a phase stability within

±2 degrees across all bays, over the expected range of environmental variations at this north Texas

site. It must be reliable, easily maintainable and have an expected service life of at least 1,5 years.

Several operating modes were coilsidered, including active (closed loop phase compensation) and

passive (open loop operator adjusted) and comparison at the central site or at each bay. The pas-

sive central site approach was chosen as providing adequate performance at minimum cost. It will

utilize existing phase monitor and control equipment and software. A loose-tube single mode opti-

cal fiber manufactured by Siecor was chosen. Transmitters a.t each bay are temperature-controlled

to minimize variations with temperature.
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The above two projects are two items being undertaken as part. of a comprehensive effort being

undertaken under the direction of the Commanding Officer, Capt. tI.W. Turner IV, to optimize

the performance of our sensor. Figure 4 shows the overall plan. l:;mphasis is placed oil utilizing in-

house capability to the maximum extent possible. The overall plan includes elnphases in improved

communications with other sensor sites and users, on improved sensor electronics and on improved

reliability/maintainability. Areas of particular importance to precision time/frequency/phase in-

elude improved use of time/frequency standards and improved site phase control. Thero are also

several new initiatives being undertaken in the central operations center software that are of im-

portance. These include optimization of the software used to reduce observations, compensation

for the space environment, inlprovement of the propagator used for observation comparison, and

an improved sensor performance monitoring system.

The present complex routine used to determine angular position, known as ADR, is being rewritten

to provide proper time synchronization between sites used to form a triangulated position. This

will eliminate a differential tinting error that could result in the worst, case in up to 50 xnilliseconds

misalignment between observations. In addition, this rewrite will result in an optimized extraction

of all possible information from each pass, and should result for the first time in significant single-

pass capability for NAVSPASUR. Increased attention is also being paid to calibration of the system

phases via software. We are using certain precision orbits that are seen by the fence on a regular

basis to calibrate system constants including antenna separations and station parameters.

The ionosphere perturbs the apparent direction of arrival, especially near the horizon, by up to

several arcminutes in a way that cannot be modeled well a priori. Use of dual-frequency GPS

receivers should greatly reduce errors from this source. Use of calibration satellites with accurately
known positions can also provide a somewhat less effective altenmtive.

The largest single error source for most low-altitude satellite orbits is the uncertainty in the atmo-

spheric drag. NAVSPASUR is implementing a procedure using a Kalman filter sequential estimalor

technique for reM-time measurement and compensation of this effect. This should result in signif-

icantly better performance and fewer lost satellites (UCTs), especially under worst case or solar
storm conditions.

A final area of improvement is in the propagator used. NAVSPASUR presently uses all orbital

propagator developed by Dirk Brouwer in 1959. This propagator has an expected accuracy of only

about 500 meters for near-earth orbit. An improved propagator when installed should result in a

significantly improved accuracy. Standardization of the propagators is an equally important issue.
The surveillance community has suffered from the existence of difforent software at diiferent instal-

lations that, while each capable of providing an adequate representation of the motion of a body,

produce discordant results when using another group's elements. The United States Space Com-

mand (USSPACECOM) is presently undertaking an initiative to standardize these astrodynamic

codes and constants, in which NAVSPASUR is participating. This work when completed should

have significant impact on the precision GPS orbits used in much PTTI work.

These initiatives when fully implemented should result in an improvement in our observational

accuracy from the present 400 meters nominal to a goal of between 50 and 100 meters.

In summary, time and frequency referencing will play a critical role in NAVSPASUR's meeting

future operational requirements. NAVSPASUR is working together with other DoD organizations,

including USSPACECOM, our parent Naval Space Command, SPAWAR, the Naval Observatory,

the Naval Research Laboratory and other naval commands, as well as with such non-DoD groups
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as NASA and the AIAA, to ensure optimum use of time, frequency and phase in engineering our

system.
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Abstract

There are many applications of precise time and time interval (frequency) in operating modern elec-

tric power systems. Many generators and customer loads are operated in parallel. The reliable transfer

of electrical power to the consumer partly depends on measuring power system frequency consistently

in many locations. The internal oscillators in the widely dispersed frequency measuring units must be

syntonized.

Elaborate protection and control systems guard the high voltage equipment from short and open

circuits. For the highest reliability of electric service, engineers need to study all control system operations.

Precise timekeeping networks aid in the analysis of power system operations by synchronizing the clocks on

recording instruments. Utility engineers want to reproduce events that caused loss of service to customers.

Precise timekeeping networks can synchronize protective relay test-sets.

For dependable electrical service, all generators and large motors must remain close to speed syn-

chronism. The stable response of a power system to perturbations is critical to continuity of electrical

service. Research shows that measure- ment of the power system state vector can aid in the monitoring

and control of system stability.

[f power system operators know that a lightning storm is approaching a critical transmission line or

transformer, they can modify operating strategies. Knowledge of the location of a short circuit fault can

speed the re-energizing of a transmission line. One fault location technique requires clocks synchronized

to one microsecond (#s). Current research seeks to find out if onc microsecond timekeeping can aid and

improve power system control and operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

At previous meetings of this and other conferences, engineers and scientists have discussed precise

time and time interval (PTTI) applications to electric power systems [1,2,3,4]. One application

was the time synchronizing of recording instruments. The accuracy was 1 millisecond (ms) accuracy

with respect to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). One millisecond was the design goal because

a recording instrument called a sequential events recorder (SER) had 1 ms resolution. Moderately

priced "range timing" equipment developed for missile tracking was used without extensive changes

[1,31.

Frequency plays an important role in power systems operations. Alternating current (AC) circuits

transmit most of our electrical energy. There are two basic requirements for the successful operation

of AC systems:
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1. Large generators and (synchronous) motors must remain in close speed synchronism,

2. Voltages must be kept near their rated values [5].

A power system is a dynamic non-linear structure that uses feedback control to maintain these

requirements. For example, a feedback loop regulates generator voltage by varying the voltage on

the field winding [6]. A feedback technique called "net interchange tie line bias control" controls

the balance between generation and consumption (load) over a utilities service area.

A closely related concept is the idea of power system stability. A power system is stable if, after

a disturbance, the response is dampened and the system settles to a new operating condition in

finite time [7]. Instability is when some generators lose speed synchronism and go "out-of-step."
We will discuss this idea in a later section.

The electric power system of the United States, Canada and northern Baja California, Mexico

is divided into nine regional reliability councils. Examples are the Electric Reliability Council of

Texas (ERCOT) and the Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC). Through the North

American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) these councils coordinate policy issues. One issue

is the reliable operation of generation and transmission facilities and the adequacy and security of

member electric systems [8].

A large interconnected power system is divided into many "control areas." Usually one utility

operates a control area that serves a particular geographical region. During emergencies control

areas share on-line standby generation (called "spinning reserve") [9]. The larger structure is called

an inter-connection or grid. A disadvantage of an inter-connection is stability is harder to maintain

[10].

The word "synchronize" has different meanings in different parts of this paper. Synchronous gen-

erators produce most electrical power and energy. Here synchronous refers to a particular type of

electrical machinery. When we say generators must remain in synchronism for successful opera-

tion, we mean speed synchronism. Many applications discussed in this paper require accurate clock

synchronizations. In this instance, we mean time synchronism.

II. MORE INFORMATION

FOR POWER SYSTEM OPERATORS

Modern electric power systems use very high voltage to send large blocks of power over long

distances. A lightning strike to an energized conductor causes a voltage impulse that usually jumps

across the electrical insulation. Faulted pieces of equipment or transmission lines must be quickly

isolated from all sources of power.

A protective relay is specialized equipment designed to detect short-circuit faults. When a relay

detects a fault, it sends a signal to a power circuit breaker. A relay may be inactive for several

years before having to respond to a power system fault. A transmission line relay may have to
estimate the distance to a fault and decide if the fault is internal or external to the transmission

line [11]. The time interval from fault inception to the opening of the PCB may have to be one or

two electrical cycles to maintain system stability.

The protection system may mis-operate occasionally. These improper responses significantly affect
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systemoperationsandcanleadto powersysteminstability.Yearscouldpassbeforeengineersfind
errorsin relayapplicationsor settings. Records kept by NERC show that relay, mis-operations play

a large role in the major power system disturbances and blackouts [12].

The number of faults on a typical transmission line ranges from 1 every few years to 15 per year.

Light beam or digital oscillographs record selected voltage and current waveshapes for later analysis

[13]. Some protective relays can produce time synchronized event reports [14]. A millisecond

timekeeping network can turn isolated recorders and relays into a system-wide analysis tool. Many

utilities have wisely synchronized to UTC so any recorded event can be related to any other time-

tagged event.

Information from a digital oscillograph, a SER, and rolays in some cases can be remotely retrieved

and processed in a "master station" [15]. It is my experience that the master stations do not

synchronize the recording instruments. Recording systems need a separate timekeeping network.

Information about lightning activity can aid system operation. If a lightning storm is raging near a

critical transmission line or substation, the system operators may start contingency mea_sures. The

amount of power transported along a key transmission line may be decreased. Say' a lightning strike

was detected near a transmission line at about the same time the protection system de-energized the

line. With this information the control system or power system operator could quickly reenergize

this line (see the section on fault location).

One commercial lightning detection network uses a time of arriwd technique. Time synchronization

is presently by LORAN-C. The network may use GPS in the future [16]. Orville and Songster [17]

discuss a lightning detection network developed by the State University of New York at Buffalo.

III. POWER SYSTEMS OPERATIONS

The measurement of power system frequency plays an important role in the operation of an inter-

connected system. At the 1986 PTTI meeting Dr. Giles Missout pointed out that electric utilities

operate the largest frequency dissemination system. As shown on Table 1 the accuracy of this

frequency has been decreasing. The reason for this is economic. When the power system frequency

can vary within wider bounds, the power output of large generators do not have to changed as

often. Steady power output is the most efficient operating mode for thermal generation plants.

System frequency is a sensitive indicator of the health of the power system. Frequency reflects

the balance between real (active) power generation and consumption [6]. Frequency measurements

between different control areas need to be accurate and syntonized.

An instrument called a power system time and frequency monitor measures four quantities: stan-

dard frequency, standard time (UTC), power system frequency, and power system time. Time error

is the difference between UTC and power system time. To standardize measurements the histor-

ical source of standard time and frequency synchronization has been low frequency radio station

WWVB [18]. A utility can now purchase equipment that uses WWVB, GOES, OMEGA or GPS

for synchronization.

Operators control the frequency of the power grid to roughly =t=0.05 Hz of the nominal frequency.

Beyond good operating practice, there is no formal requirement on frequency deviation. Operators

monitor time error, the integral of frequency deviation and corrected over a longer period. Table 1

lists acceptable time errors within three different North American inter-connections [19].
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TABLE 1. Time Error Correction Practices.

Time Error Timeof Initiation Termination
Day

0000-0400 -4 -2 -3 0 +0.5 +0.5

SLOW 0400-2000 -8 -2 -3 -4 +0.5 4-0.5

2000-2400 -4 -2 -3 0 4-0.5 4-0.5

0000-0400 +8 +4 +3 +4 4-0.5 4-0.5

0400-1200 +4 +2 +3 0 4-0.5 +0.5

FAST 1200-1700 +8 4-2 +3 +4 4-0.5 4-0.5

1700-2000 +4 +2 4-3 0 4-0.5 4-0.5

2000-2400 +8 +2 +3 +4 4-0.5 4-0.5

Note: The entries refer to Eastern US, Western US and Texas

Within an interconnection one control area acts as timekeeper. Periodically the timekeeper trans-
mits its measured time error so other control areas can reset their measuren_ents. When the time

error exceeds the listed amount the timekeeper directs all members of the interconnection to raise

or lower the "scheduled" system fl'equency. The entire interconnection is then operated at this

higher or lower frequency. System frequency is returned to 60 Hz when the time error is reduced
to the values shown on Table 1.

IV. POWER SYSTEM CONTROL

Many power systems are operated in an "open loop" manner. For an example, assume that lightning

strikes a transmission line that is not automatically reclosed. The protective relays will detect the

fault and trip the power circuit breakers. These events are displayed at a centralized control center.

If there is no sign of trouble, a power system operator closes the power circuit breakers to return

the line to service. The time interval is typically one-half to two minutes. This procedure has

worked well for slowly changing system events.

Present power system protection is divided into discrete and slightly overlapping domains of mea-

surement and control called zones of protection. Equipment assigned to one zone of protection is

mostly unaware of events outside that zone. The state of the power system can change, but pre-

programmed settings fix the response of most relays. Changing the settings on an electromechanical

relay is a multi-hour task.

Modern nlicroprocessor based relays offer new possibilities. Through communications ports, relays

can have their settings changed in response to changes in the high voltage system. This is called

"adaptive" relaying [20,21]. Nested in the idea of adaptive relaying is the move toward a hierarchy

of control and protection equipment. The digital relay communicates with computers that monitor

and control the entire substation. In turn, the substation computer communicates with another

computer at the dispatch or control center.

Stability The thermal capacity of the conductors is usually not the limiting factor for the power

that can be sent over a transmission line. Often the limiting factor is power system stability. Above

a certain level, any additional transmitted power causes some generators to loose speed synchronism

and go "out of step." Protective equipment would remove these generators from service, possibly
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causing an imbalance between generation and consumption. Loss of generation in one control area

could cause an overload on a transmission line or transformer. Soon the relays may remove this

equipment from service possibly leading to a blackout [22].

There is a limit to the dynamic performance of an isolated protective relay that uses local infor-

mation only. Hansen and Dalpiaz point out:

... it seemed that with each new line installation, the task of coordinating tile OOS

(out-of-step) relays grew more difficult. This difficulty was eventually found to

stem from a fundamental problem: OOS relaying (or any other impedance based

relaying) is not always the best tool for instabilily protection, but it is usually the

most convenient. Often OOS relaying is adequa, te, but as a power system grows

more complex, OOS relaying's weakness is revealed. This weakness is that, being

impedance based, OOS relaying is "line oriented" rather than "system oriented".

And instability problems in a power system are really system problems. [23]

These researchers found that the fastest and most global indicators of imminent power system

instability are: voltage phase angles, power flow through key lines or units, voltage magnitude,

network status, and time [24]. We will discuss voltage phase angles shortly.

In addition to the work just discussed, other researchers are using PTTI techniques for stability

enhancement. An out-of-step relaying system that uses the utility's digital comnmnications system

for synchronizing voltage sampling has recently been reported [25]. The level of synchronization is

that of the digital communications system, 50 #s. At the recent Power Engineering Society' Summer

Power Meeting several engineers from France discussed a new loss of synchronism system. As with

similar systems, the objective is to isolate the fault and prevent propagation of the disturbance.

They built several "phasemeters" synchronized by a GPS receivers. The system is presently expel'-

imental with the first portion going into service in 1994 [26]. There are reports of similar work in
mainland China and the island of Taiwan.

State Vectors and Estimators A state vector shows the actual condition or state of a system.

The complex voltages of all substation busses are the state vectors of the power system. Complex

voltage means the magnitude and the relative phase angle of that voltage with respect to a system-

wide reference. The present practice in many control centers is to calculate the voltage angles from

other measurements. This is called state estimation. The purpose of state estimation is primarily

to detect, identify, and correct gross measurement errors and to compute a good estimate of the

voltage angles. Knowledge of the state vector helps in evaluating power system security. The

disadvantage to state estimation is the time interval required to compute the phase angles. The
state vector is not available in "real-time."

Measuring voltage magnitude is routine but measuring the voltage phase angle is more difficult

[27]. The phase angle is measured by comparing the zew crossings of the voltage waveform with

a system-wide reference time marker. See Figure 1 for a conceptuaJ explanation. A better method

is to measure the positive sequence voltage [28]. One electrical degree of the 60 Hertz waveform

equals about 46 #s. Across short transmission lines (less than 50 kin), measurements may need to

be made to 0.1 electrical degree. This translates to a clock synchronization of roughly 5 l,s [29].

Fault Location Operators can use knowledge of the relative localion of transmission line short

circuit faults to improve system control. Most line faults are temporary and rapid circuit breaker re-

closing usually can help maintain system stability. However, rapid circuit breaker reclosing presents

a risk to stability and fault location techniques can lower this risk.
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Immediately after a fault some generators may be oscillating relative to a 60 (or 50) Hz frame of

reference. Redosing a breaker into a nearby permanent fault may further perturb some generators

and lead to instability. Generally the risk of instability decreases as the distance between generation
and the fault increases. If the location of the fault is accurately known, the control system or the

operator can make better re-closing decisions. If the fault is permanent, line maintenance crews

can go to the exact location.

Either "time domain" or impedance techniques can locate transmission line faults [30,31]. As

discussed by M. Street at the 1990 PTTI meeting, time domain techniques need microsecond clock

synchronizations [32]. Please see Figure 2. Fault-induced waves travel at the speed of light,

300 meters per microsecond. By time-tagging the arrival of fault-induced pulses at each end of

the transmission line to within one microsecond, the fault can be located to within 300 meters.

Three hundred meters is the typical tower spacing on a high voltage transmission line. Time

domain techniques must be used on lines with series compensation. On the other hand, impedance

techniques are accurate to about 1 or 2 % of the length of a line or roughly one kilometer, whichever

is larger [30]. This is true for 90% of all faults.

Protective Relay Testing It has long been the relay engineer's desire to test the protection system
under conditions that are as close to actual conditions as possible. When a critical transmission

line falsely trips, engineers need to find the reasons for this mis-operation. A good method of

analysis would be to retest the whole protection scheme with a recorded reenactment of the fault

or disturbance that produced the problem. Field testing based on either a recording or a computer

generated simulation requires a means to synchronize the test signals. In this application, the

needed synchronization may be 10 #s [33].

V. WHAT T&:F SERVICES DO UTILITIES USE?

Radio station WWVB has been a popular source of time and frequency information at the utility

control center. Receiver specifications of 1 ms on equipment suggests that WWVB would be a good

source for oscillograph and SER synchronization at the substations. Wright reported on one utility

in Colorado successfully constructing a disturbance recorder synchronization system using WWVB

[34]. WWVB receivers were less expensive than other alternatives and worked well in substations

and power plants.

Other utilities have experienced difficulties receiving WWVB. Burnett reported reception problems

in the state of Georgia [1] where the receiver lost the signal twice daily at local sunrise and sunset.

Corona and other substation generated noise made reception difficult. Missout experienced similar

difficulties in Quebec, Canada [35]. In some cases United Kingdom station MSF, which also

transmits on 60 kilohertz, produces interference.

LORAN-C promises microsecond timekeeping. Burnett reported unsatisfactory reception by a

portable automatic receiver in a 500 kilo-volt substation. On the other hand, he used LORAN-C

at the utility control center [1]. Missout temporarily used LORAN-C for manually synchronizing

a phase angle measuring system [36]. An informal survey has produced no known LORAN-C

substation usage.

In 1981 Missout experimented with using the GOES system in a phase angle measurement sys-

tem. The requirement was for clock synchronization of 40 #s [37] but the GOES system proved

unsatisfactory [38].
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Burnett used a centralized approach to timekeeping for most of his timekeeping needs [1]. In
this approach, UTC is received at the control center then a serial time code is broadcast over

utility voice-grade microwave radio channel. At the substations, time code generators correct for

propagation delay. Where a utility microwave radio channel was not available, GOES clocks were

installed. The difference between a GOES clock and a substation time code generator recorder was

at most 500 #s [39]. I constructed a similar system [3].

For their work on stabihty assessment and global relaying, ttansen and Dalpiaz initially selected

the GOES system for synchronization [40]. Here the required level of synchronization between

clocks was one electrical degree of 60 Hz (46 #s). Clocks were synchronized via the "common

view" mode. GPS clocks will replace the GOES equipment for the substation encoders. For time

tagging of disturbances, the centrally located master decoder was synchronized to UTC via GOES

equipment.

Arun Phadke, who spoke at the 1990 PTTI meting, is using GPS clocks to synchronize digital

sampling between different sites [41]. Two measurement systems under development were tested

in a laboratory experiment [42]. The Bonneville Power Administration, U.S. Department of Energy,

has installed several GPS clocks for phase angle measurement using a encoding system developed

by Phadke. Data are telemetered back from several substations to the control center for project

evaluation. Please refer to the paper by Ken Martin in these Proceedings.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The accuracy requirements of the power industry are relatively modest when compared with other

applications. An important consideration is the continuity and availability of any time and fre-

quency broadcast service. For power system operations all components must be available always.

Table 2 Summary of Applications

Apphcation Accuracy Source

Time & Frequency Monitor 1 ms & 1 E 5 WWVB, GOES,
GPS

Recording Instruments 1 ms GOES or utility

SERs & Oscillographs system

Relay Test-Sets 10-20 # GPS

Phase Angles _ Phasemeter 4.6-46 #s GPS

Short-Circuit Fault Location 1.0 #s GPS or custom

A major advantage to satellite based timekeeping is saving of limited bandwidth on the utility mi-

crowave radio communications network. The communications network will be needed for moving

data between the control centers and the substations. If the timekeeping network or the commu-

nications fails, the control system must revert to a secure operating mode. Some of the futuristic

concepts discussed here are for the very high voltage transmission systems that are the "super

highways" of our power systems. It is unlikely that you will see GPS synchronized measuring units

in lower voltage substations.

Standardized frequency measurements and millisecond time-keeping is a proven and accepted part

of operating many electric utilities. Fault location is gaining acceptance as a valuable tool. At
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the present,the estimateddistanceto the fault is displayedbut not programmedinto automatic
controlschemes.

Think Green! That wasonemessageI took awayfrom the IEEE PowerEngineeringSociety
(PES) SummerMeeting. Themessagewasthe healthof our planetis becomingmoreimportant
to the consumingpublic. At the Student-Faculty-IndustryLuncheonMr. BerniePalkof the Los
AngelesDepartmentof WaterandPowerpointedout that:

"The dominantmind-setof our industry for the previousthreedecadeshasbeen
growth-oriented.Howmuchnew(generatorandtransmissionline) capacitywill we
need,and whenwill weneedit? Todaythe questionis morelikely to be,howcan
westretchthecapacitywe'vegot?"

Valid environmental,financialand biologicalconcerns,makenewhigh voltagetransmissionlines
difficult to build. On the otherhand,societyis demandingmoreelectricalenergy.Onepossibility
is that the advancedcontrol techniquesdiscussedherewill allow heavierusageof the existing
transmissionsystem.An issueis whetherthis canbedonewithout any reallossof reliability. If
there is an incrementallossin reliability, will the utility industry and societyacceptthis lossof
reliability in exchangefor fewernewtransmissionlines?
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Figure 1. Voltage Phase Angles
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

David Allan, NIST: If it would be of help, the Depactmont of Transportation has a real time
output of all lightning strikes across the United States.

Mr. Wilson: More and more utilities are seeing tile usefulnoss of this data. It varies wilh rogioll.
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Abstract

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) uses IRIG.B transmitted over microwave as its"primary

system time dissemination. Problems with accuracy and reliability have led to ongoing research into better

methods. BPA has aL_o developed and deployed a unique fault locator which uses precise clocks" synchronized

by a pulse over microwave. It automatically transmits the data to a central computer for analysis. A proposed

system could combine fauli location timing and time dissemination into a Global Position System (GPS) tim-

ing receiver and close the verification loop through a master station at the Dittmer Control Center. Such a

system would have many advantages, including lower cost, higher reliability and wider industry support. Test

results indicate GPS has sufficient accuracy and reliability for this and other current timing requirements"

including synchronous phase angle measurements. A phusor measurement system which provides phase an-

gle has recently been tested with excellent results. Phase angle is a key parameter in power system control

applications including dynamic braking, DC modulation, remedial action schemes, and system state esti-

mation. Further research is required to determine the applications which can most effectively use real-time

phase angle measurements and the best method to apply them.

Introduction

Electric power systems have evolved from a few generators connected to a load in a nearby city

to vast interconnected networks with hundreds of generators and loads st)anning half the country.

Commensurately time synchronization has evolved from locally set ac clocks with second accuracy

to microwave pulse and satellite signals with microsecond accuracy. Modern power systems require

increasingly complex controls to maintain stability. Recent developments in time dissemination provide

an opportunity for major advancements in power system control, protection, and operation. Precise

time distributed over a large power systeln allows synchronous ._;ampling of voltage and current for real-

time power and phase measurements as well as accurate event recording and fault location. Precise

time and phase angle will enhance the development of regional real-time control systems.
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Time Dissemination

Early power system controls were based on power, current, and voltage measured at a terlninat.

Schedulitlg was handled by demand, and disturbances were localized enough that time synchronization

was not required for analysis. As systems grew they became more complex and interconnected. Timing

was required to coordinate scheduling and to compare disturbance recordings made across the system.

L¢)cally set ac clocks were adequate for the task in most cases, but created problems where distant

clocks had been set several seconds apart.

In 1,qTd, Bonneville Power Adlninistration (BPA)commissioned the Dittmer Control Center in Van-

couver, \Vashingtot_, as the main dispatching and control center for the BPA system. A primary

feature of the control center was the SCADA computer system to allow most of the system moni-

toring, switchi,g, and control filnctions to be operated remotely. The Central Time System (CTS)

synchroniz(_d to WWVB was installed as BPA's primary time source. Over the next decade time

dissemination was extended throughout the system using IRIG-B over dedicated microwave channels.

The II{I(I-B signal synchronized time throughout the system to at least tenths of a second 99 percent

c,f the t.inle, tlowever, it was found phase slips in multiplex equipment and channel frequency response

could cause enough distortion to make IRIG-B difficult to read, and noise could cause momentary

interruptions. When recorded directly on an oscillogral)h, these impairments didn't cause much prob-

lem, but they played havoc with automatic decoding equipment. They caused time miscues that could

I)e days off and take hours to resynchronize. In some locations automatic alarm recording equipment

recorded [)ages of time errors. In addition, there were several BPA substations which didn't have

direct microwave communications and needed accurate time.

(;OES satellite receivers were i_Jstalled at several sites in an attempt to solve both problems. Success

was limited. They had trouble synchronizing, suffered from radio interference, and needed occasional

antenna repointing. Time accuracy was no better than IRIG-B over the microwave although they (lid

not need the millisecoud delay corrections required for microwave transmission.

BPA has experimented with phase modulated IRIG-B and found it to be much more resistant to lni-

crowave impairments than the standard amplitude modulation. Since it is not available commercially

and requires special encoding ai_d decoding hardware, it has not been implemented. Consideration is

being given to the whole spectrum of BPA's timing needs before developing a specialized system.

BPA is in the process of specifying a new C.TS system for the Dittmer (:ontrol Center. GPS rather

than W\VVB will be used to acquire UTC time in order to achieve microsecond level synchronization.

The system will employ triple redundant time generation for automatic switching and higher reliability.

It will have an independent rubidium based clock for local verifiability and better local timekeeping in

the event of GPS signal loss. The system will upgrade the central timekeeping capabilities to support

all BPA system and Western region timing requirements for the foreseeable future.

Time Domain Fault Location

BI'A has pioneered a unique system for locating power line faults (short circuits) using precise timing.

When a fault occurs, the instantaneous change in potential creates a, voltage wave that travels along

the power line at nearly the speed of light. By precisely timing the arrival of the traveling waves at

each end of a power line section, a silnple formula yields the distance to fault from the end of the line

[1,2,3].
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The original system, called Type B, had a master with a counter and several slaves that would relay

the fault pulses to the master via microwave. Tile system was reasonably reliable, but could only be

calibrated by known faults and needed to be interpolated by experienced personnel using informa-

tion from past readings. The present version, called FLAR for Fault Location Acquisition Reporter,

employs remote timetagging units with stable clocks at a. number of substations [1]. The clocks are

synchronized every 100 seconds by a phase shift keyed 2.3 MHz tone sent over the microwave. The

remote units communicate over an automated data net with a master computer which retrieves these

timetags, calculates the fault distances, and reports to system dispatching. This system has proven 1o

be reliable and accurate for sites which can be linked by, high frequency microwave colnmunication. It

is easy to use and is being improved with software to sort out good readings from tire many generated

by' noise during a fault.

In 1989 the FLAR system was extended beyond the Bt'A microwave system by synchronizing the

master with a GPS receiver. A GPS receiver installed at a substation can provide sync in place of the

microwave transmitted pulse. The extension has worked well so far.

Requirements for a Combined System

The Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC) is a regional electric utility group which consists

of 61 interconnected utilities west of the great plains from central British Columbia to Mexico. It has

set a goal of 8 millisecond timing accuracy throughout the region. BPA has set its current requirement

for 5 milliseconds maximum throughout its systenl, and 1 millisecond synchronization for all systems
within a station.

Time domain fault location requires 1 microsecond synchronization throughout at least every area

which might be reporting the same fault. Several other uses which have not been discussed yet are

relaying, transient stability control, and state estimator. Relaying, which detects power line faults and

controls the large power circuit breakers, optimally must be able to detect fault distance within 1000

meters to function correctly. Stability, control and state estianation operate relative to the 60 tlz cycle

which is 46 microseconds/electrical degree. These requirements are summarized in Table 1.

System Function Measurement Optimum Accuracy
Fault Locater 300 meters 1 microsecond

Relaying 1000 meters 3 microseconds

Transient Stability ±1 degre 46 inicroseconds
control

State Estimator ±1 degree 46 microseconds

Oscillograph 1 millisecolM

Event Recorder 1 ntillisecond

Table 1. Electrical Power System Precise Time Requirements

The most stringent accuracy requirement is fault location; any timing system with microsecond ac-

curacy throughout the region will satisfy' all tire needs. Less obvious is the reqnirement for reliability

and availability. Power systems are expected to operate all the time. Any control, protection, or

monitoring system must be ready to operate reliably at any time. A timing s.vstem that operates

reliably or produces the required accuracy 98 percent of the time is not acceptable. BPA currently
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requiresits control and communicationsystemsto demonstratea 99.986percentavailabilityfor fllll
performanceoperation.Any systemwith requiredoutagetimesthat cannotbescheduledinto main-
tenanceintervals(i.e.,will fail occasionallyat randomtimes)is notacceptable.Whensystemsfail tile
resultscanbe dramatic-NewYork blackoutof 1965-anddestroyequipmentworthmillionsof dollars.

IRIG-Bsentoverthe microwavecouldachievethe 1millisecondrequirementusingttle phasemodula-
tion technique.Testshavedemonstratedthat it will neverachieve1microsecondreliatlly,evenwith
a steeredoscillator.A Cesiumoscillatorat eachstationwouldachievetherequiredaccuracy,but the
necessarycalibrationand costswouldbeprohibitive.

GOESsatellitereceivershaveprovento benot muchbetter than IRIG-Bsentovermicrowave.Radio
signalssuchasWWVB donot givetherequiredaccuracy.LoranC is powerflflin theNorthwestand
accuratebut doesnot easilyyield time.

The FLAR systemhasthe accuracyandhighreliability but only providessynchronization,not time
of day. Incorporatingtime of daywill requirea major redesignof the hardwareand softwareof tile
remoteunit, anexpensiveand timeconsumingproposition.An additionalshortcomingis its reliance
on a direct high frequencymicrowavelink whichisn't availableto all siteswhereBPA would like
accuratetime of day,.It alsois not availableto neighboringutilities wheresynchronizationmaybe
desirable.

The GPSsystemcanprovidethe 1microsecondaccuracythroughoutthe system.It is relativelynew
and hasunprovenreliability asfar asBPA is concerned,ttoweverbecauseit doesoffersucha great
potential,BPA haspurchasedseveralreceiversandhasdoneextensivetestingoverthe last 4 years.
Theadvantagesincludegoodmanufacturersupport,lessexpensive,inherentdelaycompensation,no
highfrequencymicrowaverequirement,bettercoordinationwith neighboringutilities, andanexcellent
systemfailuretolerance.Thedisadvantagesarean imperfectreceiverperformancerecordto date,lack
of knowledgeof how the systemwill perform in a substationenvironment,and the uncertaintyof
Departmentof Defensepolicy.Howeverrecentresultsfrom GPSreceivertesting}lavebeenexcellent.
That and policystatementsby the Departmentof Defensehavegivenenoughconfidencein the GPS
systemto proposea combinedtinting/fault locatorsystembasedonGPS.

Closed Loop Precise Time System

It has been proposed to install at each substation a GPS receiver with an IRIG-B output, a timetag

option, and software that would allow it to communicate with the FLAR master. The receiver would

provide precise time locally to the substation, tilnetag faults, and report times to the FLAR master.

The master would additionally check the remote GPS time and operation. This system would eliminate

tile need for the high frequency microwave channel and several voice grade channels presently used to

disseminate IRIG-B. It would replace the time code generator and FLAR remote unit with a single

GPS receiver. Further advantages include:

a. Manufacturer Support The current FLAR system is BPA designed and supported. A pro-

posed phase shift key modulated IRIG-B would also need to be designed for BPA. The proposed

system would add only two options a basic GPS receiver produced by several manufacturers.

The options are likely be used by many utilities, potentially making the configuration a standard

piece of equipment.
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b.

C.

d.

e.

Less Expensive At today's prices, the GPS receiver unit is competitive with the two remote

units it would replace. With quantity production, and as GPS receiver technology improves, the

cost would be less. Additional savings are realized by microwave capacity not used.

Inherent Delay Compensation The broadcast delay from the CTS to each substation has to

be calculated and entered in each remote unit. BPA is in the process of implementing an alternate

control center from which time code could alternately be broadcast, creating two ditferent delays

for each remote. Alternate path routing for catm_trophic microwave system problems further

complicate the problem. A GPS receiver outputs time corrected for its location.

Closed Loop Verification The present broadcast IRIG-B has no verification that the time is

correct and the remote equipment is operating. FLAR is a closed loop system, reporting every

100 seconds any events and remote status. The proposed system would report GPS receiver

health, oscillator status, and tracking information if required. It would also report local time to

verify timekeeping within a millisecond. An additional timetag input can be added to receive

broadcast FLAR sync pulses to verify timing to a nficrosecond. The master could also set

the remote for daylight time changes and tracking schedules if needed. Verification of remote

operation should remove much of the uncertainty of relying on a remote clock that receives its

signals from tiny dots in space.

Improved Inter-utility Synchronization Even a precise central system can drift from a

common reference (UTC); when it does, all nodes drift with it. If each substation is directly

synchronized to the same source as all other utilities, the systems on the average will remain

better synchronized at all times.

Improved Systematic Reliability While the centralized system broadcasts from a redundant

CTS on a microwave system of very high reliability, there are colnmon power sources, single wire

interconnections, and combined signal paths. Any interruption of this long linked chain or error

in time generation can cause multiple remote outages. GPS relies on multiple satellites, each

individually timed with extensive built in redundancy. Incorrect control signals to the satellites

could cause errors, but not likely with all satellites at once. Since severa] satellites are in view

at all times, receivers can be designed with logic to ignore signals from a satellite with sudden

changes or with excessive variance from the others in view. The GPS receiver itself uses an

internal oscillator which is slaved and compared with the satellite signal. If the RF input fails

for any reason, the internal time generation can carry the output accurately for some period of

time. If the internal timekeeping generates an error, it can be corrected from the GPS signal.

Communication failure interrupts fault reporting and verification, not time. Catastrophic failure

of any station does not affect the timing at any other station.

A test program is planned to deploy several units with the required software and three timetag inputs,

one for faults, one to mark the operation of the station oscillograph and the other to time the arrival

of the sync pulse. The oscillograph will typically only trigger on significant disturbances, so the FLAR

master uses its trigger to sort possible faults from the many timetags due to noise and switching.

Timing the sync pulse will allow long term monitoring of performance to the highest accuracy level.

The test program will allow BPA to develop a longer term performance and reliability record.
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Precise Time and Phase Measurement R &: D at BPA

GPS Receiver Testing

In conjunction with the Phasor R & D program, BPA has tested GPS receivers for use ill timing on

the BPA system. Since continuous accuracy is the main concern, testing has focused on long term

monitoring of the output. In most GPS receivers a 1 Pulse Per Second ( 1 PPS) signal provides

internal sync for all other timekeeping signals, so it provides a simple reference for monitoring overall

performance. The 1 PPS output was compared against a 1 PPS signal generated locally by a Cesium

reference standard. Originally only the average between the two sources was measured and computed

periodically. It was found that unlike an oscillator, the GPS derived signal could make sudden jumps

to another value for one to many seconds and then snap back. Testing was expanded to monitor the 1

PPS signal every second for jumps as well as take 100 second averages every 15 minutes. A 100 second

average provides reasonable noise smoothing that fits in well with the 15 minute interval, though it

lnay not provide the best sigma tau variance.

In the last 6 years we have seen receivers improve from units that kept time within several microseconds

only 95 percent of the time to units that typically keep tenths of microsecond accuracy 99.9 percent of

the t.ime with less than 3 microsecond deviation at any time. The improvement is partly due to better

satellite coverage but mostly due to receiver technology development. Performance at the present level

is quite acceptable to BPA. Figure I is a 2 week plot of the 100 second averages comparing GPS with

Cesium. The drift of 1.6E-12 of the Cesium standard relative to UTC is left in the plot so the curves

for each week don't overlap.

We have also compared a GPS receiver installed at the Malin Substation with the FLAIl sync pulse

received at that site. Malin is in southern Oregon on the California border and about 260 air miles from

the Dittmer (?ontrol Center. The sync pulse delay time was measured by transmitting the signal froin

Dittmer, re-transmitting it. back, and measuring the round trip time. An average of 400 mea.surements

w_s divided t)y two to estimate a one way transit time of 1689.3 microseconds. Since the FLAR master

at l)ittmer is now synchronized by GPS, it is easy test the one way transit time with a GPS receiver at

Malin. The transit time averaged over 15 minute intervals is around 1691.3 microseconds, very close

to the previously calculated time (Figure 2). The 2 microsecond difference was constant over the 5

month monitoring interval and has not been investigated, but is probably due to additional cable and

transmitter equipnmnt at l)ittmer and differences in microwave system filter tuning. The etfects of

the microwaw_ system and GPS receiw_rs cannot be separated in this data, but even combined they

are within an acceptable performance level for the FLAR system.

While the averaged data. only varied around 300 nanoseconds from the mean, of greater concern is the

worst case performance. Figure 3 is a [)lot of the span between the maxinmm and nfinimum lneasured

during the interval. The tilne interval counter used in this test only has a 100 nanosecond resolution

so the plots appear rather quantized. The fact the difference is always less than 1.5 microseconds

is amazing, considering the plot combines the effects of two GPS receivers 260 miles apart and the
lnicrowave communications in between.

Synchronous Phase Angle Measurements R & D Program

BPA installed a prototype Synchronous Phasor Measurement System developed by the Department of

Electrical Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg, Virginia on

BPA's 500 kVAC Pacifc Northwest-Southwest (PNW-SW) Intertie. The system consists of a remote

terminal installed at .John Day and Malin Substations (about 250 miles apart) and a master terminal
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at the BPA Laboratoriesin Vancouver,Washington.The two remote terminMs are synchronized by
GPS receivers.

A remote unit is a microcomputer with a A/D and serial interfaces. Three phase power line waveforms

are synchronously digitized at a 720 sample/second rate, clocked directly by a precisely timed signal

from the GPS receiver. After each sample, the latest 12 samples are filtered with a Fourier transform to

extract the 60 Hz component and converted with the symmetrical component transformation to yield

the complex positive sequence phasor. This phasor represents the magnitude and phase of a balanced

three phase system and is a good representation of the state of a real power system in all but extreme

fault conditions. Since each pha.sor is computed with 12 samples, it gives a true 60 Hz response to

changes. The precise tinting makes data comparable for accurate phase angle determination over a

region of any size [7,8].

In addition to calculating phasors, the remote also computes frequency and rate of change of frequency.

It monitors the computed data for sudden changes and flags any that go beyond preset limits. It will
communicate these values to the master terminal on demand either as a stored table or a real time

data flow.

In this test, data was gathered from the real time data flow using 4800 BPS modems over the BPA

microwave system. Data was transmitted at 12 Hz (every 60th sample) in order to fit into the protocol

and data rate. The master monitored the disturbance flags and saved a 3 minute table of raw data

(including 30 seconds of preflag data) whenever a flag was detected. Tire master also computed

continuous statistics from the data and recorded it every 15 minutes. The test system diagram is

shown in Figure 4.

Phasor System Test Results

The purpose of the test program was both to evaluate the phasor mea.surement system and to provide

operational information on the GPS receivers used for the precise time source. The system has been

fully operational since September, 1990, and 8 months of continuous data has been recorded for

analysis.

The system has performed very well. In 2 years of field of deployment there has only been one hard

failure in a GPS receiver and none in the phasor remote units. Data communications has less than a 1

percent error rate. The phasor data appears to have a better response with greater accuracy and less

noise than comparable analog telemetered data. The final test results are now being analyzed with a

report to follow in 1992,

A sample disturbance records a bus fault at the WNP-2 plant near Richland, Washington, followed by

a loss of 1094 MW of generation at 10:10:55 on December 7, 1990. A sharp voltage dip is seen at both

John Day and Malin during the fault (about 30 milliseconds duration). It is followed by a w_ltage

rise and decrease in phase angle between John Day and Malin which accompanies the drop in power

transfer. The frequency traces from the two stations are nearly identical; the squared appearance is

due to the algorithm being used at tire time which takes longer averages to improve accuracy near 60

Hz. The system gradually approaches its old operating point during the 2 minutes following the feadt.
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Future Applications of Precise Time and Phase Angle Measure-

ments

Precise timing enables implementation of event time-tagging, fault location, and the synchronous

measurements of key transient stability indicators such as voltage phase angle in near real time.

These measurement techniques enable tlae development of new protection and control schemes, some

of which are described in the following paragraphs.

Stability Control Schemes

The aim of stability control schemes is to prevent unnecessary shutdown of generators, loss of load,

separation of the power grid, and avoid blackouts and damage to power system equipment. Control

schemes accomplish this by a graduated response to system disturbances which only take effect when

the disturbance is significant enough to endanger overall system stability. When a disturbance is great

enough to cause generators to go out-of-step, the frequency to become unstable, or the voltage to

collapse, controls respond with appropriate remedial measures such as dynamic braking, generator

dropping, load shedding, and finally controlled islanding.

Existing control schemes within the WSCC service area are Type A high speed actions based on a

worst case scenario and Type B which takes slower corrective action after an event. Type A controls

tend to take excessive action and can only respond to preprogrammed events. Type B tend to be too

little or too late to prevent system problems to propagate as they would with no control action.

Future stability control systems based on digital phase measurement can offer significant advantages

over the systems currently employed. Phase measurements could be combined with Type A high-

speed control logic to compute an appropriate proportional response and be substituted for Type B

for longer term control actions. During a major system disturbance, control computers can sort and

process synchronous field data to compute a response appropriate to the current system operating

conditions. Within a few cycles from the beginning of the disturbance, they can provide an output

response to the disturbance. If this initial high-speed action doesn't stabilize the system, further Type
B actions could be taken to taken to correct it. Considerable long range R & D is required to assess

the feasibility of such systems and develop and verify the necessary strategies, hardware, and software.

HVDC Modulation

HVDC systems are powerful tools for improving the transient and dynamic stability of AC power

systems. In contrast to an AC line, the power transfer over a DC link does not depend on the voltage

phase-angle between the ends of the line and can be quickly changed independently from other system

parameters. The control may be continuous in nature, using feedback variables, or it may be discrete,

consisting of predetermined changes in DC power. Voltage phase angle between stations in the AC

system are powerful input parameters for this type of control. The first swing (transient) stability

can be improved by using a voltage phase angle measurement on an AC fine to modulate the parallel

HVDC link. Damping of oscillations in the AC grid can also be achieved by using the rate of change

of voltage phase angle as an input to the DC Link control.
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Dynamic Braking

When a power line fault occurs, the current is shorted back to tile generator bypassing the load.

Since power system equipment is mostly inductive rather than resistive, it absorbs little energy, so

the driving force tends to accelerate the generators. In North-central Washington BPA has a 1400

MW resistor which serves as a dynamic brake for the many large hydro generators in the area. It is

used to prevent AC system separation by burning up excess kinetic energy from system generators.

At present, the beginning of braking is usually triggered by the detection of a disturbance such as a

multi-phase fault or intertie separation. The brake is applied once for 30 cycles to stabilize the initial

swing. A single application may be too little or too much to stabilize the system for a particular

incident. Voltage phase angle could integrated into a dynamic control that could apply the brake to

maintain phase within a maximum limit using up to six, consecutive 30 cycle applications.

Subsynchronous Resonance

In a multi-machine power system the controls on the various generators will at certain operating points

with certain power grid configurations oscillate at a low frequency and amplitude, threatening operat-

ing stability and putting undue stress on generation equipment. This subsynchronous resonance is a

well known and generally controlled phenomena, but hard to eliminate entirely due to many possible

operating configurations in a large power grid. The ability to measure voltage phase angle between

key generating units would provide a means of avoiding or damping out some of these oscillations.

System State Estimation

System State Estimation is a mathematical technique that has evolved for determining stability of a

power system based on its characteristic equations. The major input requirement is knowledge of the

complex voltages at the power system busses throughout the system [8].

The present State Estimator uses a least squares algorithm to coml)ute the complex voltages fi'om

raw power system data like voltage magnitudes and power tlows. Thus the voltage phase-angles are

derived in the estimation process rather than obtained by direct field measurement. The slow response

time (seconds to minutes) renders the system usable only lbr static analysis. In addition, it requires

consistent and complete sets of measurements to accurately implement the algorithm. When the

data is inconsistent or missing, system phase angles are abnormally large, or the system is in an

oscillatory condition the solutions may not converge. Line ltow measurements are needed for any bus

to be included, so the contribution of neighboring power systems may be impossible to compute even

though they contribute to system stability.

A State Estimator that uses direct phase angle information measured by precise time synchronous

sampling would avoid most cf these problems. The system would be fast (in the order of a few cycles)

since the complex voltages used in the algorithm would be measured rather than computed. If a

reading was in error or missing only estimations surrounding a particular bus would be thrown out.

Abnormal phase angles and system oscillations would not affect the process. State estimation could

be incorporated into dynamic control schemes.

Monitoring Power Flow.

The power flow across a line is equal to the product of the two terminal voltages and the sine of the

phase angle across the line divided by the line impedance [4]. The terminal voltages are normally
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closelyregulatedto a fixed valueand the transmissionline is usuallyconstant. Thus, the power
flow is basicallydeterminedby the voltagephase-angledifferencebetweenthe busses.A maximum
phaseanglecanbe determinedbasedon theline andbus-generatorcharacteristics,abovewhichthe
generatorswill not stayin sync.Thisstability limit thendeterminesthemaximumpowerthat canbe
transmittedacrossthe powerline.

Monitoringvoltagephaseanglesrather than line loadingfor powersystemsecurityassessmentmay
bea morereliablemethod. Generallyspeaking,in multi-machinesystemssmall anglesbetweenthe
regionsor busesis "relativelysecure"andanglesapproaching90 degreesis unstable. If busvoltage
phaseanglesalongwith stability marginsweredisplayedfor systemdispatcherson the powersystem
diagrams,the loadflow andstability situationcouldbeverifiedat a glance.

Monitoring Reactive Power Requirements

The reactivepowerinjectionswhichare requiredfor controllingvoltagemagnitudesin the power
systemdependbasicallyon twofactors:the loadcharacteristicsandthereactivelossesill thenetwork.
Phase-anglesare important quantitiesin this respectbecausethey influencethe reactivelossesin
transmissionlines,especiallyfor largeangles.

Thisrelationshipwasa majorfactorin"the voltagecollapseandsubsequentblackoutin Francein 1978
and the blackoutin the SW regionof California in 1982. Abnormallylargeanglesproducedlarge
powertransfers.These,in turn, increasedthedemandfor largereactivecompensationandthesystem
becameunstablewhenit wasnot available.

Highspeedphasemeasurementswill allowreal-timemonitoringof thereactivepowerrequirementsof
theof the systemor aregion.Followinga systemdisturbanceit is fastenoughto initiate high-speed
reactivecompensation,suchasshuntcapacitorswitchingto controlvoltage.

Reduction of Losses

Fromprecisesynchronousfielddatait is possibleto constructa precisecomputermodelof thesystem.
By usingthis model,computerstudiescouldbe run to matcha specificload demandat minimum
losses.Securityconsiderationspermitting, savingscouldbe realizedfor example,by openingsome
lineswhichcarry essentiallyno loadat a specifictimeof the dayor season.

System Restoration

Followinga major blackout,generatingplantsor regionscanbe reclosedrapidly if they arein phase
with oneanother.With remotevoltagephase-anglemeasurementsat keypoints,it wouldbepossibleto
synchronizeandrestoreremotesubstationsreliablyandsecurely.Thisshouldmakesystemrestoration
fasterandmoreversatile.

Summary

BPA is continuing research on precise timing systems and applications development for operation

and control of its electric power system. It has developed and employed an accurate and reliable

fault locator system and the precise timing network that enables it to operate. GPS is being used

to extend the range of that system beyond BPA's network. Investigation also continues of better
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methods to dissemination system time. A demonstration R & D project is being initiated to (:ombine

time dissemination and fault location timing into a GPS receiver.

Research in system wide phase angle measurements is also continuing. The first test phase of a phasor

measurement system has been completed. A GPS receiver provides the precise timing required for the

synchronous sampling used to compute voltage and current phasors. Results have been very good,

and consequently new system deployment is being investigated.

A successful phase angle measurement system will have many applications. These include a new

generation of controls including remedial action schemes, dynamic brake and capacitor insertion,

DC system modulation, and system state estimation. As power system loading and interconnection

increase, new and more automated controls will need to be developed. High speed, real-time phase

angle measurement may prove to be a key to the next generation of c_,ntrols.
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Figure 1. Typical GPS receiver performance versus a Cesium Standard.
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Figure 3. Worst Case of FLAIl versus GPS timing (Span or Maximum-Minimum).
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A HYDROGENMASERWITHCAVITYAUTO-TUNER

FORTIMEKEEPING

C,F. kin, J.W. He, and Z.C. Zhai

Shanghai Observatory
Academia Sinica

/

Abstract

A hydro&on nms_ frequency standard far timekeegin& has been o._rla_d at Shanghai
Obaeruatary. The mmm" employs a fast cavity area-tuner, whieA can detect and eompenm_
thefrequencydr_f_ of theIdgh-Qremnantcaoltyo._tha abortawe eonamntby means of
a sianal injection method, 00 the Ion8 term frequency arability of the _ _mndard was
greatly improved. Th_ paper ducrjbea the cavity a_wtunin& #y_ and KJme ma#_ data

obtaizzd from the atomic time comparison.

INTRODUCTION

Shanghai Observatory has very strict requirements for precise frequency and time.

Tkese reqtirements arise fro, tke need of atomic time scale keeping as .eli as t variety

of radio astronomical experiments suchasVLBI. At the present time, the hydrogen maser

standards developedby$kttgkti Observatoryhave beenused for timekeepitg and VLB[

stations Ja China. The freqmey stability of the standards is to parts in ]0 -is at 1,000

seconds averaging period of time, bat this stability degrades st longer averaging intervals

die to the itflsstces of enviroueat aid cavity aging, ?his longterm stability leads to

time and freqaetcy errors which requires frequency correction to maintain clock accuracy.

?o greatly redzce the reqlirement for frequency adjzstment and tuning to compensate

for long term cavity drift tad/or etviroueital changes, a costliness cavity auto- tater

for the hydrogen maser was developed at Shanghai Observatory with good success. ?he stre-

amer has beet installed in a hydrogen maser tad proved t successful method which can

provide suck continuous tiling without muckperturbing the maser short term sttbilitL

GENERAL D_IPTION

?ke hydrogen maser frequency standard with the ante-trier is an active oscillator,

Fig. 1 is a pictnre of the maser and Fig. S is a line drawing illustrating tke maser

stricture. One of the niqse and important features of the maser is the incorporation of a

cavity tats-must to maintain the cavity at t constant frequency relative to the hydrogen
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emissionline, The auto-tuner is a stand-alone systemand doesnot require periodic source

pressure changes or a separate frequency reference as used in the traditional spin-exchange

methodof cavity tuning. Besides, the present design of all the maserstandard paid more

attention to the compact configuration, so that the maser has a rugged, reliable and

transportable feature _1], _2],

CAVITY AUTO-TUNER

Theprinciple of the cavity auto-tuner is described infig, 3 _3_, _4].when a

frequency modulated microwave signal f(t) is transmitted through the cavity, an amplitude

response signal A(t) is obtained in the output signal, then applied to varactor coupled to

the microwave cavity by a lock-in amplifier, so that the cavity resonant frequency response

is maintained to the desired solid curve throughout, A schematic diagram of the cavity

auto-tuner for the maseris shown in Fig, 4,

|, ilia $equarewaveGenerator

The block diagram of the generator is shown in Fig, 6, The generator has two outputs,

The one is applied to the 20,405± f,,,181xswitched synthesizer to modulate the frequency,

the other one is applied to a synchronous detector circuit where an _up" or "down" error

signal is generated, The phase shifter is adjusted to ensure tht the cavity auto-tuner is

a negative feedback system,

2, 20,405± f_41]z switched synthesizer

As we knew, the _0.406± f.MHz signal which is mixed with 1,4001_x signal generates

a J,420.40_± f_l]z frequency modulated signal, To prevent interference with the maser

operation, the nearly complete carrier suppression in the iniectedmicrowave signal must

be required. At the same time, the power of the injected signal in 1,420,406÷ f,,_z, and

one of the signal in |,4_0,40_-fmMItz must be equal, where f==0,OlSM]z, Pig, 6 is the block

diagram of the 20,406±f_flz switched synthesizer, where using PLLis to improve the

frequency spectrum of the output signal. Fig, 7 (_ end (b) are the pictures of 20,406±

f.kqlz and 1,420,40_ f,,_z signals, which are measured by HP8566Afrequency spectrum

analyzer,

3. Lock-in Amplifier

The lock-in amplifier is described in Fig. 8, The amplitude response signal is amplified.

rectified and sent to u synchronous detector, and then an _up" or "down"signal is given,
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After filted and integrated, the signal by a bias is added to the varacto: in thecavity,

4,Phase-locked receiver

Some improvementswere made in the phase-locked receiver, First, a narrow crystal

filter (BW=_tz), which suppresses the injected signal, is inserted to prevent it from

interfering the phase-locked loop operatiou.Uowever, all circuits before the crystal filter

must have awide operating frequency band to transmit the injected signal to lock-in

amplifier without phase and amplitude loss, Second, the 4061(I1zdigital synthesizer adopted

a new digit direct-dividing and combining technique and avoided the adjusting complexity

of the phase-locked loop combination.

TEST RESULTS

The first series of tests were made to determine the operating characteristics of

the maser with and without the auto-tuner. Allan variance data plots, t_rning on and off

the cavity auto-tuner, are contained Fig. 9, and clearly show that there is only minimal

degration of the maser short term stability with the introduction of the injected signal

of the cavity auto-tuner, However, the long term stability of the maser has greatly been

improved.

These tests have been madeunder normal working laboratory conditions in an area

where the temperature is held to approximately 23_± I_, The reference maser is H7_I},

In addition, the maser has been working continuously for atomic timekeepiug at Shang-

hai Observatory since June, 1991, Pig, 10 shows the comparison data measured betseen the

maser clock and UTCby means of GPSreceiver, The data illustrates the maser frequency

standards with cavity auto-tuner can be used for time keeping,

Muchmore stability data will be taken under different condition of operation and for

longer times, The maser is still being tested and adjusted to optimize the maser parameters,

however, the present data is quite encouraging,
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A KIND OF SMALL HYDROGEN

T IME-KEEP ING

MASER FOR " "':

Z.C. Zhai, C.F. Lin, J.W. He, H.X. Huang, J.F. Lu

Shanghai Observatory
Academia Sinica

ABSTRACT

A hind of small hydrogen maser standard for time_eping is being developed
aZ Shanghai Observazory.The maser employs a cylindrical ¢almci_ively loaded cavity
conslruclion, r_g in significanl size and weighl redur3_n compared to a Zradi-
tioncd hydrogen maser.The Q of lhe compact cavily is electronically enhanced by
a suitable po_ive feedback into the cavity to enable _gained maser oscill_ion.The
long4erm _r_bilily of the maser i_ improved by a cavity frequency stabilization _rvo
sy_,em. Th_ paper de_ribe,$ the de,dsn and dvve_pment o/ the mawr, as we_ as
ph_ographs of the new maser system during the con_ruction phase.

INTRODUCTION

After the success of the first Chinese hydrogen Maser made at Shanghai Observatory

in 1972, 5 more hydrogen Masers ,itt several improvementsto the maser design ,ere made

at Shanghai Observatory for VLBIobservations and for time-keeping. These hydrogen Masers

are conventional laboratory standards, c_

To equip chinese VLBIaet,ork, a ue,generation of hydrogen maser, a integrated, rugged

and easily transportable maser. ,as developed successfully in 1987,c,,,_ Aid so far 6

this kind of hydrogen masers h,e been put to ue in cheese VLBInetwork and ia mili-

tary c,,._

At present, Shaghi Observatory meanwhile is developing the third generation of

hydrogen maser, a q-eahued maser, ,hieh employs a compact ea, ity design, resulting in

signifieut sine ud ,eight redactions compared to a eoaventioul meet. The long-term

stability for this tied of maser is improvedby a cavity frequency stabilisation ser,o

system. This paper describes the design and development of the q-eahaeed hydrogen maser.

us ,ell as photographs dying the construction phase.
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OPERATION PRINCIPLE _e_

Tie operation principle of a Q-enhanced_aser oscillator is shownin ?igure ],

_imilar to a conventional maser,a state-selected beamof hydrogenatomsis focused into

storagebulb_]acedinsiJea compactcavity tunedto thehyperfinetransitionfrequency

of gro_nd-_tate hydrogen atomsThe interaction of the atoms _ith tb cavity electromagnetic

field causes the atoms to radiate. The losses in the compactcavity are such that the maser
oscillation condition is 'rrdl,,ic_lt to satisfy. This limitation is overcomeby positive

feedback,as _koen in Fig I A portion of the externally amplified maser output is fed back

into the cavity, T_e attenuation in the feedback loop determines the amount of feedback,

while the p_a_e shifter adjusts propagation delays to ensure that the feedback signal is

iu p_e wit_ tke electromagnetic field ia the cavity, Ths, the cavity losses are effec-

tively reduced _r cavity Q-enhanced and sHtaiued maser oscilla;ion can be obtained.

_o,ever, t_e cavity ia a Q-enhanced oscillator is not an isolated component as in a

conventional _nserThe cavity resonnnce frequency is sensitive to phase shift in the feed-

back loop,la hcf, the cavity and t_e _eedbackloop /orm a resonant system that is suscepti-

ble to environmental perturbations. [t is therefore essential to have a cavity frequency

stabilization servo eys,em.

MASER OSCILLATOR SYSTEM

The physics unit of the Q-enhanced maser is shown in Fig 2. The mechanical structure

except for the cavity is similar to a conventional maser The vacuumchamber is made of

alumiuue and is connected to the source manifold by a titanium tube which provides mech-

anical support _ith low thermal leakage to the cavity interaction regiolVaeuam maintenance

is pxovided by 70 1 /s ion puep,as short ia Fig 3. The source of lhe slate-selected atomic

hydrogen beem,e.sisting of. rf dissoeiator and a he.pole magnet, is fabricated as the

conventional design. The solenoid is made of multi-layer printed circuit design, silo. very

complete cancellation of spurious magnetic field and provides a rugged,close-fitting, and

simple coil _ystem _hich is equipped _ith tmo end field gradient correction coils d_iven

from the sue current source as the main coil,_egnetic shielding is provided by four layers
ot concentriccylindrical shields with conical end caps as sho_n in Pig 4,

Thecavity consists of a section of 1Ecm0,9. '.Smmnil _]5cm long aluminum tubing

• ilk aluminumend plates, Input and output coupling loops as _ell as a vuactor reactance

tuner are mounted ou the bottom end plate, Pot t_ning the frequency of the cavity, a big

mechanical piston inside the cavity is mounted on the top end plate, The storage bulb,]Ocm

O,D,'_ lice long, provides mechanical support _or the cyliadxical loading capacitor, _he
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capacitorconsistsof four equally spaced electrodes fabricated from 0, Smmthick :':6cm

wide_,'l!cm long copper shims and attached to the bulb by epoxy The bulb is coated on the

inside surface with F46 Teflon by standard techniques, The loaded rarity Q is about 5000,

Fig 5 sho_s the ca¢ity-storage bulb subassembly

GeDa;ate te_ve:atu:econtrolsare providedat thedone, cyinder,andbasesections

of thevacu_ cbu_borssw_llaz at o_tovenaluminumcylinderlocatedtheoutsideof the

second la_er of tan magnetic s_ields To minimize 3C st;ay fields, double bill/at heater

.i_dingsa_.L_C _eat_r c:rrentsareused Fig 8 shows under assemblingof themaser

oscillator

ELECWRONICS SYSTEM

As =eativcedabo_e,thecavityand thefeedbackloopforma resonantsystemthat is

susceptible to environmental 9erturbations [t is therefore essential to have a cavity

fzeauency_tabilizatioasezvosystem,As showninFig 7,if thedesiredcavityfrequencyis

fo, then two test signals of equal amplitude at frequencies f, and f_ symmetrically

situated with resvect to fo ann at half-power points of the cavity response will be alter-

utely injectedintothecavityby square.avemodulatingthetestsignalsource,If the

cavity response is represented by the solid curve in gig 7, then the rectified test signals

have the same a_plitude and there would be no error signal at the modullating frequency, On

the ot_er hand,if the cavity has drifted so that the response is represented by the dotted

carve, cavity transmissions at frequency f, and fs are quite different. T_e rectified test

signals producea square wave at the modulating frequency This errorsignal is synchron-

ously detected and additional gain is provided by a smoothing integrator, the output of

which is used to bias the vazactor reactance tuner so that the cavity response is slewed

back to the desired solid curve.

A functional block diagram of Q-enhanced maser signal-processing system is shown in

Fig 8. Thecavity q enhancement and frequency stabili_atioa aervo are located, respectively,

in the central portion and in the left side of the diagram. The front end _icrowave electr-

onics is comon to both systems After the first conversion, the signal is divided into two

channels by a power-divider, In one chnnei, a narrow crystal band pass filter {3W=3_Z)

passes maser oscillation signal to the clock signal _rocessing circuits In the other

channel, t_e signals are zectifed and synchronously detected for the cavity stabilisation

servosystemTo_inimizeinterferencewithradiatingatomsdue to switchingsidebands,

the test signal svnthesi_er is switched to zenerate alternately the two test frequencies

at a ;elatiwelyIo. rate of inZ.The spacingof thefrequenciesf_andfs is selectedto

be 30KHzsincestrongmaseroscillationcouldbe obtainedwithan enhancedcavitywidth

of tht m_gmit_de_
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Whatwe should mentionis that exceptforthefront-endcomponents,thesignal-

;;_ce_sing electronics is housed in a rack seperste from the physics unit, k thermal

,,,_roi doit is _e_ _o r_gulate t_et_mperature of an aluminum box in .aloft the front-end

_-,.a_ ;l_ct:o_ic components_re _ounted ?_ese components include t_e feedback loops and

t_e tct_r_t_r t_t _rives t_e reactance tuner T_e box location is chosen to minimize the

loaz_ JL _e t:_a_i_ion Jiae used ia masez input-outgoing coupling, Fig 9 shows the maser

_l_rtr_ics syste_ including the cavity stabilization servo. _'_

tHE l._a_S'rWORD

i_ tke section_ above, _e de_cxibed t_e design Red development of _ small oscillating

co_pacthydrogen_a_erat ShanghaiObservatoryas _ella_ qome photographsduringthe

construction pause At present, the maser is under assembling and testing, ltopefully .e can

:_bt_ics_=e_ta _t th_beginningof t_etextyear.
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Abstract

The theory of oscillator analysis in the immittance domain was presented in Ref I which should be

read in conjunction with the additional theory in this paper. The combined theory enables the computer

simulation of the steady state oscillator. The simulation makes practical the calculation of the oscillator

total steady state performance, inclading noise at all oscillator locations. Some specific precision oscilla-

tors are analyzed.

PART 1 THEORY

1. INTRODUCTION

The theory consists of all the material ill Ref 1 plus the material of Sections 3.12 through 3.1-1

presented in this paper.

3. THE REAL OSCILLATOR

3.12 The circuit noise transformation function,

of Fig 2 of Reference 1

Eq 20, repeated here for convenience,

('7"Rm (f), in the ZN configuration

< term 0 > < term 1 > < term 2 >

£.,(f) = £v,_(f) . ] RT/(Zt(f) I2
(20)

may be considered a special case of general Eq 25

< term 0 > < term 1 > < term 2 >

' 7£,,_(f) = £R(U) • (TR n(f)
(25)
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In Eq 25, term 0 is the oscillator phase noise at location m, where, in Eq 20, m = Ix. Term 1

is called the residual phase noise [6] of the active or other device. Term 2 is called the circuit
transformation of residual noise function at location m.

The importance of the residual noise lies in the fact that it can be measured independently of

the oscillator. Then, one needs only to compute the applicable CTRm(f) and then, using Eq 25,

determine the oscillator noise, at any and every location.

Since it is stipulated that the noise is due to I/_, then

z = Ps - v;,(f)/[_,_(0)} _ (120)

= cyril f), [v;(o)/v,,,(o)] 'a, (27)
where l,"},_is the carrier input voltage a.t which the residual phase noise is measured and I_'7_is defined

in Fig 2 (in Ref 1) and used in Eq 21.

3.12.1 The computation of CTRm(f)

From Eq 23;

From Eq 12a;

Ps,,_(f)

£,,_ = PN,,_(f)/P&,,(O)

= Cl_;,_v_(f), PSv,_(f)

= CFmv',_(f) • £v,(.f) " [G(0)] 2

From Eq 21

= cGa,,df) • £R(f) • (t%) _

From Eq 27

(es)

(30)

(31)

(a2)

Let

= pS._(O)/(,G,_)2 RO,,, = PS(O)/PSt,,dO )
Then

PS,,,(o) = (G,,)2• _,o,,_
Combining Eqs 28, 31 and 32b, we obtain;

£.,(f) = £R(f) • CF.,v,,{f)/RO.,

Comparing Eq 33 with Eq 25, we see that:

CTR,,_(f) = CP.w,df)/R)._

CFmv,_ is calculated as in Sect. 3.9.

3.12.2 The calculation of RO._ with the BPT program.

(Note that R,O._ is independent of Vn and dR)

a. Enter the applicable ZN configuration of the oscillator.

(32b)

(3a)

(34)
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b. SetF=fo and dR= 1E-9ohm.

c. Make Vn a VW component (white noise voltage source) of convenient magnitude.

d. Execute Option C and note the magnitudes Vm, at locations m and t'_n.

Then

or in dB using the DB option,

R),,_(dB) = I_,_ referred to Vi, (35a)

3.12.3 Notes for Sect 3.12

a. Validity of this section The reader is reminded that, for flicker noise, this section is valid

only for Fourier frequencies, f, at which Xt(f) >> Rt(f) as stipulated in Sect 3.11

b. Figure of merit CTR,_(f) is a very useful figure of merit of the transforrnation of device
residual noise into oscillator noise at all locations.

c. If it is desired to ascertain the magnitudes of the voltages and currents at all locations at

f = 0, then

1. Make dR a value such as that of Step 3.12.2.b.

2. Set the Magnitude of Vn in step 3.12.2.c so that Vi,_(osc) becomes equal to I,"/7_(residual

measurement input V) by means of Option E.

3. Execute Option C and record the data.

3.13 The oscillator Qop,_(f)

Qop, the oscillator operating Q, is generally defined by

Qop = (dx/df)f_o • fo/2RT

It is seen that Qop applies only to low f.

It is proposed that Eq 36 be extended to be

(which includes Qop)

as it will yield more information.
It can be shown that

Qopm(f) = (dx/df) • fo/2RT

(36)

Qop,_(f) ._ fo * (E_/I_)/{2 • SQRICTR,_(f). f}

(37)

(3s)

Both Qopm and CTRm will become more important with the expanded use of oscillators, with more

complicated resonators, for which Leeson's noise model [1],[5] may not apply.
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3.1,1.1.1

:3.1-1.2

:3.14.:]

13.14.,1

3.14 Oscillator circuit configs.

Thus far the Z and N configurations have been described. There are additional useful configurations
which are considered ill detail ill Ref 9. Some of these are

N contig - This is the raw complete oscillator circuit It is assigned node numbers and then

entered into tile computer.

ZN eonfig This is the N config set up by means of the Z config. The N config of Fig 2 of

Ref 1 is a ZN config.

Y config -This is the Y dual of tile Z config and has dG, GV, and BV instead of dR, RV,
and X V.

YN contig This is the N config, set tip by means of the Y config. In addition, it has a

jumt>er to enable Z measurements.

ZYN config -.This is the ZN configuration which has also been provided with BV, GI,:, and
dG.

}" and Y N configurations have tile imt>ortant advantage of having fewer nodes.

The Z configuration is preferred over the Y configuration because of its much greater frequency

capture range.

There are also many more possible }', YN, and ZYN configurations since tuning elements can be

connected between any 2 nodes, nodes. Choosing the optimum node pair is difficult.

PART 2 SOME APPLICATIONS TO PRECISION OSCILLA-

TORS

7. INTRODUCTION

This part describes some applications to the precision oscillators likely to be found in PTTI systems.

Tile data was obtained with l)rogram BPT as directed by tile user guided by the above theory.

Tile circuit is entered into the computer as a NETLIST via a file or the keyboard. The computer

translates tile netlist into a PARTS L1ST which is readily understood by any user. The user then

interactively directs tile computer to generate the desired data.

The program is basically an elaborate laboratory simulator with extensive stockroom, fabrication,

il_strument room, measurement, housekeeping, and recordkeeping facilities, unmatchable in any

real laboratory. At present, the program is available for the IBM PC, AT etc. and compatible

computers. The user proceeds, controls and operates the program as if he or she were construct-

ing, testing, and then modifying the "sinmlated breadboard circuit", as directed by the user and

the program, in exactly the same manner as in a real laboratory, but much more expeditiously,

accurately, thoroughly, and with much greater understanding. The important difference is that

the simulated breadboard includes only the information as directed by the user but the real bread-

board also includes intrinsic information, unknown to tile user, such as parasitic components and

frequencies. This difference signifies that only about 90% of the real laboratory testing can be

eliminated by the computer simulation.
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Fromthisprogramdescription,isseenthat thegeneralanalysisanddesignmodificationprocedures
consistsof the following5 stepsall performedwithin theprogramenvironment.

i. Constructionof theoscillator.

2. Trimmingthisoscillatorto thedesiredoperatingfrequency.

3. Analyzingandevaluatingthe oscillatorperformal_cewith tile aid of the extensivemeasure-
mentfacilitieswithin the program.

4. Modifyingtheoscillatorto improvethe performance.

5. Repeatingsteps3 and4 until tile desiredperformanceis oblained.

6. The analysisis then confirmedby constructing and testing the real oscillator to check the

correct entrance of the parts and layout data into the computer and to be alerted of important
omissions in the data.

It will be noted that above steps 1 to 5 are exactly those followed in the real laboratory but slightly

modified for use with tile above described theory. The effort and time required to perform these

steps will be a small fraction of those for step 6.

The main difference between the this method of analysis and the customary present methods are

1. The circuit of tile device being analyzed is that of the full real oscillator and not a possibly

poor approximation incapable of producing all the important and correct data.

2. The type of data obtained closely resembles that for the real oscillator and, in addition, types,

practically, unobtainable in the real laboratory.

The difference is primarily due to the closed loop analysis and the noise source, amplitier and filter

oscillator model, made possible by the computer and the above theory, as contrasted with the

customary open loop analysis . It should be remembered that the real oscillator operates closed,

and not open, loop.

Tile applications are:

1. A 10 MHz 1 resonator oscillator.

2. A 10 MHz 2 resonator oscillator.

Application 1 has been and is being manufactured in very large quantities and it is difficult to

appreciate the value of a detailed analysis at this stage in its design history. However, the analysis

is still useful, at this time, in the following respects:

1. It provides a greater understanding of the oscillator operation.

2. It clearly demonstrates the validity of the complete design basis including the optimum noise

performance.
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3. It servesas a productioncontroltool for quicklydeterminingthe effectof changes in part

characteristics upon the total oscillator performance and thus providing information as to the

permissibility of substituting parts with these changes. Such changes are very often found

necessary during production.

Application 2 is an example of the use of the theory and program as a research and development

tool. This oscillator has never been built and it is advisable to conduct a preliminary computer

study to explore its behavior and desirability prior to more intensive computer studies and expensive

experimental efforts.

The data for these applications are presented in the form of simplified schematics, a typical netlist,

a typical parts list, and plots of the more important, and infrequently or not previously published,

operating characteristics. Comments on tile data are also included.

The oscillator plots are for 2 quantities versus the Fourier frequency, f.

The circuit transformation of residual noise at location m, CTR,_(f). The magnitude of the closed

loop impedance, Zi_,(f), at the input terminals of the active device.

The CTRm function is described in Sect 3.12

If the noise performance of the oscillator, £,,_(f), has been experimentally determined and CTR_,_(f)

has been calculated, then the residual noise can then be calculated from Eq 25.

The Zm quantity determines the contribution of the active device input noise current, I,, to

the oscillator noise as it produces a noise voltage, E_ = In * Z{,_, across the active device input

terminals. It is therefore very important, when measuring the device residual noise, that the device

be terminated to simulate the impedances present in the closed loop oscillator.

In this connection, the noise currents may be determined by measuring the residual noises at the

calculated terminations and then calculating the corresponding noise currents (see Sect 3.12.3c).

8. 10 MHz 1 RESONATOR OSCILLATOR

Fig 4 is the schematic diagram of this oscillator, cMled OSC1.

It is the familiar Colpitts type with an SC cut 3rd overtone crystal resonator, XL, having R1 = 70

Ohms, C1 = 2.1E-16 Farad and Qx = 1.083E6.

There are 5 additional components which are critical and therefore must be carefully controlled;

CA, LA, CN, LN, and C'L. CA and LA make up the resonator mode selector network, Xl (see Ref

3). CN and LN make up the resonator overtone selector network, X2. It is possible to combine the

overtone and mode selector functions into 1 three element network, either in X1 or X2. ttowever,

in production, the control of the elements becomes very difficult.

C'L is the tuning element of the resonator. It may be a capacitance, inductance, or a network

including a tuning diode.

The use of elements consuming RF power has been minimized so that the calculated oscillator Qov,

1.080E6, is very close to Q_. This is true only when RL is I Megohm. For RL = 10 Kilohms,

Qop becomes 9.605E5 and for RL = 1 Kilohm, Qop = 4.885E5 and quickly decreases with further
reductions in RL.

Fig 4 shows both V/,_ and V_ (see Sect 3.12) defined as if RE were an integral part of the transistor
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Q1. This is doneto ensurethat the measurementof the residualnoise,£R(f), in Q1 includesthe,
wellknown,markedreductionin flickernoisedueto RE.. Fig 5 showsCTR,,_ and Zi,_ plotted

versus f.

CTR data is presented for 2 locations, RL and Is. RL is the normal output location, ttowever, the

curves indicate that the Ix noise performance is superior past f = 10 Hz and much superior at high

values of f. Therefore consideration should be given to extracting the output from Ix. One method

of doing this without significant deterioration in Qop and the low frequency noise performance is
described in Ref 8.

The curves inch, de data for both the upper and lower sidebands, _t-f and -f, of the spectrum since

they may not be symmetrical, symmetrical. The asymmetry is caused by the fact that the signal,

at the location being observed, is the sum of at least 2 signals arriving via different paths. If there

is only 1 major llator noise source then the signals are correlated and must be combined as phasors.

The relative phase varies with the frequency f, and at f = f_ the signals will be in phase in one

sideband and out of phase in the other sideband. The out of phase signals causes dips in the CTR

function in the region of f_. The value of f_ has a strong dependence upon Qo_,, being closer to f_)

the greater the Qop, because the phase shifts more rapidly.

The magnitude of the dip is a function of the equality of the magnitudes of the 2 signals. Curve

B of Fig 5 shows a dip of about 20 db at about 20 Hz below the carrier. There is no conspicuous

dip in the resonator current, Is, noise because of the resonator filtering action. This effect may be

of great importance in systems which require an usually low noise signal in a relatively narrow f

region close to the carrier.

A strong dip also exists in curve G, the curve for Zi,_ -f, at a somewhat higher magnitude f,_.

The Zin plots show an increase of over X 100 as f varies from 100 to .1 ttz.

9. 10 MHz 2 RESONATOR OSCILLATOR

The following reports on the result of a preliminary computer study to determine whether it merits

additional computer and experimental studies.

Fig 6 is the working but unoptimized schematic diagram of the a c circuits of this oscillator, called
OSC2.

It is a modified Pierce type with 2 resonators, XL1 and XL2, identical to XL1 of Fig 4, capacitively

coupled by Cc.

The oscillator parts list in shown in Fig 7 and the netlist is that in Fig 8.

For simplicity, the mode selector and overtone selector networks are not included but they can

be similar to those of OSC1. It is interesting to observe that their omission is tolerable in the

computer oscillator but may be disastrous in the real oscillator.

C'L1 and C'L2 are the tuning adjustments for their respective resonators. These adjustments also

serve to set the oscillator frequency, re, and to shape the oscillator phase noise curve at low Fourier

frequencies.

A +1 Hz shift in the effective f_ of XL1 corresponds to +.,13 Hz shift in the oscillator re.

A +1 Hz shift in the effective f_ of XL2 corresponds to +.55 tlz shift in the oscillator re. This data
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showsthat the resonatorsareahnostequally important in determining the oscillator long term

frequency stability.

Q,_, = 1.47E6 which is about 40--because of the 2 resonators.

At f < 8 Hz the noise is identical at all locations and equal to those of OSC1 except for the 3 dB

improvement due to tile higher Qop.

At f > 20 Hz the noise performance may be much superior to that of OSC1. The best performance,

that at location C2, is also plotted on Fig 5 to facilitate the comparison of the noise performance

of the 2 oscillators. It will be seen, from that figure, that at 10 Kllz, the 0SC2 performance is

potentiMly better by about 61) dB.

The Zi,, plots are appreciably better than those of OSC1.

The following carrier signal levels were calculated by BPT after setting dR so that I_. of XL1 = l

mA, corresponding to dR =1.36E-5 ohm :

L- of XL2 = 0.17 mA

V of C1 = 0.099 V., V of Cc = 0.015 V., V of C2 = 0.026 V.

Tim calculated Idc of Q l, is, assuming ALC limiting, 0.75 mA.

10. ADDITIONAL NOISE SOURCES

A large part of the just reported very good noise performance of OSC1 and the even better

performance of OSC2 may be nullitied by the following important additional noise sources:

Reson ator noise (See Section 3.3)- Resonator noise, which is mainly tticker frequency noise, prod uces

f-3 phase noise which, in good circuit designs, swamps the circuit flicker noise and thus effectively

determines the total oscillator phase noise, at low f.

Additive noise- Noises, produced by p_ssive component thermal and other noise sources and noises

generated in active devices such as buffer and output amplifiers, set effective limits to the total
oscillator noise floors.

Those readers, not used to the CTR,_ and residual noise concepts but are familiar with the cus-

tomary £(f) noise data, are reminded that, since £(1E4) of a good active device is t)etter than

-140 dBc, the 10 Kllz point on curve E of Fig 9 corresponds to a highly improbable £c2(1E4) of

(-140 -125) = -265 dBc.

11. CONCLUSIONS for PART 2

In spite of its relatively complex circuit, requiring 2 high performance resonators, the following

conclusion are reached:

In view of its potentially excellent noise performance, the 2 resonator oscillator merits further

computer and experimental study including the possibility of also using the 2 resonators as part of

a vibration noise cancellation system.

Much additional effort is desirable to decrease the effect of the noise sources described in Sect 10.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the characterization of precision frequency standard phase noise and spurious

outputs using the two-osciUator coherent downconversion technique. This paper focu_ws on techniques for

making accurate measurements of phase noise and spurious outputs within I00 KHz of a carrier. Signif-

icant sources of measurement error related to hardware design problems and inadequate measurement

procedures are discussed, such as: measurement errors resulting from system noise sources, phase-locked

loop effects, and system bandwidth limitations. In addition, methods and design considerations for min-

imizing the effects of such errors are presented. Analytic discussions and results are supplemented with

actual test data and measurements made using measurement hardware developed at Ball Corporation,

Efratom Division.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Two-oscillator coherent downconversion is a process by which the noise fluctuations and spurious

outputs of a test oscillator are converted to equivalent baseband voltage fluctuations. As shown

in Figure la, the basic ideal system consists of a test oscillator, a noiseless reference oscillator,

an ideal mixer, a noiseless amplifier, and a spectrum a.nfdyzer. The spectrum analyzer is used

to measure the power of the voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent downconverter.

Although this technique is commonly used at Efratom to make phase noise and spurious outputs

measurements on precision frequency standards having output freq,tencies of 5 MHz or 10 Mtiz,

coherent downconversion is a suitable technique for making noise measurements at any test oscillator

frequency.

Random voltage fluctuations, at the output of the coherent downconverter, are produced by test

oscillator phase noise and are expressed in terms of spectral density (dBc/itz or dBV/llz), ttowever,
making noise power measurements in a 1 tlz bandwidth can be inconvenient. For this reason,

random noise power is typically measured in some known bandwidth and is then converted to an

equivalent spectral density under the assumption that the voltage fl,,ctuations approximate white

noise within the measurement bandwidth. The conversion from noise l,ower lo noise st)ectral density

can be realized by adding a correction factor equal to 101og(1/BW) to the measured noise power.
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Tile term BW is noisebandwidthandis approximatelyequalto the resolutionbandwidthof the
spectrumanalyzerusedduring the measurement.Most modernlow frequency,digital spectrum
analyzerscanbeconfiguredto displaymeasurementsasspectraldensities.Voltage-relativespectral
densities,in unitsof dBV/Hz, canbeconvertedto carrierpower-relativespectraldensities,in units
of dBc/Hz, by taking into accountthe carrierpowerof the testoscillator.

Deterministicvoltagefluctuations,at the output of the coherentdownconverter,are produced
by test oscillatorspuriousoutputs. Deterministicvoltagefluctuationsarenarrowbandand are,
therefore,expressedin terms of spectralpower (dBc or dBV). Spuriousoutputs aregenerally
measuredin unitsof dBV and arethenconvertedto moremeaningfulcarrierpower-relativeunits
of dBcby taking into accountthecarrierpowerof the testoscillator.

Since,in tile idealcase,the referenceoscillatorhasnophasenoise,its output v_(t) can be repre-

sented by a pure sinusoid;

u_(t) = A_ sin[27r(f_)t]. (1)

The output of the test oscillator (lifters from a pure sinusoid in that it is modulated in amplitude,

frequency, and/or phase by random and deterministic noise. Although all these modulation com-

ponents contribute to the overall spectral density of the test oscillator output, treatment of each is

beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, for simplicity the effects of frequency modulation and

amplitude modulation will be ignored. Tile resulting output of the test oscillator, vo(t), is given by

vo(t) = Ao sin[27r(fo)t] = O(t). (2)

The term O(t) accounts for both random and deterministic phase fluctuations, which are typically

referred to as phase noise. The output, re(t), of the ideal mixer is the product of the reference and

test oscillator outputs and is given by

re(t) = [(A_/2)l(_Ao]{sin[27r(f_ - fo)t + dp(t)] + sin[2_-(f_ + fo)t - O(t)]}. (3)

The term K_ is the low noise amplifier gain and the term A_/2 can be thought of as the conversion

gain/loss of the ideal mixer. Assuming that the reference oscillator and test oscillator are stable

enough that they can be set to the same output frequency (i.e. f_ = f0) and can be maintained in

a quadrature phase relationship, then the output of the ideal mixer is given by

rn( t ) = [( A_ /2 ) K_Ao] {sin[ O( t )] + sin[27r(2fo)t - @(t)]}. (4)

The sum term is filtered away via a discrete filter, or via the bandwidth limitations of the low noise

amplifier and/or spectrum analyzer, leaving only the difference frequency term. If a small signal

approxirnation is made for O(t), then

sin[O(t)] _ [@(t)] (5)

and the filtered output, rnj(t), of the ideal coherent downconverter is approximately given by

,,:(t) =

As equation 6 indicates, the output of the ideal coherent downconverter is a baseband signal having

voltage fluctuations which are proportional to the phase noise fluctuations of the test oscillator.
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Practical implementations of the coherent downconverter usually differ from the ideal implementa-

tion in several respects. One difference is that the ideal mixer is generally implemented as a double-

balanced diode mixer to provide inherent input/output isolation, and Io provide AM rejection and

rejection of some spurious outputs applied to the non-linear (LO) I)ort. Modern double-balanced

mixers use schottky diodes which have an exponential voltage versus current response. The outl)ut

of the double-balanced schottky diode mixer is, therefore, a highly n(,nlinear function containing

many high-order terms. In addition to sum and difference frequency products, the mixer generates

harmonic intermodulation products at frequencies equal to [-t-Mf_ + Nf(_], where M and :_,_are

integers. Although double balancing serves to suppress products formed by even values of M and

N, even products are nonetheless present.

In addition to producing harmonic intermodulation products, a double-balanced diode mixer has

only one linear input port (the RF port) and its conversion gain/loss is a nonlinear function of

the drive level applied to the nonlinear port (the LO port). Ignoring all but the first-order mixer

products, and assuming that the reference oscillator output drives the nonlinear mixer port, then

the filtered coherent downconverter output for a double-balanced mixer takes the form

m/(t) = [G,,_(A_)t(_Ao] sin[2rr(L. - fo)t]. (7 )̧

In equation 7, the nonlinear function G,_(A_) replaces the term A_/2 in equation 6 as the conversion
loss of the of the double-balanced mixer.

Although Gilbert cell mixers, such as modern active FET mixers, arc a better approximation of

the ideal mixer (having a square law relationship of voltage versus carrent response), the noise

performance of such mixers has in the past been inferior to that of schottky diode mixers. It is also

more difficult to implement double-balanced mixers with FETs than wi(h schottky diodes, which is

probably why the schottky diode mixers are used more frequently desl)ite their lack of conversion

gain. References 3 and 4 are useful sources of more information on the subject of mixers.

A second difference between the ideal and non-ideal system is that the frequency coherence and

quadrature relationship between the reference and test oscillators is difficult to maintain manually.

For this reason, serve electronics are typically employed. Since the double-balanced mixer acts as a

phase detector, it includes an implicit integration (converting: the oscillator frequency into phase).

Therefore, a second integrator is usually the only additional circuitry reqtfired to implement a phase-

locked serve loop. This is conveniently realized using an active lag-lead filter as shown in Figure

lb. If the frequency of the reference oscillator is not electronically controllable, than additional

hardware may also be required to provide this feature.

Ideal and non-ideal systems also differ in that reference oscillator pha_se noise and low noise am-

plifier voltage noise contribute to the overall voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent

downconverter in practical systems. Although in some cases the noise contributions of the refer-

ence oscillator and low noise amplifier are insignificant, with regard to the measurement of precision

oscillator phase noise this is generally not the case. Obtaining lower noise reference oscillators was

essential for upgrading Efratom's phase noise test equipment (o provide for more accurate, repeat-
able measurements.

Advantages/Disadvantages of the Coherent Downconversion Technique

When using the coherent downconversion technique, it is possible to m;_ke accurate measuremellts

of precision oscillator phase noise and spurious outputs at small carrier offset frequencies. Such
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nleasurementsare difficult or impossiblewith someof the otherphasenoisemeasurementtech-
niques.Directspectrumanalyzermeasurementsof phasenoiseandspuriousoutputs,for example,
are limited by the resolutionbandwidthand dynamicrangeof the spectrulnanalyzer.The noise
powerwithin the resolutionbandwidthof the measurementmust be largeenoughto overcome
the dynamicrangeconstraintsof the spectrumanalyzer.Thus, wideresolutionbandwidthsare
requiredfor makinglowlevelnoisedensitymeasurementsusingthedirect spectrumanalyzertech-
niq_m.However,it is difficult to makemeasurementsat carrieroffsetfrequenciesmuchlessthan
severaltilnes the measurementresolutionbandwidth. Therefore,measurementof phasenoiseat
low carrieroffseth'equenciesrequiresuseof anarrowresolutionbandwidth.Whennarrowresolu-
tion bandwidthsareemployed,the noisepowerwithin the resolutionbandwidthmay be too low
to overcomethe dynamicrangeconstraintsof the spectrumanalyzer.Thesemeasurementlimita-
tions, whichare imposedby the h'equencyresolutionand dynamicrangeconstraintsof spectrum
analyzers,areavoidedby,usingthe coherentdownconversiontechnique.

ltigh-frequencycommercialspectrumanalyzershavefrequencyresolutionswhicharetypically no
better than 10Hzandhavedynamicrangeson theorderof 80dB. The 10 IIz resolution bandwidth

limitation makes direct spectrum analyzer measurements difficult for carrier offsets much less than

100 ttz. Although suppressing the carrier in direct spectrum analyzer measurements with a cali-

brated narrow band notch filter can enhance measurement dynamic range by as much as 30 dB,

this is generally insufficient improvement for making close-in phase noise measurements on precision

oscillators. At offsets of 100 Hz, precision oscillator phase noise specifications can be better than

-155 dBc/ttz. Assuming a measurement dynamic range of 110 dB and a frequency resolution of 10

llz, the lower limit of direct spectrum analyzer noise measurements is -120 dBc/l[z. In compari-

son, coherent downconverter systems may have measurement capability which is better than -160

dBc/Hz at 100 Hz carrier offsets.

The graphs in Figure 2 are plots of the noise floor of the Efratom 5 Mtlz Phase Noise Tester, and

demonstrate the low-noise measurement capability of coherent downconversion systems. The data

was generated using two low noise 5 Mltz oscillators. For each graph, output voltage fluctuations,

in units of dBV/ttz, are plotted versus carrier offset frequency in ltz. The dBV/ttz readings

are converted to dBc/llz readings by subtracting 36 dB to take into account the power of the

carrier at the output of the coherent downconverter. Therefore, according to Figure 2, phase noise

measurements to nearly -160 dBc/Hz are possible at carrier offsets of 100 ttz and measurements to

nearly -170 dBc/tlz are possible at carrier offsets of 10 Ktlz.

Phase noise and spurious outputs measurelnents using the coherent downconversion technique have

several disadvantages, however. One disadvantage is the inability to distinguish lower sideband

noise from upper sideband noise. Since coherent downconverter measurements are double-sideband

measurements, the voltage fluctuations which appear at the output of the coherent downconverter

are due to the combined effects of upper and lower sideband noise. Thus, measurement errors

cat, result if an invalid assumption of sideband symmetry is made in converting double-sideband

measurements to single-sideband measurenlents. Another disadvantage is that coherent downcon-

verter systems are more complex and require signifcantly more hardware than direct measurement

systems. This added complexity introduces various error sources which must be accounted for if

accurate measurements are to be made. These disadvantages, however, are generally outweighed

by the ability to make very low phase noise measurements close to the carrier using the coherent

downconversion technique.
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Conversion From Units of dBV to Units of dBc

In order to convert voltage-relative spectrum analyzer measurements to more usefld carrier' power-

relative measurements, tile amplitude of tile test oscillator at. the output of tile coherent dowrr('ot>

verter must be (tetermined. Carrier atnplitude can be accurately measured by producing a. frequency

offset between the test and reference oscillators and mea.>uring the slope of the resultant boat not('.

If tire test and reference oscillators are not at the same frequency and if the sum frequency and

noise terms are ignored, then the coherent downconvertvr output, given by equation 3, becomes

,n(t) = [G,_(A_)h'=Ao] sin[2_r(f_ - f0 It]. (s)

This output beat note is usually severely clipped because of tire voltage swing limitations of the low

noise amplifier. Therefore, it is not t)ossible to measure lhe peak voltage of the beat note directly.

Measurement of beat note amplitude can be measured indirectly, however, by ot)serving the slope

of the rising and/or falling edges of the clipped wa.veform. It can be shown that 1he peak anlplitude

of the beat note is given by

,,,( t2) - ,, (tl)
[(;,,_(A,.)KaAo] = sin[27r(fT - fo)t2] - sin[2rr(f_ - fo)t,]"

Since only points on the beat note near the zero crossing are observed, the small signal apl)roxima-

tion for" a sinusoid is valid and equation 9 becomes

re(t21- m(/l) (10)
2 (L - fo)(t2 - )
tact2)-- m(tt) 7'

x --. (ll)
t2 -- tl L_

where T is the period of the beat note equal to l Since volta<e ftnctua.tions are measured inf_-fo"
units of dBV/l[z, beat note power P is usually expressed in units (.f dBV,

• ..... ' 20 log;[m(t2)- I//,( I( 1 )
, =

t2- _1 x iI7] + a d l. (12)

The beat note/carrier power is commonly referred to as the "gain" of tire coherent downconverter.

The 3 dB correction factor in equation 12 accounts for conversion from double-sideband to single-

sideband in phase noise measurements (by convention, phase noise £(f) is defined as an upper

sideband measurement) and conversion from peak to RMS in spurious outputs measurement. An

additional 3 dB correction factor for conversion froln double-sideband to single-sideband is some-

times included in spurious outputs measurement, resulting in an overall correction factor of 6 dB.

tlowever, the extra 3 dB for spurious outputs is valid only if the lower sideband spur is equal

in amplitude and phase to the upper sideband spur. It is possible that the lower sideband spur

amplitude is significantly, different from that of the upper sideband spur. Therefore, the accepted

method is to assume that. one sideband does not contribute to the measured spur amplitude so

that the same 3 dB correction factor is applied to both 1)base noise, £(f), and spurious outputs
measurements.
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SOURCES OF ERROR IN PHASE NOISE/SPURIOUS OUT-
PUTS MEASUREMENT

The limitations imposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error

sources which must be accounted for in order to make accurate phase noise measurements. Usually,

it is not difficult to eliminate and/or to compensate for these sources of error.

Reference Oscillator Noise

With regard to the phase noise measurement of precision frequency standards, the contribution

made to coherent downconverter output voltage fluctuations by the reference oscillator noise cannot

be neglected. If reference oscillator noise contributes significantly to the output voltage fluctuations

of the coherent downconverter, then the reference oscillator output cannot be represented as a pure

sinusoid. The output of a noisy reference oscillator is given by

vr(/) = Ar sin[27r(f_)t- O(t)], (13)

where (I)(t) is the phase noise of the reference oscillator and, for illustration, frequency and amplitude

noise have been ignored. Assuming that the reference oscillator drives the mixer nonlinear port

and that the reference oscillator and test oscillator output frequencies are equal and in quadrature,

then the coherent downconverter output is given by

re(t) = [(;m(A_)K_Ao][O(t) + O(t)], (14)

neglecting all but the first-order difference term.

Equation 14 implies that the significance of reference oscillator noise depends on its power relative

to the test oscillator noise. Reference oscillator noise relative to reference oscillator carrier power

is less important due to the nonlinear operation of the mixer which causes test set gain to be

relatively independent of reference oscillator carrier power. Reference oscillator noise is summed

with the test oscillator noise to produce voltage fluctuations at the coherent downconverter output.

The degree to which output voltage fluctuations increase as a function of reference oscillator noise

power relative to test oscillator noise power is given in Table 1. As the table indicates, reference

oscillator phase noise becomes significant when its power is greater than approximately -10 dB

relative to test oscillator phase noise power. For these reasons, the effects of reference oscillator

phase noise are minimized when the mixer LO nonlinear port is driven with the reference oscillator

output at as low a level as possible to ensure on/off switching of the mixer diodes and the mixer

linear port is driven with the test oscillator output at as high a level as high as possible without

nearing the breakdown region of the mixer diodes.

Note that this approach contradicts the normal procedure of driving the LO port as hard as possible

and the RF port as low as possible to get minimum intermodulation products (see references 1,

5, and 6). The actual optimal drive levels will be a compromise between the requirements for

minimizing reference oscillator noise and for minimizing intermodulation products. These levels

will depend on the noise contributions of the mixer/low pass filter, the test oscillator, and the

reference oscillator. Note when testing units with a range of output amplitudes, low noise, variable-

gain amplifiers may be employed to optimize mixer drive levels to achieve the best overall system

performance.
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To this point, it has been assumed that either the LO nonlinear port of the double-balanced mixer

is driven with the reference oscillator output or that the reference oscillator and test oscillator

output amplitudes are equal. The first is generally a good praclice because noise and spurious

outputs measurements made on a test oscillator are most meaningful to system designers when

they are expressed relative to test oscillator carrier power. As mentioned previously, to convert

voltage-relative measurements (in units of dBV) to carrier power-relative measurements (in units

of dBc) the carrier power at the output of the coherent downconverter must be determined. The

gain of the coherent downconverter is a measure of test oscillator carrier power only when the test

oscillator drives the linear port of the mixer. This is because the nonlinear (LO) port of the mixer

approximates a hard-limiter when it is driven hard to mini mize unwanted intermodulation products.

For this condition, mixer output power is approximately independent of nonlinear port drive level.

Thus, if the test oscillator output drives the mixer nonlinear port, then coherent downconverter gain

becomes a measure of reference oscillator carrier power. In this caze, conversion of measurements

from dBV/Hz to dBc/Hz results in the phase noise of the test oscillator being expressed relative

to reference oscillator carrier power. Therefore, driving the mixer nonlinear port with the test

oscillator output will result in measurement errors unless the reference oscillator carrier power is

exactly equal to the test oscillator carrier power, or unless the oscillator power levels are accurately

measured and the difference is taken into account. Ensuring such a condition may not be practical

in a high volume production environment without expensive automated testing equipment and

development.

Although driving the mixer nonlinear port with the test oscillator output will result in measure-

ment errors when the amplitudes of the test and reference oscillator differ significantly, a potential

advantage of this scheme is the suppression of test oscillator amplitude noise. Amplitude noise and

angle noise are indistinguishable at the coherent downconverter output. If the amplitude noise of

the reference oscillator is negligible, then driving the mixer nonlinear port with the test oscillator

output provides a means of isolating test oscillator angle noise from test oscillator amplitude noise

(see references 1 and 5).

Although reference oscillator noise is typically a significant error source in the measurement of

precision oscillator phase noise, its effects can be accounted for in the phase noise measurement of

a test oscillator if a third oscillator is available. As equation 14 indicates, output voltage fluctuations

at the coherent downconverter output are approximately a linear function of the sum of reference

oscillator and test oscillator phase noise fluctuations. Therefore, noise measurements made on

each pair of three oscillators results in three independent linear equations which can be solved to

determine the phase noise of the reference oscillator (keeping in mind the stochastic nature of the

signals). Once reference oscillator phase noise is known, it can be subtracted from future phase

noise measurements of test oscillators. This technique is sometimes referred to as a three-corner

hat measurement [reference 1; Walls, et al.].

Low Noise Amplifier Effects

In addition to reference oscillator noise, low noise amplifier noise is another significant noise source

with regard to the measurement of precision oscillator phase noise. The noise floor of the coherent

downconverter system is a function of reference oscillator noise, mixer conversion loss and low noise

amplifier noise. Therefore, careful attention should be given to the design or selection of the low

noise amplifier.
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PLL Tracking Effects

Servo electronics are typically employed in order to maintain the frequency coherence and quadra-

ture phase relationship between the test and reference oscillators in coherent downconverter sys-

tems. Phase-locked loop (PLL) tracking effects, however, produce attenuation of test oscillator

noise at frequencies significantly below the natural frequency of the loop and can, therefore, result

in measurement errors. By examination of the block diagram in Figure lb, the closed-loop trans-

fer function from the coherent downconverter input to the coherent downconverter output can be

written:

H(s)- _o,,t 2G.dA_)tGAo = s2
- 7r s2+ s2(W + (15)

where I I'_ = 4{4IfvG,_(A_)If_Ao/R_C/} and 4" = RfCfH_/2. The term try is the modulation

sensitivity of the reference oscillator in units of hertz per volt. Equation 15 is the transfer function

of a damped two-pole high-pass filter with a pole frequency at W,_. From equation 15 it is apparent

that at frequencies much greater than W_, phase noise fluctuations are amplified and at frequencies

much below W_,, phase noise fluctuations are attenuated. The criteria for selection of the PLL filter

is covered in many standard texts on phase-locked loops; reference 5 also includes a discussion.

Figure 3 contains plots of the measured spectral density of an Efratom commercial rubidium fie-

quency standard (model FRS-C). Figure 3a is a plot of spectral noise at carrier offset frequencies

ranging from 0 Hz to 5 Hz, measured using PLLs with three different natural frequencies. The

results given in Figure 3a clearly demonstrate the effects of PLL tracking and their relation to loop

natural frequency. Note that testing at low offset frequencies with a fast PLL loop can lead to

significant errors in phase noise readings; over 18 dB at 1 Hz and 31 dB at 0.5 Hz for the measured

FRS.

Because of PLL tracking effects, the bandwidth of coherent downconverter loops are generally very

narrow (i.e., Wn is a low fi'equency). Not only does the use of narrow band loops minimize the

errors associated with PLL tracking effects, but a secondary benefit is realized in that the noise

contributions of the loop filter are minimized. Again, by examination of the block diagram in Figure

lb, the closed-loop transfer function from the loop filter input to the coherent downconverter output
can be written

enin- s 2 + s2_W_ + W_" (16)

Equation 16 is a single-pole low pass filter response with a pole frequency at W,_]. Therefore, the

input voltage noise associated with the loop filter is attenuated at frequencies greater than Wn.

A disadvantage of narrow band servo loops is that they acquire very slowly. If the frequency offset

between the test oscillator and the reference oscillator is large compared to the loop bandwidth,

acquisition may require hours. This problem is typically overcome by incorporating variable band-

width capability into the coherent downconverter servo loop design. Acquisition is achieved quickly

with a wide loop bandwidth and measurements are made in a narrow band mode. Measurement

systems at Efratom have successfully employed variable-bandwidth phase-locked loop designs.

System Bandwidth Limitations

While PLL effects cause low frequency noise measurement errors, system bandwidth limitations

result in the attenuation of high frequency noise, and therefore, produce measurement errors at high
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frequency. The availability of wide band, low-noise amplifiers reduces the severity of this problem,

and generally, it is not difficult to design low noise measurement systems with bandwidths in excess

of a few hundred kilohertz. For example, the latest measurement systems at Effatom typically

exhibit only fractions of a d B of amplitude variation to frequencies of 100 K Hz, as shown by the flat

noise floor performance to 100 KHz in Figures 2d, 3d, and 4d. The phase noise measurement system

at Efratom uses a Hewlett Packard model HP3561A spectrum analyzer, which has a maximum

frequency span of 100 KHz. A 100 KHz frequency span is typical of fast-fourier real time spectrum

analyzers, although Tektronix has recently introduced a 200 KIh model (model 2642).

The usable bandwidth of a coherent downconverter system can be extended by measuring the am-

plitude response of the system versus frequency, and incorporating frequency dependent calibration

factors into the equation for system gain. This compensates for the high frequency attenuation im-

posed by system bandwidth limitations. The amplitude response of a coherent downconverter can

be determined using two synchronized signal generators in place of the test and reference oscillators.

Frequency Conversion Effects

Unlike an ideal mixer, a double-balanced mixer produces harmonic intermodulation products. For

this reason, spurious outputs which are far from the test oscillator carrier, and are outside the

measurement bandwidth of the coherent downconverter, can be translated to frequencies which

are within the measurement bandwidth of the system. Although harmonic intermodulation prod-

ucts are typically many decibels below the desired first-order mixer products, high-order spurious

conversion products which fall within the system bandwidth are indistinguishable from spurious

outputs which are close to the carrier. One key to minimizing these effects is to properly terminate

the output (IF) port of the mixer. This issue is discussed in detail in reference 4.

Accurate measurement of spurious outputs using coherent downconversion requires that high fre-

quency spurious outputs first be identified and measured using a direct spectrum analyzer tech-

nique. An analysis of mixer spurious outputs, which takes into account the specified harmonic

intermodulation performance of the mixer, can then be performed to predict the location and level

of high-order spurious conversion products. However, such an analysis is generally not practical in

a large-scale production environment, and the source of spurious outputs is usually of little concern

as long as they are within specified performance limits.

Frequency conversion effects become more significant when, instead of a sinusoid, the test oscillator

output is a square wave which is rich in harmonic content. Harmonic intermodulation effects

resulting from square wave inputs can be minimized by inserting low pass filters between square

wave oscillator outputs and coherent downconverter inputs. This technique was utilized in the

measurements of the FRS-C TTL-compatible output of Figure 3.

60-cycle Interference and the Use of Batteries

Sixty-cycle interference and its harmonics couple onto system power supplies and appear in the

output frequency spectrum of the coherent downconverter. Although 60-cycle spurs are easily

identified according to frequency, 60-cycle interference can camouflage actual spurious outputs

performance. Through careful system design, 60-cycle interference can be minimized, however.

Careful attention to grounding and the use of battery supplies can virtually eliminate 60-cycle

interference from the output spectrum of the coherent downconverter.

The use of magnetic shielding around the sensitive front end of the downconverter may also be
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required,alongwith shieldingthe controlvoltageto the referenceoscillator,in orderto minimize
60-cycleinterference.Theuseof separatebatteriesfor thephasenoisetester,thereferencevoltage-
controlledoscillator,and the testoscillatorcanpreventgroundloopsthat causeunusualspurious
results.

A sideeffectof usingbatteriesis that performanceanomaliesmayoccurasthe batteriesbecome
deeplydischarged,dependingon thesensitivityofthemeasurementsystemto supplyvoltagelevels.
Battery voltagemonitorsandassociateddisconnectrelayscanbeemployedto preventthis.

FFT Windowing Effects

Because of their superior frequency resolution, digital spectrum analyzers are generally used to
measure voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent downconverter. The choice of the

windowing flmction used with fast-fourier transform (FFT)-based spectrum analyzers, however,

can affect measurement accuracy. Phase noise measurements are most accurately made using

the Hanning windowing function. The Harming window has a narrow passband and very low

sidebands, providing better measurement resolution for analyzing broadband signals like noise.

Spurious outputs are most accurately measured using a flat top windowing function. Although

the flat top window has higher sideband energy, its broad passband makes it better suited for

measurement of narrow band, deterministic signals. Errors which result from incorrect window

choice are typically less than 1 dB. Reference 8 goes into more detail on this subject.

Vibration Effects

Precision oscillators are frequently designed using quartz crystal resonators to achieve superior

phase noise and short-term frequency stability performance. The phase noise of crystal oscillators

is affected by vibration, however. The "G sensitivity" of a precision crystal is typically on the

order of parts in lO-l°[df/f]/G to parts in lO-9[df/f]/G; this translates into phase noise and spurs

by well established formulas. The Efratom "Time and Frequency Handbook" of reference 13 goes

into this and other related subjects in more detail. References ll, 14, 15, and 16 present a broad

overview of vibration and other effects on phase noise.

Because of vibration sensitivities, it is important to shield and dampen both the reference oscillator

and the test oscillator from shock and vibration in order to obtain accurate quiescent phase noise

readings. Otherwise, the ambient vibration levels of the test building or test table can increase the
apparent phase noise floor of the oscillator.

In addition, the capacitance of the coaxial cable often changes with vibration. This can again result
in an apparently degraded phase noise floor performance of a test oscillator due to the cable-induced

loading effects related to ambient vibration levels.

When it is necessary to measure the vibration performance of an oscillator, a number of factors

must be considered. Mechanical resonances in the fixture holding the test oscillator to the shaker

can give errors, as can the type of coaxial cable used to connect the test oscillator to the phase noise

tester. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) induced from the shaker head and the controller can

also result in measurement errors, often requiring either shielding or separation of the measurement
equipment from the shaker.
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Miscellaneous Error Sources

A number of additional error sources may be encountered in the measurement of precision os-

cillator phase noise and spurious outputs. Although not exhaustive, these error sources include:

poor grounding and intermittent grounding; inadvertent conversion of deterministic signal power
measurements from dBV to dBc/Hz; injection locking of the test and reference oscillators due to in-

adequate EMI shielding; magnetic and electrostatic susceptibility and emissions of the test oscillator

and/or reference oscillator; and failure to account for cable losses in high frequency measurements.

TEST DATA

Phase noise test performance was measured for two Efratom rubidium oscillator products for this

paper. Rubidium oscillators frequency lock a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator to the long-term

stability of the hyperfine atomic energy state transitions of the Rb sr atom. They are utilized to

provide excellent long term frequency stability (on the order of parts in 1011/month with excellent
phase noise and spurious outputs performances.

The phase noise behavior expected from crystal oscillators is described in reference 7. The presence

of a rubidium control loop will modify the ideal oscillator behavior in a number of ways depending

on the relative phase noise of the rubidium physics package and the crystal oscillator. Tile rubidium

loop crossover frequency controls the hand-off between the two; an improvement in phase noise or a

lower slope below this frequency implies a good physics package phase noise relative to the crystal
oscillator used.

The first unit evaluated was a model FRS-C; a stock, econonfical, commercial 10 blitz TTL-

compatible rubidium oscillator. The FRS-C is specified for a phase noise of-ll0 dBc/Hz at 100

Hz carrier offset and -130 dBc/Hz at 1000 Hz offset. Non-harmonic spurious outputs are specified

at -65 dBc. The second unit evaluated was a stock, commercial 10 MHz sine output low noise unit

(model FRK-LN). The FRK-LN is specified for a phase noise of -120 dBc/Hz at a 10 Hz carrier

offset and -147 dBc/Hz at 100 Hz and 1000 Hz offsets. Non-harmonic spurious outputs are specified

at -70 dBc. Although units with better phase noise performance are available at Efratom, these
two products are representative.

Test data for the FRS-C is given in Figure 3 and for the FRK-LN data in Figure 4. The phase noise

test system used to make these measurements is an upgrade to that formerly used at Efratom, and

is in a final phase of development. Because the development of the system is not yet complete, the

final grounding and shielding configurations were not implemented, leaving some residual problems
in the spurious outputs performance of the system.

The HP3561A spectrum analyzer, used to make the measurements which are displayed in Figures

2 through 4, was configured to provide for automatic conversion from noise power to noise spectral

density. Thus, chart readings are displayed in units of dBV/tlz. The coherent downconverter

gain was measured to be roughly 30 dB for both units, including the necessary correction factors

for double-sideband to single-sideband conversion and for peak to RMS conversion. Therefore, the

chart measurements should be adjusted by -30 dB to give phase noise performance in dBc/lfz. Since

spurious outputs must be expressed in terms of power rather than spectral density, it is necessary

to convert the displayed spurious output levels from units of dBV/Hz to units of dBV. This is

done by adding a conversion factor equal to 101og(BW), where BW is the resolution bandwidth of

the measurement displayed at the bottom of each graph. Spurious output levels, in units of dBV,
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shouhlthenbeadjustedby anadditional-30dB to givespuriousoutputsperformancein unitsof
dBe.

Figure3a givesthreeplots of FRS-Cphasenoiseperformancewithin 5 ltz of the carrier. The
differentPLLnaturalfrequenciesareclearlyshownfor eachplot. Therubidiumserveloopcrossover
frequencyis at roughly35 or 40Hzfor this unit, asshownby tile spectrallevelingwhichoccurs
in Figure 3b. Spuriousoutputs at the modulationfrequencyof the rubidium control loop are
evidentJnFigure3c; the 127Hz r))bidiumloop modulationspuriousoutput is ronghly -80dBc,
after applyinga correctionfactorof +6 dBcto convertfrom spectraldensityto power.

The noisefloorof this unit is measuredto beroughly-140dBc, asshownin Figure3(t.Two plots
havebeensuperimposedin Figure3d. Oneplotdrivestile coherentdownconverterdirectlywith the
squarewaveoutput of the testoscillator.In the secondplot, thetest.oscillatordrivesthecoherent
downconverterthrougha 10.5MHzlowpassfilter, whichremovesharmonicfrequencycomponents.
Nolethe additionof the filter changesthe levelandfrequencyof the spuriousoutputs, indicating
they may not be produceddirectly by the test oscillator. It is possiblethesespuriousoutputs
arerelatedto groundingand/or shieldingeffects;this will beverifiedwith the final versionof the
Efratomphasenoisetesterbeingdeveloped.Althoughthesourceof theserelativelyhigh-frequency
spuriousoutputsisnot known,theIargestshownin Figure3doccursat anoffsetfrequencyof about
78Ktlz. Its level,usingtheoutput lowpassfilter, is -98dBcafterapplyinga correctionfactorof +
26dBc to convertfroiuspectraldensityto power.This is wellbelowthe-65dBcspuriousoutputs
specificationof the unit.

Figure4 givessimilar performancecurvesfor the modelFRK-LN, 10MHz unit. The rubidium
serveloopcrossoverfl'equencyoccursat about2 ltz, as indicatedby tile spectrallevelingshown
in Figure 4a. Figure4b givesphasenoiseperformanceto a carrieroffsetfrequencyof 100Hz,
whih, Figure4('.givesperformailceto anoffsetfrequencyof 1000tfz. A spuriousoutput at the
modulationfrequencyof the rubidium controlloopis shownin Figure4c; the levelof the 127Hz
spuriousoutput is roughly-117dBc,aftercorrectingfor carrierpowerandconvertingfromspectral
densityto power.Figure4dgivesphasenoiseperformanceto aLLoffsetfrequencyof 100KHz; the
noisefloor is shown(o be roughly-15TdBc/tlz. Note that the noisefloor is fiat to the 100Kltz
rangeof the speclrumanalyzer.

CONCLUSION

The limitations imposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error

sources wMch can result in inaccuracies in the measurement of precision oscillator phase noise and

spurious outputs. Phase-locked loop tracking effects, system bandwidth limitations, and system

noise can be significant sources of error. Most significant sources of error, however, can be elimi-

nated and/or controlled through careful system design and calibration. The measurement system

developed at Efratom has attempted to strike a balance between overall accuracy and volume test-

ing in a production environment; the accuracy and repeatability for the production lneasurements

performed at Efratom are on the order of 1 to 3 dB with an upgraded test measurement system

and upgraded test procedure.
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Table I. Increase in Measured Noise Versus Reference Oscillator

Noise Relative to Test Oscillator Noise

Relative AmpUtude
of Ref Osc Phase

Noise to Test Osc

Phase Noise

Increase in

Voltage Fluctuations
at Coherent

Downconverter Output

-20 dB

-10dB

-6dB

-3dB

-2dB

-ldB

0 dB

1 dB

2 dB

+3 dB

+6 dB

0.04 dB

0.42 dB

0.97 dB

1.76 dB

2.12dB

2.54 dB

3.01 dB

3.54 dB

4.12 dB

4.77 dB

6.99 dB
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AN IMPROVED OFFSET GENERATOR

DEVELOPED FOR

ALLAN DEVIATION MEASUREMENT OF

ULTRA STABLE FREQUENCY STANDARDS*

R. L. Hamell, P. F. Kuhnle, R. L. Sydnor

California Institute of Technology

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, California 91109

Abstract

Measuring the performance of ultra stable frequency standards such as the Superconducting Cavity

Maser Oscillator (SCMO) will necessitate improvement of some test instrumentation. The frequency sta-

bility test equipment used at JPL includes a 1 Hz Offset Generator to generate a beat frequency between

a pair of 100 MHz signals that are being compared. The noise floor of the measurement system using

the current Offset Generator (1.7 X 10 -14 at 1 second tau and 6.2 x 10 -17 at 1000 seconds), is ade-

quate to characterize stability of hydrogen masers, but will not be for the SCMO. A new Offset Generator

with improved stability has been designed and tested at JPL. With this Offset Generator, and a new Zero

Crossing Detector recentty developed at JPL, the measurement floor has been reduced by a factor of 5.5

at 1 second tau, 3.0 at 1000 seconds, and 9.4 at 10000 seconds, compared against the previous design. In

addition to the new circuit designs of the Offset Generator and Zero Crossing Detector, tighter control of

the measurement equipment environment has been required to achieve this improvement. The design of

this new Offset Generator will be described, along with details of the environment control methods used.

INTRODUCTION

Allan Deviation measurements made at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories Frequency Standards Lab-

oratory require an offset generator to test some types of equipment. The offset generator is used,

for example, to test a frequency source when neither the measurement device or the frequency

reference can be offset to obtain a 1 Hz beat for the zero crossing detector [1]. It is also used to

test 2-port devices. A single 100 MHz reference carrier is split into two paths, with one path to

the zero crossing detector containing the 2-port device in test, and the other path containing the

offset generator to develop the 1 Hz beat signal for the zero crossing detector. Figure 1 shows the

instrumentation used to perform these tests.

*This work was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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OFFSET GENERATOR DESIGN

A block diagram of the offset generator is shown in Figure 2. The 1 Hz offset is generated in two

steps, using divide and mix direct frequency synthesis to first develop a -10 Khz offset in the

input stage, then a +9.999 KHz offset in the output stage. The input stage translates the input

frequency by a factor of 1-10 -4, and the output stage by a factor of l+10 -4 so that F(out) =

F(in) × (i - 10-a) × (1 + 10-4 ) = 99.999999 MHz. The output of each stage is taken from a

phase locked crystal VCO acting as a narrow band output filter to minimize the spurious frequency

products in the offset generator output.

OFFSET GENERATOR PERFORMANCE

Performance of the present day offset generator is adequate to measure stability of frequency

standards in current use in the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network. Stability of the offset generator

is compared against a hydrogen maser stability in Figure 3. Future requirements for the Deep

Space Network specify tighter frequency stability limits than these present frequency standards

can supply [2]. To test to these tighter standards in the future, and the very high stability fiber

optic reference signal transportation links in current use by the Deep Space Network, some design

changes have been made in the test instrumentation. A recent redesign of the zero crossing detector

has improved it's stability [3]. At the same time, a fiber optic interface to the frequency counter

and computer has been added to eliminate ground loops, and reduce crosstalk between channels in

the measurement system.

OFFSET GENERATOR NOISE

During static environmental conditions, the primary elements that establish frequency stability of

the offset generator are the local oscillator VC0 and PLL elements, and the frequency dividers.

At frequencies within the phase lock loop bandwidth, the VC0 tracks the signal in test, canceling

VCO phase instability, but not amplitude instability. AM to PM noise conversion that occurs in the

zero crossing detector mixer [4],[5] will generate an additive phase instability in the measurement

system.

The measured power spectral density of AM and PM noise of the 100 MHz VCO are plotted in

Figure 4a. The calculated closed loop phase noise with a 100 Hz loop bandwidth, and the AM to

PM converted noise generated in a mixer with a -30 dB AM to PM conversion coefficient are also

shown on the same figure. The AM to PM converted noise is shown to predominate over closed

loop VC0 PM noise at offset frequencies below 4 Hz. Oscillator AM noise therefore appears to be

a major factor in establishing long term stability of the offset generator.

1. Oscillator Redesign

In the redesign, the original oscillator has been replaced with a low noise 5 MHz BVA crystal

oscillator followed by a X20 frequency multiplier. The plot of Figure 4b shows the measured and

calculated noise performance improvement of this new oscillator/multiplier tested under the same

conditions, and using the same loop bandwidth as for Figure 4a. At 1 Hz offset frequency, AM

noise and PM noise have been reduced 20 dB and 40 dB respectively, below the original oscillator.
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The oscillator/multiplier for the output frequency conversion is offset 0.05 Hz from nominal at 5

MHz, allowing use of an available, production 5 MHz VCO. The input frequency conversion requires

a 500 Hz offset at 5 MHz, well beyond the pulling range of any available high precision 5 Mltz
VCO.

2. Single Sideband Mixer

To avoid a custom design for the input converter VCO, a single sideband mixer is used to suppress

the input carrier in place of using a phase locked VCO. The unwanted sideband and input carrier

are attenuated more than 45 dB below the output by adjusting amplitude and phase balance of the

low frequency input to the mixers. The phase lock loop of the output conversion section filrther

attenuates these unwanted frequency components to more than 110 dB below the output carrier of

the offset generator. Figure 5 shows the basic design of the single sideband mixer.

3. Frequency Dividers

The frequency dividers are of conventional design, using an ECL divide-by 40 for the first divider,

followed by HC74 series TTL dividers for the remaining lower frequency division of 250.

4. Environmental controls

At long measurement times where the stability approaches parts in 10 -18 , the offset generator is

affected by temperature variations, vibration, and relative humidity that can mask any improve-

ments made in the electronics. The offset generator and zero crossing detector are both installed

in a thermoelectric temperature controlled enclosure to reduce this sensitivity. The temperature

control is set at 25 Celsius, and a thermal gain of 20 has been realized. The electronics are on a

1/2 inch thick aluminum coldplate coupled to the thermoelectric elements for heat transfer. The

large mass of the coldplate serves also to reduce the mechanical resonant frequency of the assembly,

which reduces sensitivity to shock and vibration. Further investiga:,ion is required to determine the

best approach to reduce sensitivity to humidity.

5. Test Results

Allan Deviation of the original, and the revised designs of offset generator and zero crossing de-

tector are compared in Figure 6. The new offset generator and zero crossing detector reduces the

measurement noise floor by a factor of 5.5 at a tau of I second, 3.0 at 1000 seconds, and 9.4 at
10000 seconds.

CONCLUSIONS

Improvements have been made in the measurement floor of the Allan Deviation test equipment by

replacing the crystal VCOs used in the offset generator with a lower noise 5 MHz crystal VCO and

X20 frequency multiplier for one stage of the offset generator, and a single sideband mixer in place

of a phase locked VCO to reduce spurious outputs in the other stage. Adding a thermoelectric

temperature controller to the electronics has further improved stability by reducing temperature

variations of the electronics by a factor of 20.
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THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM OF ' _,;

/
PULSE MODULATED CARRIER FREQUENCY t

STABILITY AND TIMING JITTER

Li Cheng - Fu

Beijing Institute of Radio Metrology and Measurement

P.O. Box: 3920 Beijing, China

Abstract

This paper describes the definition of pulse modulated carrier frequency

stability and timing jitter as well as the configuration and synchronous acquisition

measurement method of its measurement system.

Frequency stability of pulse modulated carrier is measured with discrimination

technique. The pulse modulated carrier under test is mixed with a reference frequency

synthesizer. A delay line is used to convert the frequency fluctuation mixed IF signal

to the voltage fluctuation. The system has the capability to make the phase noise

measurement of two port devices on pulsed carrier using phase bridge.

The noise voltage mentioned above is applied to the data acquisition and

processing unit by pc to realize stability measurement. The data acquisition is in the

form of pulse synchronization so that the measurement system accuracy is increased.

The pulse width is more than 0.3 gs. The phase fluctuation variance _ is less than 0.017.

The time interval measuring system with high resolution is used to make

interpulse timing and pulse width jitters automatic measurement. The pulse width is

less than 0.2 ns. The resolution is 0.1 ns. The system is successfully applied to radar

measurement.

INTRODUCTION

The frequency stability is one of the important qualifications of signal source.

Characterization and measurement of CW frequency slability already have been matured and united.

But there is still no unanimity in characterization of the carrier frequency stability on pulsed wave for the time

being. An application of pulse wave to the radar on the other hand is urgently needed.

The duty cycle of pulse modulated wave is smaller in general. The signal frequency spectrum is more

complex. This causes difficulty on characterization and measurement.

The CW method has been used to measure pulse modulated carrier frequency stability.
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Measurement and characterization of pulse modulated carrier frequency stability using this method

can cause the following problems. At first, the general pulse repeat frequency rate is lower. The RF pulse

sideband spectrum line is a lot and dense. Pulse noise sophistication resulting from these factors stated above

makes Fourier band noise be band is f_z.
2

Because of the same cases, Allan variance does not fit to characterize frequency stability in time

domain.

The other question is to acquire very small video frequency impulse train of duty cycle. By CW

acquisition, forming a lot of acquired data is useless.

The acquired data in the pulse width only is useful, and acquisition can also leak. The smaller the duty

cycle, the greater the leakage rate. The confidence of measured results is degraded.

It is only adapted to measurement under the condition of higher duty cycle. The duty cycle required

in general T is larger than 5% (to test source), --5-_> 1% (to test dual-port devices) [6].T

Using the synchronization data acquisition technique proposed in this paper, we have solved the

measurement problem of lower duty cycle.

This system has the capability to make frequency stability measurement of dual-port device on pulse

modulated carrier. The microwave mixed IF discrimination technique is used to test pulse modulated carrier

frequency stability.

Measurement of interpulse timing jitter is accomplished with analog interpolation and precision time

measurement technique.

I. CHARACTERIZATION FOR FREQUENCY STABILITY ON PULSE

MODULATED CARRIER

To measure pulse modulated carrier frequency stability may use for reference of CW characterization and

measurement method in principle.

Our proposed methods are: to characterize frequency stability in time domain using interpulse

variance, and to characterize phase noise sophistication efforts according to difference and practical necessary

requirement between CW band pulse modulated wave.

1. Characterization of Pulse Modulated Carrier Frequency Stability in Time Domain

Change in the statistical rate of pulse modulated carrier series adjacent in pulse modulated carrier described

by interpulse variance may be written as:

0 2= <(F1-F2) 2> (1)
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Whenwedeterminedwith themeasurementsysteminFigure1, A/D converter output is a form of

pulse repeat frequency at a rate as a separate digital time series, can be written as

N

1 _' [Af(i) - Af(i - 1)]2 (2)
a2(N'T'_)- N-1 i-t

Where T =

1: =

N =

fA(i) =

Pulse period

Pulse width

Measurement number of each group

Average value of frequency fluctuation is lth pulse.

. Characterization of Pulse Modulated Carrier Frequency Stability in Frequency Domain

Assume,

unmodulated carrier f.(t) = Acos% t

® 2
pulsed waveform f_(t)= -_- (1 +_ sinncop )

i-I T

ncop_-

pulse modulated signal f3(t) = f,(t) x f2(t)

to

+ T tf,(t) = A'+ coscoct A •--_--_ [cos(co o+ ncop)t + cos(co o- ncop)t]

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

the spectrum corresponding with equation (6) is shown in Figure 5.

The corresponding spectral density of phase fluctuation may be expressed as
T

• _ sinnco,-_- [S,(f+ nf_) +S,(f-nf_)]S:(0 = A --_- S,(f) + A --_- z
co

P2

When ignoring the effect of the sample function, the equation (7) may be simplified as

T to

S;(0 = A T, ._S,(f+ nip)

(7)

(8)

the influence of spectrum superimpose to S,(f) is calculated to S,(0 in equation (81

The magnitude of the superimposition phase noise is corresponding with the following:

(a) When x is fixed, the spectral density and supimposition of phase noise are increased with a
decrease of fp.
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(b) Whenfpis fixed, the superimposition of phase noise is becoming worse, with the narrow of x.

(c) If So(f) is composed of a broken line, S, (f) will become the level line. If S', (f) is a monotone

increasing or decreasing curve, S_(f) is level line approximately. [5]

II. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE

1. Additive Phase Noise Measurement

The measurement of pulse modulated Carrier phase fluctuation can be realized by using the

measurement principle of microwave phase bridge shown in Figure 1. The CW signal is divided into two

path signals through a power splitter. The signals form a pulse modulated carrier wave throughout the PIN

modulator, respectively.

One of them passed device under test is applied to RF port of the phase detector; another passed the

phase shifter is applied to the L® port of the phase detector.

We can make a dual-channel signal to quadrature by means of adjusting the phase shifter. When the

electronic length of two path signals is equal, the phase noise of the source is cancelled, because of the

correlation act while the DUT phase noise is detected.

When the phase detector shown in Figure 1 is in quadrature, the output voltage of the phase detector

is: AV(t) = K® sin_p(t) (9)

When h_<< 1 rad,

AV(t) = K® "A_(t) (10)

where K® =sensitivity of phase detection.

Thus, phase fluctuation under test of device is converted to voltage fluctuation AV (t). In measurement of

phase fluctuation A¢(t) in time domain,

,50(0_ AV(t) ,
K®

RF pulse series, interpulse variance Crpis given by data acquisition system as in Figure 4, and we can

get S_(f) or £'(f) through FFI'.

The common source having lower phase noise is required in order to assure the measurement of the

system having low phase noise bottom, at the same time the correlation of the measurement system is required

in order to reduce the contribution of common source to output noise.

2. Interpulse Frequency Fluctuation Measurement

The measurement principle of interpulse frequency fluctuation is shown in Figure 2. Operation

models of the system arc single - channel and dual channel.

At first, IF is mixed up microwave signal. When using operation model of dual-channel, we can use

IF quadrature dual-channel discrimination frequency system with a delayer as the frequency discriminator

to measure pulsed carrier frequency fluctuation. It is fitted in with the source (transmitter) to measure large
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frequencyfluctuation.Whenusingsinglechanneloperationmodel,thetwopathsignalsareappliedto Q
phasedetector,

VL(t)= A,c°s[c°ot+ COt+ c0(t)]

V_(t) = Azcos[co0(t - zt) + q)(t - z,)]

Where, zt=delay time, Oa=shift of phase shifter, when two signals

detector are quadrature, detector output is

1 A,A_Ksin(O(t)- O(t-.z_)]av(t) = T

average frequency fluctuation in (t, t-'tl)

when

we can get:

I' _(t) - _(t - L)Ao_= _ _'(t)dt = = Ao_ = 2nAf
'_1 "Cl

phase applied

AO(t)=O(t)-*(t-z,)<< 1 tad, (14) fournula is substituted for (13)

where K s=2nrtK®

kV(t) = K® '2n*( Af= Kd'Af

as frequency discriminator constant.

(11)

(12)

to phase

(13)

(14)

(15)

3. Data Acquisition and Processing Unit

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a data acquisition and processing unit.

The output signal of phase fluctuation A¢ (t), frequency fluctuation Af('t) is shown in Figure 1. Figure

2 is converted to discrete digital signal with a high speed A/D converter.

It works by a pulse controlled under test. In interpulse, high speed acquisition is carried to receive

useful information.

The disadvantage of continuous sample is overcome. The system is controlled by a computer through

STD bus.

4. Time Fluctuation Measurement

The measurement of pulse width and timing jitter is accomplished by a counting unit with the analog

interpolation under computer-control. The system has high accuracry and resolution. The measurement

principle is shown in Figure 3.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The pulse width of system measurement can be narrowed down to 0.3_ts, interpulse phase fluctuation

variance value _ is less than 0.017. Frequency fluctuation c_is less than 50 Hz, timing jitter variance is less

than 0.2 ns, the resolution is 0.1 ns. This system has an application in measurement of radar transmitting.

The measured pattern is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Abstract

It has been shown in previous studies that in some cesium frequency standards there exist certain

C-field settings that minimize frequency changes that are due to variations in microwave power. In order

to determine whether similar results could be obtained with rubidium (Rb) frequency standards (clocks),

weperformed a similar study, using a completely automated measurement system, on a commercial Rb

standard. From our measurements wefound that changing the microwave power to thefilter cell resulted

in significant changes infrequency, and that the magnitude of thesefrequency changes at low C-field levels

went to zero and decreased us the C-field was increased.

Introduction

Since the passive Rb87 gas-cell frequency standard (or clock) is tile most commonly used type of

atomic frequency standard, there is interest in quantifying and understanding all the factors that

affect the stability of the standard's output frequency• Earlier work by Risley [1,2] identified the

mechanisms whereby changes in microwave power cause changes in frequency. Risley concluded

that the major cause of this frequency shift was the line inhomogeneity, which is a combination of

the relatively immobile Rb87 atoms (immolfilized by the use of the buffer gas in the absorption cell)

and a frequency gradient across the absorption cel]; this fl'equency gradient is in turn affected by the

light-shift mechanism and the C-field• The Rb line inhomogeneiiy results in a frequency dependence

upon changes in microwave power. The frequency changes that we measure will also include any

small cavity-tuning effects that might be present as a result of any slight cavity mistuning.
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Measurements

The C-field experiment was performed in our laboratory on a commercial double-cell Rb frequency

standard. This standard was modified to allow access to the C-field coil wires and the microwave

power source. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the complete automated measurement system. Both of

tile parameters that are varied, namely the C-field current and the microwave power, are computer

controlled; the current is set by a precision constant-current generator, while the microwave power

is changed by using an electronic switch to change the resistance of a bias resistor on tile step-

recovery diode. The bias resistors were chosen to change the microwave power by +1.3, -1.1, -2.2,

and -4.0 dB with reference to the nominal, factory-set power level P0. The 6.834-GHz microwave

power to the cell was sampled by coupling with a two-turn coil on the 6.834-GHz coaxial signal line.

The bias resistors were chosen by using a Hewlett-Packard (H-P) model 8566 spectrum analyzer to

observe the change in microwave power on this coupled signal.

The entire lneasurement system is controlled by an H-P series 300 computer, which also acquires

and processes the data. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the frequency measurement system. The

frequency reference for both the Fluke synthesizer and the H-P counter is an H-P inodel 5061A-004

cesiuln (Cs) frequency standard. A typical data-taking sequence consisted of the following steps:

1. Set the C-field current at some low value (typically 2 to 6 mA) and the microwave power at

some value (e.g. at tile nominal value P0).

2. Measure the beat frequency over some long averaging time T (typically 1000 sec).

3. Change the microwave power level [e.g. to (P0 - 1.1 dB)].

4. Measure the beat frequency over T again.

.5. Increase the C-field current by some programmed amount (typically 0.5 mA).

6. Measure tile beat frequency over T again.

7. Change the microwawe power back to the initial value.

8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 until the final C-field current (typically 14 to 20 mA) is reached.

To determine the functional relationship between the C-field current and the Zeeman frequency, the

microwave frequency is swept over approximately 1 MHz, centered about the main Rb resonance

line. The output of the standard's dc-coupled current-to-voltage converter is then plotted as a

function of frequency. Figure 3, for a C-field current of 4.5 mA, is a typical plot. This plot shows

the main Rb transition state, as well as the four sigma transitions and the two pi transitions (the

pi transitions are used to define the Zeeman frequency fz). We should note that the 0-to-ag.53-mV

ordinate in Figure 3 rides on top of a _5 V bias, which we buck out with a precision low-noise

floating voltage source. The Zeeman frequency is read from the plot in Figure 3. The measurement

is then repeated for different C-field currents. For this particular standard, the Zeeman frequency

is about 42.5 kHz per mA of C-field current.

Figure 4 is a plot of the signal at the absorption peak as a function of microwave power. Tile data,

which are similar to those obtained by Risley [1], demonstrate that the manufacturer's drive-level

power P0 results in a maximum signal.
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Measurement Results

Figure 5 shows the results of measurements made on the commercial Rb standard for changes in

the microwave power level of +1.3, -1.1, -2.2, and -4.0 dB. Each data point, which represents the

difference between two 1000-see averages, is calculated as the difference in output frequency between

the frequency at the higher power and that at the lower power, both powers being normalized to

the nominal output. In other words,

ordinate = (fH -- fL)/lO MHz

where fH is the average output frequency for the higher microwave power and fL is the average

output frequency for the lower microwave power. From Figure 5 we see that the nlaximum frequency

change for the +1.3 and -1.1 dB data is about 3x 10-11, that for the -2.2 dB data is about 6x10 -11,

and that for the -4.0 dB data is about 1.4x 10-m. As a function of the change in microwave power,

the maximum frequency change is about 2.6x 10-11/dB.

The three curves have a similar shape, namely one that is fairly flat for Zeeman frequencies between

100 and 300 kHz, then decreasing monotonically for Zeeman frequencies between 300 and 8,50 kHz.

In separate tests, data were obtained for the region of low Zeeman frequency. Figure 6 shows the

results of those tests for the same microwave power changes as in Figure 5. From the curves in

Figure 6 it is seen that there are zero crossings at about 20 and 80 kHz. The operation of the clock

at one of these points would result in zero sensitivity of the clock frequency to microwave power

changes and may result in improved long-term clock stability, as had been observed by De Marchi

[3] in his investigations of Cs frequency standards. The manufacturer's C-field current setting for

this clock was 4.5 mA, which gave a Zeeman frequency of about 191 kttz. Operating the clock at

lower C-fields would also have the advantage of decreeing clock sensitivity to C-field current; i.e.,

a change in C-field current results in a smaller change in output frequency when the C-field current
is small.

We suspect that the zero crossing at 80 kHz may be explained by the mechanisms discussed by

Risley [2]. I-te states that this point may be interpreted in terms of (1) the opposing effect of the

spacially inhomogeneous light shift and (2) the C-field gradient; the light shift produces a positive

frequency shift, while the C-field gradient produces a negative frequency shift.

A comparison of the results in Figure 3 with similar results for Cs standards [3,4] shows that at

the C-field setting that results in the maximum frequency change, the Rb standard is about ten

times more sensitive to power changes than is the Cs standard. This result points out the need for

a more stable microwave power source for Rb standards than for Cs standards. Most commercial

Rb standards do not employ a microwave-power leveling circuit. This particular commercial Rb

standard, however, did level the power into the final step-recovery-diode multiplier.

Conclusions

We have presented experimental results regarding the iateraction of the C-field and the microwave

power on the output frequency of a commercial Rb standard. These results showed that in this

particular Rb standard, the maximum frequency change due to microwave power variations was

about 2.6x 10 -11 per dB of power change. At this C-field setting an standard deviation of 0.01 dB

in the microwave power would result in an Allan standard deviation in the frequency of 2.6x 10-la

from the power changes alone. This illustrates the nee,] for a very stable microwave power source.
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It was also observed that for a particular C-field setting, the frequency change goes to zero. The

frequency sensitivity of this Rb standard to changes in microwave power was about ten times higher
than that of a Cs standard.
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Abstract

We have initiated a research program to study the performance of compact optically-pumped cesium

(Cs) frequency standards, which have potential for future timekeeping applications in space. A Cs beam

clock apparatus has' been assembled. Basic functions of the frequency standard have been demonstrated.

Clock signals are observed with optical pumping schemes using one or two lasers'. With two-laser pumping,

we are able to selectively place up to 80% of the atomic population into one of the clock transition states.

The observed pattern of the microwave clock signal indicates that the velocity distribution of the Cs atoms"

contributing to the microwave signal is beam-Maxwellian. Thus, in the optically-pumped Cs frequency

standards, the entire Cs population in the atomic beam couM be utilized to generate the clock signals.

This is in contrast to the conventional Cs beam standards where on!y _1% of the atoms in the beam are

used. More e]ficient Cs consumption can lead to improved reliability and increased useful lifetime of the

clock. Our preliminary results are summarized in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in the use of optical methods for state preparation and clock

signal detection in the Cs frequency [1],[2],[3] Elimination of the state selection magnets in the

frequency standard could significantly reduce the frequency biases which are magnetic dependent

such as those due to the Majorana transitions and the distributed cavity phase-shifts. Reductions

of the magnitudes of these effects can lead to a clock in which the stability and the accuracy are

greatly improved over current designs. Potentially, an accuracy of i part in 1014 is achievable in

optically-pumped Cs beam frequency [4].

In a conventional Cs bean1 clock, the state selection magnets select oidy a small group of Cs atoms

with a narrow velocity spread and an appropriate hyperfine energy state, such that only _--1_ of the

total atoms in the beam contributes to the observed clock signal. Such inefficient use of the Cs has

adverse effects on the lifetime of the beam clock, since the major cause of failures in the compact

Cs beam clocks is due to the exhaustion of Cs in the oven. Optical excitation with the laser beam

perpendicular to the atomic beam is insensitive to the velocity, of Cs atoms along the atomic beam

axis. Additionally, optical puml)ing schemes using two lasers can concentrate nearly' the entire Cs

population into one of the clock transition states. Thus, all of the Cs atoms in the beam could be

utilized. This could translate into a larger clock signal and more efficient Cs consunlption resulting

in increased reliability and useful lifetime of the clock.
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We have initiated a research program to gain familiarity with the optical pumping techniques in

Cs frequency standards. In particular, we are interested in studying the stability and reliability

of compact frequency standards which have potential for future timekeeping applications in space.

Hopefully, these investigations will lead to improved performance in compact optically pumped Cs

standards (OPCS). Our preliminary observations are summarized in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A schematic diagram for our experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. Our Cs beam apparatus
consists of four matin sections: a Cs source, a pumping chamber, a microwave region and a detection

chamber. Separations between the Cs oven and the pumping and detection regions are 64 and 132

cm, respectively. The vacuum chamber is evacuated to _10 -r Torr by a 120 1/s ion pump. In the

pumping chamber and the detection chamber, three optical windows are mounted perpendicular

to the atomic beam providing access for the laser beams and for the detection of emission signals.

Effusion of Cs atoms from the Cs oven through a 2.4 mm diameter opening into the vacuum

chamber forms an atomic beam. The temperature of the Cs oven is maintained at 120 °C during

the experiment. A graphite diaphragm with a 2.5 mm diameter aperture is placed 7.5 cm from the

oven to reduce the beam divergence and the Cs background.

A single layer of 1.5 mm thick mu-metal provides shielding against interferences from ambient

magnetic fields. Stray magnetic fields inside the chamber are less than 2.5 mG. A dc magnetic field

(C-field), perpendicular to the atomic beam, is produced inside the magnetic-shielding chamber

by four current-carrying copper rods placed 4 cm apart. Inhomogeneity of the C-field is less than
5 mG across the cross section of the atomic beam. A compact Ramsey-type microwave cavity of

commercial design is inounted in the microwave chamber. Separation between the two, 1 cm long

arms of the U-shaped microwave cavity is 12 cm. The cross sectional area of the cavity is _15 into 2

allowing approximately 2× 1010 atoms/s to be interrogated by the microwave field. The output

of a temperature stabilized VCXO, operating at 143 MHz, is multiplied 64 times to provide the

required microwave radiation.

Diode lasers are used for both optical pumping and state detection. The lasers are tuned to the

Cs D2 transition frequencies by controlling both the laser heat-sink temperatures and the laser

injection currents. In order to keep the laser frequency on resonance with the Cs atomic transitions

throughout the experiment, the laser frequencies are locked onto the selected atomic transitions

through an electronic feedback technique using the fluorescence signals provided by a photodiode

detector in the pumping region. As a part of the electrical feedback technique, the injection currents

of the lasers are modulated by small ac signais oscillating at 700 or 1000 Hz. The modulations

increase the effective linewidths of the lasers to _80 MHz. Depending on the individual laser, laser

powers available vary from 2 to 8 roW.

Fluorescence signals in the detection region are detected by a cooled GaAs photomultiplier tube.

The signals are amplified by an electrometer with _1 s time constant.
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RESULTS

(A) Hyperfine Pumping

An energy level diagram for the Cs D2 transitions is given in Figure 2. Selection rules for the optical

transitions are AF = 0 or :[:1, (F is the totaJ angular momentum of a state, nuclear plus electronic)

such that six optical transitions between the ground 62S1/2 state and the excited 62P3/2 state are
permitted. The selection rules also depend on tile polarization of the excitation source. \Vhen

the polarization of the laser is perpendicular to the magnetic field, cr-excitations will be induced,

such that the allowed optical transitions are AM = ±1 (M describes the projection of F onto the

direction of the magnetic field). For the re-excitations, polarization of the laser is aligned parallel

with the C-field, and the allowed transitions are AM = 0, with the exception that M = 0 _ M' = 0

(primes indicate the angular momentum of the excited state) is forbidden when AF = 0.

Transitions including: F = 4 --+ F' = 4; F= 4 _ F' = 3; b' = 0 _ F' = 3; F = 30 _ F' = 4

are known as the pumping transitions. With these l_umping excitations, Cs population may be

transferred from one of the ground electronic state hyperfiim levels into tlle other, consequonlly give

rise to the hyperfine pumping. For the cycling transitions, t" = 4 -- F' = 5 and [' = 3 --+ F' = 5,

the only decay pathway for the excited atoms upon excitation is returning to their original ground

hyperfine levels, therefore they are not useful for optical pumping. I:ig. 3a shows a fluorescence

spectrunl collected at the detection chamber when the frequency of at probe laser was scanned over

the d2 transitions of Cs around 852 am. All six allowed optical transitions were observed. Fig.

ab shows a similar emission spectrum, when a second laser was tuned to the F = 3 _ F' = 3

transition and intersected the atomic beam in the pumping region, l;nfission signals corresponding

to the F = 3 --+ F' = 2, 3, 4 transitions disappeared completely. This is due to the complete

removal of the F = 3 population by hyperfine pumping ilJ the pumping region. Similar hyperfine

pumping effects were observed with the other pumping excitations. These observalions confirm

that near complete population transfer from one hyperfine state into tile other can be achieved by
optical pumping using diode lasers.

(B) Optical Pumping with One Laser

In our one-laser experiment, the main laser beam was used for optical pumping in tile pumping

chamber. A fraction of the laser beam was diverted into the detection chamber for state detection.

Hyperfine pumping was induced by tuning the laser onto oi_e of the ptm_ping transitions. \Vhen the

microwave source fed to the t{amsey-cavity was off, emission signals observed in the detection region

consisted mainly of scattered laser light and a small fluorescence signal from the unpumped Cs

atoms. When the microwave frequency matched the Cs hyl>erfine transition frequencies, transitions

between the two hyperfine states would be induced among the Cs atoms passing through the

microwave cavity. This resulted in a change in the emission signals observed in the detection

chamber. Fig. 4a shows the microwave spectrum with the F = 3 --+ F' = 3 c_ pumping scheme (3-3

_r), where the notation _ (or rr) describes the polarization of the pumping laser with respect to the C-

field as discussed in the previous section. The nlicrowave spectrum consists of seven transitions. The

(0-0) 'clock' transition, which couples the F=a, M=0 and F:--4, M=0 states, shows the characteristic

interference structures. The halfwidth of the central Ran>ey peak is approximately 1 KHz. Such

interference structures, however, were not observed in the other microwave transitions. This could

be due to the fact that interference structures on these magnetic sensitive transitions were washed

out by the inhomogeneity of the C-field. This result suggests that an improvement ill the uniformity
of the C-field is desirable.
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State preparation involving 3 3 7r and 4 4 7r pumping are important components of the two-laser

pumping techniques for putting all of the Cs atoms into one of the clock transition states. Fig.

4b shows the microwave spectrum when the 3 3 7r pumping scheme is employed. By rotating the

laser polarization 90 degrees, 3 3 a excitation can be used for detection. Due to the selection rules,
the M = 0 _ M _ = 0 transition is forbidden in the 3--3 7c excitation, such that population in

the F=3, M=0 level will not undergo excitation. The unpumped Cs atoms contributed to a large

background signal and an increased noise level in the spectrum. Figure 4c gives the microwave

spectrum observed when the 4 4 cr pumping scheme is used.

Figure 4d compares the measured relative intensities of the nlicrowave transitions resulting from the

3-3 a excitation scheme of Fig. 4a with the calculated values. The calculated values are obtained

from the matrix elements for the seven hyperfine transitions, assuming that the populations of the

magnetic sublevels in the unpumped hyperfine state are equal and the pumped hyperfine state is

completely depopulated. Excellent agreement between the experimental results and the calculated
values indicates that the seven sublevels (M = 0, +1, -t-2, -t-3) in the F=4 hyperfine state are

indeed equally populated. In certain pumping schemes, due to the selection rules and the differences

in the transition probabilities for the D2 lines among the Zeeman sublevels, alignment of the atomic

population (i.e. nonuniform population of Zeeman sublevels) could be created. Relative intensities

of the microwave signals in Fig. 4b and 4c are compared with the calculated values in Fig. 4e and

4f, respectively. It is clear that levels with the high magnetic quantum numbers, M, are favored

when 3 3 zc pumping is employed. In the case of the 4 4 a scheme, levels with M = -t-2 are

preferred.

(C) Two-Laser Experiment

In this experiment, two lasers are used in an attempt to concentrate all of the Cs population
into one of the two clock transition Zeeman sublevels by using both the hyperfine and Zeeman

optical pumping techniques. Experimental arrangements were similar to those used in the one-laser

experiment with the exception that an additional pumping laser was used for Zeenlan pumping.

Fig. 5a shows the microwave spectrum with 4-4 _r and 3-3 a pumping, and 3-3 cr detecting.

Signal for the (0 0) 'clock' transition was greatly increased compared to the one-laser pumping

experiment at the expense of the other microwave transitions. With this arrangement, we were
able to concentrate _80% of the atomic population into the F=4 M=0 level. Fig. 5b shows the

atomic population distribution among the magnetic sublevels of the F=4 hyperfine states. About

7% atomic population remained in the F=3 state, which contributed to the increased noise figure

in the spectrum. With 4 4 a and 3 3 zc pumping, _70% Cs atoms were concentrated into the F=3,

M=0 level.

At low values of magnetic field strength, optical pumping efficiencies involving s-transitions will

be reduced. This is due to the creation of AM = -t-2 Zeeman coherences in the Cs ground state

[5]. Thus, it would be undesirable to use a-transitions in optically pumped frequency standards
when a low C-field is needed. Figure 6 shows the result of our measurements of the % population

concentrated in the F=3, M=0 clock state using the 3-3 c_ and 4-4 _r two-laser pumping scheme.

Below 70 mG, the neighboring microwave transitions interfered with the clock signal, thus no

measurement was conducted below that value of magnetic field. No evidence for the reduction of

pumping efficiency was observed over the C-field range of 70 to 1500 mG.
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(D) Velocity Distribution in the Atomic Beam

Figure 6 shows the Ramsey-Rabi signal of the (0-0) 'clock' transition obtained in an one-laser

experiment. 3-3 a excitation was used for both pumping and detecting. Calculated values of

the clock signal, assuming that the velocity distribution in the Cs beam is beam-Maxwellian, are

plotted as circles in the figure. Agreement between the experimental and the calculated values is

satisfactory. This indicates that the velocity distribution of atoms contributing to the microwave

signal is beam-Maxwellian, with a temperature consistent with that of the oven source.

CONCLUSIONS

We have established a facility for studying compact optically pumped Cs frequency standards.

Basic functions of the atomic clock system have been demonstrated. In the two-laser experiment,

we are able to concentrate _80% of the atomic population in one of the 'clock' transition states.

The velocity distribution of the Cs atoms in the atomic beam are found to be approximately beam-

Maxwellian, which indicates that the optical state preparation and detection methods used in the

OPCS are insensitive to the velocity of Cs atoms along the atomic beam. Thus in contrast to the

magnetic state selection techniques used in conventional Cs clocks, optical state preparation and

detection techniques allow much more efficient uses of the atomic beam flux, which can lead to

improved reliability and increased useful lifetime of the (:lock.
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Fig. 5. (a) Microwave spectrum of the OPCS with the 4-4 x, and 3-3 a pumping scheme

and detected with the 3-3 a transition. (b) Atomic population distributions among the
Zeeman levels in F=4 level, as a result of the two laser pumping.
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Abstract

The use of commercial communication satellites for precise time transfer has been performed with

a variety of techniques for a number of years. Military communications systems can also provide this

function in a few deployed systems. This paper will demonstrate a new design of a time transfer modem

that can be produced at a reasonable cost and enable users to make direct comparisons with the Naval

Observatory with nanosecond precision. A flexible all-digital design is being implemented that will en-

able a variety of different codes to be employed. The design and operating modes of this equipment are

demonstrated.

Introduction

Papers have been presented at the 1989 and 1990 PTTI meetings describing the hardware and tile

digital signal processing design of the NRL-USNO Two-Way Time Transfer Modem. This paper is

intended to show the present status and preliminary results.

TWO-WAY TIME TRANSFER MODEM SOFTWARE OPER-

ATION

The software for the Two-Way Time Transfer Modem allows for autonomous operation of the

system. It handles the scheduling of time transfers, storage of the data, and post processing of the

data. What will be described in this section is the operation of the software and how data is moved
around.

The modem is controlled with a PC/AT type computer. The computer handles the user interface,

scheduling of time transfers, and post processing of the data. The PC/AT is equipped with a VGA

type display, a floppy disk drive, a hard drive, and keyboard. The modem consists of a digital
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signalprocessingcard,a digitalmodemcard,and ananaloginterfaceasshownin figureone.The
PC/AT computerand digital signalprocessingcardcommunicateto eachother throughdualport
memory.

Operationof the modemis controlledby the PC/AT through the dual port memory. Various
locationsof thedualport memoryareallocatedto specificfunctions.Somememorylocationsstore
the parametersof the modemsuchascarrierfrequency,coderates,and codesizes.This allows
easyreconfigurationof themodemwithout changingthe software.About three-fourthsof thedual
port memoryisallocatedto databeingtransmittedandreceived.

Therearetwo memorylocationsthat controltheoperatingmodesof themodem.Onelocationis
called 'modem control.' The other location is called 'modem mode.' 'Modem control' is controlled

by the PC/AT. The PC/AT puts a number in this location to control the operating mode of the

modem. 'Modem mode' is a memory location that is set by the digital signal processor showing

what mode it is presently in. The operating modes are setup in a way that the PC/AT can set

the 'mode control' to the desired operating mode and the digital signal processor will increment

through all of the modes until it reaches the desired operating mode. There are eleven operating

modes defined to this point and more will come as the software matures. The operating modes are
defined in table one.

Table 1. Operating Modes

0 Power up mode, DSP waits for PC/AT program to boot.

1 Initialize transmitter and synchronize the internal

lock system timing with an external clock source.

2 Idle mode, stay off air and keep system time.

3 Initialize receiver section of modem, adjust the

receiver attenuator so the A/D is not saturated.

4 Search for signal in frequency and time.

5 Verify search by trying to find the signal peak again.

6 Adjust the carrier NCO to the signal frequency.
7 Track carrier and code.

8 Search for data sync block and track carrier and code.

9 Search for station ID, do one-way time transfer.

10 Perform two-way time transfer.

The first operating mode is '0.' The digital signal processor sets the 'modem control' and 'modem

mode' to zero so that it can wait for the PC/AT to initialize itself. When the system powers

up, the PC/AT first loads the digital signal processor software and starts up the digital signal

processor. It then loads the modem control software. In the mean time, the digital signal processor

is executing its software and has accomplished preliminary initialization. Before the PC/AT has

loaded its software, the digital signal processor is waiting for the PC/AT to set the operating

inode. If the PC/AT hasn't set the operating mode, the 'modem control' memory location has an

undefined number in it and can cause the digital signal processor to step through the operating

modes prematurely. That is why the digital signal processor sets the memory locations to zero.

After that, the 'modem control' memory location is set only by the PC/AT.

Mode one is used to initialize the transmitter section of the modem. The transmitter section is

synchronized to the 1 PPS source once and then generates its own 1 PPS. It is assumed that the
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clockprovidingthe1PPSis alsoprovidingacoherent5 MHzsignal.The5 MHzsignalismultiplied
to 25MHzin theanaloghardware.Thephaseof the 5 MHzsignedis adjustedsothat the positive
edgeof the 25MHzmatchestheedgeof the input 1PPS.The25MHzprovidesthe systemtinting.
Oncethetransmitteris synchronizedto the 1PPS,theexternal1PPSsignalisnot required.After
the transmittercircuit hasbeenstarted,eventhoughit isnot transmitting to the satelliteyet, the
timeof day"canbekept.

The nextmode,modetwo, is the idle mode.Themodemonlykeepstrackof time and waitsfor a
newmode.This modeis usedonly whena timetransferis not scheduled.

Modethree initializesthe receiversectionof the modem.The receiverNCO is set to about 2.5
MHz, andthe codegeneratoris loaded.Theinput to thereceivercircuit is turnedonsoanysignal
receivedby theVSATissentto theanalogto digital converter(ADC).The ADChasabit to signal
whenit is saturated.Thedigital signalprocessoradjuststhereceiverattenuatorwhilemonitoring
thesaturationbit. Themodemis thenreadyto moveon to the next mode.

Searchingfor a signalis donein modefour. The searchis performedin a two-dimensionalspace
throughfrequencyand time. It performsa frequencysearchby wayof an FFT operation. The
searchthrough time is by shifting its referencecodeagainstthe incomingsignal. An FFT is
performedon eachshift of the code.The codeis shiftedaboutoneand a half codelengths. The
maximumpeakfoundis recordedfor verification.

Modefiveperformsanothersearchfor the signal.This modeis the verificationmode. Instead of

searching for one and a half code lengths, the search stops when a peak in the signal is found that

is equivalent to the peak found in mode four. The carrier offset found in the search is passed to

the next mode. When the reference code matches the incoming signal code, the modem goes to
the next mode.

In mode six, the carrier NCO is set to the incoming signal's carrier frequency to within 304 Hz.

The digital signal processor acquires samples of the signal and makes a finer adjustment of the
carrier NCO to a small offset.

Mode seven is another type of idle mode except that it runs the carrier tracking loop and the code

tracking loop. Remember that while all of these operations have been going on, the modem is still

keeping track of time.

In mode eight, the modem searches for a sync word in the data message. The word is a unique

combination of ones and zeros. The hexadecimal representation of the sync word is FFFF0000h.

This places a restriction on the rest of the data in that the data cannot in any way or combination

appear as the sync pulse. This is overcome by aligning the data in thirty-two bit blocks. ASCII

fornlatted data is aligned in eight bit characters and grouped in multiples of four characters. Data

such as a time tag or time of arrival measurement are sent as binary integers. The integers or

combination of integers can appear as a sync pulse. This is taken care of by determining the

maximum number of bits required by the data and limiting the data to that size and adding an

offset that only uses the unused bits of the thirty-two bit data integer. If the digital signal processor

cannot find the sync pulse in five seconds, it starts over at mode four to reacquire the signal.

After the sync pulse is found, the modem can move up to mode nine. In this mode, the digital

signal processor extracts the station identification information from the data and determines if it

is the correct ID. If the incorrect ID is being received, the modem will keep extracting the ID from
the data until the correct station ID is received. Then the next mode will be executed. While the
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modemis waiting for the properstation ID, it will beperformingtime of arrival measurements.

Finally in modeten, a completetwo way time transfercanproceed.The modemwill continue
makingtime of arrival measurementsandtransmit its result to tile othersite. At tile sametime it
will recordthe othersitesdata transmissionsalongwith its owntransmissionfor postprocessing.
The modemremainsill modeten for threehundredsecondsand then returnsto modetwo until
thenext time transferisscheduled.

A two- way time transferrequiresthat onemodemhavecontrolover the communicationsof the
other modems.AssumingUSNOis a mastersite for the two-waytime transfer,USNOwill be
performingthe time transferwith morethan oneothersite. This requirescontroloverwhichsites
maytransmit. Onlyonesitemaytransmitwith the masterstationat onetime. This is the reason
for station IDs. What will bedescribedis the operationof a timetransferbetweenthe mastersite
and two target sites. Theoperatingmodesof both modemswill be modifiedslightly from what
wasdescribedearlier.

TIME TRANSFER OPERATION

Assuming that all of the modems have been powered up and initialized, they will be idle in mode

two. The transmitter output is turned off so the target sites will not transmit a signal to the

satellite. At some time, the target site PC/ATs will determine that it is time for a time transfer.

The target site PC/ATs will set the 'modem control' memory location to mode ten, a full two-way

time transfer. The digital signal processor cards will detect the change in memory and proceeds to

mode three and then mode four. It will stay at mode four until a signal from the master site has

been detected. The transmitter signal is still off.

In the mean time, the master station is sitting idle at mode two. It's transmitter output is turned

off. When the master station PC/AT determines it is time for a time transfer, it will turn on the

transmitter and select tim target site to do the time transfer with by transmitting the target's ID.

The master station moves to mode three and tiien four. It will keep searching until the selected

target starts transmitting.

Now that. the master station is transmitting, the target stations will eventually find the master

station signal and start tracking it. The target stations will find the sync word and start looking

for the ID in the master data being transmitted. When the one target station recognizes its station

ID, it will move to mode ten. At mode ten, the target will start transmitting back to the station.

The other target stations do not transmit and stay in mode nine.

Now that the target station has started transmitting, the master station tries to acquire the target's

signal. Eventually the master station will reach mode nine. In mode nine, instead of looking for its

own ID, the master station looks for the targets ID. The transmitting target station must transmit

its own ID. If the master station determines that the wrong target is transmitting, it will shut off

its transmitter. This will cause the target station to lose signal lock and drop down to mode four.

This mode change makes the target station to shut off its transmitter. The whole process will then

start over.

When both sites are at mode ten, they will perform a two-way time transfer. This will last for

300 seconds. The two sites will only transmit data when both are at mode ten. There is a 32 bit

word in the data message that indicates when the site is ready to receive data. When handshaking

indicates that one of the sites is not at mode ten, the only information that is updated in the data
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message is the seconds of the day time tag and the status word. All of the other information is not
updated.

When the time transfer is completed, the master station will simply change the station ID to select

another target. The previously selected target will notice the ID change and immediately drop to

mode nine and shut off its transmitter output. The newly selected site will then begin transmitting
and perform the time transfer.

Eventually the site's PC/AT will determine that time has elapsed and set the modem to mode two.

At this point each site can proceed to process its data.

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING DATA

The data to be transmitted and received are placed in dual port memory. There is enough dual port

memory allocated for fifty seconds of data transmission. Twenty-five seconds of data is available

for receiving. This is obviously not enough for a 300 second time transfer. A technique called a

circular buffer has been implemented with the memory.

The memory for transmitting data is preloaded with auxiliary data. The digital signal processor,

when in mode ten, transmits the data over and over. The preloaded data is repeatedly trans-

mitted every fifty seconds. Various preallocated locations in the data message are updated with
measurements and a time tag every second.

On the receiving side, the data being stored is written over every twenty-five seconds. Since each

second brings a new measurement, the data has to be saved before it is overwritten, The PC/AT

monitors the receive data buffer and saves the data ew_ry twenty-live seconds. During the time
transfer, the PC/AT saves the data in its memory. After the time transfer, the data is saved to
disk.

Testing

Preliminary tests on the modem have been conducted but have not been completely analyzed.

These tests were both bench and satellite tests. Additional tests are planned to investigate known

problems and to study temperature, signal level and cross correlation problems.

The bench test used four different configurations of clocks and cabling. Stability and range rate

sensitivity were investigated by using common or separate clocks. The 70 MHz cabling between

the modem on the bench used both common and independent connections to investigate the cross

correlation effects of the two signals. All bench test were done with very strong signal levels to look
at systematic effects. Refer to Tables two and three.

Preliminary satellite tests were conducted with two modems and one VSAT to ease coordinate

problems. The test used a common clock.

The data from each modem and the combined modem data was examined for residual noise by

performing a least squares linear fit. The residual noise was calculated and plotted.
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Results

In the single oscillator bench test, the residual plots showed a clean straight line without a slope.

The rms modem noise was less than 100 picoseconds. (Figures 1, 2, and 3).

In the dual clock test, the modems have their own oscillator. The resulting plot showed the noise

was not white. The use of two cables for modem communication did not change the data. The

level of this problem was about 1 nanosecond peak to peak and about the same on both modems.

It is not known if this is a hardware or software problem. (Figures 4, 5, and 6).

Data from the satellite test showed a parabola on both modems, this showed the presence of an

acceleration term in the range and did not appear in the combined data. The satellite test showed

an anomaly only in the data from the right modem. This anomaly is not a cross correlation problem

because the code was generated by the same clock and the path is delayed by tile same varying

amount. Without this anomaly the quality of the time transfers was about 300 picoseconds rms.

(Figures 7, 8, and 9).

Table 2.

TEST # CLOCKS PATH FILE NAME

1 ONE ONE WIRE 11111511

2 ONE TWO WIRES 12131411

3 TWO ONE WIRE 21081511

4 TWO ONE WIRE 21091511

5 TWO TWO WIRES 22141411

6 ONE SATELLITE 11112511

7 ONE SATELLITE 11122511

TEST

#

Table 3.

MODEM NOISE IN SECONDS

LEFT MODEM RIGHT MODEM

LINEAR PARABOLA LINEAR PARABOLA

FIT FIT FIT FIT

COMBINATION

LINEAR PARABOLA

FIT FIT

OSCILLATOR

OFFSET

1 9.8E-11 9.8E-11 1.5E-10 1.5E-10 9.0E-11 8.9E-11

2 9.3E-11 9.2E-11 9.9E-12 8.9E-12 4.7E-11 4.6E-11

3 2.6E-10 2.6E-10 2.4E-10 2.4E-10 2.6E-10 2.4E-10

4 2.8E-10 2.4E-10 2.8E-10 2.7E-10 1.9E-10 1.9E-10

5 2.9E-10 2.1E-10 2.0E-10 2.0E-10 2.7E-10 1.4E-10

6 5.3E-10 2.2E-10 6.9E-10 4.5E-10 2.6E-10 2.6E-10

7 5.5E-10 2.2E-10 7.9E-10 5.5E-10 3.1E-10 3.1E-10

,

0.

1.1E-10

2.2E-10

2.8E-10
2.7E-9"

2.6E-9"
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Noninertial Coordinate Time: A New Concept

Affecting Time Standards, Time Transfers and Clock

Synchronization

Steven D. Deines

Abstract

Relativity compensations mast be made in precise and accurate measurements whenever an observer

is accelerated. Although many believe the Earth-centered frame is sufficiently inertia_ accelerations of the

Earth, as evidenced by the tides, prove that it is technically a noninertial system for even an Earth-based

observer. Dr. Einstein introduced the concept that time was essentially a fourth component that could be

added to any three.dimensional position. Using the constant speed of light, a set of fixed remote clocks in

an inertial frame can be synchronized to a fixed master clock transmitting it_ time in that frame. The time

on the remote clock defines the coordinate time at that coordinate position. However, the synchronization

procedure for an accelerated frame is affected, because the distance between the master and remote clocks

is altered due to the acceleration of the remote clock toward or away from the master clock during the

transmission interval.

An exact metric that converts" observations from noninertial frames to inertial frames was recently

derived. Using this metric with other physical relationships, a new concept of noninertial coordinate

time is defined. This noninertial coordinate time includes all relativity compensations'. This new defini-

tion raises several timekeeping issues, such as proper time standards, time transfer processes, and clock

synchronizations, all in the noninertial frame such as Earth.

Background

Relativity compensations must be made in precise and accurate measurements whenever an

observer is accelerated. Noninertial reference frames are ones that experience accelerations, which

include rotations. A reference frame centered on the Earth would appear to be inertial, but the

observation of the tides demonstrates the existence of a force acting on the oceans. This force is

the product of mass and acceleration, which proves that the mass of the Earth is being accelerated.

The existence of the tides proves that any Earth-centered frame is not sufficiently inertial.

Dr. Albert Einstein accurately assumed that the speed of light (i.e. arty electromagnetic radiation)

in a vacuum is always the same constant for all inertial frames. He accurately predicted that a

moving clock would appear to run slower than an identical, but stationary, clock. Dr. Einstein

developed the concept that time was a relative quantity that essentially is a fourth coordinate

associated with any three-dimensional position of a chosen reference frame. This resulted in the

definition of coordinate time unique to every reference frame.

Conversion of position and time coordinates between inertial frames was accomplished

by Dr. Einstein through the Lorentz transformation. The current pr_ctice in relativity science is

!
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to use comoving inertial reference frames to match a noninertial reference frame and then apply
the Lorentz transformation to convert observations from one inertial frame to another.

Only recently, an exact transformation which converts observations from noninertiM frames to iner-

tial fi'ames was derived[i]. This was developed by Dr. Robert Nelson, and this transformation will

be designated as the Nelson transformation to eliminate confusion. The metric for an accelerated,

rotating frame has been derived as:

goo = -[1+ d J +/-73
1

goj = _(&xfi)j)

gij = 5i5

Definition of Noninertial Coordinate Time: A New Concept

The Nelson metric was modified in the goo term to include gravity effects[2] fi'om the post-

Newtonian approximation as follows:

2 4
goo = -1+ goo + goo + ..... 1 - 2¢I, + ... (1)

One fundamental property that remains invariant in relativity regardless of the reference frame is

"proper time,"denoted here as r. The proper time of an object is defined as the time measured by

an ideal clock attached to the moving object[3]. An invariant equation relates coordinate time (t)

and coordinate position (2) with proper time (7-).

(c dr) 2 = (c dr) 2 - dx '2 - dy 2 - dz 2 (2)

To facilitate the use of the relativity equations, the modified Nelson metric and the proper time

used in Equation 2 have been converted from Einstein's repeating Roman index notation to the

more familiar vector notation. The modified Nelson metric (Equation 1) was inserted into the

invariant equation (Equation 2). Equation 3 was completely derived[4] using Equations 1 and 2.

where

dr= 1 + --_- + --_- - dt (3)

q, = the sum total of each gravitational potential at the remote clock's location

as contributed by each measurable mass source. For locations near or on the

Earth's surface, • = g(¢)h as defined below.

7- = the proper time of the noninertial Earth at the geoid.
/i = the acceleration vector of the remote clock in the chosen inertial reference

frame.

= the velocity vector of the remote clock in the chosen inertial reference frame.

v = the velocity vector of the master clock in the chosen inertial reference frame.
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g(O)

h

c

t

= the remote clock's geodetic latitude relative to Earth's geoid if that clock is
near or on the Earth's surface.

= the perpendicular gravity' constant at the remote clock at the Earth's surface,

which is a function of the geodetic latitude _ of the remote clock's location.

= the altitude of the remote clock above the Earth's geoid for applications
when that clock is on or near the Earth's surface.

= the speed of light (i.e. any electromagnetic radiation) in a vacuum of an
inertial flame.

= the range vector from the remote clock to the master clock in tile inertial
reference frame.

= the noninertial coordinate time of the remote clock at reception.

Noninertial coordinate time is therefore defined as a fuaction of proper time of the remote clock in

the noninertial frame. The square root term in Equation 3 includes the relativity contributions for

d._ gravity 2¢ and velocity [_] This square root tern, is thenongravitational accelerations -2e- , 7 , _ •

time dilation factor that will always exceed the value of one for a noninertiaJ frame. So, division of

this factor into proper time yields the noninertial coordinate t inw interval, which is always smaller

than the proper time interval.

Noninertial coordinate time is the time given by a fixed remote clock in a noninertial reference frame

synchronized to a fixed master clock in that frame, which includes _dl relativity compensations. Even

the theorization of all the relativity compensations in a noninertial frame wa_s not possible before

the advent of the Nelson metric, and only assumptions and approximations for these relativity

compensations have been previously available.

Conclusions

Based on the new definition of noninertial coordinate time, a reexamination of several timekeeping

issues is warranted. A few of these issues include the proper _ime standard, the time transfer

process and the clock synchronization procedure, all in a noninertial frame (e.g. the Earth).

Inertial coordinate time standards (e.g. TAI), which are based on time calibrations in an inertial

frame, beat faster than a moving proper time standard, which undergoes time dilations in its

noninertial reference frame. Theoretically, the leap second between TAI and UT1 standards may

be the result of this difference. Work is ongoing to quantify what portion of the leap second is due

to differences between inertial and noninertial coordinate times. It is recommended that a study

be initiated to determine whether the current atomic time standard, which is correctly defined for

an inertial reference frame, is appropriate in Earth's noninertial frame.

Time transfers are currently done between two remote precise time stations that simultaneously
observe a satellite time transmission. Time transfers determine the time differences between stations

A and B without having to transport physical clocks for comparison. Global Positioning System

(GPS) time transfers use a GPS time receiver to get a coordinate time at reception. The time

transfer equation is [A-tA] - [B-tB] = A - B when tA = tB at equivalent time marks. The local

proper times of the atomic clocks are A and B, respectively', and tA and tB are the noninertial

coordinate reception times from GPS receivers.

Time transfers are also affected by Earth's rotation. The Earth's geoid is a theoretical construct

where all ideal clocks will beat at the same rate. ttowew.'r, even on the geoid, the nongravitational
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relativity effectshavefirst andsecondorderdependenceon the velocityof the localclocksin the
noninertiaJlocalframe.Thetimetransferrelationshipbetweenasatelliteclock(e.g. GPS)andthe
fixed localclocksnot on the geoidof the rotating Earth, hasbeenderived.The Earth'sgravity,
the rotationalaccelerationand tangentialvelocitywereinsertedinto Equation3 to yield:

_xk.p
g(dp)h (cO x _)2 _ (cO x Rgeoid) 2" t + (4)

tGpS = 1 + c_-_---+ 2c 2 c2

where [_geoid is the position vector where receiver would be on the geoid if the receiver had no
altitude.

Equation 4 is used to compute the noninertial coordinate times t for the two remote stations for tA

and t_. The transmission time from the GPS satellite is tops, and t is the noninertial coordinate

time at reception for the local clock. When the noninertial coordinate time tA equals tB, the time

transfer algorithm correctly gives the difference in proper times of A and B of the two clocks.

The last term in Equation 4 is equivalent to the Sagnac effect, which corrects for the first order

change in the geometric range as the clock moves toward or away from the satellite during the time

interval of transmission. Two new relativity compensations in Equation 4, which were not previ-

ously included in GPS time transfers, affect the noninertial coordinate time t. The gravitational

effect, @, is due to the additional change in gravity due to the altitude h as compared to the ex-

pected gravity in GPS at the Earth's geoid. The nongravitational effect, 1[__]2 " 1 "_'[_]2--2

is difference in the expected tangential velocity due to Earth's rotation as compared to the expected

tangential velocity in GPS at the Earth's geoid..

It is assumed that the current GPS receivers correct for the geometric range, which is the last term

in Equation 4. The additional gravitational effect for an atomic clock 2000 meters above the Earth's

geoid, would result in a drift rate of 2.18 x 10-a3 s/s or 18.8 ns/day. The nongravitational drift

rate for an atomic clock affected by Earth's rotation when elevated 2000 meters above the geoid

at the equator would be 7.55 x 10 -16 s/s or 0.06 as/day. Such offsets in frequency contributions

may currently be attributed to mechanical errors in the clocks rather than these uncompensated

relativity effects.

Clock synchronization is simple to perform in an inertial frame, and all stationary clocks will beat

the same for both proper and coordinate time. Clock synchronization in an inertial frame is simply

accomplished by :

lremote = ttranslnitted master time

distance between remote and master

speed of light

However, with a noninertial frame, clock synchronization between a master clock and a remote

clock at rest must be accomplished differently. The distance that the master clock transmission

must travel to the remote clock varies, because the remote clock can be accelerated toward or

away from the master clock during the transmission interval. In general, the noninertial master

clock beats will fluctuate differently from the noninertial remote clock rate, compared to the steady

beat of any synchronized inertial clock. To perform clock synchronizations in a noninertial frame,

Equation 3 must be used to convert proper time of a remote noninertial clock to its noninertial

coordinate time. Only then will the remote noninertial clocks be synchronized to the noninertial
master clock in that frame.
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In summary, noninertial coordinate time includes all the relativity compensations required with a

noninertial reference frame. Since the Earth-centered frame is not sufficiently inertia], the potential

applications for noninertial coordinate time are far-ranging. Timekeepers concerned with optimium

accuracies would achieve substantial improvements by using this concept.
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Abstract

The popular 3-cornered hat method used for evaluating the noise contributions of individual fre-

quency standards is revisited. This method is used in several cases, but sometimes the results are not

consistent because one or more estimated clock variances turn out to be negative. Different causes of

this unacceptable result have been conjectured: among them one regards the hypothesis of uncorrelated

clocks, essential in this method. Since recently realistic cases of correlation between clocks, mainly due

to the environmental conditions, have been observed, this paper proposes an entire(? revisited version of

the 3-cornered hat method which permits to evaluate the individual variances and also the possible co-

variances between clocks, by relaxing the hypothesis of uncorrelation. The uncertainty and the lack of

contemporaneity of the measurement series are assumed to be negligible. The lack of the uncorrelation

hypothesis calls for a more general mathematical model leading to an underdetermined linear system.

The estimates of the (co)variances of the measurement series us well us those of the individual clocks

are introduced by means of the scalar product of the related time series and arranged in the respective

covariance matrices S and R. Since covariance matrix is positive definite by definition, the problem

consists in estimating the unknown R, subject to the constraint of positive definiteness, from the known

S. Unfortunately, this constraint is not sufficient to estimate R. Therefore a suitable optimization crite-

rion is proposed, which assures the positive definiteness of R and, at the same time, minimizes the global

correlation among clocks. Examples of frequency instability measurements processed by the "classical" 3-

cornered hat method and the here-revisited method are presented showing that the solutions are identical

only when the uncorrelation hypothesis doesn,t violate the positive definiteness of R.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tile evaluation of frequency standards is performed by comparing two or more of them and mea-

suring differences in their signals. Results depend on the simultaneous contributions of all the

standards and it is often desirable to estimate the noise contributions of the single units. In the

past years, this problem has been considered in several papers, which introduced the popular "3-

cornered hat" method [1], successively extended to N clocks [2,a,4] and further investigated in

[5,6]. In all the above papers, a basic hypothesis consists in considering all the clocks uncorrelated.

In the classical 3-cornered hat method, three clocks are considered, three series of time differences

between all the possible pairs are measured, and their variances are estimated. Three linear equa-

tions are then written, which tie the three unknown variances of the single clocks to the known

variances of the time differences. In this way, a uniquely solvable system is obtained [1]. If more

than three clocks are compared, such a system becomes overdetermined because the number of

possible pairs exceeds the number of clocks. In this case, it has been suggested either to deal with

different triads of clocks and then combine the results in a (weighted) average [1], or to utilize the

N clocks together with a least squares technique [2,3].

Independently of the number of clocks, a more crucial problem arises: the estimated clock variances

can turn out to be negative. In such a case it has been suggested to use the absolute value [2] or

to consider vanishing a variance that should turn negative. However these tricks are not justified

by any theoretical consideration.

Several questions related to the statistical processing of these measurements and the causes of

negative estimated variances are still open:

1. Uncertainty in the measured time differences.

If the tmise of the measuring device is not negligible, it adds a term in the varia_ce of the

measured time differences and the linear system is not longer deterministically solvable [4,5].

To the authors' knowledge, this uncertainty is negligible in most cases, particularly in high

resolution mea.snrenmnts. The case can be different if the clocks are compared at a distance,

through a synchronization link, but the synchronization noise, usually corresponding to a

white phase noise, can often be suitably modeled and filtered.

2. Lack of contemporaneity of measurements.

In this case, the contribution of each clock cannot be considered the same in each difference

measurement [5,6]. However, the lack of contemporaneity of the different measurements is

negligible when the integration times over which the stability is to be estimated are far longer

(days) than the shift in time of the beginning of the different measurements (seconds).

3. Low number of measured samples.

In this case, a statistically significant characterization of the involved noises is not ensured

[5,10]. The low number of statistical samples remains an open question because it gives a

low confidence on the estimates and particular care is to be paid.

4. Correlation between clocks.

In recent years cases of correlation between clocks, mainly due to the environmental condi-

tions, have been detected [8-18]. Different methods have been used to evidence correlation

between clocks and the discussion is still lively also in understanding which is the clock com-

ponent responsible for the effect but, in each case, an appreciable presence of correlation

between clock data has been pointed out.
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To the authors' knowledge, cases of negative estimated variances appear even when there are several

measured samples and causes l) and 2) above are certainly to be excluded. Usually, the problem

appears over long integration times (months) where correlated noise can become significant but, in

the same time, not easy to be modeled and previously depurated [18].

This work lifts the assumption of uncorrelation, all in considering negligible the causes indicated

in points 1 and 2 above, and proposes a new method which formulates an underdetermined but

consistent system of equations involving variances and covariances (jointly denoted as (co)variances)

between individual clocks. In order to estimate clock (co)variances, the (co)variances of the measure

series are also introduced and arranged in positive definite covariance matrices, implicitly assuring

the positiveness of the variances. With 3 clocks the uncorrelation hypothesis leads to a uniquely

solvable linear system, while the lack of this hypothesis leads to an underdetermined linear system

of three equations in six unknowns. A method to solve this underdetermined system, subject to

the constraint of positive definiteness of the clock covariance matrix, is proposed.

2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The statistical tool useful to characterize stability is the variance estimated by means of the available

measured data. Let us denote x i the signal of the i-th clock and xk(k•i . = 1,2,...,M) its samples

at the time instants tl, t2, ..., tM. The M samples can be represented as the vector ._i =

[x_ x_ ... xiM] T , where superscript T denotes transposition. The estimate of the expected value of
x i is

M

i (1)5:i=g[x/]= (1/M)_x k
k=l

which is arranged into a vector of M coincident elements x{ = [2ixi ... _.i]T. With these notations

the estimated (co)variances rij of x i and x j are:

rij = g[(x i - _i)(xJ - _J)] = [1/(M - 1)](x / - Y:i)T(xJ -- Yd) i,j = 1, 2, 3 (2)

When i = j, rij represents the variance of the i-th signal, otherwise, it represents the covariance

between the i-th and j-th signals.

In the case of frequency standards, measured data are often filtered, for instance, introducing the

Allan-variance. In the following, the general case of a signal x i will be dealt with, whatever may

have been its previous filtering, in order to obtain a procedure applicable in all cases.

In clock stability characterization, the physical quantities involved in x i are time deviations of the

i-th clock. Since they are not directly measurable, the clock (co)variances rij play the role of the

unknowns to be evaluated. The available measured quantities are differences between the signals

of pairs of clocks: yij = X i _ xj. When one of the three clocks, for instance clock #3, is chosen

as the reference and it is compared at M different instants with clocks #1 and #2, two distinct

measure vectors y13 = x I _ x 3 and y23 = x 2 _ x 3 are obtained.

The novelty here is that not only the variances of the signals y13 and y23 are estimated but also

their covariance. This covariance was already suggested in [4,5]; however, full advantage of it could
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not be taken in that work,becauseof the uncorrelationhypothesis.The estimatesof the above
measure(co)variancesare:

= [1/(M - 1)][(¢3. .v 3)r(yj3 i,j = 1, (3)

where the index 3 of the reference clock has been dropped in sij Sine sij (j = l, 2) and rij (i =

1, 2, 3) represent estimates of variances and they are sums of squares, they are necessarily positive.

On the contrary, sij and rij(i = 1, 2, 3)0 may be either positive or negative, being estimates of
covariances.

In case of noiseless measurements, when the covariance s12 is taken into account, the other possible

difference measure vector y12 = x 1 _ x 2 and the related (co)variances don't add any information

because they all can be obtained as linear combinations of s11, s22 and sa2. In the 3-cornered hat

method, the vector y12 and the related variance is used instead of the cova.riance y12 but, in this

context, the use of s12 is more appropriate.

The 2x2 covariance matrix S and the 3x3 covariance matrix R are defined as follows:

Substituting the definition y/3 = x i _ x a

between S and R:

su s12 ] (4)S12 822

3

Fll TI2 TI3 /

]T12 T22 T23

F13 r23 T33

(51)

(i = 1, 2) in (3) leads to the following relationship

S12 a22 r12 + r33 -- r13 -- r23 r22 + r33 - 2r23 " (6)

From measure vectors yl3 and y23, three independent estimated (co)variances, s11, s2.2 and Sv2 are

calculated and, according to (6), they tie the six unknowns rll, rx2, rl3, r22, r23 and r33 in three

independent equations.

Under the hypothesis of uncorrelated clocks, (6) simplifies to:

 33] ,7,'812 _q22 r33 T22 -[- T33

By inspection of (7), it can be seen that the uncorrelation hypothesis is acceptable only if matrix S

verifies the following conditions ensuring the positiveness of the estimated variances r11, r22 and r33.

_12 > 0

812 < _11

_q12 < 822

(s)
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In suchacase,tile solutionof (7),formallydifferentbut equivalentto that of theclassical3-cornered
hat method[1], is:

T33 = 812

Fll _ Sll -- 812

F22 = $22 -- 812

(9)

Moreover, (7) reveals that if the third (reference) clock is "quasi-ideal" (r33 << rlr and r33 <<

r22, then s12 << Sll and s12 << s22 and S, as well as R, can be considered diagonal. So, if S

is almost diagonal, the reference clock is of high quality and by changing reference clock we call

get an idea of which of the clock is less noisy because it will result in a matrix S with minirnum

off-diagonal terms. On the contrary, when the values of s11, s22 and s12 are clos, the variance r33

is dominant with respect to the other variances of R.

Conditions (8) do not assure the uncorrelation of all the clocks, because many different matrices R
can be associated to the same matrix s and only one of them is diagonal. In any case, (8) suggest

that the uncorrelation assumption is reasonable. If one of (8) is violated, the classical 3-cornered hat.

method cannot be applied and the complete (non-diagonal) matrix R must be taken into account.

As stated above, the matricial equation (16) is underdetermined. Some more reasonable requests

are to be added in such a. way as to fix the extra parameters and obtain estimates for the unknown

elements of R. Supposing to know somehow the three (co)variances _13, r23 and r33 involving the

reference clock, the other (co)variances r11, r22 and r12 can be uniquely calculated. In fact, from

(6), the following expressions are obtained:

rll = Sll -- r33-}-2r13

Y12 = Sl2 -- F33--_ r13 _- r23

F22 = 822-- f33-l-2Y23

(lO)

In order to fix the values of the free parameters r13 , r23 and r33 ai! appropriate criterion ought to

be formulated but there is an important constraint which bounds the solution domain and which

guarantees a significant result: the estimated covariance matriz R m_Lst _ positive defi_itc.

In fact, by means of their definitions both S and R as any covariance matrix are positive definite.

Such a property does not depend on the number M of samples used in the estimation of the

covariance matrix and it is shared by all the matrices defined as the product of a matrix times its

transpose. For this reason the treatment here exposed is independent of the particular statistical

tool used to estimate stability, it holds either for the variance a_s in (2) or for a different process as

the commonly used two-sample variance. The positive definiteness of the covariance matrix implies,

as a particular case, the positiveness of its diagonal elements, i.e. the variances.

The scalar conditions ensuring positive definite matrices regard the positiveness of the leading

minors but, since matrices R and S are linked by (6), the positive definiteness of the unknown

matrix R is ensured by a unique scalar condition according to the following property:

Property 1: The 3x3 matrix R, with arbitrary r13 , r23,r23 and with rla, r22, r12 obtained from
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thepositivedefinite2x2matrix Saccordingto (10),ispositivedefiniteif andonlyif thedeterminant
of the matrix R, denotedI R [, is positive,i.e.:

[R [ r11r2'2ra3 + 2r12r23r13 r_ar22 _ 2 r= -- r12 33 -- r23rll > 0 (11)

The proof is reported in [19]. It is also interesting to note [19] that the condition (11) would allow

r12 = rla = r23 = 0 only if the same conditions (8) above are satisfied.

The positive definiteness of matrix R can be geometrically interpreted. To begin with, let's regard

r33 as a known parameter; the necessary and sufficient condition (1 1) can be rearranged as:

$22(T13 -- T33) 2 -- 2$12(T13 -- r33)(r23 -- r33)-_-Sll(r23 -- r33) 2 < r33[ S[ (12)

where the (co)variances rll, r22, r12 have been substituted by (10). This expression describes the

area inside an ellipse in the plane r13, r23. The center is in the point of coordinates (r33, r33).

The direction of the principal axes depends only on S and does not depend on r33, because the

coefficients of the quadratic terms are independent of r33. The positive definiteness of R is then

fulfilled when the choice of the parameters (r13, r23 corresponds to a point inside this ellipse (for

a given value of r33). Fig. 1 illustrates several ellipses depending on different values of r33 for a

given matrix S. The geometrical dimensions of the ellipse grow and the position departs from the

origin for increasing values of r33.

3 CHOICE OF FREE (CO)VARIANCES

In the previous section it was shown that the choice of the free parameters r13, r23 and r33 must

always fulfil the positive definiteness of R. Setting H(r13, r23, r33) = [ R [, such a condition

characterizes the domain of acceptable solutions in the space of free (co)variances r13, r23 and r33

(see (12)):

H(T13, T23, r33) = r33[ S I - 322(r13 - T33)2-3t-2812(r13 - r33)(r23 - r33)-811(r23 - F33) 2 > 0 (13)

However, this condition is not sufficient to determine a unique solution for R and further require-

ments are therefore necessary.

The leading idea in defining an optimum choice for the free (co)variances is the hypothesis that

no information is available about the possible covariances between different clocks, but they are

supposed to be low. This is the same hypothesis of the "classical" method, but instead of forcing

the solution of completely uncorrelated clocks, the solution of minimum correlation, compatible

with the positive definiteness of 1%,is sought. Therefore the here-proposed solution should coincide

with the "classical" one (9), when the positive definiteness of R (11) is safeguarded.

To this aim, the quadratic mean covariance _/(r22 + r123+ r223)/3 is defined as a measure of the global

covarianee among clocks. According to (10), it can be expressed as a function of rl3, r23 and r33:

[G(rl3, r23, r33)] 2 = (r122 -_ 7"123 -_ r323)/3 (14)
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From experience, it can be assumed that the global covariance carl be different from zero hut, on

the other hand, not too high. In fact a full correlation between two clocks would imply that their

signals are coincident, apart from a multiplicative factor, and this fact is to be excluded.

To combine the request of positive definiteness of the estimated matrix R (13) and the minimization

of the global covariance (14), let us introduce the objective function F(r_3, rz3, r33):

3k//_[G(rl3, I"23, 1"33)] 2

F(TI3, /'23, r33)= H(rl3, /'23, 7"33)
(15)

where the fixed factor 3v/] S ] has been introduced for the sake of adimensionality.

In the solution domain F(r13, r23, r33) represents a sort of squared global correlation and it is

always positive or zero; it is zero when G(r13, r23, r33) is zero, in the case of full uncorrelation. The

minimization of F(r13, r23, r33) leads to a solution of minimum global correlation safeguarding the

positive definiteness of the resulting matrix R. The quantity H(r13, r23, r33), in the denominator

of the objective function (15), prevents the choice of _he free (co)variances from falling on the

boundary of the feasible domain defined by (13). Such occurrence would yield a matrix R only

positive semidefinite with a disequilibrium in the estimated covariance terms. Since no information

is supposed to be available about the possible covariance t)etween clocks, the solution with estimated

covariance terms of sinfilar amount is here preferred.

Such features have led to the choice of this objective fui_ction among the several ones investigated

at the early stages of this work.

One and only one global minimum of F(r13, r23, r33) exists inside the sohltion domain, while

F(r13, r23, r33) goes to infinity on its boundary. In fact, three-dimensional surfaces F(rj3, rz3, r33) =

f (with F a positive constant) are associated to decreasing values of F going inward from the surface

H(rl3, r23, r33) = 0 (corresponding to f = oc, until they collapse to a single point corresponding

to the global minimum. By the study of these surfaces [19], the minimization of F(v13, r23, r33)

can be performed in a analytical way supplying, as a result, the coordinates rl3min, r23mi,,and _33"minof

the minimum. The provided solution coincides with the "classical" one (see (9)) of uncorrelated

clocks, when conditions (8) are verified.

As a final remark it should be added that this definition of the objective function f(r13, r23, r33)

can be useful when the clocks are to be considered of the same quality level and when there is

no information about their possible correlation. Otherwise F(r13, r23, r33) could be defined by

introducing a weighting factor for each covariance term in (14), if some reasons for two clocks to be

less correlated than the others were known. The less correlated pair can have a larger weight factor

multiplying its covariance term in (14), so that the search of the minimum will attribute a smaller

correlation coefficient to that pair of clocks. Similarly, if the clock variances are expected to be

different, (for instance, when clocks of different types are compared), also weighs for the variances
rii can be introduced in the minimandum function (15).
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to illustrate tile effective capabilities of the method here-proposed, the data of three

commercial cesium beam frequency standards maintained at IEN, Torino, Italy during the whole

year 1987 are considered. The three clocks, designated by the serial numbers 12 303, 14 1230, 14

893, are considered as tile first, second and third clock hereafter. The time difference of the clock

signals are measured once a day and arranged in vectors y13 and y23. The measured samples are

processed according to the Allan variance with overlapping samples for the integration times 1, 2,

5, 10, 30, 60, 100 days.

For each integration time the matrix S is calculated (second column of Table 1). The corresponding

matrix R, evaluated according to the here-revisited method, is reported in the third column and

the (necessarily diagonal) matrix R calculated according to the classical 3-cornered hat method, is

reported in the last column.

For short integration times (1, 2, 5, and 10 days) the results supplied by both methods coincide.

In fact tile matrix S doesn't, violate conditions (8) allowing the uncorrelated solution and the

minimization of the proposed function leads to the minimum allowed global correlation.

For longer integration times, the uncorrelated solution is not allowed and the matrix R estimated by

the new method is not yet diagonal but gives information also about the covariance between clocks.

The application of the classical method to these cases results in one negative estimated variance.

By definition, the proposed minimandum function (15) leads to a solution with covariance terms of

similar atnount because no weight are inserted in (15). This is the simplest hypothesis when there
is no information about the different clocks and their noises.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports a revisited version of the popular 3-cornered hat method suitable for estimating

the individual clock variances and covariances, by lifting the too restrictive hypothesis of uncor-

related clocks. This formulation requires the introduction of covariances of measured data and of

clocks arranged in positive definite covariance matrices and leads to a underdetermined system of

equation. The underdeterminess has been resolved by considering a suitable objective function,

whose minimization supplies an unique solution. Examples of the application of the proposed

method to data of clocks maintained at IEN, Torino, Italy are presented: the obtained results show

that, in this case, for long integration times the uncorrelation hypothesis doesn't hold and the revis-

ited 3-cornered hat method provides a consistent solution of minimum allowed global correlation.
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measured difference clock covariance matrix by the
covariance matrix here-revisited method
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Table 1: Estimated variances and covariances for different integration times of three clocks maintained
at IEN, Torino,Italy during 1987. The matrix elements are in unit of 1028.
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COMPACT MICROWAVE CAVITY

FOR HYDROGEN ATOMIC CLOCk9 _ :'4, 5
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P.O.Box 3930 Beijing, China

Abstract

This paper gives a summary Introduction to the compact microwave cavity used

in the hydrogen atomic clock. Special emphasis is put on derivation of theoretical

calculating equations of main parameters of the microwave cavity. A brief

description is given of severa| methods for discriminating the oscillating modes. Ex-

perimental data and respective calculated values are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The volume of the microwave cavity must be reduced so as to reduce the volume and weight of

the hydrogen atomic clock. Nowadays, there are two methods to reach the goal. The first one is

to fill the cavity with material of high dielectric constant and low loss. The second one is to ad-

here several electrodes outside the quartz storage bulb. This method provides more

adaptability in reducing volume, meanwhile, it can reduce cost of the microwave

cavity.

Since the microwave cavity adopting the second method has a more complicated structure

it's very difficult to make out the accurate solution by wave equation, so no strict solution can be

derived for its electromagnetic field distribution up to now. However, upon some reasonable

hypotheses, it' s possible to derive the approximate expressions which show relations of resonant

frequency and Q-factor to dimensions of the cavity. This paper describcs a derivative method

of the expressions in detail, and gives out essential derivation procedure.

We have manufactured a microwave cavity by the second method. Its resonant frequency

meets the requirement of the hydrogen atomic clock, and its Q-factor is about 7000.

I Structure of the Cavity

We have manut_acturcd an experimental compact cavity. Its structure is shown in Fig.l.
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Figure 1. Structure of the Resonant Cavity

The outer cavity made of copper or aluminum is designed mainly to shield elcctromagnetic

field of the clectrodcs. Thcrc is a quartz bulb in the outer cavity. It scrvcs as a container of

hydrogen atoms and a supporter of the elcctrodcs as well. Usually foul clcctrodes (two

or three also allowed) are uscd, which are adhered on the quartz bulb by epoxy rcsin.

The resonant frequency of the cavity depends on the dimensions of the cavity and in partic-

ular on the adhered electrodcs. Tile Q-factor is related to dimensions of the cavity, the metal

material used and energy loss of tile glue.

There is a piston on the top cover of the cavity (not shown in Fig. l). Its function is to

coarsely adjust the resonant frequency of thc cavity. Three holes ill the bottom plate are for

two coupling rings and a varactor diode l'cspcctively.

II Basic Parameters of the Resonant Cavity

In the microwave cavity shown in Figure 1, thcrc arc many wave modcs. Thc electromagnetic

field structure shown in Figure 2 is similar to TEoL t mode, and it is the right rnodc required by

the hydrogen atomic clock. Now we derive the estimate formulas for the basic parameters of the

resonant cavity using the distribution of the clcctro)nagnctic field shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the Electromagnetic Field

Assume that the electric field is distributed uniformly only between parallel parts of each pair

of electrodes. Considering symmetry of the cavity, only the electromagnetic field distribution

both outside and in one region is shwon in Figure 3. _ represents electric field vector, and can

be written as

= _, E0 sin_t (I)

where E 0 is amplitude, m is angular frequency, t is time, and i, is unit vector of y axis.

/

Figure 3.

X

Electromagnetic Field Distribution near the Parallel Parts of two Electrodes
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Let H,. represent magnetic density in area between the electrodes, let H,. represent mag-

tactic intensity in area between the electrodes and the outer cavity, and both them are regarded

as uniformly distributed in their respective areas. Let A t= nr0" , A._=n(R z-ro-' ) . According to

closed characteristic of tile magnctic field line, wc have

A,_i,. = - A,. H.. (2a)

fiIm =l. H o cosmt (2b)

At

_-Io. = -i. -_: H o cosoJt (2c)

a. Resonant Frequency

When the microwave cavity resonates, there exist the following relations lu

w 0=wo(t) + w., (t)=w ..... -

Wm max-

_0 _1 E ['dv
2 j.

I% fv IH+.Izdv
2 ,.

U° .Jv|.l- 12

t_

+ --_--- H,_ dv
(3)

where W 0 is the total energy stored in the resonating cavity, W, and Wm arc electric energy and

magnetic energy in the cavity respectively, e0 and #0 are dielectric constant and magnetic

inductivity respcctively, V represents the volume of the region between parallel parts of

electrodes, V,. is the volume of the cylinder enclosed by the electrodes, V+_ is the volume of the

region between the electrodes and the outer cavity.

Referring to Figure 1, expression (3) can be changed into the following expressions

1 eoN o9 l h EozW.....= -_- (4)

= 1 A,
W ..... 2 _.LO AI h(l + _ ) HO 1

(5)

where N is the number of electrodes.

Substituting expressions (4) and (5) into expression (3_ wc get the expression of Eo

H o
(6)
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As shown in Figure 3, in the X-axis direction, the magnetic intensity H,otransits to H,,in

the region between parallel parts of two electrodes. In this transitional region, magnetic densi-

ty is a function of x axis, and recorded as H =i_ tt(x_t According to differential form of

Maxwell's equations and expression (I), we have

VxH =G 0.___E=i-_mo Eo G coscot (7)

Ot

where % is the angular frequency when the cavity is resonating.

In the transitional region shown in Figure 3, if the magnetic density is regarded as linearly

3
changing, and the length of the transiting region is -_- l , then

- 0H(x)
V x H = - iy Ox

,-- H(G,) - HI,,o>

=-t, 3__i
2

--. 2 A_
=1, _ Ho(I+ _ ) cos_ot

(8)

By using expressions (7) and (8k we can get

ml

2 (l + -AT ) H°
- (9)

E°- 3 e-omo 1

substituting expression (9) into expression (6) and having A,=:nr0'- , we can get

2c / A, NW

%- 3ro k/(l+ _) nl
(I0)

1

where C= _ is the light velocity in free space.

b. Q-factor

According to the definition of Q-factor of the cavity, we have
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Q= ¢_°-W"- (11)
1)0

where P0 is the power loss in the resonating cavity. The energy loss in the cavity mainly refers

to the loss on the metal surfaces. If thc medium loss can be neglected, we can get the

approximate formula to calculate P0 as follows I'

p0 = R___.,2_ 1_'12 ds (12)

where H, represents the tangential component of the magnetic density on the metal surfaces in

the cavity, S is the total area of metal surface in the cavity, R s is expressed by the following for-

mula

6

Rs = _- °)o I% (13)

where 6 is the skin effect depth of electromagnetic field in the metal wall. Wc suppose that the

skin effect depths are the same in all thc rectal surfaccs, i.e., all R s are regarded as the same val-

uc when calculating the energy loss on the rectal surfaces.

When calculating tile energy loss on tile electrodes surfaces, wc also deal with the N pieces

of electrodes as a cylindcr tube aproxirnatcly. Let S_ represent the inner surfacc area of the outer cavi-

ty, S 2 and S_ the outer and inner surface areas of the cylindcr tube respectively, $4 the inner sur-

face area of top cover and bottom plate of the outer cavity. By using expression (12) we get

P°- Rsfs2 ( ,I_,,-' ds,+fsJtT,,l-' dsz + _']ll',d-' ds3+ {'jlY,,I-' ds, ) (14)
,,,t $ _ ,JS,

Substituting expression (2) into exprcssion (4) and having S,=2nR-" , we get

R-' A, )._
Po = rt Rsh l to2[r. 4 (ro + R + --ii- ) ( -A. ] (15)

By using expressions (3), (5), (15) and (11)' we can get
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A!

I+--
A:

__ R _ A l ):1+(1+ R + )(
ro _

Then substituting expression (13) into this one, we can get the final expression of Q0

m I

l+--

r0 A, (16)

__ R' A, )_O°=-6- I÷(l+ R +__)(
r o hro 'A_-

IT[ Judgement of the Oscillation Mode

Besides the oscillation mode shown in Figure 2, there are many other unnecessary modes in the

rcsonant cavity. No wonder that identification of oscillation modes is of great importance. For

this purpose, two mcthods are described hereafter.

a. Turning the Direction of the Coupling Ring

As seen from Figure 2, the magnetic density is radial near thc bottom plate. Onc of thc two

coupling rings on the bottom platc is fixcd for excitation, thc othcr one can be turncd in direc-

tion for coupling. For the field distribution shown in Figure 2, the encrgy output of coupling

will be the largest when the turnable ring is made pcrpendicular to the radial direction.

b. Using the Perturbation Theory

From the perturbation theory _21, we know that the frequency rises when a small piece

of conductor is placed on the point where the magnetic field is dominant. The frequency falls

when a small piece of conductor is placed on the point where the electric field is dominant. The

frequency change in accordance with perturbation theory can be got by placing copper block in-

to the electric field region and the magnetic field region.

In addition to the above-mentioned methods, other methods can also be used to identify

the oscillation mode of the resonant cavity. For example, the theory of resonant cavity indicates

that Q is the highest when the oscillation mode is TE0__. The field structure shown in Figure 2 is

similar to TE0,, mode, so the Q-factor is high, too.
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CONCLUSION

We have processed a resonant cavity according to the cavity structure shown in Figure 1. Its

geometric dimensions fin millimeters) are as follows:

r0=50 , R=75 , 1=7 W=23

Substituting these data into expressions (10) and (16) and considering that 6=2.2 x 10 -_, we

get the following results:

70= 1.7GHz (_0 = 2n7o)

Q0 = 13270

The test results of this cavity are

Resonance frequency: 1.4GHz

Q -factor: 7000

An atomic clock of model CHYMNS- 1 with a resonant cavity of such dimensions has been

developed by Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL_ U.S.A. The results measured are t_t

Resonance frequency: 1.4Gtlz

Q - factor: 9400

They have devclopcd a smaller resonant cavity, whose dimensions are r0=25, R=38, /=5.3,

W= 7.4 (the last two are estimated data).

The results measured are I,J

Resonance frequency: 1.4GHz

Q -factor: 4600

Substituting the dimensions of the cavity into exprcssions (10)and (16), we get

70= 1.6GHz

Q0=6900

By comparing the measured values with calculated values, we find that the rcsonance fre-

quency tallies well, the Q-factor not so well. This is because that only the energy loss on the

metal surfaces is calculated when deriving the Q-facotr formula, but the loss on the expoxy rcs-

in is not taken into account. We can consider the Q value calculated by the expression (16) is

the highest value for this type of resonant cavity. The Q value of the cavity of American HRL,

however, is higher than ours, which indicates that fineness of metal they processed is higher than

ours, and the glue they used to adhere the electrodes may be better in the respect of energy

loss.
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Based on the data comparison, we can take expressions (10) and (16) as basis of designing

this type of resonant cavity, so as to greatly reduce the blindness in designing.
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Abstract

An extensive statistical analysis has been undertaken to determine if a correlation exists between

changes in an NR atomic hydrogen muser's frequency offset and changes in environmental conditions.

Data have been acquired over the past 20 months by recording the frequency offset of three NR atomic

hydrogen masers along with the relative and absolute humidity, barometric pressure, and ambient tem-

perature of the laboratory in which the masers are maintained.

Correlational analyses have been performed comparing barometric pressure, humidity, and temper-

ature with maser frequency offset as functions of time for periods ranging from 5.5 to 17 days. Semi

partial correlation coefficients as large as -0.9 have been found between barometric pressure and maser

frequency offset for data covering periods as long as a week. Maser frequency offset and barometric pres-

sure were consistently found to change simultaneously. The correlation between humidity and frequency

offset is less predictable, and the resulting semi partial correlation coefficients were usually small when

compared with those derived from the relationship between pressure and frequency offset. The time delay

between changes in humidity and correlated changes in maser frequency offset was found to vary exten-

sively with no predictable pattern. Analysis of temperature data indicates that, in the most current design,

temperature does not significant(y affect maser frequency offset in the laboratory environment.

Thus, the results of the analyses disclose a significant statistical correlation between changes in maser

frequency offset and changes in barometric pressure. The statistics also reveal some correlation between

humMity and frequency offset, bat for reasons to be discussed, the effects of humidity should be considered

secondary to the effects of changing barometric pressure.

INTRODUCTION

The NR atomic hydrogen maser has proven to be one of the most accurate time and frequency

references available for use in the laboratory and in the field. The NR maser derives its stable fre-

quency reference from electronic observation of the hyperfine transition of atomic hydrogen, which

occurs at a frequency of 1.4204057518 GHz[1]. The narrow microwave resonance line characteristic

of the hyperfine transition is observed using an electromagnetic resonant cavity operating in the

TE011 mode. The resonant cavity consists of a metallic cylinder with adjustable top and bottom

endplates. The movable endplates are used to adjust the cavity length for coarse tuning of the
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resonant frequency. Tile cavity resonant frequency is fine tuned by controlling the temperature of

the cavity walls within 10 .6 K.

Using superheterodyne techniques, a 5 MHz crystal oscillator is phase locked to the signal coupled

from the resonant cavity. The oscillator output reflects the long-term stability (greater than 100 s)

of the maser as determined by its large atomic line Q (1.33 x 109). Under optimal conditions, the

NR maser typically exhibits a frequency offset of a few parts in 10 is over a 24-hour period.

One would expect changing environmental conditions to affect the performance of any complex

electronic system adversely. The hydrogen maser is no exception. Humidity and temperature

changes affect the electronic circuitry used to tune the microwave resonant cavity to the hydrogen

hyperfine transition frequency. Barometric pressure changes alter the compressive forces exerted

on the resonant cavity, changing its resonant frequency.

To gain a better quantitative understanding of these environmental effects, a statistical analysis

of the relationship between the frequency offset of the NR hydrogen maser and the surrounding

environmental conditions was undertaken. In addition to other results, two important conclusions

were derived from the analysis: (1) a strong correlation exists between barometric pressure aud

the Nit. maser's frequency offset, and (2) a change in the construction of the NR maser's resonant

cavity has eliminated temperature fluctuations as a critical concern in the laboratory.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In previous generations of NR masers, the cylindrical microwave resonant cavity was constructed

entirely from aluminum. The NR maser was later improved by enclosing the resonant cavity in

a cylindrical quartz sleeve. In the present design, the resonant cavity consists of a coating of

conductive silver ink on the inside of a thick quartz cylinder. This arrangement gives the resonant

cavity the thermal expansion coefficient of a thick quartz tube as opposed to that of the thin

aluminum cylinder used in the previous design. This change reduced the thermal sensitivity of the

cavity's resonant frequency from 30 KHz/°C to 3 KHz/°C.

For the past 20 months tim data acquisition system described in [2] has continuously recorded the

environmental conditions and the frequency offset of three NR hydrogen masers. The system cal-

culates maser frequency offset at five-minute intervals with an accuracy of parts in 1015. Ambient

air temperature, relative humidity, dew point temperature, and barometric pressure are simultane-

ously recorded by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable thermometers,

hygrometers, dew point sensors, and barometers with single measurement accuracies of 0.1 °C, 2%,

0.5°C, 0.01 inch Hg, respectively. The repeatability of the humidity sensors is 0.5% for the relative

humidity sensor and 0.05 °C for the dew point sensor. Repeatability is a better measure of how

well these instruments track humidity changes.

Figures 1A through 6A show the maser frequency offset and the offset barometric pressure over

time for periods ranging from 5.5 to 17 days. The offset barometric pressure was calculated by

subtracting the measured value of the barometric pressure, in inches of mercury, from 30. This offset

has the effect of inverting the barometric pressure curve, making the inverse relationship between

pressure and frequency offset visually clear. From the similarity of the curves in Figures 1A through

6A, a significant correlation is apparent between barometric pressure and maser frequency offset.

Figures 1B through 6B show the maser frequency offset and humidity for the time periods considered

in Figures 1A through 6A. The frequency offset data in Figure 1B have been delayed by 48 hours
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with respect to the humidity curve. Similarly, the frequency offset has been delayed 24 hours in

Figure 5B. These time delays were incorporated to demonstrate that the humidity shows a stronger

similarity to the frequency offset if one allows for a time delay between changes in humidity and

changes in frequency offset.

The data collected during the past 20 months have been analyzed statistically to gain a quan-

titative understanding of the effects seen in the graphical data. The statistics software package

CSS:Statistica by Statsoft, Inc. was used to perform all statistical calculations. Semi partial corre-

lation coefficients between the temperature and frequency offset, the pressure and frequency offset,

and the humidity and frequency offset were calculated (see [3]). The calculations were made on

blocks of data collected over periods ranging from 5.5 to 17 days. The square of the magnitude

of the semi partial correlation coefficient between a dependent variable (frequency offset) and an

independent variable (any one of the temperature, pressure, or humidity) gives the percentage of

the total variation in the dependent variable uniquely accounted for by the independent variable

with the effects of the remaining independent variables t_aken into account.

Temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure can be interrelated, so semi partial correlation

coefficients were calculated to reduce the effects of this interrelation on the magnitude of the

calculated coefficients. To allow for the potential existence of a time delay between a change

in temperature or hunfidity and the resulting change in maser frequency offset, the semi partial

correlation coefficients were calculated three times. Semi partial correlation coefficient calculations

were performed using the frequency offset as it was measured and were then repeated incorporating

time delays of 12 and 24 hours in the frequency offset data. For one data set containing 17 days'

worth of data, a time delay of 48 hours was used.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the calculations for nine sets of data are summarized in Table 1. The first data

column shows the Mean Julian Date (MJD) of the first day that data were recorded for that

set of coefficients. The number of days of data used in the calculations is indicated in parentheses

underneath the MJ D. A minimum of 100 data samples were used to calculate each of the coefficients

presented in the table. Each data set consists of twenty-four equally spaced samples per day for

every day considered. The next three columns are the semi partial correlation coefficients between

frequency offset and temperature, pressure, and humidity, respectively.

Each block of coefficients in Table 1 consists of three rows of data displaying the semi partial

correlation coefficients with time delays of 12 and 24 hours added to most of the the frequency offset

data. A 48-hour time delay was added to the data set fi)r MJD 47973. The data for MJD 48189

do not include time delay calculations because the humidity, barometric pressure, and frequency

offset curves are nearly identical as measured.

The temperature in the laboratory where the masers were operated was maintained at 23+2°C

throughout this investigation. This is a level of control easily accomplished with a computer room

air conditioning system. Intimately surrounding the NR maser's resonant cavity with the thermally

isolating quartz sleeve has reduced temperature-induced frequency offsets to a second order effect

(at least in a laboratory environment), and examination of the coefficients in the temperature

column of Table 1 is all that is necessary to convince oneself that ambient temperature fluctuations

had no significant effect on the performance of the Nil masers in this investigation. It is the

interrelation of the barometric pressure and humidity with the frequency offset that is interesting.
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As is visible in Table 1, both the humidity and pressure can be strongly correlational with maser

frequency offset, but there are critical differences between the two correlations. The humidity

does not consistently show significant correlation to the frequency offset; moreover, whenever the

correlation seems significant, a time delay of up to 48 hours has been added to the frequency offset

data to maximize the coefficients. The optimal time delay is not fixed. In the MJD 47973 data

set, a 48-hour delay maximizes the correlation coefficient. Similarly, a time delay of 24 hours in

the MJD 48314 data set maximizes the semi partial correlation coefficients between humidity and

frequency offset.

One would expect that if humidity changes were significantly affecting maser frequency offset, the

relation between the cause and effect would be more consistent. In many of the data sets presented in

Table 1, the semi partial correlation coefficient between humidity and frequency offset is insignificant

in comparison with that between the barometric pressure and frequency offset irrespective of the

time delay used. It seems probable, therefore, that the occasional correspondence between humidity

and frequency offset is being caused by a third variable influencing both the humidity and frequency
offset.

In all observed cases where the humidity shows significant correlation with the frequency offset,

the barometric pressure is also strongly interrelated with the frequency offset. A meteorological

relationship exists between the barometric pressure and ambient humidity. It is this relationship

that could account for the observed correlation between the humidity and frequency offset. Because

of the inconsistency and unpredictability of the correlation between humidity and frequency offset,

it seems apparent that what is being seen in the data is the often unpredictable correlation of

humidity and barometric pressure in East Coast weather.

In sharp contrast to the humidity-frequency offset relationship, the observed barometric pressure-

frequency offset correlation exhibits consistency. The changes in pressure and frequency offset are

always observed to occur simultaneously. In addition to the data presented here, correlational anal-

yses were performed on other data sets in which the environmental conditions and frequency offset

were sampled at 5-minute intervals. Even in these cases, the semi partial correlation coefficients

were maximized without adding time delays to the frequency offset.

The calculated semi partial correlation coefficients between barometric pressure and frequency offset

presented in Table 1 are consistently on the order of-0.7. Correlation coefficients of this magnitude

are seen for all sorts of barometric pressure patterns, including large, rapidly moving low-pressure

fronts as depicted by Figure 1A; gradually increasing or decreasing pressures such as illustrated in

Figures 3A and 5A; and semisinusoidal patterns as shown in Figure 4A.

Semi partial correlation coefficients near -0.7 are seen when the variation in the pressure is large

(typically a variation > 0.3 inch over a few days). The coefficients become smaller, and the rela-
tionship less linear, for smaller pressure fluctuations. This occurs because NR maser performance

in stable conditions is one or two parts in l015 over a 24-hour period, and this is the magnitude of

the frequency offset effect one would expect to see from such small pressure variations. In Figure

1A, for example, it is clear that the barometric pressure is associated with frequency offsets as large

as 9 parts in 10 TM in response to the strong pressure front. During the first few days presented in

Figure IA, where the pressure variations are small, the frequency offset remains in the small parts

in 10is range.

Although correlational analysis cannot prove cause and effect, the findings that the semi partial

correlation coefficients between pressure and frequency offset are consistently stronger than -0.7
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and that the pressureand frequencyoffsetchangesimultaneouslygivegoodreasonto suspecta
causalrelationshipbetweenpressureandNR hydrogenmaserfrequencyoffset.

CONCLUSION

Since March 1990, the frequency offset of three NR hydrogen masers has been recorded syn-

chronously with the environmental conditions in the laboratory enclosing the masers. Using these

data, senti partial correlation coefficients were calculated between maser frequency offset and var-

ious environmental conditions (temperature, barometric pressure, and humidity). The statistical

analysis revealed a strong correlation between large changes in the barometric pressure and changes
in maser frequency offset.

Large variations in barometric pressure are consistently associated with changes in NR maser

frequency offset as large as 9 parts in 10 TM. The correlation is a negative one, so decreasing pressure

is associated with a positive change in the frequency offset, and vice versa. When the barometric

pressure variation is greater than approximately +0.3 inch of mercury over a few day's, the calculated

semi partial correlation coefficients are consistently near -0.7.
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TABLE 1

Semi Partial Correlation Coefficients Between

The Temperature, Pressure And Humidity,

And The Frequency Offset

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency,

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Offset

Offset (12h)

Offset (24h)

Offset (48h)

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

Offset

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(24h)

(12h)

(245)

Mean Julian

Date

(# DAYS)

47973

(17)

48076

(71

48094

(6.5)

48189

(6.5)

48280

(6)

48314

(5.5)

48438

(6)

48540

(7)

48550

(7)

Semi PartiaJ Correlation Coefficients

Temperature

.11

.12

.12

.19

-.01

-.24

-.33

.10

-.22

-.02

-.20

.08

-.18

-.19

-.01

.03

.20

-.07

-.08

-.03

.01

-.17

-.29

.03

-.32

-.56

Pressure

-.75

-.64

-.51

-.22

-.86

-.77

-.41

- .66

-.36

-.03

- .49

-.88

- .49

- .09

-.61

-.31

.00

-.61

-.33

.08

-.83

-.61

-.28

- .76

-.25

.13

Humidity

-.16

.02

.21

.47

-.08

-.07

0

.20

.19

.34

.30

-.10

-.41

-.48

-.22

.10

.45

-.17

-.22

-.34

-.41

-.13

-.29

.07

-.13

-.07
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Harry Peters, Sigma Tau: I think that it is only fair to point out that what you are seeing

is probably cavity frequency variations. This would not necessarily be characteristic of a maser

which uses autotuning. That is, frequency variations due to atmospheric pressure variations would

be eliminated in a maser which uses cavity autotuning, so this is not necessarily characteristic of

all hydrogen masers.
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TIMESCALE ALGORITHMS COMBINING

CESIUM CLOCKS AND HYDROGEN MASERS

Lee A. Breakiron
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Washington, DC 20392

Abstract

The USNO atomic timescale, formerty based on an ensemble of cesium clocks, is now produced by an

ensemble of cesium clocks and hydrogen masers. In order to optimize stability and reliability, equal clock

weighting has been replaced by a procedure reflecting the relative, time-varying noise characteristics of

the two different types of clocks. Correction offrequency drift is required, and residual drift is avoided by

the eventual complete deweighting of the masers.

INTRODUCTION

At timing laboratories, readings from an ensemble of clocks are combined mathematically by some

sort of algorithm to produce a mean timescale in order to average down both random and systematic

errors, thereby increasing overall stability and accuracy, respectively. Also, reliability is improved

because individual clocks can be added as they become available or removed when they fail or need

adjustment. In order to have a time signal continuously available, at least one "master clock" at

USN0 is steered in frequency so that its time approximates that of the mean "paper" timescale.

The optimum algorithm is not obvious and, indeed, depends on the needs of the user, which

may favor stability over accuracy, for example. Algorithms can differ in their definition of mean

timescale, in their clock weighting, in their use of filters to reduce measurement noise, and in their

methods of predicting and steering clock frequencies. These aspects may depend on the type of

clocks involved, since different clock types have different noise characteristics.

OLD AND NEW TIMESCALE ALGORITHMS

The atomic timescale at USN0 has until recently been based entirely on an ensemble of commercial

(nearly all Hewlett-Packard) cesium frequency standards whose frequencies have been averaged by

a linear algorithm and equal clock weighting. Weighting by inverse Allan variances was not found

to improve stability or accuracy significantly 1. The algorithm employed was the following:

zt = Zt-T + Y_. Wt(i)[x,(i) - x,_r(i) + T,'t(i)] (1)

where zt is the difference between the readings of the Master Clock and the mean timescale, xt(i)

the difference between the readings of the Master Clock and clock i, Wt(i) is the weight of clock i,
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and rt(i) is the rate (frequency in time gained per time interval T) of clock i relative to the mean

timescale, all at time t [2]. rt was determined by least-squares using 5-day bins of hourly data,

since over a span of 5 days oscillator noise can be well modelled by a combination of white FM

noise and FM random walk [3].

The new algorithm mentioned in [2], based on ARIMA prediction modelling, was never imple-

mented. Indeed, ARIMA modelling was found to yield a timescale no better than, and often

significantly inferior to, that generated by Eq. (1), in spite of ancillary robust features, apparently

because of model variations [1]. The apparent inferiority of the NIST algorithm on the short-term

[1] may have been due to ignorance of an unpublished rate-change detector and upper weight limit

[4].

Use of Eq. (1) assumes constant clock rates, aside from discrete changes that are monitored in
real time and corrected for during postprocessing. This le_ds to a very occasional rejection of

an otherwise satisfactory cesium clock because of a small frequency drift. More important, this

algorithm would not be appropriate for an ensemble containing hydrogen masers in view of their

significant, characteristic, and generally positive frequency drifts.

While Eq. (1) could be modified to incorporate a drift term, simultaneous solutions for rate and

drift of comparable accuracy to previous solutions for rate alone would require data lengths greater

than 5 days. Since solutions for rate alone are quite adequate for cesium clocks and because we

have found (second-order) solutions for maser drifts to be insufficiently stable, we have chosen to
retain first-order solutions and to derive drifts from long-term changes in the rates.

In the presence of a frequency drift dr(i), we have the following:

T,(i) = r,_r(i) + Tdt_r(i) ('2)
xt(i) = xt_r(i) + Trt_r + 1/2 T2dt_r(i) (3)

an d:

z_ = z,-r + _ Wt(i)[xdi) - xt-r(i) + Tr,_T(i) + 1/2 T2d,_T(i)
i

Solving Eq. (2) for rt-r and substituting in Eq. (4), we get:

(4)

zt = z, r + _Wt(i)[xt(i)-Xtr(i)+ Trt(i)- 1/2T2dt_r(i)
i

(5)

which replaces Eq. (1) as the USNO timescale algorithm.

Another restriction of the old USNO algorithm is its assumption of a homogeneous ensemble with

regard to clock types. While equal clock weighting may be satisfactory for an ensemble of cesium

clocks, it would not be appropriate for an ensemble of both cesium clocks and hydrogen masers,

due to the significantly greater short-term stability of the masers compared to the cesiums and the

significantly greater long-term stability of the cesiums compared to the masers.
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STABILITY OF THE MEAN TIMESCALE

Over the past 21 months, the USNO ensemble has averaged 22 +1 equally weighted cesiums. Since

MJD 47842, between 3 and 7 masers have been added, at first with equal weight, each maser being

retroactively unweighted 60 days in the past so as not to introduce a long-term frequency drift.

Our six SA0 masers have drifts relative to TAI of from +0.3 to -t-3.4 parts in 101S/day and our four

Sigma Tau masers have drifts of from +0.1 to +1.3 parts in 1015/day [5]. Still, such a procedure

does not minimize the noise because it overweights the cesiums re]ative to the masers in the short
term.

One could construct a timescale based entirely on masers, determining and correcting their rates

and drifts relative to another, pure cesium timescale. However, the small number of masers would
make its operational reliability questionable, and the drifts would be difficult to determine relative
to the noisier cesium timescale.

Optimal use of a given number of clocks in a mixed ensemble would be possible if the weight of a

given maser, relative to a given cesium, were allowed to vary with time inversely as their relative

Allan variances vary with sampling time. This would require that the entire mean timescale be

retroactively recomputed every hourly time step, rather than a few times a week as before. Cesiums

would be phased out with time (up to the present) while the masers would be phased in. All rates

and drifts would be determined from a comparison with a combined timescale whose long-term

trend would be determined by the cesiums and whose near-realtime stability would be determined
by the masers.

In order to determine the weighting fllnction, sigma-tau curves were constructed for our masers

and an equal number of good cesiums. The intersection of a typical maser curve with a typical

cesium curve, i.e. when their Allan deviations were equal, was found to occur at a sampling time
of 7.5 days. Fitting second-order curves to the data, we obtained:

logacs = 0.219x 2 - 0.432x - 13.608 (6)

logaHM = 0.460x 2 + 0.049x -- 13.917 (7)

where acs is the Allan deviation of a typical cesium, O'HMis the Allan deviation of a typical maser,

x = log t - 5.3, and t is the time difference in seconds between a given hour's measurement and the

most recent hour. At t = 0, x is arbitrarily set to x at t = -1. The weight of a maser relative to a
cesium is taken to be the following:

2 2
WHM/WCS = Crcs/O'HM (8)

The relative weights change from 10:1 around the current hour to 1:10 around 25 days in the past

(see Fig. 1). Accordingly, in practice, only the last 25 days of the timescale, rather than its entirety,

are recomputed every hourly time step. Also, the masers are completely unweighted after 60 days

to prevent the accumulation of any long-term drift.

Allan deviations were determined for a range of sampling times using 370 days of clock data and

two of our masers as references. A three-cornered-hat analysis yielded the results in Fig. 2. The

stability of the old algorithm was only slightly improved by the introduction of masers (at equal

weight with the cesiums), but the new algorithm is significantly more stable for sampling times

shorter than 11.5 days. The noise at shorter sampling times is mostly due to the old measurement
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system. This noise will be reduced from 100 to 10 ps when transition is made to our new Erbtec

measurement system currently under test 6. The weighting gqs. (6) and (7) will then have to be

reevaluated.

A by-product of this analysis is the siglna-tau plot for the reference masers in Fig. 3. Similar

results at long sampling times were obtained by Powers et al. [5] using Erbtec data.

REALTIME STABILITY AND ACCURACY

Tile next question is how well this increased stability in the mean timescale translates into realtime

stability on the part of a IVlaster Clock (MC). MC #1 is a maser that is steered daily by an internal

frequency synthesizer toward a linear prediction based on a least-squares solution of the past 24

hours of data, but with a 10-day damping time for time offsets and a maximum frequency change of

300 ns/day2; both restrictions are due to user requirements for strict frequency stability and their

exact values are currently under evaluation. A sigma-tau plot for MC #1 is given in Fig. 4, which

shows a significant improvement using both the old and new mean timescales, when masers are

incorporated, over use of the old mean timescale composed of cesiums alone. Only if the steering can

be improved will full advantage be taken of the new algorithm; this possibility will be investigated.

While one measures and corrects for the relative rates and drifts of the masers and cesiums, some

residual drift may affect the timescale, as will the rate and drift in common to all the clocks. It is

of interest to compare the old and new means incorporating masers (never completely deweighting

them) with the old, pure-cesium mean. Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 5. The old and new

means incorporating masers drift about -11 ns and -35 ns, respectively, over 300 days. One would

expect the new mean to drift more because of the greater weight of the masers. In practice, this
drift never accumulates to this level in the USNO timescale because of the retroactive unweighting

of the masers after 60 days. If this unweighting is not done, such a drift would presumably be a

risk for any timescale that incorporates masers (e.g. TAI).

The USNO time signal actually derives from Master Clock #2, a maser that was formerly steered

to the old mean. Recently it has been steered (by an internal frequency synthesizer) to TAI, or

more specifically, to an extrapolation thereof based on the best performing USNO masers. This

was done to synchronize UTC (USNO) with UTC (BIPM) within the limits required by NATO

and other users. That being nearly accomplished, MC #2 will hereafter be steered toward the

new mean, with occasional corrections to keep it within 200 ns (or perhaps less) of TAI (as is also

done to MCs #1 and #3), with the same dampening factor (10 days) and limit on the steering

(300 ns/day 2) that are being used and evaluated for MC #1. MC #3, a maser steered daily by a

phase microstepper heretofore to MC #2, will also be steered similarly. These duplicative systems

provide extra reliability. The maser of each MC is not weighted as a clock unless its unsteered

signal is available (as it is if a microstepper is used) or its signal is corrected for steering.

Fig. 6 depicts the drifts of MCs #1 and #2 relative to TAI. MC #1 has some extra noise around

a sampling time of 10 days as the result of its being steered toward our mean timescale; for the

following sampling times, MCs # 1 and #2 had the logarithmic Allan deviations listed below:

Tau (days) MC #1 MC #2
- 3.63s -13.867

20 -la.667 -13.700
30 -13.713 - 13.543
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Still, steeringMC #2 to the meanhastile advantageof greaterstatisticalindependencefrom TAI,
whichin turn woulddampenthe influenceof fluctuationshi TAI.

Asidefrom checksfor largetime and rate deviations,our clockmeasurementsare not filtered,
in orderto havea near-realtimemeasureof accuracyand environmentalresponse.However,tile
performanceobtainedby this and the other proceduresdescribedabovewill be comparedwith
that obtainedby a Kahnan-filteralgorithmdevelopedby Stein7,8aspart of contimfingeffort to
improvethe accuracyandstability of UTC (USNO).
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CORRIGENDA TO PREVIOUS PAPER

The following typographical errors should be corrected in [1]:

p. 223, 1. 1, for "r" read "_" p. 223,L 19, for "passive" read "active"

Table 5, 1st entry, for " ±65.3 ±39.9" read "±65.3 ±39.9"

Also, a list of figure captions was not published. The figures, however, are self-explanatory, except

for the fact that the fil]ed squares in Fig. 1 represent clocks whose beam tubes were replaced before

the start of the data set in 1986.
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Abstract

Analysis of the frequency stability of on-orbit NA VSTAR clocks is performed by the Naval Research

Laboratory.This work was sponsored by the GPS Joint Program Office. The frequency stability is pre-

sented for sample times of one day to 30 days. Composite frequency-stability profiles are presented for

the Block I and Block H NA VSTAR clocks. Several NA VSTAR cesium clocks show frequency stabilities

of a few parts in 1014 for long sample times. Time-domain noise-process anatysis shows the dominant

noise type to be white frequency noise for sample times of one to ten days. The non-stationary stochastic

behavior of one of the cesium clocks, illustrated by its frequency.stability history, shows that the frequency

stability is not always time-invariant.

INTRODUCTION

The Naval Research Laboratory determines on-orbit NAVSTAR clock performance using the pro-

cess depicted in Figure 1. The analysis includes frequency and aging histories, frequency-stability

profiles, time-prediction uncertainty profiles, time-domain noise process profiles, spectral analy-

sis, and anomaly detection. Events that perturb the normal clock performance are of particular

interest.

The results of the on-orbit analysis represent the behavior of the NAVSTAR clock with system

errors superimposed. The influence of the system may enhance but usually degrades the observed

performance of the clock. Therefore, deviations from nominal performance are analyzed in an

attempt to identify the cause.

The Block I data was collected by the U.S. Naval Observatory using a single-frequency, time-

transfer receiver with ionospheric corrections obtained from the model of the ionosphere broadcast

in the navigation message. The Block II data was collected using a duM-frequency, authorized-user,

time-transfer receiver which measures the ionospheric delay and automatically corrects for selected
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availability (S/A). In both cases, the broadcast ephemeris is used by the receiver in computing the

theoretical range from the monitor site to the space vehicle at the time of measurement. Table 1

summarizes the data used in the analysis.

Table 1

DATABASE

GPS BLOCK I AND BLOCK II CLOCKS

U.S. Naval Observatory Monitor Site

NAVSTAR SV Block Clock Clock Time Span

Number Number Number Serial Type mjd mjd days

3 6 I-3 20 Rb 8439-8571 133

8 11 I-8 2 Cs 6569 8571 2003

9 13 I-9 4 Cs 5894-8571 2678

l0 12 1-10 5 Cs 5984 8571 2588

11 3 1-11 12 Rb 6369---8571 2203

14 14 [I-1 8 Cs 7705-8571 867

13 2 II-2 14 Cs 7719-8571 853

16 16 II-3 t 1 Cs 8266-8571 306

19 19 II-4 27 Cs 7852-8571 720

17 17 II-5 25 Cs 7900 8571 672

18 18 II-6 31 Cs 7936 8571 636

20 20 II-7 30 Cs 8009 8571 562

21 21 II-8 6 Cs 8126-8400 275

15 15 II-9 37 Cs 8180-8571 392

23 23 II- 10 36 Cs 8263-8571 309

24 24 II- 11 52 Cs 8:182-8571 90

The Block I space vehicles included in this analysis were not equipped with selective availabil-

ity. Therefore, the data collected from these space vehicles by tile single-frequency receiver was

unaffected when S/A was implemented.

The clock offset is measured using a sequence of pseudorange measurements and the predicted

range obtained from the space-vehicle orbital elements broadcast in the navigation message. The

clock offset measurements are then smoothed over each non-overlapping 13-minute interval. The

measurement representing a pass is the 13-minute measurement nearest the time of closest approach,

or the one having the highest elevation angle, which minimizes the effect of the ionosphere on the

measurement.

Time and frequency inputs to the time-transfer receiver were derived from the Observatory master

clock which is a physical realization of the time scale generated by the Observatory from an ensemble

of several types of atomic frequency standards. Since the stability of the time-scale is significantly

better than that of an individual NAVSTAR clock, the measurements made by the Observatory

reflect primarily the behavior of the NAVSTAR clocks.

The frequency stability of the Block I NAVSTAR clocks was computed using sample times from

one day to a maximum of 30 days. In all cases the length of the database is a factor of ten, or more,

greater than the maximum sample time evaluated. A long-term aging correction was determined
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for each NAVSTAR clock and was removed from the data before computing the frequency stability.

BLOCK I NAVSTAR CLOCK PERFORMANCE

Figure 2 presents the frequency offset as a function of time for tile NAVSTAR 3 rubidium clock.

This is the second NAVSTAR 3 rubidium clock to be activated -the first having been activated

in 1978 and having operated successfully for 13 years. The eclipse seasons are depicted by the

shaded regions that repeat at a nominal rate of once every six months. The data shows large

frequency fluctuations that appear to be related to the eclipse season. Previous analysis by the

Naval Research Laboratory determined that the frequency offset of the first rubidium clock was

sensitive to telnperature and exhibited a temperature coefficient of 1.96 x 10-12/°C. It is expected

that the current rubidium clock will exhibit a similar temperature coefficient. It should be noted

that beginning with NAVSTAR 8 all rubidiunl clocks had additional thermal control which appears

to ha_,e isolated the clock from seasonal temperature variations.

Figure 3 presents the frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 8 cesium clock for a. period of ahnost

six years while Figures 4 and 5 present the frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 9 and NAVSTAR

10 cesium clocks for a period of more than seven years. The frequency offset for the clock on

NAVSTAR 10 shows two knees in the data where the aging abruptly increased.

Figure 6 presents the frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 11 rubidium clock for a period of three

years. The vertical scale has been expanded by plotting the residuals to a linear fit of the data. The

sensitivity to temperature is evident in the wide seasonal swings in the frequency offset similar

to those seen previously on the first NAVSTAR 3 rubidium clock--with a fundamental period of

nominally one year, although eclipse seasons occur every six months. Unlike that clock, however,

the NAVSTAR 11 rubidium clock exhibits a negative temperature coefficient.

A composite of the frequency-stability profiles for all Block I NAVSTAR clocks operating on 11

November 1991 is presented in Figure 7. Of the five NAVSTAR clocks currently operating, two are

rubidium and three are cesiuln. During 1991 all but NAVSTAR l0 had frequency stabilities less

than 2 x 10 -13 for a one-day sample time. The other two cesium clocks demonstrated excellent

performance for all sample times that were evaluated. The stability varied from 1.8 x 10-13 at one

day to 3.8 x 10 -14 at 30 days. The NAVSTAR 10 cesium clock is well past its design life of five

years during which time it performed within the specification of 2.0 x 10 -13. This can be seen from

the frequency-stability history in Figure 8 which corresponds to the output of a 20-day moving

average filter operating on the sequence of squared first differences of the one-day frequency offset

measurements shown in Figure 5. The frequency stability of the lwo NAVSTAR rubidium clocks

for an increasing sample time suffers from the wide swings in the frequency due to the seasonal

temperature variations.

BLOCK II NAVSTAR CLOCK PERFORMANCE

Figure 9 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 14 cesium clock over a two-year

time span. The corrected frequency offset had a measured aging coefficient of -3.2 x lO-16/day

during the two-year span. Note a small change in the behavior of the frequency offset beginning

near mjd 8150 (16 September 1990). After this date the frequency offset showed a change from

white noise (uncorrelated) to slow fluctuations in the data. The presence of these fluctuations in
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the data degrade the stability at larger sample times as will be seen from the frequency-stability

profile.

Figure 10 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR la cesium clock. The frequency

offset is well behaved with an aging coefficient of -1.79 x lO-15/gay.

Figure 11 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 16 cesium clock. The frequency

offset shows slow fluctuations in the data that persist throughout 1991. The average aging during

this eleven-month time span was -2.61 x lO-lS/da9. The phase offset for the first portion of the

data was compared to that obtained using the precise ephemeris computed by the Defense Mapping

Agency. The precise ephemeris yielded the same behavior which indicates that the accuracy of the

broadcast ephemeris is not responsible for the observed behavior which is not characteristic of

ground-based cesium clocks and has not been observed in the Block I cesiuln clocks.

Figure 12 presents the frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 19 cesium clock from shortly after initial

turn-on to 11 November 1991. Anomalies in the form of sharp decreases in the frequency offset by

as much as -7#p1013 repeated at intervals of between 35 to 54 days began about 9 May 1989. Prior

to occurrence of the first anomaly and during the subsequent intervals between the periodic breaks

the clock exhibited an aging of about 1.63 #plO14/day which is rather high for a cesium clock. The

aging exhibited during the initial period after turn-on and during the first twelve cycles appears to

have changed appreciably at the beginning of the last cycle to approximately 5.0 pplO14/day. The

frequency stability was computed for the first 200 days and for the entire time span. The stability

for the first segment is included in a composite stability plot. The stability for the entire time span

marginally meets the Block II specification of 2 x 10-13 for sample times of one to ten days.

Figure 13 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 17 cesium clock. The frequency

offset from mjd 7900 to mjd 8068 was well behaved. An abrupt decrease in frequency on mjd 8068

was followed by a partial recovery. Then again on mjd 8195 the frequency appears to have further

recovered. A comparison of the frequency stability for the period prior to mjd 8068 and again

for the period after mjd 8195 showed a small degradation in the frequency stability for a one-day

sample time following the frequency anomaly. The aging that occurred in the data during 1991

was -1.40 X lO-lS/dag.

Figure 14 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 18 cesium clock. The frequency

offset shows a small positive excursion beginning at mjd 8195--that correlates with the same behav-

ior on the NAVSTAR 17 cesium clock. The data subsequent to this time appears to be noticeably

quieter. The aging during 1991 for the NAVSTAR 18 cesium clock was -5.00 x lO-17/day.

Figure 15 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 20 cesium clock. The frequency

offset exhibits a small positive aging from initial operation and appears to have a small negative

rate of change of aging. Except for the small apparent change in aging the data appears to be well

behaved. The average aging during 1991 was 1.39 x lO-lS/day.

Figure 16 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 21 cesium clock. Two frequency

shifts, followed by recovery to the nolninal frequency offset occurred on mid 8451 and on mjd 8504.

The cause of these unexpected shifts in the frequency is being investigated. The average aging

before the shifts was -1.74 x 10-IS�day. The frequency stability presented later in the composite

plot of frequency stability was computed for the data before the shifts in frequency,

Figure 17 presents the corrected frequel,cy offset for the NAVSTAR 15 cesium clock. The frequency

appears well behaved and exhibited an aging during 1991 of -2.8 x lO-16/day.
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Figure 18 presents the corrected frequency offset for the NAVSTAR, 23 cesium clock. The frequency

offset is well behaved and exhibited an aging during 19!}1 of 2.7 x lO-16/day. Noteworthy is the

fact that this is the first of the Block II-A NAVSTAR space vehicles.

Figure 19 presents the frequency offset for the NAVSTAR 24 cesium clock. The cause of the

anomalous behavior occurring before 30 August 1991 (mjd 8498) may be attributed to a period of

testing of the space vehicle. Only the data in the span of time from 30 August 1991 (mjd 8498) to

11 November 1991 was used in the calculation of the frequency stability. The aging following mjd

8498 was 2.06 x lO-lS/day.

A composite of the frequency-stability profiles for all Block II NAVSTAR clocks operating on 11

November 1991 is presented in Figure 20. An individual long-term aging correction was calculated

for each NAVSTAR clock and removed before computing the frequency stability. The Block II

frequency-stability profiles show that all of the NAVSTAR cesium clocks were within the 2 x 10-13

specification for a one-day sample time and had stabilities of less than the specification for all sample

times up to 30-days. The dominant random noise types observed for the cesium clocks was white

frequency noise for sample times of one to ten days with a gradual trend towards flicker frequency

noise for sample times of 30-days. This was the expected frequency profile for well behaved cesium

clocks. Small departures from white frequency noise towards random walk frequency noise were

noted for several of the cesium clocks. This is believed to be due to small anomalies in the frequency

offset rather than to the presence of any significant component of random walk in the frequency.

CONCLUSIONS

The frequency stability for four of the five Block I NAVSTAR clocks was better than the specification

of 2 x 10 -13 for Block I cesium clocks for a sample time of one-day. The NAVSTAR-10 cesium

clock, which has exceeded the design life, did not meet the one-day frequency-stability specification

during 1991.

All Block II NAVSTAR cesium clocks are better than the 2 x 10-13 specification for a one-day

sample time. The best frequency stability for a one-day sample time was 8 x 10 -14. The dominant

random noise type for the Block II NAVSTAR cesium clocks was white frequency noise for sample

times of one to ten days.

The performance for all Block I and Block II clocks operating on 11 November 1991 is summarized
in Table 2.
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Table 2

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

GPS BLOCK I AND BLOCK II CLOCKS

U.S. Naval Observatory Monitor Site
Calendar 1991

Navstar

Number

Clock

Serial

Frequency

Clock Time Stability

Type Span 1 day 10 days

(days) (ppl013) (ppl0 TM)

3 20 Rb 132 1.8 41.4

8 2 Cs 314 1.8 4.9

9 4 Cs 314 1.8 5.4

10 5 Cs 314 3.6 9.3

11 23 Rb 314 1.5 23.6

14 8 Cs 314 1.2 5.2

13 14 Cs 31,] 1.5 4.3

16 11 Cs 305 1.4 7.4

19 27 Cs 208 1.7 9.6

17 25 Cs 314 1.1 4.3

18 31 Cs 314 1.0 3.7

20 30 Cs 314 1.3 3.8

21 6 Cs 327 1.4 5.7

15 37 Cs 314 1.7 5.6

23 36 Cs 308 1.1 3.3

24 52 Cs 73 0.8

Aging
1991

(pplOlS/day)

28.50

0.37

-0.57

-12.80

-124.00

-0.32

-1.79

-2.61

16.30

- 1.40

0.05

1.39

-1.74

-0.28

0.27

2.06
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COMMITTEE

ON INTERNATIONAL RADIO (CCIR) IN

TIME AND FREQUENCY*

Roger E. Beehler

National Institute of Standards and Technology

325 Broadway

Boulder, CO 80303

Abstract

The Consultative Committee on International Radio (CCIR) is"a technical advisory group that,

within the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), provides formal Recommendations, technical

advice, and technical information related to the allocation and use of the radio spectrum. The CCIR does

its work through a number of separate Study Groups, each of which deals primarily with one or more

radio-based services recognized by the ITU. One of these, Study Group 7, is called "Science Services"

and deals with, among other things, time and frequency services and related topics. This part of CCIR

is probably best known for its development and implementation of the UTC time system in 1972. The

U.S. national Administration develops proposed Recommendations and provides other technical input to

the CCIR through an organization of U.S. Study Groups that parallel those functioning internationally.

Both the private and government sectors participate active_, under the general oversight of the U.S. State

Department and its U.S. CCIR National Committee. Current and projected future activities of U.S. and

international Study Group 7 will be described, including some examples of carrent Recommendations,

Handbooks, and other documentation that might be useful for those working with time and frequency

applications.

INTRODUCTION

The Consultative Committee on International Radio (CCIR) is one of several international orga-

nizations that pl_v an important role in time and frequency activities. These organizations may

be grouped roughly into three main categories as illustrated in Figure 1: those that deal primarily

with the "standards" aspects of time and frequency (for example, the definition of the second);

those that are concerned mainly with the scientific aspects; and those that are involved more with

the regulatory aspects affecting time and frequency dissemination services. The standards-related

organizations shown on the left side of the chart derive from the Treaty of the Meter and include, at

the highest level, the General Conference of Weights and Measures (CGPM) and the International

*Contribution of the U.S. Government; not subject to copywright.
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Committee of Weights and Measures (CIPM). These bodies, acting upon the technical advice of

its consultative committees, such as those for the definition of the second (CCDS) and the meter

(CCDM), adopted the current definition of the second in terms of the cesium atom. The Interna-

tional Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) serves as an international measurement laboratory

and includes a Time Section in Paris, which has important responsibilities for the timing com-

munity in terms of maintaining and coordinating the international UTC and TAI international

atomic time scales. These responsibilities were previously handled by the former hlternational

Time Bureau (BIH).

A number of scientifically oriented international organizations also have strong interest in time

and frequency and make important contributions to the field. The United Nations Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) includes an International Council of Scientific

Unions (ICSU). Two of its member organizations, the International Astronomical Union (IAU)

and the International Radio Science Union (URSI), have particularly strong interest in time and

frequency from the points of view of astronomical time and radio-signal propagation, respectively.

One of the permanent service organizations established by ICSU, the International Earth Rotation

Service (IERS), has direct impact on time and frequency services and other operations by having

responsibilities for determining and announcing the dates for insertion of leap seconds into the UTC
time scale. The IERS also determines and announces the value of the difference between UTC and

the UTI astronomical time scales that is included on most standard time and frequency broadcasts.

The third type of organization important to time and frequency and the principal one of interest for

this discussion is the regulatory structure briefly outlined on the right side of Figure 1. The parent

organization is the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) which, while maintaining an

affiliation with the United Nations, traces its roots back to 1885. Under terms of the International

Telecommunications Convention the ITU is charged to, among other things, "study technical and

operating questions relating specifically to radiocommunications without limit of frequency range,

and to issue recommendations on them ..." The ITU, among many other functions, issues and

updates the International Radio Regulations that play a major role in regulating how the radio

spectrum, including that used by standard time and frequency broadcast services, is allocated

and used. The ITU depends heavily on its technical advisory body, the CCIR, in all of its ac-

tivities relating to the various radio-based international services. The Consultative Committee on

International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) performs a similar role in the area of telephone

and telegraph communications. One of the CCIR Study Groups, Study Group 7, is assigned spe-

cific responsibility for the Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Service, which includes time and

frequency broadcasts operating in the specific frequency bands allocated by the ITU.

CCIR OBJECTIVES, ORGANIZATION,

AND WORKING METHODS

The CCIR has three principal objectives:

I. to provide the technical bases for use by administrative radio conferences and radiocommuni-

cation services for efficient use of the radio-frequency spectrum and the geostationary-satellite

orbit, bearing in mind the needs of the various radio services;

2. to recommend performance standards for radio systems and technical arrangements which

assure their effective and compatible interworking in international telecommunications; and
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3. to collect, exchange, analyze, and disseminate technical infornlation resulting fronl studies by

the CCIR, and other information available for the development, planning, and operation of

radio systems, including any necessary special measures required to facilitate tile use of such

information in developing countries.

In order to address these objectives the CCIR has formed 10 Study Groups, the majority of which

deal with one or more radiocommunication services as defined by the ITU. Other Study Groups deal

with more general topics, such as propagation, spectrum management, and inter-service sharing and

compatibility issues. As revised by the 1990 CCIR Plenary Assembly, the current Study Groups
are:

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

Study Group

1: Spectrum Management Techniques
4: Fixed-Satellite Service

5: Propagation in Non-Ionized Me,tia

6: Propagation in Ionized Media
7: Science Services

8: Mobile, Radiodetermination, and Amateur Services
9: Fixed Service

10: Sound Broadcasting Services

11: Television BroadcastiI_g Services;

12: Inter-service Sharing and Compatibility

In addition there are two other groups which deal with certain interactions with the CCITT and

common CCIR vocabulary issues.

The CCIR's activities relating to time and frequency are now conducted within a recently reorga-

nized Study Group 7, called "Science Services." Prior to May, 1990, this group's responsibilities

were carried out in two separate Study Groups: Study Croup 2 (Space Research and Radioastron-

omy) and the old Study Group 7 (Standard Frequencies and Time Signals). The new "Science

Services" Study Group 7 is further subdivided into the following 4 working groups, known as
Working Parties:

WP 7A:

WP 7B:

WP 7C:

WP ?D:

Time and Frequency Services;

Space Research;

Earth Exploration and Meteorological Satellites; and

Radio and Radar Astronomy.

The 1990 CCIR Plenary Assembly, in setting up this structure, authorized the following "Scope"

statement for WP 7A: "Dissemination, reception, and coordination of standard-frequency and time-

signal services, including the application of satellite techniques, on a world-wide basis." With a

narrow interpretation of this scope statement, the CCIR and Study Group 7 might seem to be

interested only in those aspects of time and frequency that relate directly to standard time and

frequency broadcast services, such as WWV, that use the specific frequencies allocated to the

Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Service. As will be indicated later, however, the CCIR has

traditionally adopted a much broader view of its scope in the time and frequency area and, in fact,

has expanded its interests significantly beyond the narrow topic of standard frequency and time
broadcasts using the allocated bands.
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The international CCIR organization is, for the most part, mirrored in the U.S. by a parallel

national structure of Study Groups charged with developing documentation proposals in various

forms that reflect the views of U.S. organizations (public and private) and the U.S. government.

For example, there is a U.S. Study Group 7 and a U.S. Working Party 7A that deals with time

and frequency matters. Participation is open to any organization with interests in the subject

involved. Historically, the most active organizations participating in the work of WP 7A include

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO),

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL), and the

Applied Physics Lab (APL) of Johns Hopkins University.

CCIR working methods are currently undergoing a significant streamlining process, designed to

shorten the time required for approval and publication of important Recommendations and to re-

duce operating costs, particularly at the international level. Typically, proposals for new or revised

documentation (for example, Recommendations, Reports, Questions to be studied, Handbook con-

tributions) are generated by various national Administrations. In the case of the U.S. time and

frequency area, this occurs in a series of 3-4 meetings of WP 7A conducted before each international

CCIR Working Party meeting. Documents approved by WP 7A are then submitted to the full U.S.

Study Group 7 for revision or approval. The next step is a review by the U.S. CCIR National

Committee, consisting of all U.S. Study Group Chairmen, frequency management personnel, and

other private and government representatives. This part of the review process permits coordination

with other U.S. Study Groups and the State Department. Approved documents are then forwarded

to Geneva as input documents for the next international meeting. U.S. proposals, along with those

from other nations, are considered by the international Working Party meetings and then forwarded

in appropriate form to the following international Study Group meetings. The full Study Group

either accepts or rejects each document. Those that are accepted either go directly to Administra-

tions for final approval by correspondence (urgent Recommendations) or are sent on to the next

CCIR Plenary Assembly. The approval process for Recommendations can thus take as little as a

few months or as long as several years.

CCIR IMPACT ON TIME AND FREQUENCY ACTIVITIES

CCIR actions can affect time and frequency in several ways: (1) frequency allocations and their

use; (2) formal Recommendations relating to the operation of Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal

Service broadcasts; (3) other Recommendations relating to time and frequency activities, such as

standards, time scales, dissemination, and coordination; and (4) other information outputs in the

form of Reports, Recommendation texts, and Handbooks. Each of these aspects is discussed in
more detail below.

ALLOCATION ASPECTS

Frequency allocations are usually made by World Administrative Radio Conferences. General

WARC's are held at least every 20 years, and special ones dealing with a subset of radio services

are held more often as needed. Appropriate CCIR Study Groups prepare technical Reports for

these allocation conferences, providing background information on such issues as propagation con-

siderations, sharing possibilities, and preferred frequencies and bandwidths. A complete table of

allocations for all frequency bands, including sharing constraints where appropriate, is published
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by theITU aspart of the RadioRegulations.

Currently (1991),the followingfrequencyallocationsareassignedto the Standard-Frequencyand
Time-SignalService:

1. 20kHz q- 0.05 kHz

2. 14-19.95 kHz, 20.05-70 kHz, 72-84 kHz (Region 1), and 86-90 kHz (Region 1) Stations oper-

ating in these bands are permitted by footnote 1;o broadcast time and frequency signals with

full protectien rights.

3. 2.5 MHz + 5 kHz

4. 5 MHz + 5kHz

5. 10 MHz -t- 5 kHz

6. 15 MHz + 10 kHz

7. 20 MHz ± 10 kHz

8. 25 Mttz + 10 kHz

9. 400.1 MHz + 25 kHz

10. 4202 MItz -t- 2 Mttz (space-to-Earth)

6427 MHz ± 2 Mttz (Earth-to-space)

11. 13.4-14.0 Gttz (Earth-to-space)

20.2-21.2 GHz (space-to-Earth)

12. 25.25-27.0 GHz (Earth-to-space)

30.0-31.3 Gttz (space-to-Earth)

Allocation 1 was formerly used by WWVL in the U.S. but is currently inactive. The low-frequency
allocations in 2 are footnote allocations under which stations such as WWVB in tile U.S., HBG

in Switzerland, and DCF77 in Germany operate. Allocations 3-8 are those used by various high-

frequency services such as WWV and WWVH in the U.S. Allocation 9 was obtained in 1971

in anticipation of a WWV-type service from satellit_es. To (late it has not been used for this

purpose. All these allocations mentioned thus far have "primary" status, which means that they

have guaranteed protection under the Radio Regulations and do not have to share with other

services. The allocation pairs in allocations 10-12 are footnote allocations and are subject to some

constraints according to the Radio Regulations.

While some of the time and frequency allocations are clearly capable of supporting time transfer at

the highest possible accuracy levels (for example, the pairs of high-bandwidth satellite allocations),

the main use to date has been for the widespread LI e and HF broadcast services, providing only

modest accuracy capabilities by today's standards. However, such services offer many other advan-

tages in terms of wide coverage, low cost of receivers, reliable reception in many areas, and multiple

sources for UTC time. The vast majority of users, even in today's high-technology environment,

simply do not require accuracies beyond that offered by many LF and HF services. Thus, these

allocations and CCIR's role in generating and maintaining them will continue to have important
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impact on large numbers of users in the fllture. On the other hand, many of the more demanding

applications for time and frequency are being served ill other ways, particularly by making use

of opportunities for time-and-frequency transfer using other available services. Two examples are

the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites of the Radiodetermination Service and

two-way time transfer through communication satellites operating in the Fixed-Satellite Service. In

these cases, of course, the C(',IR also plays an important allocation role through its Study Groups

8 and 4, respectively.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON OPERATING STANDARD TIME

AND FREQUENCY SERVICES

The CCIR, through its Study Group 7 and Working Party 7A, formulates various formal Recom-

mendations that relate to the operation of broadcast services using those allocations assigned to the

Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Service. Such Recommendations effectively have the force of

international law, at least for the more than 150 member nations of the ITU. In the U.S. these

Recommendations apply directly to the WWV, WWVtt, and WWVB broadcast services operated

by NIST and, in the rest of the world, they impact similar services. In addition, some other time

and frequency services that do not operate in the allocated bands nevertheless follow many of these

Recommendations. The time code transmitted over the U.S. GOES satellites is an example.

The best known Recolnmendation of this type is CCIR Recommendation 460, which established the

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) system in 1972. Today, UTC is the time disseminated not only

from standard time and frequency stations, but also Dora virtually every generally available source

for precise time. Related Recommendations propose using UTC as the general reference for time

and frequency measurements and in all international telecommunication activities. Corresponding

recommendations from other international organizations such as U RSI and the IAU have supported

the intent of the original CCIt{ recommendations.

Another CCIR Recommendation that has proved very useful is one that recommends use of various

existing standard time and frequency broadcasts and certain other available signals, such as Loran-

C and Omega Navigation System broadcasts, for precise time and frequency reDrences. Detailed

operating characteristics and broadcast formats for the various broadcasts are given in an Annex

to this RecoinInendation. CCIR Study Group 7 makes a strong effort to keep this information

updated approximately every two years.

Other CCIR Recommendations that impact standard time and frequency broadcasts and their effec-

tive use involve topics such as the use of other frequency bands for broadcast services, the avoidance

of interference to these services, the use of the "Modified Julian Date," time scale notations, and the

international synchronization of time scales. The latter Recommendation is especially important

in today's environment since it recommends that the various timing centers maintain their local

UTC time scales to within 1 t,s of UTC. This tight tolerance is stated as a "desirable goal".

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO OTHER ASPECTS OF

TIME AND FREQUENCY

As mentioned earlier, Study Group 7 has historically taken a rather broad view of its scope as

defined by the CCIR. The breadth of the current Working Party 7A work program can be seen
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from the following listing of the titles of the 9 formal "Questions" that provide the bases for input
documentation and related actions:

1. Methods for Improving Terrestrial Frequency and Time Dissemination

2. Stability of Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Emissions as Received

3. Time Codes

4. Worldwide Dissemination of Time Signals to an Accuracy of 1 tzs or Better for Industrial

Purposes

5. Techniques for Time Transfer

6. Performance and Reliability of Frequency Standards and Their Use in Time Scales

7. Standard Frequency and Time Signals from Satellites

8. Two-way Time Transfer Through Communication Satellites

To date Working Party 7A has produced several Recommendations in response to this set of Ques-

tions that go somewhat beyond the narrow topic of operating the Standard-Frequency and Time-

Signal Service. For example, there is now a rather comprehensive Recommendation on "Frequency

and Time (Phase) Instability Measures." The latest version of this Recommendation now includes

instability measures for clocks, measurement systems, and dissemination systems. Its Annex con-

tains helpful background information and references on instability characterization. There are two

Recommendations relating to satellite techniques; a general encouragement to consider satellite

methods and a more specific one relating to the use of GPS satellites for timing under varying

conditions of intentional signal degradation. Another f(ecommendation supports the dissemination

of time information in coded form without specifying a particular code format. Working Party 7A

also generated a Recommendation providing definitions of more than 60 terms commonly used in

CCIR time and frequency activities. While the Glossary of Terms is primarily intended for use

within the CCIR, efforts have been made in constructing it to coordinate as closely as possible with

other vocabulary efforts, such as that being addressed within the IEEE organization.

In recognition of the current and projected future importance of satellite methods, Working Party

7A also operates a special Task Group 7/2, which is charged t,o consider developing appropriate

Recommendations and other documentation relating to satellite time transfer on an expedited

basis (next 1-2 year period). It is likely that this group, working partly by correspondence, will

propose future Recommendations on the use of GPS and GLONASS, the use of two-way time

transfers through communication satellites, and possitdy on methods for calibrating delay's through

ground-station equipment.

CCIR-GENERATED INFORMATION ON TIME AND FRE-

QUENCY

Aside from formal Recommendations, the CCIR also plays an important role by generating, compil-

ing, and publishing useful technical information in several different forms. The intended audience

may vary from document to document. In some cases, the information is intended for a rather
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restrictedaudience,for example,the participantsin World AdministrativeRadioConferences.
Other materialmay be designedfor a moregeneralaudienceof technicalengineersor scientists
whoarenot specialistsin the particular technicalarea.Muchof the informationis alsointended
to be usefulto personnelin developingcountrieswho areresponsiblefor developingor operating
radiocommunicationsystems.

This technicalinformationis publishedin severaldifferentforms.Theprincipaltraditionalmethod
is tile so-called"GreenBooks"that arepublishedfor eachStudyGroupat the completionof each
4-yearCCIR workingcycle.TheseGreenBookscurrentlycontainall theactiveRecommendations,
Reports,and other documentationof the Study Group. The Reportscontainfactual technical
informationandanalyseswhicharehelpfulin producingRecommendations.UndercurrentCCIR
policy,the Reportform isbeingde-emphasizedandconsideredmoreasa temporaryinternalwork-
ing documentusedin the processof developingRecommendations.As a result,thereis a current
tendencyto annexsoineof this backgroundtechnicalinformationto the textsof the formalRec-
ommendations.Occa_sionally,a Study Groupmaydecideto compileinformationon a particular
topic into a IIandbookformat,whichis thenpublishedby the CCIRin Geneva.Onebetterknown
tlandbook,producedby StudyGroup4, dealswith SatelliteCommunications.WorkingParty 7A
is currentlyworkingon twodifferentHandbooksrelatingto timeandfrequency.Thefirst, whichis
expectedto be publishedin 1992,dealswith satellitetime dissemination.It includesinformation
both of abackgroundnatureontopicssuchaspropagationeffects,satelliteorbits,signalstructures,
andrelativity considerations,aswellasmorespecificinformationonsatellitesystemsavailablefor
time transferapplications. WorkingParty 7A hasrecently(1991)decidedto producea second
Handbook,tentatively titled "Selectionand Useof PreciseFrequencyand Time Systems."The
contentwill includematerialon variousfrequencystandards;operationalexperiences,problems,
and pitfalls; time scaleaspects;time andfrequencymeasurementsand characterization;andsome
usesfor frequencysources.The tlandbookwill be preparedby a groupof internationalexperts
from WorkingParty 7A.

Any of the ITU/CCIR publicationsmaybeordereddirectly from the ITU by contacting:Interna-
tional TelecommunicationsUnion,GeneralSecretariat- SalesSection,PlacedesNations,CH-1211,
Geneva,Switzerland.

CONCLUSION

The CCIR is one of several international organizations that play an important role in international

aspects of time and frequency. It is the key organization in matters relating to the allocation

and use of the radio spectrum for time and frequency dissemination services. Its impact goes well

beyond the formal Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Service, however, in terms of providing

Recommendations and technical information in a variety of forms. The Recommendations and other

publications are useful for technical professionals working with time and frequency applications but

who are not specialists in the field.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. Gernot Winkler, NIST: Just a suggestion to add to this excellent review. Maybe we

should mention tile glossary. It is a document which is still under consideration and which needs

inputs and coordination with existing vocabularies and which is a real problem like all of these

efforts.

Mr. Beehler: Yes, very good, it is certainly an important document. It was listed on one of

the slides, but we feel that it is very important that we can agree on definitions of terms that are

commonly used in time and frequency. As Dr. Winkler mentioned, we try to coordina_te this as

much as possible with other activities, so it is a changing document. We keep updating it and, most

recently, we have been interacting very strongly with the IEEE vocabulary group. We have been

able to agree on definitions for many of the terms in the glossary. I think that there are sixty some

now. The IEEE has accepted many of these and we have made a few revisions at their request also.

Clark Wardrip, BFEC: Roger, how does one acquire some of these documentations?

Mr. Beehler: The main mechanism is to acquire them directly from the ITU in Geneva. I have

included in the written paper the address to write to. They will send you a price list and so on.

As far as I know, they are not generally available in the US.
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Abstract

The precision of time transfer over intercontinental distances by the GPS common-view method,

using measurements of ionospheric delays, precise ephemerides provided by the DMA and a consistent

set of antenna coordinates, reaches 3-4 ns for a single 13-min measurement, and decreases to 2 ns when

averaging several measurements over a period of one day. It is thought that even this level of precision can

be bettered by improving the ionospheric measurements, the ephemeride,_ of the satellites and the antenna

coordinates.

In the same conditions, an estimation of the accuracy is attained by using three intercontinental links

encircling the Earth to establish a closure condition: The three independant time links should add to zero.

We have computed such a closure condition over a period of thirteen months using data recorded at the

Paris Observatory in Paris (France), at the Communications Research Laboratory in Tokyo (Japan) and

at the National Institute for Standards and Technology in Boulder, Colorado (USA). The closure condition

is verified to within a few nanoseconds but a bias, varying with time, can be detected.

1. INTRODUCTION

The excellence of worldwide time unification depends or_ the quality of the clocks kept by national

timing centers and on the means of time comparison. Rapid development in the use of the Global

Positioning System since 1983 has led to major improvements in the precision and accuracy of the

metrology of time. Using commercially available GPS time receivers, time comparisons can easily

be performed with an accuracy of 10 to 20 nanoseconds over intercontinental distances, ttowever,

it is possible to improve this performance by removal of systematic errors. In GPS time transfer,

the three principal sources of error are the local antenna coordinates, the broadcast ionospheric

model and the broadcast ephemerides. A thirteen-month experiment in which three long-distance

time links are combined with simultaneous reduction of these error sources allows us to check the

precision of the time transfer, and its accuracy through satisfaction of a closure condition.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

Three long-distance time transfer links between the Paris Observatory in Paris (OP), the Com-

munication Research Laboratory in Tokyo (CRL), and the National Institute of Standards and
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Technology in Boulder, Colorado (NIST) have been computed using the common-view method [1],

for a 393-day period, from 1990 June 16 (MJD 48058) to 1991 July 13 (MJD 48450).

The GPS data taken at the three sites correspond to the international schedule issued by the Bureau

International des Poids et Mesures for the establishment of TAI. Ionospheric delay measurements

are performed by dedicated dual-frequency codeless GPS receivers, and precise ephemerides are

provided by the US Defense Mapping Agency. Detailed characteristics of the three time links can

be found in [2], with the description of the procedures used to obtain accurate antenna coordinates

and to correct for ionospheric and ephemerides errors.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The corrections to tile antenna coordinates being already introduced, four different cases may be

distinguished for each time link and for the closure, which is tile sum of the three links:

* non-corrected values.

* values corrected for ephemerides only.

* values corrected for ionosphere only.

* values corrected for both ephemerides and ionosphere.

For each case, a Vondrak smoothing [3] is performed on the values UTC(Labl) - UTC(Lab2). The

smoothing used acts as a low-pass filter with a cut-off period of about 3 days. This period has been

chosen as being approximately the limit between the short time intervals, where the measurement

noise is dominant, and the longer intervals, where the clock noise prevails. For the closure, the

smoothed values are interpolated at normal dates (Oh UTC each day) and the interpolated values

are simply added.

3.1. PRECISION OF TIME COMPARISONS

A first way to estimate the precision of the measurements is from the standard deviation of the
residuals to the smoothed values. This is strictly correct if the smoothing has removed only the

measurement noise. Over our whole data set, these residuals range from 10 to 15 ns for the

uncorrected data, 8 to l0 ns for the data corrected for ephemerides only, 7 to 12 ns for the data

corrected for ionosphere only, and 4 to 5 ns for the data with both corrections.

If the data points are regularly spaced, we can also use the time-domain stability measures av(7-)

and cry(r) [4]. Applied to a time link a_(r) allows one to characterize the types of noise that are

present. In the case of white noise phase modulation (PM), the value of a_(r) for the data spacing

is the standard deviation of the white noise, which directly gives the measurement uncertainty.

av(r ) allows us to estimate the frequency stability with which clocks can be compared.

For the link OP-NIST which, being the shortest, has the largest number of data points, we can

find two periods of 80 and 75 days respectively without any significant gap in the data. On average

there are seven points per day and they are quite regularly spaced, the largest spacing being about

7 hours. Figure 1 presents the values of a_(r) for the data over the period from MJD 48375 to
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48450,without correctionand with both correctionsapplied. It appearsthat white noisephase
modulationcanbe identifiedfor averagingtimesup to about3 dayswithout correction,but is
not the dominantsourcefor timesof oneclayand overwhenthe correctionsare applied. The
uncertaintyof a singlemeasurementis takenfrom figuro 1 to be about 16ns without correction,
but this valueis somewhatbiasedby the data recordedduring the fewdaysaroundMJD 48440
whenSelectiveAvailability wasin effect. The measurementuncertaintyis about 3 ns whenthe
correctionshavebeenapplied.

It shouldbe noted that sucha measurementuncertaintymakesit. possibleto accessthe true
performanceof thebestclockspresentlyavailable:by averaginga fewmeasurementsoveroneday,
afrequencystability of twoor threeparts in 10 TM iS realized for the link between two clocks. Thus

in figure 2, which represents ay(r) for the link OP-NIST over the same period as in figure 1, the

values obtained with corrections applied represent the actual frequency stability of the two clocks
for time intervals of one day" and over.

For the other 80-day period, from MJI) 48080 to 48160, the results are quite similar although the

measurement noise is estimated to be at a slightly higher level, as discussed in section 3.3 below.

3.2. ACCURACY TEST:

THE CLOSURE AROUND THE WORLD

A test of accuracy is performed by computing the closure around the world via OP, NIST and CRL.

Daily values of UTC(OP) - UTC(NIST), UTC(NIST) - UTC(CRL) and UTC(CRL) - UTC(OP)

are estimated from the smoothed data points. The resulting daily values of the deviation from

closure, for the whole period under study, are shown in figure 3 for the non-corrected data and in
figure 4 for the data with both corrections applied.

Figure 4 provides evidence of a gain in accuracy when the time links are computed with both

corrections. To characterize and quantify the types of noise involved, figure 5 represents the values

of a_(r) for the closure, without correction and with both corrections applied. The gain is by a

factor 2 to 3 for all averaging times. If we take into account the fact that the values for one and two

days are aliased by the smoothing that has been performed on each link, the closure is relatively

well characterized by white noise PM up to 16 days. This is not true for longer averaging times, as

it is clear from figure 4 that significant biases exist, and that they vary with time. As an example,

the mean value of the closure over consecutive 16-day intervals varies from -2 ns to +9 ns, whereas

the standard deviation of the mean, assuming white noi_.e, is 1 ns. The mean values over 16-day

intervals have a global average of 4 ns and a standard deviation of 3 ns.

3.3 DISCUSSION OF THE ERROR SOURCES

The major three error sources, that are able to produce both long term biases and short term white

noise PM, are those listed earlier in this paper: antenna coordinates, ionospheric delays, satellite

ephemerides. While we have tried to minimize these errors, they are still present at some level so
we try to estimate them here.

The error on the antenna coordinates has been estimated previously [2]. It could account for a few

nanoseconds of residual error in the closure. However this error is roughly constant over the whole
period, as the geometry of the common-view observations remains similar for each link. When more
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accuratecoordinatesbecomeavailablefromgeodeticcampaigns,it will beeasyto accountfor them
in the data. Accuraciesof a fewcentimetersshouldthenbe obtained,and thesewill contribute
negligiblyto the errorbudgetof the time transfer.

The accuracyof the measurementsof the ionosphericdelayby codelessGPSreceivershasbeen
reviewedrecently[5]. It is estimatedto bea fewnanosecondsbut it is not easyto characterize
the residualeffect. It is possiblethat P-codereceiverswill beusedin thefuture, but it is not clear
how this will improvethe measurements.Also, althoughthe globalionosphericactivity is going
to decreasefrom its recentmaximum,it is not clear if it will be measured more accurately by the

GPS receivers.

On the other hand, the ephemerides of the satellites are subject to constant improvement. The

DMA processing scheme, for example, is regularly improved [6]. The fact that ephemerides are
more accurate in 1991 than in 1990 may be visible in our data: figure 6 represents cry(r) for the link

OP-NIST for the two periods of about 80 days mentionned in section 3.1 above. The improvenlent

of the spring-sulnmer 91 period relative to that of summer 90 is quite clear for averaging times of

up to one day, where the measurement noise dominates. In the future, ephemerides with sub-meter,

or even decimeter, accuracy should become available, which will nearly eliminate this source from

the error budget.

Finally it should be noted that the stability of the closure for averaging times of a few days is

mainly affected by the many glitches that are apparent in figure 4. A careful review of the data
indicates that for the second half of the data set, which corresponds to year 1991, all but one of the

glitches are associated with a gap of more than one day in the data of one link. This aliasing effect
is less clear for the first half of the data set. This fact also favors an improvement in the quality of

the ephemerides with time, although chance cannot be ruled out as an explanation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Results of a 13-month time transfer experiment indicate that, after corrections for ionosphere

and ephemerides have been applied, the precision of a single intercontinental GPS time transfer

measurement is about 3-4 nanoseconds, and can be reduced by averaging. The accuracy is estimated

also to be 3-4 nanoseconds, but significant biases, which vary with time, are still present. It is

thought that the accuracy, as estimated by the closure condition, is improving with time, and will

eventually reach 1 ns if the ionospheric contribution can be reduced to below this level.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

David Allan, NIST: Would it not have been better to measur_ the frequency stability using Mod

_rv(r)? Since you have white PM, you can see the frequency more quickly and actually optimally.

Mr. Petit: We generally use ay(r).

Mr. Allan: But Mod _u(r) gives a better measure of what the clock is doing with white PM.

Dr. Gernot Winkler, USNO: In other words, you are not interested in frequency, but in time

interval? Would you like to comment on the possibility of keeping the data at the stations, as with

time, it is possible that by using all of the data, to improve your position with respect to the GPS

reference system.

Mr. Petit: Yes, of course, that is a way of improving the station coordinates. That has actually

been used, but clearly it is not the best way to get good coordinates. I would prefer to get very

close to a VLBI or satellite laser ranging station and Tlse precise surveying to obtain ttle station

coordinates. That should give centimeter accuracy and will be done in the very near future.

Dr. Winkler: I agree, but my comment was addressed to the general time user, who cannot

easily connect to a such a primary reference point as defined by laser or VLBI. He may well be

better served by keeping all the records.

Mr. Petit: That is what we have done. Last June we introduced for all station clocks, a list of
coordinates to be used that were derived from the time data themselves. This was because before

this time, the station coordinates were uncertain by several meters. This was clearly visible in the
time data. We now think that all the time stations are _ccurate to a level below one meter.

Dr. Martin Levine, SAO: Can you tell me the meaning, on the slide, of "raw data"? Is

that the data as output by the receiver? Does it include the built in broadcast ionospheric a,nd

tropospheric corrections?

Mr. Petit: Yes, that is the data as it comes. It is the regular output of the receiver, with the

built in broadcast corrections, but has not been processed to include our corrections.
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Abstract

The University of Leeds built a GPS/GLONASS receiver about five years ago and since then has

provided continuous information about GLONASS time and its comparison with GPS time. For the last

twoyears VNllFTRl and some other Soviet time laboratories have used Soviet-built GLONASS navigation

receivers for time comparisons. Since June 1991, VNIIFTRI has been operating a GPS time receiver on

loan from the BIPM. This offered, for thefirst time, an opportunity for direct comparison of time transfers

using GPS and GLONASS. This experiment shows that even with relativety imprecise data recording and

processing, in terms of time metrology, GLONASS can provide continental time transfer at a level of

several tens of nanoseconds.

INTRODUCTION

Two global space navigation systems, the American GPS and the Soviet GLONASS, are at the

about same stage in the development of their space segments, but they are unequally used for

international time comparisons. GPS, with a large range of time-specialized receivers, has for

many years been exploited worldwide for accurate time transfer [1], while GLONASS is still used

on an experimental basis by only a few laboratories [2]. Although at present GPS time transfer
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fully satisfies the needs of time metrology, it is the sole method which is operationally effective and

the lack of redundancy is felt. There is also a growing concern about GPS degradation by Selective

Availability. In this context GLONASS is of increasing interest as an excellent additional source.

For about five years the University of Leeds (Leeds, UK) has operated a GPS/GLONASS timing
receiver built in-house, and provided continuous information about GLONASS time and its com-

parison with GPS time. For the last two years VNIIFTRI (Mendeleevo, Moscow Region, USSR)

and some other Soviet time laboratories have used Soviet-built GLONASS navigation receivers for

time comparisons. Since June 1991, VNIIFTRI has been operating a commercial GPS time re-

ceiver on loan from the BIPM. This offers, for the first time, an opportunity for direct comparison

of time transfers by (-IPS and GLONASS between laboratories of West Europe and USSR. Values

of UTC(LDS)-UTC(SU) and UTC(OP)-UTC(SU), as provided by GPS and by GLONASS, are
reported together with estimates of the errors involved.

This experiment covers the period from July 4 to September 8, 1991. The GPS Block II satel-

lites have been deleted from GPS common-view treatment when they were affected by Selective

Availability (beginning of July [3]).

GLONASS AND GPS OBSERVATIONS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

The time laboratory of the University of Leeds is equipped with the three following time receivers:

TRIMBLE 5000A

This receiver is programmed with the BIPM international common view schedule

and refers to UTC(LDS).

- TRIMBLE 4000A

This receiver generates a 1 PPS synchronised on UTC(USNO) as broadcast by GPS

satellites with an uncertainty of lOOns [1]. This signal is the external reference of

the Leeds University GPS/GLONASS receiver.

- Leeds University GPS/GLONASS receiver

This receiver performs the measurements of UTC(USNO)-GPS time and
UTC(USNO)-GLONASS time.

The three receivers are connected to the one omni-directional antenna and use the same set of

coordinates expressed in the WGS 84 reference frame with an uncertainty of 3 m.

In the past GLONASS observations by GPS/GLONASS Leeds University receiver provided a series

of navigational solutions expressed in the Soviet reference frame (SGS 85) used by GLONASS
satellites. These results agreed with WGS 84 coordinates within 5 meters.

The delays of the receivers are known approximately within 20ns. The schema of the whole instal-

lation is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The GPS/GLONASS receiver performs the measurements almost continuously, observing all avail-
able GLONASS satellites and a selection of GPS satellites (all Block I and 2 Block II satellites).

For a given satellite, the receiver starts measurements of UTC(USNO)- satellite time and does this
once a second for 180s. This data is stored, filtered to remove outliers and averaged. The typical

standard deviation for 180s averages is 50ns. During one day the receiver performs roughly 34O

tracks of 180s, 75% of them corresponding to GLONASS satellites. Daily averages of tracks have a
standard deviation around 50as for both GPS and GLONASS data. These results are not corrected

for ionospheric or tropospheric delays.

The GPS observations produced by the GPS TRIMBLE 5000A receiver are used in this study'
for common-view time transfer with VNIIFTRI. Previous analysis of common-view time transfer

between the University of Leeds and the Paris Observatory showed that the TRIMBLE 5000A

data is affected by a noise which limits the uncertainty of such a time transfer to 10- 15ns. This

noise is partly due to uncertainty in the coordinates. Several attempts have been made to improve

the Leeds antenna coordinates by the BIPM method [4]. All of them produced the coordinates

with uncertainties of several meters which indicates other than geometrical error sources. The

TRIMBLE 5000A receiver was programmed during this experiment with the 37 13-minute tracks

of the BIPM international tracking schedule no 17 including all Block I and Block II satellites.

About 2,5 tracks were available each day for this experiment.

GLONASS AND GPS OBSERVATIONS AT THE VNIIFTRI

The USSR State Time & Frequency Service (VNIIFTRI) is located in Mendeleevo, near Moscow.

This organization is responsible for the maintenance of the Soviet national time reference UTC(SU).

An ensemble of high-quality atomic clocks, mostly hydrogen masers, is operated.

GLONASS time observations at VNIIFTRI have been carried out, since 1989, using a Soviet-built

commercially available receiver A-724 designed for aircraft navigation. The receiver is supplied

with 1 PPS and 5 MHz provided by the VNIIFTRI master clock. The readings of the master clock

are corrected "a posteriori", to transform them into UTC(SU). The receiver uses a fixed model

of the ionospheric delay and does not correct observations for tropospheric delay. The antenna

coordinates are expressed in the Soviet Geodetic System 85 (SGS 85) with estimated uncertainty

of order 5m provided by a series of navigational solutions.

There are three to five observations per day of UTC(SU) GLONASS time. All of them are per-

formed at low elevations in the direction of East. With the limited model of ionosphere and the

lack of tropospheric correction this particular configuration of observations can produce a bias.

As an estimated uncertainty for the daily averages of UTC(SU)--GLONASS time, we adopted the

value of 50ns as already deduced for the observations at the University of Leeds.

Since June 1991 VNIIFTRI has operated a commercial GPS time receiver on loan from the BIPM

referred to SU master clock. The delay of the GPS receiver was determined by the comparison

with the Paris "on line" GPS receiver [5]. The coordinates of its; antenna were determined by the

BIPM method [4] and expressed in the ITRF reference frame [6] with an uncertainty of lm. The

receiver is programmed with 37 daily tracks according to the BIPM tracking schedule no 17. About

35 tracks were available each day for this study. The GPS installation at the VNIIFTRI allows the

comparison of the UTC(SU) in common view mode to the West European time laboratories with

an accuracy of a few ns.
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GLONASS TIME TRANSFER BETWEEN

MENDELEEVO AND WESTERN EUROPE

To realize time transfer between Leeds and Mendeleevo via GLONASS we use the measurenlents of

UTC(SU)-GLONASS time, UTC(LDS)-GPS time, and GLONASS time GPS time. Combination

of these three values gives UTC(SU)-UTC(LDS).

VNIIFTRI provides the daily values of UTC(SU) GLONASS time with uncertainty of 50ns and

Leeds provides tile tneasurelnents of UTC(LDS)-GPS time realized by the TRIMBLE 5000A re-

ceiver. Tile 25 or so available daily measurements of UTC(LDS)-GPS time are smoothed at the

BIPM to provide daily values at Oh UTC with an uncertainty of 15ns.

To obtain the values of GLONASS time GPS time we use the daily averages of UTC(USNO)-

GLONASS time and UTC(USNO) GPS time provided by Leeds with uncertainties of 50ns. We

believe that these two measurements are affected partly by the same systematic biases (uncertainty

of the UTC(USNO) as locally reconstituted, ionospheric delay, coordinates,...). For this reason

when we remove UTC(USNO) by differencing the above measurements to obtain the daily values

of GLONASS time-CPS time, we adopt the uncertainty of 50ns for this difference.

For tlle final values of UTC(LDS) UTC(SU) obtained from this process we adopt an uncertainty

of 70ns, which is derived from the quadratic combination of the involved uncertainties.

We have also realized the comparison of UTC(SU) with the Paris Observatory time scale UTC(OP)

using both systems GLONASS and GPS. Paris Observatory operates a commercial GPS time

receiver connected to UTC(OP). The comparison of UTC(SU) with UTC(OP) via GLONASS was

realized in a similar way' to that described above, the values UTC(LDS) GPS time replaced by

UTC(OP)-GPS time. The 35 or so available daily measurements of UTC(OP)-GPS time are

smoothed at the BIPM to provide daily values at Oh UTC with an uncertainty of 7ns. The final

values ofUTC(OP) UTC(SU)viaCLONASS are provided with an estimated uncertainty of 70ns.

GPS COMMON-VIEW TIME TRANSFER

BETWEEN MENDELEEVO AND WESTERN EUROPE

The common-view time transfer between Mendeleevo and Leeds was realised with about 25 tracks

available, and between Mendeleevo and Paris with about 35 daily tracks available. In both cases a

Vondrak smoothing [7], which acts as a low-pass filter with a cut-off period of about 3 days, was

performed on the common-view values. For this experiment, the smoothed values are interpolated

for Oh UTC of each day. The precision of both time links is estinlated from the residuals of the

smoothed values. Over the period of this study, the residuals ranged from 12 to 15ns for the

UTC(LDS) UTC(SU) and 3 to 4 ns for the UTC(OP) UTC(SU).

COMPARISON OF GLONASS AND GPS

Time transfer via GLONASS between Mendeleevo and two West European laboratories was realized

with an estimated uncertainty of 70ns. The CPS common-view time transfer provided a time link

between Mendeleevo and Leeds with an uncertainty of about 15ns and between Mendeleevo and

Paris with an uncertainty of about 4ns. Accordingly the comparison of GLONASS with GPS for
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the Leeds-Mendeleevo link has an estimated uncertainty of 80ns and for Mendeleevo Paris, 70ns.

The daily differences between the two methods are presented in figures 2 and 3. Use of tile modified

Allan variance (Figures 4 and .5) allows us to characterize the noise affecting the values of comparison

for each of the two links. For both links tile data exhibit white phase noise up to an averaging time

of about 4 days. This justifies computation of mean values for periods of duration up to 4 days

and corresponding standard deviations of the mean. For a 4-day averaging period the results are
a,s follows:

Period MJD Mean values of Stand. Mean values of Stand.

GPS-GLONASS dev. GPS GLONASS dev.

for for

UTC(OP)-UTC(SU) UTC(LDS)-UTC(SU)

(ns) (ns) (ns) (ns)

48440 48443 -64 2 -91 2

48444-48447 -44 5 -55 13

48448-48451 -54 2 -70 6

48452-48455 -48 2 -44 10

48456 48459 -45 5 -44 5

48460 48463 -40 2

48464-48467 -43 9

48468 48471 -43 10 -52 10

48472 48475 -42 6 -42 7

48476-48479 -48 9 -57 12

48480 484_3 -44 4 -27 10

48484-48487 -44 9 -43 8

48488 49491 -12 5 -28 17

48492 48495 -2 2 -5 2

48496-48499 12 3 18 4

48500 48503 -3 8 2 15

48504 48507 -3 4 -10 14

This table shows a fairly constant bias of about -45ns between the two techniques for the first

period of the experiment (MaD period: 48440-48487) and for the two links. A sharp change

then occurs, reducing the bias to roughly 0ns. As we do not know the differential delay's between

GLONASS equipments, the bias does not have meaning, and this comparison relates only to preci-

sion. The sharp change in the bias could be explained by the low elevation of the observations and

their orientation in only one direction (far East) at Mendeleevo. In tile absence of good estimates

of ionospheric delay the changes in solar activity should have a significant effect on the measure-

ments. Also frequent changes in the hour of observations at Mendeleevo could introduce a bias

into measurements caused by ionospheric delay. The ionospheric conditions change dramatically

between day" and night.

One can also observe a lower noise level for the link between Paris and Mendeleevo than that

between Leeds and Mendeleevo. This can be explained mainly by more accurate coordinates at
Paris.
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We have computed the mean values of the differences GPS GLONASS for each of two links for

the 68 days of this experiment. As the noise is not white for this period we adopt the root mean
square of the residuals to the mean as an estimation of the confidence of the mean. The mean value

for tile link Paris-Mendeleevo is -aans with estimated confidence 24ns and for the link Leeds-

Mendeleevo respectively -38ns and 32nsi Both estimates of confidence for the period of this study

are significantly lower that for our estimation of the uncertainties of the involved measurements

(70ns and 80ns). This indicates that our estimates are too conservative, ttowever, a longer period

of comparison is required to obtain more precise specification of the uncertainty of this comparison.

CONCLUSION

This study shows that even with relatively imprecise data recording and processing, in terms of time

metro]ogy, GLONASS can provide continental time transfer at a level of several tens of nanoseconds.

By introducing common-views, this performance should be significantly improved. Further possible

improvements are the, at least partial, removal of ionospheric and tropospheric delays. More precise
determination of GLONASS antenna coordinates in the SGS 85 reference frame is another task.

The development of automatic GLONASS receivers dedicated especially for time transfer wonld be

a most significant breakthrough.
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Abstract

This paper describes the concept, architecture and preliminary details of an experiment directc<l

towards providing continuous Ultra High Precision (UHP) time transfer between Washington, DC;

Salisbury, SA Australia; Orroral Valley, ACT Australia; arid Lower Hutt, New Zealand. It further

describes a proposed method of distributing UTC(USNO) at a high level of precision to passive
users over a broad area of the South Pacific.

The concept is based on active two-way satellite time transfer from the United States Naval

Observatory (USNO) to the proposed USNO Master Clock West (MCW) in Wahiwa, HI USA at

the 1 nanosecond level using active satellite two-way time transfer augmented by Precise Position-

ing Service (PPS) of the Global Positioning System (GPS). MCW would act as an intermediate
transfer/reference station, again linked to Salisbury at the 1 nanosecond level using active satellite

two-way time transfer augmented by PPS GPS. From this point, time would bc distributed with-

in the region by two methods. The first is an existing TV line sync system using an Australian

communications satellite (AUSSAT K1) which is useful to the 20 l,anosecond level. The second

approach is RF ranging and multilateration between Salisbury, Orroral Observatory, Lower Hutt

and the AUSSAT B1 and B2 to be launched in 1992. Orroral Observatory will provide precise laser

ranging to the AUSSAT B1/B2 retro reflectors which will reduce ephenleris related time transfer

errors to below 1 nanosecond. The corrected position will be transmitted by both the time transfer

modem and the existing TV line sync dissemination process. Multilateration has the advantage

of being an all weather approach and when used with the laser ranging technique will provide a

precise measurement of the propagation path delays. This will result in time transfer performance

levels on the order of 10 nanoseconds to passive users in both Australia and New Zealand.
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Introduction

The motivation for the proposed time transfer experiment between the USA and the South Pacific is

rooted in the Geographic Dependence and Latitude Effects Study (GDLE)[1]. The GDLE Study was

conducted over a 12 month period to: 1) investigate and verify the existence of reported anomalies,

the so-called "bowing effect", in GPS time recovery; 2) analyze the potential causes; and 3) determine

procedures to maximize overall time transfer performance in the geographic area of interest. Ba._ed on

the preliminary results of the GDLE we have concluded that the major GPS time transfer anomalies

result from uncompensated clock and ephemeris errors in the daily GPS uploads. In addition we see

evidence of a long term effect which may be seasonal in nature.

As further motivation, the Australian Government has a requirement to coordinate their national

time scale to UTC and to disseminate this time nationally and regionally to a high level of accuracy.

Their specific aim is to guarantee the general availability of UTC(AUS) at an accuracy approaching 1

nanosecond (la) through a low cost operational service. As part of that process they are interested in

evaluating alternative methods of acquiring and distributing time. With the advent of SA/AS it has

become important to explore independent techniques which can be used to augment GPS.

The proposed experiment is therefore designed to support the participants interests by: 1) provid-

ing long term monitoring of GPS one-way time recovery using Standard Positioning Service (SPS)

and PPS receivers; 2) implementing a high precision, GPS independent, time transfer linkage be-

tween UTC(USNO) and Salisbury Australia; and 3) testing an improved regional TV line synch time

dissemination method.

It is believed that the propo_d experiment would, in conjunction with the previously described GDLE,

eliminate or confirm the presence of long term variations in GPS time transfer to Australia. It would

also establish a mechanism for nanosecond level time transfer to Australia and exercise an improved

regional precise time distribution methodology.

Concept

Refering to Figure 1, the concept is based on active two-way Ku-band satellite time transfer, using the

Satellite Business Systems SBS-5, from the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) in Washington,

DC (Figure 2) to the proposed USNO Master Clock West (MCW) in Wahiwa, HI USA (Figure 3). This

technique has been used operationally at the sub-nanosecond level and is expected here to be usable

to 1 nanosecond. MCW would operate as an intermediate transfer/reference station, again linked to

Salisbury at the 1 nanosecond level using active two-way X-band satellite time transfer modems, via

the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) Western Pacific Satellites, augmented by SPS

and PPS GPS.
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From Salisbury (Figure 4), time would be distributed within the region by two methods. The first is

an existing TV line sync system using an Australian communications satellite (AUSSAT K1) (Figure
5). With after-the- fact ephemeris correction, this is useful to the 20 nanosecond level. The second

approach is an improvement to be implemented with the AUSSAT B1/B2 satellites to be launched in

1992. These satellites will be fitted with retro reflectors. Laser ranging from the Orroral Observatory
and RF ranging (clock difference measurements) from Salisbury, Hobart, and Sydney along with iono-

spheric corrections will ultimately reduce ephemeris related time transfer errors to the 1 nanosecond

level. The corrected position will be transmitted by the existing TV line sync dissemination process
and the time transfer modem.

As a future enhancement, multilateration (RF ranging) from Salisbury, Orroral Valley and Lower

Hutt offers the advantage of all weather operations and when used with lie laser ranging technique

will provide a higher precision measurement of the propagation path delays. This will result in time

transfer performance levels on the order of 10 nanoseconds to passive users in both Australia and New
Zealand.

Elements of the Experiment

1. ENSEMBLE

The requirements for time-keeping and frequency control at both MCW and Salisbury will be sup-

ported by a system known as ENSEMBLE. It is a multi-clock time system capable of keeping stable

time and frequency linked to UTC(USNO) based on the use of the Precise Positioning Service (PPS)

of the Global Pasitioning System (GPS).

ENSEMBI,E (see Figalre 6) will monitor, weight and combine the outputs of up to 8 clocks in a Kalman

filter algorithm known a.s Kalman Aiding Sources Version 2 (KAS-2), similar to the one in use at the

GPS Master Control Station (MCS)[2]. KAS-2 is used to create a paper clock within a controlling

computer that is the best estimate of the correct time. The frequencies of 2 of the contributing cesium

clocks will be steered long-term to UTC-USNO using highly filtered continuous comparisons with

GPS. The short term performance of ENSEMBLE is based on the inherent stability of the cesium

clocks. For periods of 24 hours or longer the frequency of the clock ensemble is steered to the GPS

constellation with the ENSEMBLE software. The steering correction is integrated over several days

to eliminate short term upsets.

To insure reliability there are 3 levels of backup which include: 1) system level redundancy in clocks,

receivers, computers and time code generators; 2) manual override a_ld operation of ENSEMBLE;

and 3) finally the ability to support the entire system with a single stand-alone clock. ENSEMBLE

will provide for performance monitoring and fault detection through a set of outputs which will be
rcmotcly interfaced to the USNO.

Using PPS GPS, as it is currently operating, ENSEMBLE will provide an absolute time accuracy

of <30 nanoseconds (RMS), not-to-exceed 150 nanoseconds (Sa) with respect to UTC(USNO). The

frequency stability at one day will be less than 2x10 -14, at ten days less than lx10 -14, and less than

5x10 -15 at thirty days.
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2. Satellite Two-Way Time Transfer Modem

Two way time transfer uses Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSAT) and communication satellites to

link time transfer modems at each location. A pulse is transmitted from each end every second and its

time of arrival is measured at the other end relative to the local clock (Figure 7). The measurement is

equal to the difference between the two clocks plus the delays of the path and hardware. Typical errors

in the process, when care is taken to calibrate the equipment and cables, are about a nano._cond.

Measurernent_ocatio,_A = TimeA -- TimeB + DELAYmoA

Measurement_ocationB = TimeB -- TimeA + DELAYAtoB

MeasurementA -- MeasurementB = 2(TimeA --TimeB)

If the delays and hardware are equal the difference in clocks A and B can be found by taking half the

difference in the two measurements. In practice the two delays are not equal. They differ because of

hardware, ionospheric path delays and earth rotation. The hardware differences can be measured by

comparing systems before deployment. Path differences caused by the Sagnac effect can bc calculated

with approximate knowledge of the equipment and satellite locations. The differences in the ionosphere

are under 100 pico_conds at the 12 - 14ghz operating frequency and the 2 ghz offset between tile

transmitting and receiving frequencies.

Typically the two way operation is accomplished with a master site and several slave sites (Figure 8).

The slave sites will only respond upon command of the master site. Data measurements are exchanged

between the two location over the same link that is transmitting the pulse.

The advantages of the two way technique over GPS time transfer include 1) two way does not need

accurate information on antenna or satellite locations, 2) tropospheric effects cancel; and 3) ionospheric

path delay errors are less than 100 picoseconds. These result in a more accurate time transfer.

The 100 picosecond number for ionospheric path delay is for Ku-band operation. At X-band the delay

in each path is higher due to the inverse frequency effect but the difference between transmi._sion

and receiving frequency is less. The projected ionosphere errors at X-band are therefore about 150

picoseconds.

To perform two way time transfers between some locations it is necessary to a use an intermediate

relay point. The relay point may be equipped with zero, one or two modems. With zero modems the

two terminals are cabled together causing the total link noi_ to be the sum of the two parts. This

saves equipment but does not provide time transfers at the relay point. With one modem, sequential

time transfer may be done by using the local clock to flywheel between transfers. With two modems,

simultaneous transfers may be done thus eliminating any small errors in the relay clock.
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3. Orroral Observatory/AUSSAT Time Dissemination

The Australian national system of precise time comparisons embodied in UTC(AUS) is accomplished

by measurement of TV signals from AUSSAT supported by orbit information supplied by AUSSAT

Belro_ and by time measurements from the G'PS which provide the relationship of UTC(AUS) to

International Atomic Time (IAT) and UTC(BIPM). Precision and accuracy are currently estimated

to be on the order of 50 nanoseconds. Precision improves to about 10 nanoseconds when AUSSAT's

orbit is improved using GPS results (Figures 5 and 9). The Orroral Laser Ranging System is being

upgraded for ranging to retroreflectors on tile AUSSAT B spacecraft with 5 cm precision and accuracy

for much better orbits. Locally generated GPS orbits, precise base station location and ionospheric

calibration, already planned for a national 'zero-order' geodetic network tied to VLBI and laser ranging

sites, will add strength and reliability to the TV method.

ABC TV signals transmitted from AUSSAT K1 provide times of arrival (TOA) of arbitrary but well

defined sync pulses. These are measured with respect to local clocks at participating stations a.s shown

in Figure 5. The mca.suremcnt cquipmcnt typically includes a 1.5 meter dish, LNA, B-MAC decoder

and sync pulse selector, and an ordinary TV set a.s shown in Figure 9.

If to is the time of transmission, x.i the measured time of reception, Ti the clock error, di the roceiver

delay, ei the unmodelled random and systematic error such a.s ionospheric and relativistic effects, and

Pi the propagation delay from satellite to station i, then:

whence:

zi = to -t- ri nt- di + Pi 4- ei

_ - _ = (_ - Tj) + (di - d_) + O, - P_) + (_ - _)

The relative clock error Ti - Tj is readily determined when the relative propagation delay Pi - Pj has

been calculated from supplied orbital and receiver location data, provided the relative receiver delay

d i - dj has been calibrated. Results for the clock differences between the hydrogen masers at Mount

Pleasant Observatory in Hobart and the National Measurements Laboratory (NML) in Sydney show

a precision of 70 nanoseconds, which includes error contritmtions fronL the clocks, the mea.surements,

the ionosphere and the orbit.

Alternatively, when the relative clock error is already known from independent GPS time comparisons

at several 'Master' stations, the relative propagation delays Pi -pj can be calculated and used as

pseudo-range differences to improve the spacecraft's orbit which is then applied to the corrections for

'Remote' stations. For this purpose, measurements are taken hourly. The results, when GPS time

results from 'Master' stations at NML, Orroral, Telecom Research Laboratories in Melbourne and

Yarragadee SLR have been added to solve for semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination and relative

receiver delays (station biases) show a precision of 13 nmLoseconds for a 2-day fit after editing some
outliers.

AUSSAT orbital positions measured by radar tracking from the Earth Station at Belrose are accurate

to 30 metres. The improvement brought about by combining GPS time measurements with the TV

measurements is geometrically weak for perigee, node and anomaly solutions, and under threat from

the policy of 'Selective Availability'.
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The next generation of AUSSAT's, B1 and B2, will be launched in 1992 and will each carry an

array of 14 38 mm diameter retroreflectors (James, Steel and Evans, 1990). The range error from

the upgraded Orroral laser will be less than 5 cm with a pointing error of 2-3". It would be highly

desirable to upgrade the Yarragadee SLR station as well, to add strength to the solution for in-orbit

longitude.

The geodetic positions of the AUSSAT and GPS antennas need to be known to better than 30 cen-

timeters to achieve the 1 nano_cond time transfer goal. All participating locations must be located

to that accuracy on a common geodetic datum.

Australian fiducial stations located at Orroral, Yarragadee, Tidbinbilla, Alice Springs, Gnangara,

and Town_ville will become the basis for the "zero-order" national network. This network will be

integrated with the timing network and will provide the capability for producing accurate coordinates

for time transfer, ionospheric corrections for (qPS, and a regional C,PS orbit determination service.

4. Salisbury/DMA Installation

The installation at Salisbury will be as shown in Figure 4. The time/frequency reference will consist of

a truncated version of ENSEMBLE with a single computer, one measurement system, one GPS PPS

time recovery receiver, and a minimum of 3 cesium beam frequency standards, at lea.st one of which

will be steerable. The ENSEMBLE computer will be directly interfaced to the NRL satellite time

transfer modem which will provide regular time transfem from MCW via the DSCS. This is expected

to maintain the local ENSEMBLE estimate of UTC(USNO) to within 2 nanoseconds (RMS). The

calibrated ENSEMBLE UHP 1 PPS and 5 Mhz outputs will be buffered and supplied to the AUSSAT

TV time dissemination system.

The existing DMA monitor station at Salisbury consists of 2 T14100A receivers, an HP5061 cesium

frequency standard, art HP5065A rubidium frequency stazldard, a LORAN C receiver, a computer aztd

a phone modem. It is expected that the DMA system will be upgraded in 1992.

Data Collection and Analysis

The participants have planned to put the elements of the experiment in place over the next 9-12

months. Operation of MCW will begin in the September 1992 time franm with the remaining segments

coming on line a.s equipment and resources become available. It is hoped that data collection can be

maintained over a minimum period of 12 months.
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Data collection will be designed to build the following data sets:

• Salisbury

- UTC(USNO) versus local clock

* via two-way satellite time transfer modem

* via GPS one-way broadcast

. real-time using local ENSEMBLE PPS system

real-time using local DMA SPS system

• post-time using both of the above with post-fit DMA C,PS ephemerides

- UTC (AUS) versus local clock

* via AUSSAT K1

. via AUSSAT B1/B2 with ephemeris corrections (when available)

• Hawaii

- UTC(USNO) versus MCW

* via two-way satellite time transfer modem

. via GPS one-way broadcast

real-time using local ENSEMBLE SPS system

• real-time using local ENSEMBLE PPS system

. post-time using local ENSEMBLE PPS system and DMA post-fit CPS ephemerides

. via common view with USNO (PPS and SPS)

Preliminary plans for data analysis include:

• Difference and compare Salisbury and MCW data sets

- UTC(USNO)viaPpS/Gps - UTC(USNO)v_T_oway

- UTC(USNO)viasps/Gps - UTC(USNO).iaT_oway

-- UTC(USNO)viaPps/ap s - UTC(USNO)viasps/ap s

- UTC(USNO)viaAUSSATK1 --UTC(USNO)viaPPS/GPS

-- UTC(USNO)viaAUSSATK1 - UTC(USNO)._asps/cps

• Compare two-way time transfer configurations

- pass-through method in Hawaii

- direct retransmission in Hawaii

- sequential transmissions in Hawaii

• Compare time transfer modem ranging performance to existing ranging systems.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. Claudine Thomas, BIPM: The BIPM is w_ry interested in this experiment because of

the difficulty of obtaining a good time transfer link between AustrMia, New Zealand and America.

Dr. Robert Vessot SAO: Will the modem that you have at NRL, the two-way time transfer

modem, operate two-way with more than one station at the same time?

Mr. Gifford: No, not at the same time. It can communicate to a number of stations, but only
does time transfer to one at a time.

G. Petit, BIPM: How do you get the precise ephemeris? You need at least three stations to

obtain the data. Are there only two stations as shown on your slide?

Mr. Gifford: I only showed two on the slide, but NASA has about five stations ill the grid.
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GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE POSITION DETERMINATION FOR

COMMON-VIEW TWO-WAY TIME TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS
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Abstract

In common-view two-way time transfer, each earth station receives an unwanted return signal from its own

transmission as well as the desired signal from the other earth station. NRC, NIST and USNO have been
cooperating in a three-comer common-view two-way time transfer experiment. Some systematic effects are

known to depend on the position of the satellite (Sagnac effect and the cross-correlation pulling of the
pseudo-random codes).

A method is presented for deriving accurate satellite ranges from each of three stations doing common-view

two-way satellite time transfer measurements, when one (and only one) station also takes ranging measure-
merits on its "unwanted return signal"for a brief period. The method is applied to determine the variations

in position of the satellite used over the course of the NR C/NIST/USNO SBS-3 experiment, with ranging data

taken at NRC, where no additional hardware was required to automate the process.

The fit and extrapolation which are employed in this method have an estimated precision of 2 m. If the delays

of SBS-3 satellite 10t band transponder and earth station equipment were measured accurately as well as the
tropospheric refractions were well modeled and corrected, we wouM expect a ranging accuracy of 2.5 m and

satellite positioning accuracy would be 200 m (latitude) 50 m (longitude) and 20 m (height above ellipsoid).

INTRODUCTION

Two-way satellite time transfers are routinely performed between NIST and USNO, NIST and NRC,
and between NRC and USNO. The first year of measurements, described here, used the SBS-3 Ku

band geosynchronous satellite at 95* W. As shown in Figure 1, these three earth stations are within
the -4 dB contour of the continental beam from this satellite. The earth stations are spaced on

sufficiently long baselines to allow accurate satellite position determinations from ranging measure-
ments that loop through the satellite. We have used a positioning method that adds only a little

overhead to the minimal two-way time transfer when operated from one minimally equipped time-

transfer earth station in a two-way time transfer network.

The set-up and all measurements are arranged to fit in a 30 minute period each Monday, Wednesday and

Friday morning. As illustrated in Figure 2, three time transfer measurement groups are scheduled:
NIST(1)/USNO(O), NRC(3)/NIST(4) and USNO(O)/NRC(1), each lasting 300 seconds and typically

starting at 10:30, 10:37 and 10:47 respectively. A ranging measurement at NRC, NRC(4) which lasts 100

seconds, is inserted betweenNRC(3)/NIST(4) and USNO(O)/NRC(1). For each institute, the number in

brackets indicates the receiving code of the Mitrex 2500 modem's pseudorandom noise (PRN) sequence.
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A method is described below for deriving accurate range data (of the satellite from the three stations)

from two groups of time transfer measurements NRC(3)/NIST(4) and USNO(O)/NRC(1) as well as

one station ranging NRC(4). The synchronism which is required for three-station simultaneous ranging

is created by means of polynomial fits and extrapolation of the time transfer data NRC(3), NIST(4),
NRC(1) and USNO(O). This is a "pseudo synchronism" method which exploits the slow rate change of

timing (a few ns/s was typical for SBS-3) and the high precision of the timing (residuals of less than 1 ns
for 1 s measurements). After extrapolation, five sets of simultaneous fits (and measurements) NRC(4),

NRC'(3), NIST'(4), NRC'(1) and USNO'(O) are available. The important differences of the equipment

configuration at NRC, NIST and USNO are shown in Figure 3: note differences of earth station and

time interval counter (TIC) connections.

RANGE EQUATIONS

The range equations are straightforward to write down, starting with the ranging readings at NRC

(NRC(4)) which can be expressed

NRC(4) = TU(NRC) + TD(NRC) + 2R(NRC) + STR (la)

where TUand TD are the equipment time delays of the uplink path and downlink path at earth station,

R is the range between earth station and satellite, and STR is the satellite transponder time delay.

Rearranging equation (la) gives

R(NRC) = [ NRC(4) - TU(NRC) - TD(NRC) - STR ] / 2. (lb)

The time transfer readings at NRC and NIST can be written respectively

NRC'(3) = PPSx(NIST)-dTx(NIST) + TU(NIST) + WE + TD(NRC)- PPSx(NRC) (2)

NIST' (4) = PPSx(NRC)- dTX(NRC) + TU(NRC) + EW + TD(NIST)- PPSx(NIST) (3)

where PPSx is the external lpps from the master clock driving the modem; dTx is the modem delay

between PPSx and Tx; EWand WE are the signal path up to, through and down from the satellite going
from east to west and west to east; it is easy to see that

WE + EW = 2R(NRC) + 2R(NIST) + 2STR (4)

Using a pair of microwave relays and a 2.3 GHz translator, the "station loop delay" at NRC, SL, has been

measured routinely. SL and total station equipment delay (TU + TD) are different. From Figure 3, we have

SL=TU+ TD-2DH+ TRL (5)

where DH is the antenna time delay which includes the delay of the antenna feed and connecting

waveguide and cables; TRL is the 2.3 GHz translator delay plus connecting cable delay.

A measurement of the NIST station equipment delay has been done[D.Howe, 1987]. The NIST

experiment used a satellite transponder simulator, as illustrated in Figure 4 (1). The SL(ms_ as well

as the sum of the simulated STR and TU(NIsx) +TD(msa3 were obtained,

STR + TU(NIST) + TD(NtST) = 1436 ns

SL(NtST) = 1359 ns (6)

The experiment at NRC used a compact mixer unit, as illustrated in Figure 4 (2). SLt_Rc ), the sum of

TU(NRC) and TD(NRC) as well as the difference of TRL(NRC) and 2DH(NRC) were measured,

TU(NRC) + TD(NRC) = 3373.5ns
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TRL(NRC)- 2DH(NRC) = 6.6 ns

SL(NRC) = 3380.1 ns (7)

Collecting the above equations, the three range equations become

R (NRC) = [ NRC(4) - TU(NRC) - TD(NRC) - 83.6 ns ] / 2

= [ NRC(4) - TRL(NIST) + 2DH(NIST)- 3450.5 ns ] / 2 (8)

R (NIST) = [ NIST' (4) + NRC' (3) - NRC(4) + dTx(NRC) + dTX(NIST) -1435.5 ns ] / 2 (9)

R(USNO) = [NRC'(1) + USNO'(O)-NRC(4) + dTX'(NRC) + TU(NIST) + TD(NIST)-TU(usNo)-TD(usNo)
-1435.5 ns ] / 2

= [NRC'(1) + USNO'(O)-NRC(4) + dTx'(NRC)-SL(usNo) + TRL(usNo)-TRL(N1ST)

+ 2DH(NIST)-2DH(usNo)- 77 ns l / 2 (10)

Thus the problem reduces to knowing the sum delay of TUand TD at NIST and USNO, these delays could
be measured by transporting a compact calibration unit to the NIST and USNO earth station sites.

ALGORITHM OF SATELLITE POSITION DETERMINATION

In general, it is necessary to measure at least four ranges of four observing stations for determining
the position and time of a space target. The independent range variable Ll is the function of target

coordinates Xs, Ys, Zs, observing station coordinates Xi, Yl, Zl and measuring time ti

Li=Y(Xs,Ys,Zsc_i,Yi,Zi, ti) (i=1,4) (11)

If the clocks of the observing stations have been synchronized precisely and the ranging measurements

are conducted at a common time t, then only three observing stations are required for the determina-

tion of target coordinates. The weighted observing equation and the weighted least-squares solution

GTwGx= GTw(o-- C) (12)

X= (GTwG)-IGTw(o- C) (13)

where, X is target position improvement matrix; G is the measurement matrix; W is the weighting
matrix; and O-C is the matrix of difference between measured and computed ranges. If G is square

matrix and detG= IG I_ 0, equation (13) becomes

X=(WG)-IW(O- C) (14)

In our case, the known numbers are the coordinates of three observing stations, the independent

ranges between satellite and three stations and the initial rough position of satellite. The determination

of W is based on ranging precision at each station, the weighting factor is the reciprocal of ranging

precision. Due to the different antenna size of earth stations and the introduction of polynomial
extrapolation and conversion equation in range determination, the ranging precisions at three stations

become unequal in our case. Based on the error estimates of ranging and time transfer measurements,

range conversion as well as extrapolation, the differential weighting matrix W has been established.

The algorithm employed in the position determination process is a standard differential correction
technique of weighted least-square that minimises the observation residuals, i.e. the difference

between the measured ranges and calculated ranges. The satellite initial position is iteratively replaced

by the corrected satellite position, the iterative process continues until the position converges to within
a delta value of error. The covariance matrix

p=(GTWG)-Iw (15)
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isusedto determinethegoodnessof each solution fit to the data and is used to calculate the Position

Dilution Of Precision (PDOP). PDOP is the coherent factor between the position accuracy of satellite

and the geometric distribution between satellite and observing stations.

PDOP= _/P11+P22+/>33 (16)

Where, Pxl, P22 and P33 are the diagonal terms of P matrix. The individual DOPs (XI)OP, YDOP, ZDOP)

or (,pDOP,).DOP, HDOP) could be derived from Pll, P22 and P33 in the different coordinate systems.

UNCERTAINTY DISCUSSION

The absolute accuracy of satellite position determination is dependent upon knowledge of ranging

accuracy, Position Dilution of Precision as well as station position accuracy. Over the course of SBS-3

experiment, the single shot (1 s) precision of ranging measurement at NRC has been about _ 1.2 ns
under normal circumstances. The "ranging" precisions of NIST and USNO through conversion (but

excluding extrapolation errors - discussed below) can be estimated about +__1.6ns and __.2.2 ns

respectively (again for 1 s measurements). It must be emphasized that the absolute accuracy of ranging

measurements are subject to many systematic errors. The uncertainties relative to position determina-

tion accuracy are discussed and estimated below for our first satellite positioning results. In many cases
significant improvements in accuracy could be made with rather modest efforts.

1. Polynomial extrapolation. Figure 5 shows the measurement schedule used at NRC for evaluating

the accuracy of the extrapolation. The extrapolation uncertainties have been evaluated at NRC by

conducting additional timing and ranging measurements: by"eavesdropping" on the NIST/USNO time
transfer and measuring (receive only) timing NRC(1) and NRC(O); and by a second ranging session NRC(4).

The uncertainties of the extrapolations were evaluated by calculating the rms residual of the observed -

extrapolated results, as shown in Figure 5. For extrapolation times of less than 400 seconds, a second order
polynomial regression gave the best results, with rms extrapolation residuals of less than 6.8 ns.

2. Propagation delay. No cancelling of path delay exists during ranging measurement. Both the
tropospheric and ionospheric refraction effects need to be taken into account. A signal propagating

through the troposphere will be absorbed and delayed due to effects of snow, rain, clouds, fog as well

as oxygen and water vapour molecules. The refractive correction increases with atmospheric pressure

(or partial pressures of important molecules) and increases as the satellite elevation decreases. This
kind of time delay could reach to several hundred nanoseconds in the worst cases. With a suitable

model of tropospheric refraction, the time delay of tropospheric refraction could be corrected to about

1%. SBS-3 satellite elevations at NRC, NIST and USNO are about 34 °, 42 ° and 41 ° degrees respec-
tively. The effect of tropospheric refraction would be about 33 ns under normal circumstances. A Ku

band radio signal propagating through ionosphere will be refracted, the refractive index is mainly

proportional to the electron density integrated along the path and the inverse square of the signal

frequency. For a 12 and 14 GHz link, the signal delay of ranging due to ionospheric refraction can be
estimated as about 2 ns.

3. Satellite transponder delay. The satellite transponder delay should be available from design and

acceptance test specifications and accurate to about 1 ns. In our case, the SBS-3 transponder delay is

simulated by the experiment at NIST. The time delay uncertainty between the electrical centre of the

satellite transponder and the simulator value was estimated as 10 ns. This effect of this delay on position
will be almost the same for the three earth stations, and to first order, will simply displace the attributed

position of the electrical centre of the satellite from, say, a reference plane referred to the satellite antenna.

4. Station equipment delay. To know the time delay of earth station equipment, we can measure the

sum of up path and down path delay of all station equipments or alternatively the station loop delay,
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thedifferenceof antennadelaysandthedifferenceof translatordelays.Basedon modern technique,

these equipment delays could be measured accurate to one nanosecond, but one must pay more

attention to every aspect of measurement. The station loop delay SL, the modem loop delay ML and

(SL-ML) delay have been automatically measured at NRC as a matter of routine. Figure 6 shows the
results from April, 1990 to April, 1991. (SL-ML) is the total delay of the 70 MHz IF cable, Up/Down

converter, 2.3 GHz translator, Tx/Rx relay and associated cables. Most of these units are operated in

outdoor conditions, and so suffered environmental effects. The (SL-ML) delay with a +_1.52 ns of rms

displays more noise than the ML delay with variations of -,- 0.66 ns rms. The SL and (SL-ML) delays

show obvious seasonal variation, and a sinusoidal function, y=asin(2nct+b) fits the data as shown in
Figure 6 with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 3.2 ns for the station loop, and 3.8 ns for the delay of the

station loop minus the modem loop. The seasonal variation of the station loop delay is expected to be

dominated by the temperature coefficient of the long 70 MHz IF cables, which are outdoors and buried

at a depth of less than one metre for much of the run. Figure 6 also shows a small systematic drift in

the modem loop delay measurements over the one year period. The station loop delay SL also has
been measured at NIST, and published for a 15 day period [D. Howe, 1987]. Direct station loop delay

measurements for USNO were not available. In calculation of USNO range, an estimated value of

SL(USNO) has been used with an uncertainty of about 50 ns. The differences of translator delay and

the differences of antenna delay among NRC, NIST and USNO are ignored in our calculation, thus
another error of about 20 ns has been introduced.

5. PDOP. For the geometric distribution among NRC, NIST, USNO and SBS-3, the calculated PDOP

is about 80. The sensitivity coefficients of latitudinal, longitudinal and height above ellipsoid position

errors with respect to range error are 77.2, 20.0, 8.8 respectively. In most applications, this kind of
error magnification is the limitation of the resolution of position determination. It can be reduced only

by choosing optimal geometric distribution among satellite and stations.

6. Station coordinates. Errors in station coordinates have a direct effect on satellite position. The

station coordinates need to be measured as accurately as possible in a common coordinate system. For

the NRC earth station, the WGS-84 coordinates of the principal GPS antenna at NRC were used as

the local reference. The location of the antenna of earth station was surveyed relative to the GPS
antenna, and the antenna coordinates of NRC earth station were obtained with an accuracy about 7

metres. The adopted antenna coordinates of NIST and USNO earth stations were assumed with the

same level of accuracy.

7. Code pulling. The ranging measurements at NRC were normally taken with no other time transfer
station transmitting, and so are not expected to have any systematic pulling of the delay-locked loop

of the modem's receiver. For the timing measurement runs, two PRN codes are present at the same

chip rate (2.5 MHz) and length (10,000 chips). The Mitrex PRN codes are not quite orthogonal, with

cross-correlation pulling averaging about 0.7% of the main autocorrelation slope used by the delay-

locked loop. Averaged over all relative PRN phases, we expect a code pulling of some 2 ns rms, if the
carriers are syntonized and the two signals are matched in power. Power mismatch will reduce the

code pulling for the strong signal, and increase the code pulling for the weak signal. For these runs,

the as-received carriers from the three earth stations rarely match within the 2 Hz noise bandwidth of

the modem, giving a large rejection of the unwanted signal, to the level where code pulling is not an
issue for satellite position determination.

Based on the above discussion, the current ranging accuracy is estimated as 20 m and the absolute

satellite positioning accuracy is conservatively estimated as 1.6 km. If the equipment delays were

measured accurately and tropospheric refractions were well modeled, the accuracy could be
improved to 2.5 m (range) and 200 m (position), and only then would be limited by the extrapola-

tion accuracy.
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SATELLITE POSITION RESULTS

The satellite position determinations from April 1990 to December 1990 are presented in Figure 7.

To calculate each position, a total of five data sets must be measured successfully at three stations. All
five are not always available, as evidenced by the gaps in Figure 6. Note that the satellite remains within

_+0.03* of a longitude 0.05* W of its nominal position of 95" W. In the periods of most nearly continuous
results, shown in Figure 8, the three satellite coordinates exhibit periodic trend every 28 days.

The monthly period is attributed to the perturbing influence of the moon's gravitational force on the

geostationary satellite. The moon's perturbing acceleration on a geostationary satellite has been estimated
less than about 9x10 "6,i.e., about 5.4 km for two days tracking arc. Due to our schedule of time transfer

measurements which are performed at a nearly fixed time of a day, the influence of earth's non-sphericity

perturbing force are not observed. This offers a chance to see the influence of the moon's perturbation,

and presumably station-keeping such as is seen on MJD 48237, indicated by a symbol t in Figure 8.

EFFECTS OF SATELLITE POSITION ON TIME TRANSFER

For each of the satellite positions that were determined, the Sagnac correction was calculated for all
three links: NRC/SBS-3/NIST, NRC/SBS-3/USNO and NIST/SBS-3/USNO. The Sagnac corrections

are shown in Figure 9, and are indeed small. The variation was less than 20 ps for any one link, and was
determined with an accuracy of _+2 ps. This simple positioning method can evaluate and remove Sagnac

effect variations at the ps level.

The satellite position can also affect common-view two-way time transfer measurements by varying the

time delay between the two signals each earth station receives: the signal transmitted from the other time
laboratory, and the unwanted return signal from its own transmission. The unwanted return signal can pull

the timing signal by some 4 ns rms, if the carriers are syntonized, ff the rf powers and the modems are

matched, the code pullings will almost cancel for the two-way time transfer. However, if there is a 3 dB

mismatch in powers (as is commonly observed in our experience) a code pulling of about 1 ns rms can be
expected if the carriers are syntonized (for these experiments, they rarely are syntonized within the 2 Hz

noise bandwidth of the delay locked loop). The relative delay between the two signals depends mostly on

the day-to-day variation in satellite position, the other delays are either constant (equipment delays), slowly

varying (the UTC time scale differences) or are settable. During a 300 second timing run, the relative delay
may vary by several 400 ns chips as the satellite changes position, but all in a deterministic way. If the two-way

time transfer runs are supplemented with a ranging measurement, the effects of code pulling might be
evaluated within the limits of our extrapolation accuracy estimate of about 7 ns rms (2% of one chip). The

upper bound of the effects of code pulling may be seen in Figures 10 through 13.

In Figure 10, the first difference of the autocorrelation function of Mitrex code 0 (a [215-1] maximal

length PRN code, truncated at 10,000 chips) is shown. The early/late discriminator locks the delay
locked loop at the zero crossing of the large negative slope at the origin, of 100% in 400 ns. The details

of the autocorrelation function away from the origin are only important in the event of significant

multipath signals. In Figures 11 through 13, the first difference of the cross-correlations of the pairs of

different Mitrex codes are presented for the ranges of relative delays observed in our experiments with
SBS-3. The values on these graphs represent an effective zero-shift for the delay-locked loop, in the
case where the unwanted carrier is within the modem's 2 Hz noise bandwidth of the locked carrier.

For any particular delay time shown in one of the Figures 11 through 13, the associated code pulling

may be read from the graph as a percentage of one chip (400 ns). Also shown for each cross-correlation
is a histogram of observed range differences determined in this work. This limit on the size of the code

pulling effect can be seen to have been better, by chance, for the NRC/NIST link (Figure 11) than for
the USNO/NIST link (Figure 13).
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With theMitrex modems,oneinterestingpossibilityis for onestationin each transfer to choose its

transmit time origin so as to use a part of the cross-correlation that has zero code pulling effect. Of

the 28 code pairs that might be used, all but 5 have at least one 400 ns wide range of time delay which

has zero code pulling (corresponding to the cross-correlation function having 3 successive values the
same). For the Mitrex codes, these flat spots are as follows: code [0,1]: none; [0,2]: 2.396 ms; [0,3]:

3.1876 ms; [0,4]: 0.394, 2.7636 and 3.6984 ms; [0,5]: 0.0472 ms; [0,6]: 0.0536 ms; [0,7]: 0.898 & 0.8984,

2.3388 ms; [1,2]: 0.3184, 0.4932, 1.2652 & 1.2656 ms; [1,3]: 0.650 ms; [1,4]: 0.158, 0.8448 ms; [1,5]:

1.304, 2.6956 ms; [1,6]: none; [1,7]: 3.3936 ms; [2,3]: none; [2,4]: 1.3056, 2.214 ms; [2,5]: 1.5908,
3.6324 ms; [2,6]: 1.9692 ms; [2,7]: none; [3,4]: 0.7332, 3.700 ms; [3,5]: 1.794 ms; [3,6]: 1.0472, 1.1728,

2.6804, 3.9388 ms; [3,7]: 1.144, 3.0832 ms; [4,5]: 0.4708 ms; [4,6]: 1.4304 ms; [4,7]: 0.5784 ms; [5,6]:

0.0972, 2.8724 ms; [5,7]: none; and [6,7]: 0.8576 ms. The crosscorrelation flat spots for [i,j] occur for

code i leading or lagging code j by the specified amounts, and the code pulling will then be zero at both

earth stations. The times specified with an ampersand (and differing by 400 ns) are flat spots having

4 successive cross correlation values the same, and would be the easiest zero code pulling to use with
just a programmable delay generator. The different dopplers would still normally permit 100 s of

measurement free from code pulling, but the delay generator would have to be set with 2-station

relative position information determined just before the time transfer session (just a few seconds

worth of initial measurements, on each of the two codes, taken at only one earth station, would suffice

to set the delay generator). As may be seen from the histograms in Figures 11 through 13, the
day-to-day position variations do not allow us any confidence to hit even an 800 ns wide window for

zero code pulling.

Geostationary satellite position determination by these methods also can make signals from the

satellite into useable one-way timing references, with accuracy potential at the 10 ns level, limited

principally by the need for position determination at the receiver.
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Abstract

Millisecond pulsars attract attentions as a future reference clock in place of present atomic clocks,

by reason of their highly stable pulse timing. CRL (Communications Research Laboratory) has
been developing an observation system to measure the pulse timing of millisecond pulsar precisely,
and recently has completed its basic part. By using it, we observed PSR1937+21 at 1.5GHz band

and got a pulse timing with a precision of 16psec/v by 5 days observation.

Introduction

CRL has a responsibility for keeping and supplying the time and frequency standard of Japan, and has

been developing atomic clocks such as hydrogen maser and cesium clocks. We search for new methods

to get more stable reference time scale, and started a project for establishing a reference clock system

using the pulse timing of millisecond pulsars, such as PSR1937+21.

A pulsar is an object which radiates quite periodic pulse signal, which is considered a rotating neutron

star. Generally this pulse arrival timing is stable, and especially so called millisecond pulsar has highly

stable pulse timing in long term. According to the timing data of millisecond pulsar PSR1937+21

observed at Arecibo Observatory [1], shown in Fig.l, the long term fractional frequency stability

reaches up to 10 -13 (r = lOrsec). This is comparable to the-stability of the most stable atomic clock,

and it shows the possibility of a new clock using millisecond pulsars.

In the 21st PTTI meeting, we introduced our observation plan of millisecond pulsars [2]. Since then,

we have been developing the observation system of millisecond pulsars using the 34m antenna at

Kashima Space Research Center, and recently completed its basic part. In this paper, the feature of

our system and the results of the observation for PSR1937+21 will be described.

Observation system

An observed pulse arrival time includes the error dtob, , which depends on parameters of an antenna

and an observation system. An observation system must be designed to make this error as small as

possible, dtob, is given by [3], [4];

where

dt_, = (dr)3�2" T'v" (sec) (1)
VB.T.P. (S). G
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dt :

P :

Tsys ;

(s):
G :

B :

7' :

half width of the observed pulse (sec),

pulse period (sec),

system noise temperature (K),

mean flux density of pulse (Jy),
antenna gain (K/Jy),

observed bandwidth (Hz),

integration time (sec).

To decrease dt_s under the given antenna parameters such as Tjus and G, we must take the wide

observing bandwidth B and long integration time T. Our data acquisition system was designed to
meet these requirements.

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of our system. It has 16 channels in order to expand the observation

bandwidth reducing the dispersion effect. A signal suffers dispersion delay according to its frequency
from inter stellar plasma, which is expressed as follows [5];

dtDM(/) = 0.00415 x f-2 x DM (aec) (2)

where f is the frequency of the radio signal (GHz), and DM is the dispersion measure (pc/cm3). If

one channel's bandwidth becomes wide, the difference of dTDM(f) becomes large and the observed

pulse width becomes broad. So we at first receive a pulse signal in narrow band (270kHz for each
channel) to get a sharp pulse. Then to get a signal with wide bandwidth, each channel's signal are all

added in off-line after canceling of each dispersion delay. Final data corresponds to the data observed
by about 4Mttz bandwidth.

To average many pulses quickly, we have introduced a data processor which works as both an A/D con-

verter and a box-car averager. It averages pulses of each channel by hardware, which saves calculation

time and memory for data storage.

Sampling clocks for A/D conversion and trigger clock for averaging are obtained from a signal gener-

ator. It gives an a priori frequency corresponding to the pulsar period received at the observation
station [6],[7]. The reference signal of this signal generator is the hydrogen maser.

Observation of PSR1937+21

By using above system, the observation of PSR1937+21 was carried out at 1.5GHz band from Oct.
31 to Nov. 4, 1991. Fig.3 shows the detected pulse figure in one period, which is after averaging

of about 1.5 million pulses (corresponds to about 40 minutes). The second peak is an interpulse.

Observed pulse width is about 70 I_sec , which is reasonable value compared with the estimated pulse

width 60 I_sec • This value is the maximum difference of dispersion delays for 270kHz bandwidth at

1383.67MHz (the lowest frequency band in this observation), and is calculated by Eq.2 where DM =
71(r /cmS).

We got such averaged pulses every 1 hour, and defined their peak points. If the calculated pulsar period
was equal to the observed pulsar period, these peaks were to appear at the same point in any interval.

At first, however, the peak points seemed to drift as time went, as if they were dominated by some
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systematic effect. We considered this was an apparent change caused by incomplete compensation of

Doppler effect, and removed this drift by the least square method. Fig. 4 shows the residual of each

data from the least square fitting line. The error bar represents a typical dtob, 6.4 I_sec calculated

by Eq.1, where dt = 70 #sec , P = 1.557806 msec (epoch = 2445303.2940 Julian ephemeris date)

[7], T,v, = 37 K, B = 270kHz, < S > = 8mJy, G = 0.42 K/Jy, and T = 2400 sec are assumed. The

standard deviation calculated from these data is 9.7 psec .

From the residual shown in Fig.4, we calculated the Allan variance by;

where R(t) is a residual at time t, and the angled bracket is an average taken over all available triplets.

The logav(r ) is plotted in Fig.5. Each data is corresponds to r = 1,2,3,4,5,24, and 48 hours. The

value at r = 48 hours has a large error bar, because the number of samples was very few. Except this

one, data seems to be on a straight line with the precision of 16 #sec /r.

Conclusion

We developed an observation system for millisecond pulsars, and observed the pulse timing of PSR1937+21

with the precision of about 16#sec /r. Our main purpose is to use the pulsar timing as a most stable

dock, so our measurement p_cision should be better than present value by at least one order. For

this improvement, we plan to expand the observation bandwidth B further to decrease dtobo , and

investigate some methods. The local sweep method is one of them. By using it, one channel can track

one pulse in some frequency band by sweeping a local frequency and shifting its observable frequency

band along with the dispersion curve. It is equal to expanding the bandwidth of one channel.

Besides the use as a dock, v_ious applications of a millisecond pulsar's pulse (iming are considered.

Its high stability is expected to be a good probe of detecting the dispersion fluctuation, gravitational

wave and so on. We will study these subjects when we can take timing data with enough precision.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of pulsar observation system at CRL.

Pulsar signal from 1.5GHz receiver is down converted at the first mixer to

IF-band(100-500MHz). Divided IF signal from IFD is converted to video band at IRM, re-

stricted in 270 kHz bandwidth, then detected. Detected signal is restricted from 150 Hz to 20

kHz at LPF, A/D converted and averaged in data processor, then saved in the host comput-

er(CPU1). Another computer (CPU2) controls clock signals for the data processor. It reads

time from CLK and calculates the pulse period received at the observation station in real time,
then sends the period to the signal generator.
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Arrival times are acquired from the peak points of averaged pulses taken over one

hour. The least square fitting is carried out as canceling the drift of data. The residuals are

derived from the fitting line.
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ABSTRACT

The ESA-NASA technology demonstration flight of a pair of hydrogen

masers on the EURECA III mission is planned for 1998. The ESA part

of the experiment will have a maser built by Neuch_tel Observatory

and a microwave T&F transfer system derived from the existing

PRARE system. The NASA part of the experiment will have a maser

built by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and a laser T

transfer system. The technology demonstration experiment is

described with its expected outcomes and applications.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper reports a proposal submitted by Neuch_tel Observatory

(ON) in cooperation with the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt f_r Luft

und Raumfahrt (DLR) to the European Space Agency (ESA) for the

space technology demonstration of a H-maser with a microwave Time

& Frequency Transfer (T&FT) system to be flown on the EURECA III

spacecraft which will be launched in 1998.

The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) have submitted a

similar proposal to the National Space Administration (NASA) for

the flight of a SAO built maser with a laser Time Transfer (TT)

system to be flown on the same mission. This project was reported

in this 23rd PTTI meeting [i].

The high level of redundancy provided by the joint NASA-ESA

technology demonstration flight of 2 masers with both a laser

system and a microwave T&FT system obviously gives a high

reliability level to the experiment but, most of all, makes

possible a complete evaluation of the contribution of each maser

and each transfer system to the overall T&F stability performance.

EURECA III will be a 6 month mission after which the EURECA

spacecraft will be retrieved by the Space Shuttle. The ON maser

_ . W4i
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will be designed for a i0 year lifetime in order to demonstrate

the level of performance achievable in future T&F applications in

space.

The ESA project will involve Neuch_tel Observatory for the ESA

maser physics package and electronics design, DLR and the
Institute of Navigation of Stuttgart (INS) in Germany for the

microwave T&FT system design and industries for the space

qualification of the equipments.
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The microwave T&FT system will be an extended version of the NAVEX

microwave link demonstrated in the 1985 Shuttle mission D1 as a

powerful tool for the control of two atomic clocks onboard the

Shuttle. This method comprises a precise PRN-code time transfer

combined with a simultaneous spread-spectrum data transmission.

The extended version with higher carrier frequencies and larger

signal bandwidths will be based on existing hardware-facilities of

the PRARE ranging system developed by INS for use in ESA ERS-I
satellite.

The T&FT microwave system will be signal compatible with the

ground equipment of PRARE and, as the latter, will use both X and

S band 1-way links for real time ionospheric correction.

Compatibility with PRARE makes the network of already existing

PRARE ground stations usable for the present spaceborne masers T&F

transfer experiment at the cost of only small modifications to the

PRARE ground stations.

2.0 LOCAL & REMOTE T&F TRANSFER & MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES

Fig.l shows the schematic diagram of the planned NASA-ESA maser

mission on EURECA III.

2.1 LOCAL COMPARISON OF SPACEBORNE H-MASERS

The frequency difference between the ESA and NASA masers is

measured continuously during the whole mission (6 to 9 months)

using the on board direct clock comparison system. The comparison

data is stored locally and transmitted to ground on the telemetry

link when tracking stations are visible. The direct comparison

will allow the estimation of the relative frequency stability

between the 2 H-maser clocks (characterized in the time domain by

the classic and modified Allan variances) for averaging periods T

in the range from 1 second to 1 week with a very good statistic
confidence.

2.1 LASER REMOTE TIME TRANSFER

The laser TT system [i] allows the remote measurement of the time

stability of the space masers. The time comparison is made between

a ground maser and the spaceborne maser with a sampling interval

equal to the time interval between 2 successive passes of the

EURECA spacecraft, i.e. T _ 5400 s. These time stability

measurements will also make possible the estimation of the long-

term frequency stability of the spaceborne masers.

The NASA spaceborne TT system is equipped with a corner laser

reflector, a laser detector and a time tagging counter. The laser

ground station measures the 2 way time propagation time of the

laser pulse using the passive corner reflector. The spaceborne
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laser detector and time tagging counter determine the time of

arrival of the laser pulse in terms of the spaceborne clock local

time.

A propagation time error of = i0 ps is estimated to be achievable

in the laser _ system [2]. The time error accumulated by the

spaceborne H-maser clock over a full orbit is also = I0 ps.

Therefore time transfers with a precision of the order of I0 ps is

possible from one laser station ground clock to another even if

the EURECA spacecraft is not in common view. State-of-the-art time

transfers between ground clocks, using already existing laser

ground stations, is indeed a highly attractive application of the

spaceborne masers experiment.

2.2 MICROWAVE REMOTE T&F TRANSFERS

The microwave T&F transfer system allows the remote measurement of

both the short-term and long-term stability of the spaceborne H-

masers. During each contact period, the short term stability is

measured continuously from the ground stations that are equipped

with both a H-maser and a modified PRARE receiver.

The typical contact period is i0 minutes. Several frequency

samples averaged over a T = i00 S averaging interval can be

acquired in a single pass. This allows a frequency transfer to the

ixl0 -14 level over a single pass. Frequency averaging over the

whole I0 minutes pass yields a single T = 600 S frequency sample.

In this way the spaceborne H-maser frequency stability with

respect to a ground H-maser reference can be measured with a few

parts in i015 uncertainty by using multi-pass statistics.

The long-term stability of the spaceborne H-maser is estimated by

means of time transfers. The time interval error accumulated by

the spaceborne H-maser clock with respect to a ground H-maser

clock is sampled at every pass over a ground station equipped with

a maser and a PRARE receiver. Note that the time interval error

accumulated by the spaceborne H-maser clock during a 600 s contact

interval is only 1 ps.

The transmission through the telemetry link of the local frequency

comparison between the 2 spaceborne H-masers together with the T&F

microwave remote comparison between the spaceborne H-masers and

the ground H-maser reference make possible a real time measurement

of the microwave T&FT system noise.

The contributions of residuals of the ionospheric propagation

model, of the geometric doppler and delay cancellation model, and

of the relativistic correction model to the microwave T&FT system

accuracy are estimated in the following sections below.
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The schematic of the PRARE system, modified to provide two X

band channels instead of one, permitting the evaluation of 2

spaceborne hydrogen maser clocks, is shown on Fig.3 and Fig.4.

The standard PRARE T&FT system works as follows. Two one-way

signals, one in S band and one in x band, are generated from the

spaceborne maser and sent to the ground stations. The signals

carry both time information, contained into the spread spectrum

PRN code modulation, and frequency information, contained into

the carrier phase. By measuring the differential delay and the

differential doppler between the same signal propagated

simultaneously through X and S bands, the actual ionospheric

delay and doppler can be determined by the ground stations. A

coherent transponder in the ground station sends the signal back

to the spaceborne PRARE system in X band. Again both time and

frequency information are transmitted through the PRN code and

carrier. The transponded signal is received and processed by the

PRARE system aboard the space vehicle and yields the one-way

delay and the one-way doppler which are estimated to be half the

2-way delay and half the 2-way doppler respectively. The

computed 1-way doppler and delay are transmitted in real time to

the ground station via the data link.

In standard PRARE applications, the information provided by the

system is used for geodetic purposes. In our application, on the

other hand, the knowledge of the 1-way doppler and delay,

corrected for the actual ionospheric propagation effects and for

the relativistic effects discussed in next sections are used by

the ground station in order to compare to a high precision the

time and frequency of its reference clock with respect to the

space clock.

Note that the PRARE system, contrary to the doppler cancellation

system of [7], [8] or to the doppler and delay cancellation

system proposed in [9], does not try to compensate in real time

and by hardware the ionospheric and geometric delay and doppler.

Instead these effects are first measured and then corrected by

software.

3.3 PRESENT STATUS AND FORESEEN IMPROVEMENTS OF PRARE

The time transfer error achievable with the standard PRARE

ground station of the first generation ERS-I PRARE, which uses a

60 cm dish antenna, is limited by the S/N ratio to a level of 50

ps for an averaging time of i s. By increasing the averaging

time to > 10 s, the error can be reduced to a limiting value of

about 5 ps [10]. This level of performance is comparable or

better than that achievable with a laser _f system. On the other

hand the frequency transfer error of the ERS-1 PRARE system is

limited by the resolution of the counter on board which is 5x10 -12

for an averaging time of 1 s. This is not acceptable in view of

the maser stability performance which is Ixl0 -13 over the same

interval. However the counter resolution can be increased by 1

order of magnitude by a minor modification of the PRARE

spaceborne equipment. This modification of the counter would

yield a white noise floor of 5xl0 -13 for an averaging time of

T = is, improving as I/T with the averaging time, and the FT
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The laser TT system is expected to track the EURECA spacecraft

with a millimeter level range accuracy. The tracking data will be

used to calibrate the non-dispersive tropospheric delay in the

microwave T&FT system to the corresponding level of time accuracy.

3.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACE AND GROUND SYSTEMS

The next sections report the detailed description of the space and

ground systems used in the ESA part of the experiment.

3.1 ESA SPACEBORNE MASER

Fig.2 shows a drawing of the spaceborne H-maser to be produced by

ON. This preliminary design of the spaceborne physics package is

based on our I0 year experience with the original EFOS ground

masers [3], that are used in VLBI applications, in addition to our

on going recent experience gained in the development of the EFOS-B

ground maser for ESTEC [4]. Only the features related specifically

to the adaptation of the physics package to the space environment

are reported below.

The main design features of the ESA spaceborne maser are as

follows. The vacuum system uses a passive getter system for

pumping hydrogen. A small ion pump is also necessary in order to

pump the residual non-getterable gases present in the vacuum

enclosure. The high thermal insulation between the cavity and the

base plate that is required by the use of an aluminium microwave

cavity is naturally provided by the space vacuum environment. A

solid state hydrogen supply is used which is much more reliable

and lightweight than the conventional hydrogen bottle and pressure

regulator.

An auxiliary mode cavity oscillator is used in the Automatic

Cavity Tuning (ACT) system [5]. The output frequency of the TEoi 3

auxiliary mode oscillator is measured using a counter. By

stabilizing the frequency of the TEoi3 auxiliary mode, the

frequency of the TE0i i main mode is automatically stabilized due to

the fact that the frequency ratio of the 2 modes is constant. This

type of ACT does not perturb at all the maser signal because it

uses a mode of the cavity far from the TEoi i mode. It has no

ambient temperature sensitivity since the oscillator amplifier is

secured to the cavity and is thermally controlled by the ACT loop

to the same level of thermal stability as the cavity itself.

The size and mass limitations imposed by the space qualification

requirements can be satisfied by a careful mechanical design. The

main trade-off issue in the mass budget is the choice of the

thickness to be used for the 5 layers of magnetic shields. The

preliminary overall characteristics of the spacebornemaser are

35 cm diameter and 70 cm length

70 kg mass including electronics

70 w power consumption
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Sketch of Spaceborne H-maser Physics Package

In addition to the drastic vibration and acceleration

specifications on the mechanical design imposed by space
qualification, the main environmental constraints that are

foreseen are thermal and magnetic.

The temperature of the instrument mounting base plate on the

EURECA platform is specified to be within a [0 C°, 40 C°] range.

Therefore the temperature coefficient of the maser must be very

small in order to maintain state-of-the-art frequency stability.
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An extremely low thermal sensitivity will be achieved actively by

the use of the ACT system.

The magnetic torquers used to control the attitude of the EURECA

spacecraft produce magnetic pulses which intensity can reach up to

3 Gauss on the worst area of the instrument mounting panel. In the

most favorable area of the panel the pulse strength reaches 50

mGauss. This is to be compared to the 1 mGauss field variations

encountered by ground masers under normal operating conditions.

3.2 PRARE T&F MICROWAVE TRANSFER SYSTEM

The development of the microwave T&FT system will be managed by

DLR which already has a working experience in this field [6]. The

adaptation of the existing PRARE system, which was developed by

DLR for use in the ERS-I satellite, to the requirements of the

present maser experiment is a cost-effective alternative to the

development of a completely new T&FT system not only from the

point of view of the production of the space qualified equipment

but also because existing PRARE ground stations become usable for

the T&F monitoring of the spaceborne masers at the price of minor

modifications.

The schematic of the PRARE system, modified to provide two X band

channels instead of one, permitting the evaluation of 2 spaceborne

hydrogen maser clocks, is shown on Fig.3 and Fig.4.

The standard PRARE T&FT system works as follows. Two one-way

signals, one in S band and one in X band, are generated from the

spaceborne maser and sent to the ground stations. The signals

carry both time information, contained into the spread spectrum

PRN code modulation, and frequency information, contained into the

carrier phase. By measuring the differential delay and the

differential doppler between the same signal propagated

simultaneously through X and S bands, the actual ionospheric delay

and doppler can be determined by the ground stations. A coherent

transponder in the ground station sends the signal back to the

spaceborne PRARE system in X band. Again both time and frequency

information are transmitted through the PRN code and carrier. The

transponded signal is received and processed by the PRARE system

aboard the space vehicle and yields the one-way delay and the one-

way doppler which are estimated to be half the 2-way delay and

half the 2-way doppler respectively. The computed 1-way doppler

and delay are transmitted in real time to the ground station via

the data link.

In standard PRARE applications, the information provided by the

system is used for geodetic purposes. In our application, on the

other hand, the knowledge of the 1-way doppler and delay,

corrected for the actual ionospheric propagation effects and for

the relativistic effects discussed in next sections are used by

the ground station in ordez to compare to a high precision the
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time and frequency of its reference clock with respect to the

space clock.

Note that the PRARE system, contrary to the doppler cancellation

system of [7], [8] or to the doppler and delay cancellation system

proposed in [9], does not try to compensate in real time and by

hardware the ionospheric and geometric delay and doppler. Instead

these effects are first measured and then corrected by software.

3.3 PRESENT STATUS AND FORESEEN IMPROVEMENTS OF PRARE

The time transfer error achievable with the standard PRARE ground

station of the first generation ERS-I PRARE, which uses a 60 cm

dish antenna, is limited by the S/N ratio to a level of 50 ps for

an averaging time of i s. By increasing the averaging time to > I0

s, the error can be reduced to a limiting value of about 5 ps

[i0]. This level of performance is comparable or better than that

achievable with a laser _ system. On the other hand the frequency

transfer error of the ERS-I PRARE system is limited by the

resolution of the counter on board which is 5x10 -_ for an averaging

time of I s. This is not acceptable in view of the maser stability

performance which is ixl0 -13 over the same interval. However the

counter resolution can be increased by i order of magnitude by a

minor modification of the PRARE spaceborne equipment. This

modification of the counter would yield a white noise floor of

5x10 -13 for an averaging time of T = is, improving as I/T with

the averaging time, and the FT system would catch up the maser

frequency stability curve for an averaging time of I00 s.

It would be possible to further improve the FT performance of the

PRARE system but at the cost of a major redesign. The white phase

noise floor due to the S/N alone is ixl0 -14 I/T.

The temperature sensibility of the internal delay is about 30

ps/C ° and can be compensated with a 20 fold improvement factor by

the internal delay calibration system. Therefore a < i0 ps delay

stability can be achieved over a full orbital period.

In conclusion the PRARE system happens to match the requirements

of our spaceborne masers experiment at the cost of minor

modifications. The latter include the addition of a second channel

in X band since 2 masers are to be evaluated.

3.4 T&FT SYSTEM DESIGN OPTIONS

Many design options of the T&FT system are open. For reliability

reasons the H-maser clocks signals will be cross-switchable.

Therefore the clock labeled N°I in the S band 1-way link of figure

3 may may be switched to either H-maser signal in case the other

maser fails. For the same reliability reasons the use of 2

redundant transmitter chains sharing the same antenna is

considered.
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The use of 2 channels in the X band downlink allows a continuous

and simultaneous comparison between the H-maser spaceborne clocks

N°I and N°2. This is necessary for the ground measurement of the

relative short-term stability between clock N°I and clock N_2. The

spaceborne hardware could be simplified by the use of only one X

band downlink channel, like in the standard PRARE package, but

then the clock N°I vs clock N°2 data is obtained from non-

simultaneous clock N°3 vs clock N°2 and clock N_3 vs clock N°I

measurements.

The modification options for the accor_nodation of the existing

PRARE ranging ground equipment to both internal delay calibration

and T&FT requirements are still open.

4.0 CINEMATIC AND RELATIVISTIC ASPECTS

The true 1-way delay and l-way doppler are not half the measured

2-way delay and doppler because of the aslnmnetry due to the fact

that the space vehicle moves during the signal propagation. It can

be shown that the frequency offset measured on ground is given by

_f/f = 5f/f + DA <l) + DA (2) + D(2) + GS (i)

where Af/f is the normalized frequency offset between the ground

and the spaceborne maser after correction for ionospheric

propagation effects, 8f/f is the true frequency offset between the

clocks, DA (1) is the first order doppler asymmetry term, DA <2) the

second order doppler asymmetry term, D (2) the second order doppler

and GS the gravitational frequency shift.

The different terms are given by

D 2 G - (4)

_G - _i

GS - (5)
2

c
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The _ i vi- are velocity vectors normalized by the velocity of
c

light c. The ri are position vectors. _ is the gravitation

potential. Index I refers to the position and velocity of the

satellite, in an inertial system of coordinates, at the time a

synchronization pulse is generated in the satellite and sent to

the ground. Index G refers to the position and velocity of the

ground station at the time the pulse arrives to the ground. Index

2 refers to the position and velocity of the satellite at the time

the pulse transponded from the ground arrives to the satellite.

In the planned experiment the gravitational shift is nearly

constant, due to the circular orbit, and equal to = 6x10 -II. The

second order doppler shift is of the same order of magnitude and

nearly constant for the same reason. These conditions are

radically different from the conditions of the 1976 red-shift

experiment [ii] in which the gravitation shift and second order

doppler changed by order of magnitudes in the course of a

ballistic flight. In the present experiment it is the doppler

asymmetry terms that show a high dynamic change in the course of

every pass of the space vehicle over a ground station. The first

order term DA (1) will reach maximum values of the order of ixl0 -l°.

It will be possible to check the relativistic model of the

asymmetry terms to the order of Ixl0 -15.

5.0 GROUND SEGMENT

At present the only ground station committed to the laser

aspect of the experiment is the NASA station of Maoi in Hawaii.

The Matera station in southern Italy and the Shanghai station in

China are showing interest to join. The scientific benefit of the

participation of several laser tracking stations is the

possibility of time transfer to a 100 ps level of accuracy between

distant ground clocks.

AS for the microwave T&FT aspect, the commitment of the Mas

Palomas station is expected. The participation of ground stations

equipped with both laser tracking and PRARE systems allows the

precise calibration of the microwave tropospheric delay.

All VLBI stations use hydrogen maser clocks and those located

within the EURECA III visibility region could be equipped with

mobile PRARE ground equipment. The relevant European stations are

Matera and Noto in Italy.

Besides, all existing PRARE stations located within _30 ° of

latitude, i.e. about I0 stations, could participate. The PRARE

stations are committed to geodesy work and the benefit they could
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draw from the experiment is the mm level position determination

accuracy provided by the use of a spaceborne maser reference

clock. A very precise tracking of the EURECA III orbit is required

in order to make possible the accurate position determinations of

the ground PRARE stations. This could be easily achieved if a

space qualified GPS receiver is carried aboard the EURECA III

spacecraft in addition to the laser ranging system. As a matter of

fact, part of the original goals of the ERS-I PRARE experiment,

that failed because of a destructive latch-up in the memory

subsystem of the ERS-I PRARE space package, could be achieved by

means of the EURECA III maser experiment.
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TEST OF AN ORBITING HYDROGEN MASER

CLOCK SYSTEM USING LASER TIME TRANSFER

Robert F.C. Vessot, Edward M. Mattison, and G.U. Nystrom

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
and

Rudolph Decher

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Abstract

We describe a joint SAO/NASA program for flight testing an atomic hydrogen maser clock system design

for long-term operation in space. The clock system will be carried by a shuttle-launched EURECA spacecraft.

Comparisons with earth clocks to measure the clock's long-term frequency stability (r > 10 4 seconds) will

be made using laser time transfer from existing NASA laser tracking stations. We describe the design of the

maser clock and its control systems, and the laser timing technique. We discuss the precision of station time

synchronization and the limitations in the comparison between the earth snd space time scales owin to gravi-

tational and relativistic effects. We will explore the implications of determining the spacecraft's location by an

on-board GPS receiver, and of using microwave techniques for time and frequency transfer. The possibility

of a joint SAO/NASA/ESA (European Space Agency) test with a second hydrogen maser and a microwave

time and frequency transfer system will be discussed in a separate paper.

INTRODUCTION

A number of future space applications will need high stability oscillators, such as hydrogen masers,

having frequency stability better than l0 -15 for time intervals between 10 3 and 10 5 seconds. Such appli-

cations include tests of relativistic gravitation[l], operation of Very Long Baseline Interferometers[2],

high precision space tracking, and time synchronization by orbiting clocks[3]. When high-stability

microwave signals are transmitted through the earth's atmosphere and compared with a high-stability

oscillator, as in earth-based VLBI or microwave Doppler tracking, the measurement accuracy of the

system is limited by fluctuations in atmospheric propagation, rather than by the oscillator's frequency

stability. Such a system in space, however, would be almost completely free of propagation effects.

Under spaceborne operation, measurement precision would depend primarily on the frequency stability

of the maser oscillator, and could fully exploit the high frequency stability provided by an H-maser.

A joint NASA/SAO technology experiment to demonstrate the performance of this maser in space is

now in progress. The frequency of the space maser will be compared with terrestrial clocks and time

scales by means of laser pulse techniques and time measurement. This work, which is supported by

the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Exploration Technology (OAET) "In Step" program, is currently

in Phase B, during which we are defining the experiment and developing a plan for its implementation.
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Development at SAO of an atomic hydrogen maser for space operation began in 1972 with the design

and construction of a maser for the 1976 SAO/NASA Gravitational Redshift (Gravity Probe-A, or

GP-A) test of the Einstein Equivalence Principle[4], in which a maser was launched by a Scout rocket

to an altitude of 10,000 km in a nearly vertical two-hour flight. The next generation of space masers,

designed for four years of continuous operation in space, has been under development at SAO, and a

preliminary demonstration model has been built and operated.

Figure 1 shows the expected stability of the spaceborne SAO maser, represented by the Allan deviation

a(r). As an example of the precision attainable with such an oscillator in space, one can consider

Doppler ranging measurements. The limits imposed by this level of oscillator frequency stability on

hour-to-hour determination of range-rate is 1.8x10 -5 cm/sec, while the limit on range distance is

0.065 cm. These values are about two orders of magnitude better than can be achieved with current

earth-based systems.

Maser frequency stability over short time intervals - less than roughly 104 seconds - is governed by

the inherent thermal noise within the maser's oscillation linewidth and by the signal power to the

receiver system. These characteristics are determined largely by the design of the maser's hydrogen

storage bulb and hydrogen beam optics, all of which are similar in the space maser to the design

of SAO's VLG-11 terrestrial H-masers. Systematic frequency variations, occurring for times beyond

about 104 seconds, result in the up-turn in the a(v) curve shown in Fig. 1, and are the focus of

interest in our investigation. The slanted lines in Fig. 1 represent the limits on frequency stability

determination resulting from uncertainties of 20 picoseconds and 50 picoseconds, respectively, in the

laser time transfer technique. With a 50 ps system, for example, we will be sensitive to maser frequency

variations on the order of 2×10 -15 for intervals of greater than roughly half a day.

In the planned SAO/NASA Space Maser experiment, the new space maser will be flown on a Euro-

pean Space Agency (ESA) EURECA spacecraft, and frequency measurements will be made by time

transfer using existing laser ranging stations. A possible joint NASA/ESA experiment is also being

considered, to test simultaneously a second H-maser on the EURECA spacecraft. This maser will be

developed by the Neuchatel Observatory, Switzerland, led by G. Busca. In addition to the laser time

transfer system, the joint experiment would use a microwave time transfer system developed by the

Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fiir Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, led by by S.

Starker. This joint project would greatly broaden the technological goals of the experiment to include
international time transfer at the sub-nanosecond level.

THE EXPERIMENT CONCEPT

The concept for making frequency comparisons between a spaceborne clock and an earth station

originated in the early 1980s with a NASA-sponsored study of a Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer

(STIFT)[5] mission, for which a combination of laser time transfer and microwave time and frequency

comparison was proposed. Here the idea was to use highly precise laser timing, which is limited to

clear sky conditions, to calibrate a pseudo-random-noise modulated microwave time transfer system,

which would be useable under nearly all weather conditions. The study involved SAO, the US Naval

Observatory, the National Bureau Of Standards, and the University of Maryland.

The present plan is to operate the maser on the EURECA spacecraft, which will be deployed from the

NASA Space Shuttle, and boosted to an altitude of 525 km in a 28.5 ° inclination orbit. The spacecraft

will remain in operation for approximately 6 months, after which it will be returned to a lower orbit

and retrieved by the shuttle.
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The EURECA spacecraft is shown in Fig. 2 with its solar panels extended. Magnetic torquers and

cold nitrogen gas jets maintain its orientation in space with its solar panels facing the sun. Because

EURECA's earthward-pointing surface will change as the spacecraft circles the earth, laser reflec-

tor/detector arrays will be mounted in three places to allow laser time transfer under all orientations.

The procedure for time transfer is straightforward. When the spacecraft comes into view of the laser

station, laser pulses are fired at the spacecraft. The time of reception of these pulses is recorded at

the spacecraft in terms of the time kept by the space maser clock system. In addition, the pulse trans-

mission times (epochs) and their round-trip propagation intervals are recorded on earth. One-half

the propagation interval, with appropriate corrections, is then used to determine the spacecraft pulse

reception time in terms of the earth clock, thus giving a comparison of time kept by the earth and

space clocks.

The space maser's frequency will be measured over averaging intervals of approximately 94 minutes,

EURECA's revolution period about the earth, as well as for intervals of a day and longer. Each day

the spacecraft will be visible from the Hawaiian laser ranging site during several consecutive passes,

separated by 94 minutes. With a laser timing precision of 20 ps, we expect to be able to make short-

term frequency measurements with a precision of _rv(94 ) ,,_ 4 × 10 -15. For longer intervals, the precision

improves with the time interval between measurements, as indicated by the straight lines in Fig. 1.

The dominant factors likely to limit the frequency comparison precision are errors in correcting for

gravitational and relativistic effects, owing to uncertainties in the spacecraft's position and velocity.

The random processes that affect the stability of H-masers for periods less than roughly 103 seconds

are well understood and not likely to be changed by the space environment. In the planned test, the

goal is to measure any systematic effects that affect the operation of the maser; these effects will be

observable at averaging intervals beyond one day.

Of particular interest are the effects of magnetic field and temperature variations, including the possible

long-term effects of radiation in space. Environmental processes will be correlated with systematic

variations of frequency. Continuous monitoring will be done of all relevant temperatures, the maser's

internal vacuum, hydrogen source pressure and dissociator efficiency, and the maser's output signal
level.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the experimental system, including the major EURECA electronic

systems and the maser's control electronics, r.f. receiver, and clock and event timer. The receiver's

frequency synthesizer operates from a 64 bit number-controlled oscillator; its settings can be adjusted

by telecommand with a granularity of 7 parts in 10 TM. The arrival time of the incoming laser pulse is

registered by the event timer with a resolution of about 20 picoseconds and is stored in memory for

subsequent telemetry to the EURECA ground control station, along with readings of the monitored

system parameters.

During the mission, occasional telecommands from earth will be send to the maser's microprocessor to

adjust the maser's operating parameters, such as its source It2 pressure and internal magnetic fields.

The microprocessor performs several functions, including controlling maser parameters; monitoring

maser operation; and carrying out programmed sequential operations, such as determining the maser's

internal magnetic field by varying the Zeeman oscillator's frequency and measuring the corresponding

maser output power.
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THE SPACE MASER

The internal structure of the second generation SAO space maser is based on design of the maser used

in the GP-A mission, in that the cavity resonator, storage bulb and beam optics are similar. Figure 4

shows a cross section view of the new space maser. In the present maser we have substantially improved

the thermal control system by taking advantage of the longer mission duration and the vacuum of

space, which permits us to use multilayer insulation (MLI). The new thermal design evolved from the

development at SAO of small passive masers, sponsored by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory[0].

This design permits operation under atmospheric conditions, for testing, as well as in the vacuum of

space. The technique employs a segmented cylindrical aluminum isothermal oven. The independence

of the oven segments allows the oven to control heat flowing through the multilayer insulation, which

dominates under atmospheric conditions, as well as heat flowing through structural members, which

is most important when the maser is in vacuum.

The maser's cavity resonator is isolated from structural variations in the vacuum belljar that result

from the atmospheric pressure change encountered when going from earth to space. Isolation is

achieved by mounting the CER-VIT cavity resonator and storage bulb, as a subassembly, on a circular

baseplate that is attached to one of the belljar necks near the center of the belljar endcap. The baseplate

is almost completely isolated from the belljar, and is not affected by variations in belljar shape. The

effects of axial thermal expansion of the cavity mounting structure are minimized by clamping the

cavity onto its baseplate with a zero-rate Belleville spring; radial expansion is reduced by supporting

the cavity on the baseplate by a quasi-kinematic roller mount. This mounting structure is identical

to that used in the GP-A maser, which coped with 60 g shock and 20 g static accelerations generated

by the solid fueled Scout rocket system.

A three-section printed-circuit magnetic field solenoid fits closely within the innermost magnetic shield

that surrounds the titanium alloy vacuum belljar. The belljar is equipped with two demountable

metallic vacuum seals. The cavity resonator's mechanical tuner is adjusted through a port sealed with

a gold "0" ring. The belljar is joined by another gold "0" ring to a manifold, made of thin-walled

stainless steel, that contains vacuum pumps and the hydrogen beam forming system. Four hydrogen-

sorbing cartridges in a cross-shaped array on the manifold surround the hexapole state-selector magnet.

A small ion pump scavenges non-hydrogen gases. Extrapolating from our experience with the GP-A

maser, which operated continuously for one year with a single hydrogen sorption cartridge, the four

sorption cartridges are expected to permit more than four years of continuous operation.

As in the GP-A maser, hydrogen for the maser is obtained from LiA1H4 contained in a thermally-

controlled vessel and maintained at about 40 psig. Hydrogen flow is regulated by servo control of

the temperature of a palladium-silver diaphragm to maintain a constant pressure in the hydrogen

dissociator. Molecular hydrogen is dissociated into atoms by an external r.f. power supply. Heat

generated by the r.f. power dissipated in the vacuum-enclosed glass dissociator is conducted through

the dissociator's walls to the bottom manifold flange, from which it is dumped to the EURECA heat
sinks.

The maser's size, weight and expected power consumption are summarized in Table 1. Because

EURECA's magnetic torquers produce magnetic field variations as high as 0.1 Gauss at the location

of the maser, we will add a fifth layer of magnetic shielding, enclosing the entire maser, in order to

prevent magnetic field inhomogeneity frequency shifts[7] that can result from these field variations.

A photograph of the engineering demonstration model that was built to test the thermal design is

shown in Figure 5. Its measured oscillation parameter[8] is q = 0.14, its storage bulb relaxation rate
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is 7 = 2.0 sec -1, and its oscillation line Q is Qt = 0.,/27 = 2.2x 10 9. Thermal measurements in room

temperature (25°C) air closely follow the design predictions, with 18 watts required for thermal control.

In vacuum, we predict a power consumption of 7.5 watts with the maser mounting baseplate held at

20°C and the maser surrounded by MLI. Thermal tests in vacuum will be made on the demonstration

model early in 1992 to verify the design.

LASER TIME TRANSFER

The space maser will be compared with ground maser clocks by laser time transfer. Laser transfer is

the most accurate method of comparing separated clocks. The principle of laser time transfer is shown

in Fig. 3. The laser ground station transmits short laser pulses (--_200 ps duration) at a rate of up

to 8 Hz that are reflected back to the ground station by corner reflectors mounted on the spacecraft.

Timing of the ground station pulses is controlled by a hydrogen maser that is compared with primary

time scales by means of GPS time transfer. The emission time tel and the arrival time te2 of the

reflected laser pulse are measured in terms of the time scale te of the ground clock. One half the pulse

round trip interval t_2 - t_l provides the propagation delay to the spacecraft and allows us to predict

the time of arrival (tel + t_2)/2 = (t_l + [te2 - t_1]/2) of the laser pulse at the spacecraft as measured

in the ground clock's time scale. At the spacecraft, a photodetector located near the corner reflector,

senses the arrival of the laser pulse and provides a signal to the event timer controlled by the onboard

maser clock. The event timer determines the arrival time t - s of the laser pulse in the time scale

of the onboard clock. The difference between the two epochs (onboard and ground pulse times) is

the time difference between the ground and space clock. Fig. 6 shows a light-time diagram of the

laser time transfer technique. The laser time transfer technique can provide sub-nanosecond accuracy.

We expect that a precision of 20 to 50 picoseconds in the comparison of the space and ground clocks
should be achievable.

The primary laser ground station is the existing laser ranging station on top of Mt. Haleakala on Maul

(Hawaii). Because of Federal Aeronautics Administration regulations, laser ranging is not available

below an elevation of 20 °. The sun-fixed attitude of the EURECA spacecraft requires three cube-corner

reflector arrays on the spacecraft in order to obtain full angular coverage. We expect to perform laser

tr_king and time transfer during both day and night transits of the spacecraft.

EXPERIMENT OPERATION

The nominal duration of the EURECA mission is 6 months but could last up to 9 months. The EU-

RECA spacecraft will be in a circular orbit of altitude between 525 and 485 km with 28.5 ° inclination.

Onboard experiment data will be transmitted through the EURECA telemetry system to the ESA

ground station and relayed to SAO. Several equipment functions will be controlled by command from

the ESA ground station, enabling us to perform in-flight diagnostic tests and to adjust parameters for

optimal operation of the experiment. Details concerning data collection and data flow from telemetry

and laser ground station, distribution of data to the user, _nd other aspects of the experiment are

being defined as part the now ongoing Phase B study.

While the primary ground station for laser time transfer is the existing laser station on Maul, Hawaii,

other laser stations, such as at Matera, Italy, and Shanghai, China[9], are able to contact the space-

craft, and may participate in the experiment. These laser stations are presently equipped with hy-

drogen masers and high resolution event timers. Because of the low inclination of the orbit, only
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a small number of existing laser stations are able to see the spacecraft. However, there are mobile

laser stations available in the USA and in Europe that can be set up in locations providing optimum

visibility of the spacecraft.

For the Maul laser station, up to five consecutive contacts with the spacecraft can be anticipated during

a 24 hour time period. The maximum period available for time transfer during a spacecraft transit

over the station is approximately seven minutes. A sample ground track calculation of consecutive

laser contacts with Maul is shown in Figure 7.

Accurate position and velocity data of the spacecraft are needed to determine relativistic corrections.

For precision of relative frequency comparison at a level of 1 part in 10 TM, we require position tracking

accuracy of approximately 1 meter, and velocity accuracy of approximately lmm/sec. At present, the

standard ESA tracking process does not provide the required accuracy. Several options are available

to obtain the necessary orbit data accuracy, including use of laser tracking data and operation of an
onboard GPS receiver.

This experiment could provide an opportunity to perform global high precision (100 picosecond) clock

synchronization experiments.

POSSIBLE JOINT NASA/ESA SPACE H-MASER EXPERIMENT

A joint NASA/ESA H-maser space experiment is being studied by ESA and is the topic of another

paper at this meeting[10]. This experiment would add to the SAO/NASA experiment equipment, a

second space H-maser built by the Observatoire Cantonal de Neuchatel and a microwave time and

frequency transfer system, probably a modified PRARE ranging system[Ill, provided by the DLR.

The combined experiment would permit direct on-board frequency comparison of the two H-maser

clocks, as well as and time and frequency transfer to a number of existing PRARE ground stations.

While the microwave frequency comparisons would last for only about 7 minutes, and the frequency

stability measurement would be correspondingly limited, the resulting time synchronization, using

phase modulation of the one-way and two-way microwave links, is expected to be well into the sub-

nanosecond domain[12]. The possibility of recovering the phase of the microwave carrier signal from

orbit to orbit so as to retain the phase coherence of the frequency comparison has been advanced in an

earlier publication[13]; however, close attention to the tracking requirements and atmospheric prop-

agation delay measurements will be required to enable this "reconnection" of phase. The microwave

time transfer, which is essentially independent of weather conditions, would be calibrated with the

more precise laser time transfer method.
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Table 1. Space Maser Characteristics

Dimensions Weight Power Requirements

442 mm (17") diam 67 kg Physics unit: 17 watts

863 mm (34) long Receiver/synthesizer: 10 watts

Total: 27 watts
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The overall EURECA configuration has been primarily determined
for a maximum payload volume, while minimizing Shuttle launch
costs, both providing an optimum spacecraft length-to-mass ratio
and a direct attachment to the Shuttle via a three-point latching
system, for a variable positioning of the platform throughout the
length of the Shuttle's cargo bay.

The EURECA flight configuration is shown in Figure 2

Figure 2 Eureca Flight Configuration
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. G. John Dick, JPL: First, what do you feel are the most important environmental

problems. You have the temperature effects due to coming in an(] out of sunlight. Secondly, what

would you have to say as to the utility of a super time standard in a low orbit like this, as opposed

to a geostationary orbit.

Dr. Vessot: The first question is hard to answer, because if we knew what we were looking for,

we would test it on the ground. It is usually said that there are combinations of environmental

effects that are not possibly realizable in ground testing. I suspect that temperature gradients are

likely to be the hardest thing to beat. We will introduce them in testing to determine the response

times and the effects. There is also the question of particle radiation. From the discussions with the

people who make Teflon, it appears that this type of radiation may ,wen be beneficial. The problem

is that a change is not good, so we will watch the wall shift very intently. That is something that

we will measure when we recover the vehicle when it comes back to earth. It is likely to be in a

powerful radiation belt in the planned orbit. For the second question about applications-there is

no real application in this experiment other than to test the clock in this very low orbit. If could

have polar orbit at a high altitude, then we could have world-wide coverage, w'hich was the proposal

envisioned for STIFT. This should have been able to do sub-nanosecond timing with a microwave

system. From what I have seen today, it is not wrong to expect that we could get 100 picoseconds

with a laser. The laser would not be an all weather system, but some people would settle (k)r that

in order to get 100 picoseconds.

Mr. Busca: I would like to add just one point. For time transfer this will be a really unique

situation. We will be able to stay on a cycle of the 10 GHz for a ful (,rbilal period. The signal-to-

noise and the clocks allow that to be done.

David Allan, NIST: That brings me to my question. I am very happy to hear you say that

you can keep track of a cycle, because if you can, going back to the STIFT experiment, we were

able to show that, if you can do the relativity well enough, meaning that you have to keep track of

the vehicle position to a few meters for the full orbit in order to adjust for all the relativity terms,

then you can use the phase, or the zero crossings of the carrier, as a timing edge. That would

take you down to the sub-ten picosecond level. You do that from pass to pass and then tMk about

comparing clocks in parts in the 1016, 1017 and 10 TM. In terins of long term timing we hope that you

remember what we tried to wrestle with before. If that could be integrated into this experiment it

would be very useful.
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Abstract

The ionosphere can be the greatest variable source of error in precise time transfer using GPS satel-

lites. For single frequency GPS users the iono spheric correction algorithm can provide an approximate

50% r.m.s, correction to the time delay, but users who desire a more complete correction must make actual

measurements of ionospheric time delay along the path to the GPS satellite. Fortunately, at least three

commercial GPS receivers, specifically designed to measure and correct for ionospheric time delay, are

now, or soon will be, available. Initial operation with two different types of GPS iono spheric receivers

has demonstrated a high degree of accuracy in measuring the ionospheric group delay. Results of these

measurements will be presented.

For those who use a model to correct for ionospheric time delay, it is tempting to use daily values

of solar 10. 7 cm radio flux to correct a monthly average ionospheric time delay model for each day's

operation. The results of correlation of daily maximum ionospheric time delay against solar radio flux

values show a poor correction will be obtained by this procedure. Prospects for improving ionospheric

corrections during the declining phase of the present solar cycle will be dLwussed.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that attempts to obtain precise time by means of monitoring the clocks on the

GPS satellites can be limited by, the time delay of the oarth's ionosphere. This additional time

delay is due to the group delay of the modulation of the 1.023 MHz and 10.23 MHz modulation

which carry the modulation, or time information on the signal. The amount of this additional time

delay can be expressed as:

At = 40.3/(cf2)TEC (seconds)

where c is the velocity of light, in m/s and f is the carrier frequency, in Hertz.

TEC is the number of free electrons in a unit column, having a cross section of one square meter,

the earth's ionosphere along the path between the satellite and the ground monitoring station.

One TEC unit is called 1 x 1016 el/m 2.
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Typical monthly median values of this additional time delay are shown in Figure la for 2000 U.

T. for the solar maximum year of 1990. Note that the highest values of ionospheric vertical time

delay are 50 nanoseconds. To convert vertical time delay values to those at a slant elevation angle

a mean ionospheric height of 400 km is generally used. Thus, at low elevation angles, even as low

as 5 degrees, the time delay will be only approximately three times as high as the vertical values.

During a period of minimum solar activity the ionospheric time delay values will be much lower.

Figure lb illustrates the results of a monthly median model of time delay for 199,5, a year of

expected minimum in solar activity. Note that the nlaximum value of ionospheric time delay is

only 20 nanoseconds, and for much of the time over the entire globe, the maximum median vertical

ionospheric time delay is less than 5 nanoseconds. These model representations are of monthly

median conditions only.

IONOSPHERIC DAY-TO-DAY VARIABILITY

Tile variability of ionospheric time delay about the monthly median values for any month is ap-

t)roximately normally distributed about the mean value with a standard deviation from 20 to 25%,

especially during the daytime hours when the absolute values are the highest. Figure 2 illustrates

the day-to-day variability of ionospheric time delay over an entire year, for a mid-latitude station

located near Boston, MA. The units in Figure 3 are in 1016 el/m 2 column. To obtain nanoseconds

of time delay at L1, tile 1.575 GHz GPS frequency, you must divide the TEC ordinate scale by 1.85.

Note that each of the monthly overplots has a relatively large spread about its monthly median

values. A similar variability is found for ionospheric time delay measured from other mid-latitude

stations.

CORRECTING FOR IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY

I. THE GPS IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY ALGORITHM

The GPS satellites transmit, as part of their data message, coefficients designed to correct for

approximately 50% of the root mean square, (rms) ionospheric time delay error. Tests of the

performance of this algorithm against a large amount of mid-latitude ionospheric electron content

data have shown that, indeed, at least a 50% rms correction is achieved. Klobuchar and Doherty,

(1990), have looked at the statistics of the behavior of ionospheric time delay for a number of

stations, and also have shown the statistics of the residual errors after applying the GPS ionospheric

time delay algorithm.

Figure 3a illustrates the statistics of the variability of the earth's mean daytime ionosphere for a low

mid-latitude station, Ramey, Puerto Rico. The three seasons of a solar maximum year, 1981, are

represented separately in Figure 3a. The solid points represent the actual behavior of ionospheric

range error, in meters at L1, versus cumulative probability. One meter represents 3 nanoseconds

of time delay. The abscissa is scaled in a manner such that a normal distribution is represented by

a straight line in this figure. Note that for all three seasons the ionospheric time delay behavior is

approximately normally distributed.

Also shown in Figure 3a is the remaining ionospheric range error after the use of the GPS single fre-

quency user algorithm to correct for ionospheric range error. Note that, for all but the approximate

lowest 0.01 fraction of the curves, the use of the algorithm considerably lowered the ionospheric
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rangeerror.

Figures4aand 4b illustratesimilar datafor a station locatedin Hamilton,MA alsofor the solar
maximumyearof 1981.AgaintheGPSsinglefrequencyuserionosphericalgorithmprovidesalarge
improvementoverthe actualdatafor thedaytimevaluesfor all threeseasons.Thelargedeparture
from nearnormaldistribution of thedataabove0.99on the cumulativeprobability curvefor the
equinoxdaytimevaluesshownin figure4ais dueto asinglemagneticstormwhichoccurredduring
that season.

Othersimilar comparisonsof actualionosphericmeasurementsagainstthe GPSionosphericalgo-
rithm havebeenmadefor stationslocatedin Hawaiiand Tromso,Norway.The resultsof com-
parisonsat all thesestationsshowthat the algorithmworksbest during times whenthe actual
ionosphericrangeerrorsare thegreatest,whichis whenit is highlydesirablethat it shouldwork
the best. During the nighttimehours,whenthe absolutevaluesof ionospherictime delayarelow,
the algorithmdoesnot correctaswell, but during thosehoursof low absolutevalues,a poorer
correctioncanmoreeasilybetolerated.

II. MEASUREMENTS OF IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY

If tile residualerrorsin obtainingprecisetime from GPSsignals,after usingtile singlefrequency
ionosphericcorrectionalgorithm,arestill too largefor precisetime transferusingGPS,thenan
actualmeasurementof the ionospherictime delaymustbemade,preferablyalongthe line of sight
fromthe sameGPSsatellitefromwhichthetime transferis beingattempted.Davis,et. al. (1991)
havedescribeda receivingsystemspecificallydesignedto measureionospherictime delayfrom
multipleGPSsatellites.Figure5 illustratesan exampleof TEC dataobtainedfrom this type of
code-freeteeeivingsystem.Alsoshownin this figureis theTEC obtainedby the Faradayrotation
technique.The agreementis excellent,indicatingthat the NIST ionosphericmonitoringsystem
worksasdesired.

The code-freeGPSionosphericreceivingsystemis relativelyinexpensiveand hasbeenprovento
yieldsatisfactoryvaluesof ionospherictimedelayto anapproximateaccuracyof afewnanoseconds,
certainlybetter that ten nano seconds,but, at present,not as good asone nanosecond.One
potential problemfor ionosphericcorrectionsis the unknownoffsetof the 10.23MHzmodulation
on theL1andL2 frequenciesoneachGPSsatellite.Eachsatellitehasadifferentmodulationoffset,
called tgd, which is transmitted as part of each satellite message. Unfortunately, when compared

against other measure ments of ionospheric electron content the transmitted tgd values do not yield

as precise absolute ionospheric electron content as desired. Several groups are presently studying

ways of improving the accuracy of this bias.

CORRELATION OF IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY WITH SO-

LAR RADIO FLUX

Ionization in the earth's ionosphere is produced by ultra-violet, UV, emissions from the sun. Thus,

it is tempting to use a standard measure of short term solar activity, the solar radio flux on 10.7

cm wavelength, to correlate with the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere. Unfortunately, this

does not work well due to many other complicating factors in the production, loss and transport

of ionization in the earth's ionosphere which are still subjects of active research in the ionospheric

community.
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As anexampleof attemptsto correlateionospherictime delayagainstF10.7,Figure6aillustrates
correlationsof meandaytimevaluesof TEC against10.7cm solarradio flux for eachof the 12
monthsof 1981,a yearof very high solaractivity. The coefficientof correlation,alongwith the
95%confidenceintervalsis givenfor eachmonth. Note that, for most months,the correlation is

low. The highest vMues of correlation occur during April and December and even during those

months the correlation coefficient is only 0.66.

If the magnetically disturbed days are removed from each month, the resulting correlation does not

improve significantly, as indicated in Figure 6b. Note that the month of April now has a negligible

correlation, while that for May and some of the winter months has improved a bit. Over half the

months of the year exhibit a negligible correlation of mean daytime ionospheric time delay against

the standard F10.7 radio measure of solar UV flux.

LONG TERM SOLAR FLUX

We are now in the declining phase of the current 11 year solar cycle, as shown in Figure 7. At

present the predictions of long term solar activity are not reliable. Thus, an average solar cycle

maximum is perhaps the best that can be predicted at this time. As we approach the end of the

current solar cycle, expected to be in the mid-1990s, predictions of the next cycle should be more

reliable since the method which has had moderate success in long term predictions has relied on

recurrent magnetic storms during the last few years of a solar cycle. During the solar minimum

conditions expected in the mid- 1990s the absolute values of ionospheric time delay should be from

one half to one fourth their values during solar maximum.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ionospheric time delay limits the accuracy of precise time transfer, by using the single frequency

signal from the GPS satellites, to a few tens of nanoseconds. The ionospheric time delay algorithm

can improve the ionospheric rms error by at least 5070, but the remaining errors may still be too

large for time transfer at the ten nanosecond level.

The best method of correcting for the effects of ionospheric time delay is simply to measure it

directly by means of a relatively inexpensive code-free receiving system designed specifically for

that purpose. The overall accuracy of such a system is certainly better than ten nanoseconds, but

probably not yet at the one nanosecond level. Time transfer at the sub-nanosecond level using GPS

will be very difficult to accomplish due to the effects of the time delay of the earth's ionosphere.

The long term solar activity of the present solar cycle is now in its declining phase, and can be

expected to reach a minimum in activity in the mid-1990s. The best current estimates of the next

solar maximum are for it to occur approximately in the year 2000, and to be of average strength.

By the mid-1990s the predictions of the strength of the next solar maximum should be greatly

improved.
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Figure la. Contours of world-wide monthly time delay for March 1990, a solar

maximum year.
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Figure lb. Contours of world-wide monthly time delay for March 1995, a year

of expected solar minimum activity.
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Figure 3. Cumulative probability of ionospheric range error for Ramey, PR for
three seasons during 1981, a year of high solar activity. Also

shown is the residual error after applying the GPS single frequency

user ionospheric error algorithm.

3a, (top) is for mean daytime. 3b, (bottom) is for mean nighttime.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. William Klepczynski, USNO: A comment along the lines of "the ghost of Christmas

present". At the ION meeting in September we gave a paper where the problem is even compounded

more by the transmitted model by GPS. There is a maximum number for the solar flux unit that
can be transmitted. The current values of solar flux exceed that value. There is a truncation

problem that makes the transmitted model incomplete when the sun really acts up.

Mr. K]obuchar: Yes, it was very bad during January and February. l don't know what to do

about that. If JPO would give a little money to think about it, we could try to update the model.

There is a later set of data now that we could use to improve that algorithm, but I don't think
that there is much interest at JPO.

Dr. Henry Fliegel, Aerospace: It is not known as well as it should be, perhaps, that JPO no

longer directs the day to day operations of GPS. That is really m the hands of Space Command.

The one thing that JPO can do, of course, is to revise the software to take care of this truncation

problem that Bill and you have just been discussing. I guess that we should work on that so that

we will be ready for the next solar maximum. The other comment that I have is that, although

frankly the relations between JPO and Space Command have been very, very poor over the last few

years, I think that under the new joint command for GPS, the Air Force will be more responsive

to things like this.

Mr. Klobuchar: Without getting into the politics of the situation, it is not just a truncation

problem. It is because the algorithm coefficients themselves were designed only up to an average

solar cycle maximum. We didn't accurate time delay information that incorporated even the 1981

cycle, let alone the present cycle. However, now that is available. It would require a lot of looking at

the data and new coefficients and a new model. I think that it is not a problem for the operational

side, but for the Space Systems Division side.

Samuel Ward, JPL In looking at the data there, and being aware that the ionization of the

atmosphere by the solar flux is a function of the angle that the flux strikes the atmosphere. That

angle is a function of the tidal bulge caused by solar, earth, lunar rhythms. Could this cause some

of the problems that you see?

Mr. Klobuchar: What causes the long term solar behavior is not something that I don't really

want to comment on. Some people have said that most of the angular momentum of the solar

system is due to the planet Jupiter, since it is the heaviest planet. So somehow Jupiter "sucks

out" the sunspots from the sun. The period of Jupiter is about i 1 years. Having said all of that, I

shouldn't have because that smacks to me of astrology. The people who are the real solar experts

don't have a good handle on what causes the cycles. They are starting to understand the shorter

term stuff a little, but not the long term. They know less about forecasting solar cycles than we do

about the weather. JPL is starting to give some excellent data on the ionospheric measurements

around the world because they are scattering the ROGUE receivers around and are getting a lot

of data. With that data, it may be possible to make a world wide model of planetary time delay,

directly, within the next five years or so.

Dr. Claudine Thomas, BIPM: You forgot to mention that there is another form of codeless

receiver that was developed at BIPM and reported At the PTTI in Redondo Beach. It is now

available in commercial form, coupled with a GPS receiver. That receiver is used at BIPM.
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Mr. Klobuchar: Yes,I didn't meanto gointo the commercialunits, but thereareseveralout
there.Youshouldrealizethat therightsto commercialuseof thembelongsto PeteMcDoran,who
did the workwhenhewasat JPL. The sequenceis probablyJPL, NIST with the Frenchgroup,
andthe Japanese.
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